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They come from across the globe and all walks of life, but these teens share a spectacular and frightening secret--a
genetic twist of fate has gifted each one of them with incredible powers. This is the next generation of mutants who
have come to the Xavier School for Gifted Youngsters in Snow Valley, Massachusetts, to learn how to control and

utilize their growing abilities for the greater good of mankind. Helping them along the way are the exclusive
academy's three headmasters, Sean Cassidy, Emma Frost, and Raven Darkholme. Together, the pupils and teachers

do their best to attend class, learn about themselves, and find their place in a world that fears and hates them...

Issue #1

by Mike Fitzgerald

Banshee

Emma Frost

Jubilee

Skin

Chamber

WRITERS NOTE: Welcome to Marvel 2K's Generation X #1! First off,
let me say that I am totally wiping out all Hama and Faerber continuity.
So if you're a Lobdell/Robinson fan, THIS IS THE FIC FOR YOU! But
wait? Don't all Marvel 2K fics take place right after Maggie War? Yep
they do. Which is why this is a little complicated. So I'm going to do
change the Operation: Zero Tolerance ending just a bit:
1. Emma and Banshee have kissed and made up (aww...)
2. M never unmerged (WOOHOO!)
3. Emma and Sean found the kids shortly after, safe and sound.
4. And we'll assume the kids have been quietly studying all this time ^_^
That's it! Without further ado-do, here's Generation X #1, in the Merry
Marvel 2000 manner!

Emma Frost, the former White Queen of the Hellfire Club, doesn't take
much for granted. One moment she was a young debutante, the next
she's hearing voices in her head. Soon becoming feared and hated like so
many others. All of a sudden she was leading a band of young mutants
known as the Hellions, and... well...

Emma Frost clings to her work with love. Her students are her greatest
assets. If she were to lose them a SECOND time, there's no telling what
she would become capable of.

"Miss Frost," Leech asked. "Where Jubilee?"
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Artie and Leech take everything for granted. It goes with the innocence
of youth.

"She went with Banshee and the others for driving lessons. Why?"

"Jubilee said she help us put up posters in treehouse. Said she had all
these cool Captain America ones!"

"Oh."

The two children looked at her with their pupil-less eyes. Craving for an
idea of something they could do.

"You could see if Angelo will let you play video games with him."

"Angelo playing Space Invaders and he never lets Artie and Leech have
turns..."

"What about Everett? You can tell him he can have a break if he says
he's busy studying..."

"Okay!" Leech giggled as he ran off.

"=)" Artie 'said,' as he followed.

Emma watched them as they ran off. Enjoying every bit of their
innocence...

Everett Thomas, code-named Synch, takes a few things for granted. He
used to take his parents for granted. Until he nearly killed them and his
baby sister while under the control of Emplate. He used to take life at the
Xavier school for granted until he and the others were nearly drowned at
sea. Due to the nature of his powers, he cannot take the other members
of his team for granted.

But Everett is happy with his life. He should be studying, but he was
given a chance to have fun with the youngest students at the Xavier
School, and he's not going to take this chance for granted.

"Okay guys," Everett said. "Let's get to it. You're lucky you know where
Jubilee keeps her stuff."

"Captain America SO cool!" squeaked Leech.
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"^_^"

Synch stopped in his tracks. He saw a man he had not seen in a long
while. Not since he had first seen Emplate...

"Gateway..."

"?" Artie 'said.'

The old Australian looked at Synch with wide, open eyes. He stared at
him for what seemed like eternity. Then all of a sudden, he tightly shut
them, and opened them again. Everett looked past the man and finally
saw what he was talking about.

"C... Clarice?!"

Angelo Espinosa, otherwise known as Skin, doesn't take anything for
granted. He loves his life. To death. End of story. Lets move on.

Emma Frost stood in his doorway.

"Angelo? Can I ask you something?"

"Si," Angelo replied. "What can I help you with, Ms. Frost?"

"I just wanted to tell you to be a little nicer to Leech and Artie," she
replied. "They really don't have anybody but each other, and I just
thought you should treat them a little better."

"Okay. Gotcha. Let kids play Space Invaders more often. Anything
else?"

"Well... now that you mention it, I was a bit curious as to why you didn't
want to go with the others for driving lessons. You usually can't wait
when it comes to the Sean's Jeep..."

"I need a little time to think once and a while... that's all."

"Well, if you need anything, Sean and I are here."

"Si Miss Frost. You got it."



Paige Guthrie, the younger sister of X-Force's Cannonball, doesn't take
many things for granted. Her powers, for one. Its not every mutant that's
gifted with polymorphical abilities such as she is. It may have been the
greatest night in her life when she begged for the stars to make her a
mutant. She threatened to tear of her skin if she didn't. Now look at her.
As Husk, that's how her morphing abilities work.

"Slow down, lass!" Sean Cassidy shouted. Fortunately for the others in
the Jeep, it wasn't the sonic scream of Banshee.

One might say that Paige takes a lot of things for granted, right now.
They'd say she's taking her diving permit for granted, her and her
friends' lives for granted...

"I KNEW I should have stayed and played Atari with Skin!" Jubilation
Lee, a.k.a. Jubilee, cringed.

"You guys are making me NERVOUS!" whined Paige.

"Stop the car, gel, before the police see ya!" pleaded Jonothan
Starsmore, called Chamber.

"Do as he says! There's a parking lot over there." Banshee instructed.

"Umm... okay..."

Paige reluctantly pulled in. She hadnt really wanted to, however. She
really just wanted another go at it, mostly. But she was pretty sure she'd
mess up again. She had been a little shaken up by the others' panicking.
She shrugged it off and told her self there'd be other lessons.

"Gosh, you guys," Paige began. "I'd think after all we've been though as
Generation X, you could handle a little beginner's driving..."

"Paige, Emplate never took us though three, count 'em THREE, red
lights, ONE stop sign and TWO u-turns!!" Jubilee exclaimed.
"Otherwise, I'd have given up this whole 'mutant superhero' thing long
ago."

"I think ye kids have gotten enough lessons for today. Just let me nerves
settle f'r a moment, and we'll be on our way home..."

"May I drive, Mr. Cassidy?" Monet St. Croix, sometimes called M,
asked.



"I dinnae know 'bout that, Monet. Ye'd hafta be sure not ta be spacin' out
on the road."

"I'll be careful, sir. That's a promise."

"I guess ye couldn't do any worse'n--er, go f'r it, lass."

Synch couldn't believe his eyes. Nobody'd talked about her much since...
the funeral. And here she was.

"Hello, Everett," she said calmly. "It's been a long time."

"Evr'tt! Who she?" Leech asked.

"A friend, Leech" Everett replied. "A friend..."

"I need to speak with Ms. Frost," Clarice said. "It's important."

"S-Sure... lets go."

Suddenly, without warning, the ground erupted around them.

"What the--?!"

It took a form. One all too familiar.

"I'm baaack."

"Ay! I'm very impressed, M," Sean said. "Y'even swerved f'r that pup
that came outta nowhere!"

"Almost makes you wonder why a dog runs out in front of a car that's in
plain sight..."

"What are you insinuating, Lee?"

"Oh... nothing..." Jubilee smirked.

Suddenly, the Jeep fell silent. Jubilee and Monet stopped their bickering
for a moment as they gazed at their school. Enveloped in the plant life
from the biosphere.



M and Jubilee take things for granted everyday. One was that they could
always return to their school at the end of the day. Good old Xavier's.
Another was that they never, never thought Black Tom was going to
return. So quickly, anyhow.

Banshee doesn't take much for granted at all. He's been an X-Man for
years, now. One day, a villain's defeated, the next, he's back. Just like
old friends...

Deep underground, Black Tom built a little space while he waited for the
others... he's waiting still. Suddenly, Emma begins to stir... she notices
Clarice. Her eyes widen.

"Blink?"

"Ach! I see ye've noticed the wee one with the purple face's back," Black
Tom said. "Not that that... changes matters anyhow..."

"Tom... you have two choices," Emma warned. "One is to release me
and let me kill you. The other is to wait until I escape and let me kill
you."

The one known as Mondo gave her a closer look.

"Strange words comin' out of dis one."

"Strange words indeed," Black Tom replied. "Emma dear, what makes
ye think yuir gettin out o' here? Please. Enlighten me. I have time t' kill."

"What do you plan to do with us? Are you still having delusions of
taking over the school? Of taking care of all these students as little more
than a tree gone MAD?"

"Mondo."

Mondo approached her and then rendered her unconsious.

"Li'l pest. You'll get yuirs. Ah... They're here..."

"But... didn't you say Penance killed your cousin, Mr. Cassidy?"

"She might've. But what do ye see, lass? As an X-Man, you'll start



learnin' to expect the unexpected"

Black Tom rose out of the ground as if on cue.

"TOM! STOP THIS RIGHT NOW! WE'VE BEEN THROUGH THIS! I
WILLNAE PLAY YUIR GAMES! I CANNAE GIVE YE THERESA
BACK!"

"Oh come off it, boyo," Black Tom replied. "This isnt ABOUT Theresa
anymore..."

"Then what is this about, Blackie? Why dontcha just leave us alone! So
you have a sucky cousin! EVERYONE DOES!" exclaimed Jubilee.

"WHAT IS THIS ABOUT, TOM?"

Black Tom grew to an immense proportion, and smiled.

"Fun."

The ground enveloped them. Black Tom withdrew all the plants. And
with that, they were gone.



They come from across the globe and all walks of life, but these teens share a spectacular and frightening secret--a
genetic twist of fate has gifted each one of them with incredible powers. This is the next generation of mutants who
have come to the Xavier School for Gifted Youngsters in Snow Valley, Massachusetts, to learn how to control and

utilize their growing abilities for the greater good of mankind. Helping them along the way are the exclusive
academy's three headmasters, Sean Cassidy, Emma Frost, and Raven Darkholme. Together, the pupils and teachers

do their best to attend class, learn about themselves, and find their place in a world that fears and hates them...

Issue #2

by Mikey G.
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Strapped to a wall, tubes connected into mysterious places, Paige
Guthrie's thoughts shift from terror to self-blame. You might call this
young X-Man a perfectionist. Her drive is obtained from her own self-
reproach. She obviously did not want the abduction of herself and the
other residents of Xavier's School for Gifted Youngsters to happen; still
she places the blame squarely on herself.

Why didn't I see it coming? Paige thinks to herself. A leader is worthless
if not alert. An X-Man is DEAD if not alert. Its because I wasn't a good
driver.* I could have seen it coming miles away had I been in the
driver's seat. M's autism makes her concentrate on only a few things at a
time, so it wasn't her fault. Banshee was being too much of a teacher at
the time. Of course Jono and Jubilee were playing in the back. I should
have stayed focus. I need to learn that the time for fun has got to pass.
All those times visiting the X-Men, they were cool, calm, and collected.
They are never caught off guard, by anything! That's what I need to be
like. The next generation of X-Men must be ready for anything and
everything...

[*In last issue when the Gen-X students went for a driving lesson--Jay]

She goes on. Ironically, she is so immersed in her own pity she does not
even seem to notice that the person next to her good friend* who she
hasn't seen in so long.

[*Just incase you didn't know, Blink is BACK! Check it out in issue #1--
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Jay]

The man called Bishop makes his way through the woodland until
finally, he comes to a clearing.*

[*See X-Men #1 for more on Bishop's return--Jay]

The little one's school... hmm... he thinks to himself.

He pauses for a moment, pondering the last visit he had here.* Where he
had met the First Emplate. And helped members of Generation X fight
him and his minions. It wouldn't have been a difficult battle had the rest
of the X-Men been there to aid him, but with only a handful of X-Men-
in-training at his side, it had proven to be quite an epic.

[*Way back when in the MU Generation X series, #12- 14--Jay]

He remembers mistaking the one known as M as his mother. Something
he was certain to have taken note of.
Bishop walked up to the entrance of the school. Expecting immediate
greeting, due to security censors. When he didn't he assumed the team of
youngsters must be on some mission. He headed for the headmasters'
office to use the hotline.

As he entered he saw a blinking red light under the desk. He opened the
first drawer to reveal a keypad. He typed in a password that was held
tightly in his memory and a voice said,

"Distress. Emma Frost. Distress..."

It went on and gave him detailed instructions on her location, what
vehicles to use, and possible assailants.

Penance slowly walked into the room. With a troubled look on her face.
Bishop looked up at her.

"Penance," he professed.

To himself, of course. He was fully aware of the young girl's
incapability to speak.

Clarice Ferguson's thoughts are muddled. She could think about was the
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In-Betweener, and her last visit with him. Warning her of the terrible,
terrible destruction of what was about to happen to his realm. She
remembered asking him why he banished his own student.

He told her it was out of fear.

Not since her own "death"* had she been so despondent. She had
already learned much of the fabric of space-time and ways to manipulate
it. Learning of the utter joy she could only experience in her favorite
third-dimensional realm shown to her by her teacher. She could never
have that again. Her powers bereft of the In-Betweener's amplifications.

[*Take a look at the Phalanx Covenant cross-over--Jay]

She was back on Earth. The place the In-Betweener was so fascinated
with. Even when time was distorted by Legion... and the world became
an Age overrun by Apocalypse.* She had requested that she
experience... everything this alter version of her went through. She was
so captivated with this timeline. And... she loved herself more in this age
that she had in her own. She was surrounded by friends, she was feared
by enemies... she was an X-Man. This was her time.

[*The Age of Apocalypse happened back in January of 1995, and
spanned all the X-books of the time. In it, Clarice was a member of
Magneto's X-Men--Jay]

Again on Earth. Two fleeting minutes upon her return, the creature,
Black Tom arrived. She had "seen" what had happened as a result of his
previous visit. The team torn apart. Each one very nearly killed. Saved
by a tiny shard of coincidence. Even she was on edge after that. Even in
the In-Betweener's realm...

Now, their tormentor had returned. She is helpless to stop him. But,
looking around at all the instruments laid out, she recognizes, this isn't
the handiwork of Black Tom. But something far more adverse. She
struggles to recall... and the revelation stuns her.

"ESSEX!" she calls out, "Oh my God! You guys! Wake up, NOW!"

A few of them began to wake up. However Leech and Skin remained out
cold.

"Eh? C-clarice? Yuir back lass...?" A weary Banshee asked.

"Yes! But there's no time for that now! We've got to think of a way out!"



Paige spoke softly, "Leech is draining our powers. We can't use them
with him around."

"Well, then we won't use them!" Blink called out "Come on! The X-Men
have gotten out of tougher jams than this! Situations that would
probably make us die from fear! Remember Genosha? You were there,
Jubilee!*"

[*Blink is referring WAAAAAY back to the X-Tinction Agenda, before
Generation X--Jay]

Jubilee spoke up, "She's right! There must be a way out. I think there
was--" but then she was cut off by a mysterious voice.

"I'd love to hear what you're up to. But I'm afraid the time for that is up."

"Sinister!" the White Queen called out. "What in God's name are you
doing?!"

"Oh please. Don't make me laugh. If you must know, I've been very
intrigued by the members of your little group. They seem to contain
limitless power, but with no discipline to back it up. I'm taking
advantage of that situation. Rather than bore you with the details. I'll just
tell you that you have a few moments to get a good look at each other.
Some of you will die as a result of what you're going to be put through.
Others of course, will be much, much worse... hmm..."

The sound of machines booting up seemed to echo through the room as
the apparatus' the team was attached to began moving...

"WHA-WHAT?! LISTEN PAL, JUST WAIT UNTIL THE X-MEN
GET ON YOUR ASS! THEN WE'LL SEE WHO'S GONNA BE
MUCH, MUCH WORSE THAN DEAD!!" Jubilee exclaimed.

"*sigh* Well, it'll be too bad that you wont be alive when it happens.
Farewell."

Paige Guthrie can't control the tears that begin to well up in her eyes.
Pretty soon though, all they see is darkness.



They come from across the globe and all walks of life, but these teens share a spectacular and frightening secret--a
genetic twist of fate has gifted each one of them with incredible powers. This is the next generation of mutants who
have come to the Xavier School for Gifted Youngsters in Snow Valley, Massachusetts, to learn how to control and

utilize their growing abilities for the greater good of mankind. Helping them along the way are the exclusive
academy's three headmasters, Sean Cassidy, Emma Frost, and Raven Darkholme. Together, the pupils and teachers

do their best to attend class, learn about themselves, and find their place in a world that fears and hates them...

Issue #3

by Mike Fitzgerald
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"Seeing all these cars remind me how much I want to learn how to
drive..."

The words of Everett Thomas echoed in M's mind, as she lay helpless to
the machine. It held her up in the air. It reminded her of the constructs
from Genosha that were used to hold the X-Men. She had been
particularly fascinated with the subject of Genosha ever since the UN
gave it to Magneto. So she studied the X-Men's adventures there. It's
funny, she thought. The public will never know what kind of madmen
were in that country...

She wondered how it'd feel. What kind of torture was she in for? What
was Sinister going to do to them? She shook off those thoughts. She
thought again of Everett. And of things he'd said to her...

"I've never had a proper girlfriend. There's that whole thing I haven't
done..."

He was so sweet and kind to her that day. But then her environment
distracted her again. She'd wondered when she was going to get out of
this place. But, she didn't "feel" scared. Suddenly, she knew why...

She heard the machines begin to boot up. The high-pitched noises made
by them drove straight into her soul. She clenched and thought of him...

Suddenly, a great explosion was heard! Monet's eyes burst open in
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surprise. The sounds she had heard weren't the contraption around her at
all! It was Bishop's gun!

"M, I'll have you down in a second. Hold on!" Bishop yelled.

Monet took on a cynical tone of voice. "Finally, the X-Men decide to
run in and rescue us."

Bishop gave her a disgruntled look as he examined the equipment.
"What are those teachers of yours teaching you? X-Men aren't your
baby-sitters, little one. Ah, I think this ought do it..." He punched a few
buttons and her shackles were released! "Besides... its just me.
Happened very much by coincidence."

Monet dropped down. "Yeah. Mr. Cassidy told us you were in space
with some villain"

"Something like that..."

"Well, we'd better get to work. Do you know where the others are, too?"

"I could probably find your Ms. Frost, first. She's got a homing device
on her."

"...Wait. How did you find me then?"

"...pardon?"

"Shouldn't you have found Ms. Frost first?"

"I don't know. Look, we don't have time to argue over this. We have to
get going."

"Right. I think Synch is nearby. I thought I saw him next to me earlier."

"You should know first, though. This place is full of traps. I'm certain
Sinister's been planning this for a long time, yet. This place is HUGE."

A faint scream was heard.

"Everett!"
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Penance

The young girl named Penance lies still. She's been in this kind of
situation before. She knows how to act. It's been hammered into her...
figuratively, too. She's totally unencumbered. Silent. Unruffled.

A solitaire tear rolled down her cheek.

The machine lit up. A spark of energy flows throughout the room as
everything booted up. Suddenly everything seemed as if it was about to
begin... when... it stopped. A sound of denouement was made. And that
was it...

Penance looked around, smiled faintly, and clenched her arms to break
out of the shackles! She landed on the ground gracefully and her head
darts around. She walked to the wall on her right and began to scratch at
it.

Clarice Ferguson lie still. The ambient light of a few small machines
operating in the room seems to illuminate the violet skin on her face.
She breathes slowly and reflects on how her world has come crashing
down upon her. Ever since the strange occurrence in the In-Betweener's
realm.

Suddenly, she hears a small scratching at the wall to her left. Scritch
scratch. Scritch scratch. Against cold metal. She pondered this for some
time. Had there been an infestation in the facility? Scritch scratch.
Scritch scratch. It got louder each time. The sound plagued at her skull.
Sent chills up and down her spine... scritch scratch...

Finally, it stopped. Clarice let out a sigh of relief.

Then, something began picking through the wall. Strange, red hands
began to poke out. She'd never seen this sort of thing before. Was it one
of Sinister's test subjects? What could this strange thing be? Then,
Penance poked her head out. Blink sighed again. She recognized her
from seeing her in the In-Betweener's realm. But this was their first face
to face meeting.

Penance looked around the room with curious eyes. It was similar to the
one she had been in, but now there was a different person in place of
where she was. A funny lookin' person, at that.

"Penance!" Blink shouted.
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Penance stepped back, startled at the cry. She had never seen her before.
Yet the other one seemed to call out her name as if she knew her.

Blink spoke again. "Penance? Let me down, sweetie!"

Penance gazed at her. An inquisitorial look in her eyes.

Synch's yelling was outright deafening to hear up close. For the
machines had already started on him. And he was in a vast amount of
pain. M and Bishop entered the room.

"Bishop! You have to do something!" M cried.

He stared at the control panel near Synch, "Hold on a moment, I'll have
it in a second. This machine's different from the one in your room."

"How long will that take?"

"Just hold on..."

M put a disgruntled face on. At that point she thrust her fist into the
panel!

"M! NO!!" Bishop shouted. "WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!"

All the lights began to dim. Synch slowly drifted into unconsciousness...

"We had to work fast. If it had been any longer, we would have lost him
to Sinister forever," she proclaimed.

"It was NOT your choice to make, young one. And it is NOT the way
the X-Men work! Everett could have brain damage now because of you!
How will you explain that?!"

"I'm not answering to you. And we don't know what's going on in
Everett's mind as of now. He could be just fine."

"As the only adult around here, you DO answer to me. Now, since I
suppose we cant do anything about that now, help me get him out of
here with your superhuman strength, since we can't unlock him after
what you did to the panel..."



".......very well, SIR."

Jonothon Starsmore woke up with a start. He was the last one to recover
from Black Tom's initial attack. He wondered where he was now, and
what had become of Tom*. He turned to his left and the love of his
young life, Paige Guthrie, unexpectedly came into view.

[*Last ish--Dino]

"Jono! You're awake!" Paige exclaimed.

"Hey gel," his words were a little fuzzy as he spoke to her, "w-where are
we?"

"I'm not sure. But the thing is, Sinister has us, not Black Tom," she
looked down, "Jono... call me crazy, but I have a sneaking feeling... this
is it."

"Don't talk like that! That's not like you!"

"I know, I'm so messed up right now... I cant even THINK straight right
now..."

"It'll be okay Paige, you just gotta--"

He was broken when all of a sudden the bonds were released and they
fell to the ground.

Paige was the first to get up, a little shaky, "Ah! What was THAT?"

Jono got up, too. "Oh... I don't know... But I say we high-tail it out of
here"

"Let's go, babe."



They come from across the globe and all walks of life, but these teens share a spectacular and frightening secret--a
genetic twist of fate has gifted each one of them with incredible powers. This is the next generation of mutants who
have come to the Xavier School for Gifted Youngsters in Snow Valley, Massachusetts, to learn how to control and

utilize their growing abilities for the greater good of mankind. Helping them along the way are the exclusive
academy's three headmasters, Sean Cassidy, Emma Frost, and Raven Darkholme. Together, the pupils and teachers

do their best to attend class, learn about themselves, and find their place in a world that fears and hates them...
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by Mike Fitzgerald
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"I... HATE... MACHINES!!" Emma Frost screamed as she tore apart the
wires and computer cards that made up the machine confining Angelo
Espinosa with her telekinetic gifts.

Jubilee smirked. "Gosh Ms. F, I never woulda guessed."

Emma gave her a cold look. "Just help me get him down from there."

"Sure thing!" they climbed up to where he where he had previously been
bound and held together. Now, only a few stray wires were holding him
up. Dangling like a fly in a spider's web.

Emma walked up under where he was being held, " Blast. Jubilee... we
don't know how much weight these things can hold, and he's still limp
from being unconscious. You weigh less than I, just... go up try to get
him out of there. And try not to get yourself hurt in the process! I cannot
carry you both around."

She nodded and began to climb up to him. Feeling every groove to
check for sturdiness, as she had been trained to. Continuing on until she
came to the wires she had been dreading. She took a deep breath and put
a hand on one of them when a new figure came into room. "MS.
FROST!" she called out, distracted, she pushed a little to hard on one of
the wires, looking up to where it led, she saw that Skin was slipping!
"NO!" She climbed down back to the wall, fast as she could, and
dropped down when she felt it was safe enough, but she knew it
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wouldn't be enough to get to Angelo in time. She quickly recovered
from the landing and turned around, only to see that... Bishop had Skin
in his arms. She breathed a sigh of relief, until seeing M was with him,
carrying Synch on her shoulder.

Bishop glared at her "You panicked. That is a fatal mistake from where
I'm from."

"Yeah yeah yeah, so you bustin' us outta here yet? I gotta take a shower.
Big fencing tournament tomorrow." Jubilee replied.

M rolled her eyes.

Clarice watched as Penance skittered around sniffing things and darting
her eyes around. She wondered what the others would think of her true
secrets. Secrets she found out about in the In-Betweener's Realm. The
tragedies that poor girl's had to live through. Blink knew she would have
to tell them eventually. Something would have to pour out. She had to
slip up. She became more depressed as she realized that as a formerly
omnipresent being, that there was nothing to be held sacred by her
teammates. She wondered what they would think of her after the mission
was over. She held some information that the others might like to have
kept secret. It would be very uncomfortable. Perhaps the White Queen
would have to "hide" certain things for her.

But could Emma even be trusted?

Even Blink couldn't observe if the White Queen was at the Xavier
School for any kind of self-serving purpose. She seemed to have
something hidden up her sleeves at all times, maintaining contact with
seedy individuals, but it was no different from when she was with the
Hellions. She sighed deeply. Penance stopped for a moment to glance at
her, then went on her way again.

Banshee's face clenched as he strained to fight off the machine. He had
been fighting at it for about ten minutes. Still, he somehow sensed that
this was only the beginning. That this was only the machine booting up.
Turning on. Seeking weak points in the psi-wall he'd been trained to use.
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Penance

He couldn't go voluntarily unconscious again for some reason. But he
knew that the wall had many flaws. He couldn't let go of one thought.

Black Tom Cassidy.

He had no idea what him and Sinister were planning, but Sean Cassidy
knew he wasn't going to let them get away with it, he tried to push him
out of his head, but as the pain grew stronger, so did his antipathy
toward his cousin. It burned through his very soul. So much, he didn't
see Paige and Jono run in.

Paige looked at her teacher in horror, "Mr. Cassidy!" she cried, "Jono!
Try to get him down!"

Jono shot her a despondent look, "I don't think so, gel... it's too late."

She glared at him with discontent, "NO! You're not thinking hard
enough!"

"What do you expect me to do? I don't know how these here machines
work!" he exclaimed.

Husk tore off a layer of skin on her arm, and shot it through the nearest
one. The shrieking buzzing they once had made faded to a low hum.

"Don't strain yourself like that again, Jono. A girl might get worried..."
she walked pass him and started climbing the machine to get her teacher
down.

Jono muttered to himself, "But... it shoudnt've been that easy..."

*****

Penance suddenly stopped and raised her nose to the air. Blink just
attributed it to being her usual behavior, but Penance put on a very
somber, dark face.

"Pen...?" before she could finish, Penance darted off! "?"

What had gotten into her? "PENANCE!", she said, as she took off after
her.

"Oooh!" Sean moaned. "I've never felt so..."
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Paige interrupted him, "Shh... Mr. C, it's best to keep your strength.
We'll help get you outta here. Come on, Jonothon..."

They began to hoist him on their shoulders when a little girl in red began
scampering up to her... make that a little red girl...

Jono's eyes widened, "Penny?"

Penance's eyes stopped on Banshee. She wound herself down to a
standstill and just stared at him with a look of worry on her face.

"Gee, Jono, she looks awfully worried." She said as she turned to her on-
again, off-again boyfriend.

Suddenly, there was a snapping coming from where penance entered. It
was Blink. She gave an awkward look to the other and spoke. "Um...
hey Paige... Jono... what's goin' on?"

They stared at her speechless for a few moments. Paige spoke up "Um,
hey Clarice."

"You're Clarice?" Jono asked. Blink nodded. He considered questioning
as to how she knew who he was, but decided against it.

And then after another, shorter silence, "Well, I'm sure explanations are
in order, but not now. We need to get going."

"Right" Paige said. "Well, now that we have you guys, I guess we could
take turns carrying Banshee."

"Good idea." Blink replied.

"Hey you guys. Something tells me we found something BIG..." Jubilee
said sarcastically, referring to the giant door with a picture of Sinister on
it.

Bishop stepped up to it, "It's way too obvious. It must be a trap."

"Oh blahblahblah. You know we're going in anyway." The now
conscious rescued Skin remarked.

"I don't like his tone..." Bishop said to Emma.

"You never will" she replied.



Bishop became irritated. "You're the headmistress! You've got to
command some discipline!"

She walked past him, "Oh please. Just because you're another one of
Xavier's lackeys doesn't mean you get to tell me how to do my job.
Angelo! Try to show more respect in front of the guest."

"Si, senora." he said as he smirked at Bishop.

One of Xavier's lackeys, eh? Bishop thought to himself. Isn't that what
you are?

Jubilee became impatient, "Hey! If you two are done trying to obtain
dominance, then can we PLEASE try to get in?!"

Monet pushed her classmate aside. "Oh, if you're going to be so
impatient about it, allow me!" She began pounding on the door with her
fists clenched.

"This is what I was talking about! She's just gone off an..." Bishop
began.

Emma violently interrupted, "Do I have to repeat myself? Stop
undermining MY authority in front of my students! I could have stopped
her by now but I have to stand around and argue HER actions with you!
I'm thankful for you answering the distress call, but now you're pushing
me to my limits!"

Suddenly a whistling sound was heard. It was Paige.

"Hey guys! Could use a hand..." she called out.

Jubilee smiled, "Alright! The gang's all here! Now we can REALLY
have a ball! Although I forgot my gown at home..."

Angelo shook his head and snickered at the half-joke and went over to
help take the load off their shoulders. Jubilee followed.

Emma Frost took the moment to walk up to M and try to coerce her into
calming down. "Monet, the others are here. You seem to be getting
nowhere, the doors are barely damaged, and we need to regroup for a
moment."

"NO! You know what I told you about... him!" she exclaimed.



Suddenly, the doors opened.

"Ooo... a traaap... IM SCARED! M! HOLD ME!" Jubilee exclaimed.

M shoved her off, "Get offa me! Honestly! You need to find a defense
mechanism other than humor."

"Hmph. And I thought you just didn't love me anymore."

M gave her a hostile look.

"Husk, watch over them, please." Emma instructed.

Bishop walked over to Emma, "I would've had Jubilee do it..."

"Oh, shut UP. We're going inside everyone. Stay behind me, now."

They all followed her lead.

The inside looked remarkably different than the outside. It was lined
with wooden floors and oriental rugs. The pictures and statues adored
the sides, even the wallpaper was of exquisite design. The team soon
came upon a Victorian desk, with a chair turned around.

Jubilee saw an obvious joke, "*gasp!* Don't look now! It's Dr. Mad!"

An uproarious laughter broke out from the other side of the desk.

Sinister turned around in the chair, "Charming! Just charming!" he
began to laugh some more.

"...I didn't think it was that funny." Jubilee said.

M replied, "It wasn't"

Emma Frost walked up to his desk. "I think you owe us an explanation
Nathaniel," she said, with impatience and annoyance in her voice.

His eyes lit up, "Ah, but that I do! You see... this was all one big hoax!"

"WHAT?!" Blink exclaimed.

"Yes... a test if you will. By whom, I shan't say. And will never say. You
see. I don't even know! I'm not even Essex!" it said.

M burst out and grabbed the imposter by the neck. "WHERE IS



SINISTER? WHERE IS THAT BASTARD?!" she was startled by the
grip.

Emma spoke up, "Its no use, Monet. It's a cyborg. I suspected when we
first saw it. But I've been registering no brainwave signatures.

She tossed the machine aside and pouted.

A new, different voice suddenly echoed around them, "Oh, and by the
way, this whole facility has been set to self-destruct. The only protection
you'll find is in this very room. I wouldn't... leave if I were you..."

"Banshee and the others!" Jubilee yelled. "We've got to get to them
before time runs out!"

The doors slammed shut.

"I can make a portal to them! Let's go!" Blink cried, but then there was a
rumbling outside and they all knew it was too late.

Jono cried out, "PAIGE! BLINK! OPEN A PORTAL! NOW!"

Blink looked at him hesitantly, "B-but..."

"Don't listen to him! Jono! That's utter suicide!" Emma commanded.

"Sh-she's out there..." he stumbled to his knees. "P-paige..."

After a few minutes, the rumbling stopped, Emma nodded at Clarice.
She then opened up a portal. The team exited the room, followed by
Blink.

They all stood on the rubble. Looking down into it. Knowing their
teammates were there. Emma walked away from the group. Over one
spot.

"...'re here." She said softly.

"What?" Bishop wondered.

"They're here." Emma repeated.

Jono looked down, a tear streaked down his face.

She looked up, "They're alive."



Jono's head darted up and his eyes glowed.

"Paige is holding the rubble up in her diamond form, but she'll soon fall
weak without oxygen and be crushed if we don't get to them quick!
Hurry! Let's all dig!" She exclaimed.

Everyone rushed up to her and started hurling debris. After a while, just
when all seemed hopeless, Paige called out. They scrambled for her, and
got the two bodies from under her and pulled her out as well.

"Oh... oh Jono... it was horrible. I never want to experience that kind of
thing again..." she said.

"Shh... we're here. We gotcha. Don't worry." He said.

Emma interrupted "Okay guys. Now to figure out how to get out of
here."

"A Blackbird jet is nearby," Bishop said. "It's being camouflaged. It'll
take us home."

"At least you're good for something! Now! Let's be off then..." Emma
walked off, her students following her.

"Sir... could you do me a favor?" M asked.

"Hm?" Bishop replied.

"Carry Banshee. I already got Synch. It'll help me out a lot. The others
wouldn't be able to carry his weight."

"I see. So even though you're stronger than I am, you wish to carry the
light load. I wonder why..." He smiled.

M blushed.

"HEY! TIMECOP! QUEENIE JUST REALIZED THAT SHE
DOESN'T KNOW WHERE YOU PARKED YOUR
'CAMOUFLAGED' JET!" Jubilee yelled back at them.

"Why thank you, Jubilee." Emma rolled her eyes.

Bishop smiled.

Next Issue: First, check out X-Men #5 to see what happens to Blink.



Then, be back here as the team settles down in the academy after
Xavier's funeral. But, it appears Xavier had another headmaster coming
on-board. Who is it? Find out in thirty!!



They come from across the globe and all walks of life, but these teens share a spectacular and frightening secret--a
genetic twist of fate has gifted each one of them with incredible powers. This is the next generation of mutants who
have come to the Xavier School for Gifted Youngsters in Snow Valley, Massachusetts, to learn how to control and

utilize their growing abilities for the greater good of mankind. Helping them along the way are the exclusive
academy's three headmasters, Sean Cassidy, Emma Frost, and Raven Darkholme. Together, the pupils and teachers

do their best to attend class, learn about themselves, and find their place in a world that fears and hates them...
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by Mike Fitzgerald
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I can't believe she's gone... Jubilation Lee, otherwise known as a teen
member of the mutant superhero team Generation X, Jubilee, thought at
her windowsill.

And why aren't I? All she's got is power. I've got experience. God, I
really get tired of this school sometimes. I already was an X-Man. I
handled everything they threw at me. What am I going to learn from
those two and their classes? Nothing I really need to know. God
Clarice... you and yer stinkin'... powers. All of a sudden, SHE doesn't
need to take the course on Biochemistry, Shi'ar Translation, and
Quantum Physics. SHE doesn't need to know what the hell a thermo-
blast will do underwater, and how far it can travel. SHE doesn't need to
know what color Forge's eyes are. I already LIVED with the guy! Isn't it
enough that I know what he likes on his burgers?

A knock at the door broke Jubilee's concentration. She responded with a
loud grunt. Everett opened the door.

"Can I come in?" he asked.

"Free country... somewhat" she replied.

Everett smirked. "Hey, I was wondering if you wanna play Avengers vs.
Street Fighters before that new headmaster shows up."

"God, you must love getting your ass beat by me. Lets go!" She left her
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windowsill, and headed down the hall to the rec room. Everett followed.

"So who do you think it is? Ms. Frost was saying how the Professor only
got to tell them he was looking around, and then after the ... stuff...* they
got a call from whoever it was on their way." He said, before opening
the door to the rec room for Jubilee.

[*See Uncanny X-Men #4 and X-Men #5 for the "stuff Everett is
referring to--Dino]

"Well, whatever. It cant be any bigger than Queenie unless it was the
Prof. himself." She sat down, turned on the TV and FunStation and
claimed the first player controller. Synch made a face at her. She replied
with a huge grin. They proceeded with the game.

Monet walked past the doorway, then stopped to look in. "God, you two
and those stupid games. You look like toddlers in a sandbox. Cant you
find something more mature to do?" she teased.

"Yeah right. Don't pay any heed to that garbage, Ev. She's just gonna try
and make us dare her to play like she does with Angelo. If you wanna
play, you can have winner. Here..." she made a flurry of taps on her
controller.

Everett made a look of anguish. "NO! NOT THE SHINKU-
TATSUMAKISEMPUKYAKU!!! Aww..." He tossed the controller on
the floor in defeat as Jubilee broke out in uproarious laughter.

M just rolled her eyes and walked away.

"I swear Sean, that man was a loon!" Emma Frost, formerly known as
the White Queen, complained. She wasn't too pleased with the idea of
another headmaster. Her and Sean were discussing the new occurrences
in the kitchen.

Sean Cassidy, Banshee, sighed. "Em... ye've got te be patient. The fact
is, the Professor knew what he was doin' at the time. Perhaps he was
thinking of turning our small school into a full-scale academy. Just doin
it one step at a time."

Emma sucked her teeth, "That's bull and you know it, Sean. Right now,
we've been doing just fine. It's just as likely to say he doesn't trust us! I
mean, he's always sending that... Bishop and now they just go and
decide to graduate Clarice before she's had any training from us! That
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girl doesn't have any battle experience whatsoever!*"

[*Clarice Ferguson, otherwise known as Blink, returned from the dead
in issue one, and opted to stay with the X-Men back in X-Men #5--Dino]

"They can teach her what they need to. Its very clear she doesn't belong
here. She's got more power than we could imagine." He urged.

Emma glared at him. "Teach her. Then what exactly are WE for, Sean?
It's like when their academy gets too big, and we get the spillover and
they can claim our--"

Jonothon walked into the room. Sean and Emma casually stared at him.

Jono looked at them. "Uh... just getting some coffee." he said,
telepathically.

The doorbell rang.

Emma walked out. Sean and Jono watched her.

Sean spoke up, "Since when do ye drink coffee?"

Everyone was gathered by the front door. Paige was making an attempt
to open it, but Emma rushed up and brushed her aside.

"Hey..." Paige complained.

"Sorry dear, little anxious." Emma apologized before opening the door.

"Who is it, Ms. F?" Synch asked excitedly.

A blonde woman in a trenchcoat walked in. A cabbie followed her with
two arms full of luggage.

"WHAT?!" Jubilee exclaimed.

Synch shook her, "Who is that?!"

Jubilee pushed him back. "Its just that Val Cooper lady. She used to help
lead X-Factor."

"Oh." He replied.



The woman tore out a check for the cabbie and he left, thanking her for
the huge tip.

She looked at everyone and smiled. "Well, pleasure to finally be here
and meet all of you. You'll forgive the disguise, but it was needed for the
taxi."

Paige gave her a quizzical look. "Huh?"

The woman gave a look of understanding. "Here, I'll show you." She
relaxed her muscles to reveal her true identity. Before the teenage heroes
stood a blue-skinned woman with red hair.

Emma let out a gasp of frustration, "MYSTIQUE?!?!"

"Well, its Ms. Darkholme now," Mystique replied.

Jubilee and Everett gave each other high fives.

Emma shot a glare at them. "That's enough, this isn't any kind of
laughing matter."

Mystique chuckled into her hand, "Oh dear, but you should have seen
the look on your face."

Emma became infuriated, "I DON'T NEED THIS! I have enough to deal
with around here and now I find out the new headmaster is a... a..."

"...Villainess?" Mystique said innocently.

Emma let out a moan of rage.

Sean glared at Mystique, "Walk away, Emma."

Emma snapped at him "SHUT UP, SEAN!!" before stomping up the
stairs.

"Well, I think I'll like it here." Mystique smirked. "Who wants to show
me to my room?"

Next Issue: Mystique is the new headmistress?!
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Ach, this isn't good... Banshee thought. Two former villains to keep in
check. VILLAINESSES at that! I have enough trouble keeping my eye on
Emma. I can only trust her so far, this is the X-Men, after all. But even if
it were the Avengers. Ye cannae be too careful with these ex-villain
types. How am I to trust Mystique? As I remember, she wasnae too
popular with X-Factor, either. She's always been a loose cannon. How
am I supposed to work with both these women at once?

Banshee sighed as he knocked on Emma Frost's door.

She opened it "Sean--" she said.

He interrupted, "We need tae talk..."

Mystique breathed a deep breath as she surmised her new surroundings.
"Ah... my new room." She began to unpack, when she noticed a glimpse
of red in the window ahead of her. She grinned.

"Penance... is it?" she asked. "Don't worry, I'm just a new teacher. My
name is Ms. Darkholme."

Penance carefully poked her head upside-down in the window. She was
holding onto the side of the building with her diamond-hard claws.
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"This is the second floor. You're pretty high up, darling, why not come
in and sit for a moment?" Mystique said delicately.

Penance withdrew her head slightly.

Mystique returned to her bags, "Well, in any case, I'll enjoy working
with you. You remind me of me in a lot of ways. Cold, dark,
withdrawn..." she turned to see penance had disappeared. "...an utter
mystery."

A voice came from an intercom by her door, it was Banshee. "Raven,
we'd like a word with ye."

"Certainly." She responded. "Um, where am I meeting you?"

Mystique walked into the meeting room where Banshee and White
Queen were waiting. Upon entering, she said, "Well, I guess I should
start by explaining myself, and my qualifications."

"Qualifications?" asked Emma puzzledly.

Mystique gave a trademark smirk, "Why of course. This should be an
interview more than anything else. We should only consider the
Professor's wishes as a strong, or perhaps eccentric, recommendation."

Sean and Emma gave each other a curious look.

"Go on." Sean said.

Mystique gave a thoughtful look as she spoke, "Well, I have lived for
quite some time, as you know, so that would make a history class more
in-depth for the students. In my time on X-Factor, I've learned many
group tactics, as well as being highly trained in the use of arms, which
could benefit your students who have non-projectile based powers.
Speak fluently in many languages, and even some of the extra-terrestrial
ones, such as Skrull and Shi'ar. Also I am a master of stealth ops. With
the right equipment, I could even perhaps infiltrate this compound."

"I'd say you already have..." Emma quipped.

"Hmm... right you are, we think a lot alike. Another reason to have me
aboard. I've studied the various ways of mutation that have been
documented in order to emulate them should I need to. I also could lend
a hand to your students Husk and Skin with their morphing powers.
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Also, I want to leave a mark on future generations. Teaching young
people has always been my passion. Okay, that's all that comes to mind.
Is there anything else you would like to know?"

"What about your former agenda on making mutants the supreme race
over humans? Will that show up in your classes at all?" Sean asked.

Mystique replied, "No. I no longer feel that way. It was an idea that
made a more distinct sense than Xavier's dream once, but over time, it
seems that humans are never going away. And I don't want the job of
stamping them out. Since then, I've grown to believe that the harmony of
our two races is much more easier than the conflict."

Emma took on a less relaxed stance, "What about your other lives? I've
read that in X-Factor that you seemed distant, and very mysterious. You
aren't Mystique here, you're Miss Darkholme."

"I've thought that through, and everything will be taken care of, should
you give me the position. But I'm Mystique wherever I am. Just as
you're White Queen, correct?" Mystique responded.

Emma rolled her eyes, "I was making a point, Ms. Darkholme."

Sean interrupted, "Alright girls, break it up. Raven, we'll tell ye what we
think in just a moment, we have to deliberate on this for a moment."

Mystique smirked, "Thank you, take your time to deliberate." And left
the room.

"Jonothon Starsmore", Jonothon said, to confirm the voice register for
entrance to the Danger Grotto.

The machine hummed. "Thank you, Chamber, you may enter. Have a
nice day."

Jonothon always enjoyed the walks in the grotto when everyone inside
went crazy over something. He never really cared for their gossip and
other things that kept them busy in-between classes. He often had Paige
join him, but usually she'd study. That was okay, he usually liked to be
by himself anyway. To take moments to reflect on everything. Like what
was to happen to him once he got into the X-Men, IF he got into the X-
Men? What kind of asset would he be to the team? He'd have to get
seriously friggin' creative with these powers of his. What about the
others? Would they be there? He'd always thought Mondo would have...



but that changed. The X-Men had always really been different from
Generation X anywise, by more than just age. That's why Clarice fit in
better there. Lets face it, she stood out like a sore thumb here after her
time with the In-Betweener. And we all know how many times an X-
Forcer has graduated into the X-Men. Is that what we have to become to
be in the X-Men? I have to have been in five past universes, be
possessed by at least two different entities, cloned, and MUST
absolutely MUST have to die. Bunch of freakin nonsense.

Suddenly, he stumbled upon a familiar face.

"Oh, hey Monet" he said telepathically, but no response.

He stared at her for a moment; she was dismantling a dandelion. "Uh,
didn't see you there..."

"Oh, she's doing that thing again..." he realized. "Hmph. I wish I could
slip into another world sometimes, too..."

He sat across from her, and picked up a dandelion.

"I accuse Professor Plum, in the billiard, with the wrench!" Jubilee
exclaimed.

Everett made an incorrect buzzer sound then yelled "WRONG! See?" he
showed her that he had the Wrench card.

"Dammit! This sucks!" said an exasperated Jubilee.

Angelo responded, "Oh, just because you didn't kick everyone's ass!"

Jubilee grumbled. "I think I'd rather play Mouse Trap with Leech and
Artie over there."

"The rules are that you have to stay to see if our suggestions are wrong.
Now its my turn." Paige said as she picked up the die and rolled it.

"God, they just have a 'billiard room'? Makes us look spoiled," Jubilee
said.

"Yeah, the Boddy Mansion kinda reminds me of the school. 'Cept
without the classroom and junk. And obviously that its two-
dimensional." Paige said. "Okay, I didn't get anywhere. Your turn, Ev."



Ev picked up the die, "I'm still kinda freeked out that that Mystique
chick might be our teacher." He rolled it.

"Aw Ev, Emma aint gonna let her stay here. She doesn't want the
competition of ANOTHER dark, moody and bitchy teach." Jubilee
commented.

"Be cool to see them go at it, tho. I think Mysty'd make a pretty good
teech. As long as she didn't pull that stuff she did with Rogue. She
probably learned her lesson." Said Angelo.

"I dunno. I don't even like the fact that Emma used to be on the wrong
side. I'd like to think that she's all we need to worry about. I think that
Emma would know if we're okay. She could always psi-scan her. What
would she have to hide?" Paige pondered.

Ev shoved the die to Angelo. "All I know is, I came to this school to
prepare myself for the future, and if Mystique does that, I'm perfectly
fine with that."

Emma stood in the doorway. "School meeting, everyone. Come into
Classroom C."

Sean searched through the grotto for Jono and Monet. "Blasted locator.
It said they were in position 0516. Ah, I see 'em. Position 0523. Gotta
have one of the kids look at it." He approached them.

"Yeah, I know what you mean." Jono said. "Oh, hey Mr. Cassidy."

"Time for meeting, kids, Classroom C. What're you two up to?" Sean
asked.

M replied, "Not much Mr. Cassidy. Its just that of all the people here,
we just plain don't spend enough time together, it seems."

"Good for you! I'm very proud to see you trying to build some ties there.
Now come on!" Sean led.

*****

"Okay everyone, big news." Sean announced. "I'm positive ye're all
wondering about the recent occurances, and what we're to do about this.
I want to let you all know that Miss Darkholme approached us in a very
professional manner, and in no way assumed the job for taking. Ms.



Frost and I have deliberated on the topic for a while, and we both have
decided that she will be your new instructor. Now, this is only for her
remarkable job skills and that we couldn't possibly turn her away. And
to put it ouright, her ex-villain status has been discussed, and we are
confident that you will have nothing to worry about. She will be under
our tight scrutiny for the length of two months. The job is hers, should
she accept it. Raven?"

Mystique gave a trademark smirk.
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"Any questions?" Ms. Darkholme asked.

The first day of the Stealth Ops course at Xavier's School for Gifted
Youngsters. Yet, Mystique is oddly confident in her course outline
speech for the class. Paige Guthrie, a.k.a. the omnimorphic mutant Husk,
raises her hand.

Mystique pointed at her. "Yes, Paige?"

"Yes. I had a more personal question. Will you be teaching morphing
techniques to me?" Paige asked.

Mystique thought about it for a moment, "Tell you what, see me later.
Anyone else?"

"Yeah," Jubilee said, "is there going to be bookwork?"

"Most of the class will be lectures, and you are expected to take notes."
Mystique replied. "Other than that, it's going to be hands-on work. We
will be spending time in the Danger Room."

Everett raised his hand, "What about the exam?"

Mystique smirked, "Ah, that's a secret."

Right then, the bell abruptly began to ring, marking the end of class. The
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students gathered their things and left. Except Paige, who walked up to
Mystique, "When did you want me to see you?"

Meanwhile, just outside the classroom...

"Man! Doesn't she give you the creeps?" Everett said.

Monet sucked her teeth. "Aw, you've got to give her a chance, Everett"

Jono concurred, "I think that class sounds like a blast!"

Everett looked down. "I dunno. It's just... weird. I mean, its weird
enough with hangin' with the White Queen and all..."

"I'm sure they've got Mysty under wraps, Ev, don't worry about it." said
Angelo.

Everett looked at his schedule sheet that was given to him by Ms. Frost
earlier in the day. "But it says here that our exam for that class is a 100-
question multiple choice test..."

"Maybe she decided to change it at the last minute to an essay exam."
Jono said despairingly

Jubilee became alarmed. "Ah! Jono! Don't jinx it!" she started shaking
him back and forth.

"St-t-oo-o-p It!" Jono said.

"Hey, what classes do you guys have next?" Everett asked.

Jono took out his schedule sheet, "Psychic Physics."

"Me too." Monet said.

"Me too! Aw, what fun, another class with the M-ster." Jubilee teased.

Monet rolled her eyes, "Whatever."

"I have a Danger Room training class with Mr. Cassidy," said Everett.

"I got that class in the Danger Room, too." Said Angelo

"Oh! I think Paige had a class in there, also." Jono remembered.
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"What's she doing in there with Ms. Darkholme, anyway?" Everett
asked.

"She was asking when Ms. Darkholme could see her about her powers."
Said Monet.

"Man, its all so freaky!" Everett exclaimed. "Jubes, you're on this with
me, right?"

"Eh. It's too much to worry about." Jubilee said, as she searched her bag
for her CD player. "...Where are those headphones?"

"Why are you wanting to listen to it anyway?" Monet asked.

"I got that stupid Toni Braxton song stuck in my head again, I'm gonna
kill it with Garbage or something." Jubilee replied. "Where are they?!
ARG!"

"Are you sure you put them into there today?" Jono asked.

"...not 100%." Jubilee grumbled. "Grr... 'He wasn't man enough for
me...'"

"No! It'll be stuck in MY head!" Everett pleaded.

Jubilee got a sinister look. "Mwahahaha..."

Later in Emma's Psychic Physics class...

"I ain't thinkin' bout cho man..." Jubilee hummed.

"I hope you all are prepared to take notes for today's class." Miss Frost
warned. "This class will be like the others that I've taught, structure-
wise. It will require some math... Jubilee... and don't forget your
calculators in your rooms, because I'm going to be less lenient about
leaving the class this time. The book we are going to be using is 'Psychic
Physics and Astral Science' by Charles Xavier. We will do one chapter
every week..."

Jubilee groaned to herself. She noticed Monet devoted to her notebook
as usual. Scribbling every word that came out of Miss Frost's mouth, no
doubt. The best part was when she went to borrow Monet's notes and see
that they were all in perfect script and practically verbatim. She peeked



over to look at her notes. "Huh?"

M was writing about Mystique and Emma!

Raven:
Could replace us
Wants to do something
Has said she has reformed
Has had a student desert her, doesn't want that to happen again

Emma:
Could take over our minds
Wants to teach
Never said she was reformed
Has had students die on her, doesn't want that to happen again

"Miss Lee! Miss St. Croix! Pay attention!" Emma yelled.

"Sorry Miss Frost!" The girls replied.

Meanwhile, in Banshee's Danger Room class...

"Do you know I made him leave?..." Everett hummed.

"What'd ye say, lad?" Mr. Cassidy asked.

Everett spoke up, "Uh... nothing, Mr. Cassidy."

"Right, everyone suit up and head into th' DR. The activity for today will
be a level 3 crisis te assess critical thinking. Yuir homework for tonight
will be based on yuir performance in there, as usual." Said Mr. Cassidy.

Skin, Synch, and Husk all suited up and headed into the Danger Room
as Banshee turned on the holographic projections. The formerly barren
room was now a Shi'ar spacecraft brimming with alien beings. They
heard a maniacal cackling above them. It was Magneto. He was tearing
walls apart and throwing debris around tehe ship.

"Let's go, guys! Synch! Synch with Skin and you two make sure the
people here are protected from the debris. I'll husk and try to find some
way to take Magneto down." Husk said, as she tore off her skin to
expose a green, reptilian form.

"Right!" said Synch, as his synchronistic aura surrounded Skin.



Husk checked out her new form. Her hair was gone, skin scaly, and
fingernails claws. She began to climb the wall of the ship with much
ease. In an attempt to leap at Magneto, who seemed to be mindlessly
tossing objects at the denizens of the ship.

Synch and Skin were busy trying to save the beings from being flattened
by the objects Magneto was throwing around. A statue was hurled at
Synch.

"Synch! Watch out!" Skin called out.

"I got it!" Synch said, as he flung his extra-long skin from his fingers at
a computer monitor that was bolted to the ground and retracted it
quickly, dragging himself along the ground. "Whew. Good thing this
suit is friction-resistant, otherwise I'd have quite the rugburn goin' on.
Hey! Skin! Chair heading straight for a mother and son at 3 o'clock!"

"I'm on it!" Skin exclaimed. He hurled his fingers between two posts and
recoiled the skin to give him the momentum to knock the chair away.

"C'mon, c'mon..." Husk was surveying Magneto for a perfect moment to
strike. "Just turn a little further... There!" She sprung off the wall and
punched him in his spine, taking him down. Then she kicked off the
other wall to soften her fall.

The simulation ended. Mr. Cassidy came over the announcer. "Very
good, kids. Ye get C's."

Everyone moaned. "Why, Mr. Cassidy?"

"I think I'm being very generous." He turned on the hologram again, this
time the scene was frozen, with debris still hanging in the air. "Look
over there. You neglected that entire corner of the hall. There were six
fatalities at this scene. There was also an alternate way of getting
Magneto." He tapped at the controls and brightened a computer control
with a monitor that displayed a blinking control with Shi'ar words on it.
"Over here, if you hit this button, you would have made a plastic roof
between where you and Magneto were. It was a cheat, but I thought I'd
let you know."

"Man, we can't be everywhere at once!" Skin complained.

Banshee laughed, "Just wait until ye see the level 4 simulators! Okay,
lads, time te suit down, the bell's about te ring."



Later, in the Computer Room...

Paige sat at her computer delving into her newsgroups. All of a sudden,
an IM appears for her.

"PsyChamber: Hey."

Paige smiled at the screen name.

"SoupaGal: Oh, hi.
SoupaGal: Are you in the Computer Room right now?
PsyChamber: Yeah. I said hi. You didn't say anything back.
SoupaGal: I have headphones on, I borrowed them from Jubilee this
morning.
SoupaGal: listening to MP3's.
PsyChamber: Oh really? She was looking for them.
SoupaGal: Hehe
PsyChamber: So what are you doing?
SoupaGal: I'm readin' newsgroups. u?
PsyChamber: Taking these personality tests.
PsyChamber: I'm 53% bastard, by the way.
SoupaGal: Don't listen to them.
SoupaGal: I took one and it said I was 20 or 30 percent intelligent.
PsyChamber: Ha ha
PsyChamber: So how was PE?
SoupaGal: lol. It was good. I can tell its gonna be hard this year tho. PP?
SoupaGal: :)
PsyChamber: Aw, it was alright. I'll trade you for Danger Room, though.
I hate Miss Frost's classes with all that bookwork.
SoupaGal: I would be ok with that trade.
SoupaGal: What do you think about Ms. Darkholme?
PsyChamber: She's ok. Did you get to talk to her like you wanted?
SoupaGal: Yeah, we talked on and on about morphing powers.
SoupaGal: She said I could have a personal study period with her like
Jubilee next semester if I wanted.
PsyChamber: cool."

Suddenly, a warning popped up onscreen announcing that the schools
internet connection would be shutting off in five minutes.

"PsyChamber: I'll see you on the way out.
SoupaGal: right."

After about a minute, they got up, ready to leave. Before they reached



the doorway, Jono took Paige in his arms and stared into her eyes.

Paige turned away, "Jono... we shouldn't kiss... your powers..."

"I know." He said. "No gel like you should be cursed with a guy like
me."

She tried to console him "Jono, don't think like that, ok? I like you just
the way you are."

"Yeah. So why do I feel like I'm forcing you?" Jono said with disparity.

Paige gave him a big smile and pinched his chin. "Cuz you cant believe
you scored such a great gal like me, silly!"

He laughed as they walked out, his arm over her shoulder.

"Arg! Miss Frost! This is too hard!" Jubilee whimpered.

"Jubilee, you always say that, but you're a million miles away when I try
to explain some of these things with you." Miss Frost said. "Well,
anyway, I think you've had enough. I want you to STUDY the things
I've taught you, and ask the others for help. And look in that book!"

"Fine." Jubilee gathered her things and left the room. "'Did you know he
meant to stay... with me?' AAAH!" she dumped her bookbag onto the
floor. "WHERE ARE THOSE HEADPHONES?!"

Meanwhile, in a place as of yet undisclosed...

"Hmm... everyone. Here is your next mission."

"What? Not that little runt again."

"Quiet! It was because of your foolishness that we underestimated that
White Witch! Come on!"
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Ah! An early Christmas morning at Xavier's School for Gifted
Youngsters. Many students spend the holidays with family, so Emma
and Sean decided to have a early Christmas for the students. The first up
this morning are of course Artie and Leech, their excitement has been
causing enough racket to be heard 'round the mansion.

Jubilee yawned as she entered the room. "Guys? You're already opening
presents? Its...", her eyes slowly shifted to the grandfather clock next to
the gigantic beautifully decorated tree Banshee and the others chopped
down from the backyard. "5:30?!"

The two boys just giggled and showed their new toys to her. "Look! Its
Boku from FireBall X! And Artie got the bad guy Sell!" Leech
squeaked.

Jubilee feigned interest, "Oh? Who brought you those? Santa Claus?"

Leech shook his head, "Naw, they're from Ev'rett! He's the coolest! Look
what else we got! We got... this robot dog... Pokámon Gray... and Rat
Trap! Wanna help us set it up?"

Jubilee began scanning for tags with her name on them, "How 'bout later
guys? When everyone else has opened their presents. Okay?"

"Cool!" He began attacking Artie's toy with his own, "Grr... I wont let
you destroy the world Sell!"
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":|" Artie put a mean look on his face and attacked him back.

Jubilee unwrapped her first present, a thin package that could have been
a card if it weren't for its square shape. "Hmm... a CD-R with songs on
it. Huh, these are some of the songs that are in my MP3 collection on my
computer. I wonder how..." she picked up the discarded gift wrap
"...Chamber got them? I think I'll pop it in the CD player here..."

She played the CD as the two boys crashed over the couch. Shortly after
Monet walked in, her hair frizzled and her eyes squinted.

"Do you guys have ANY respect for the others living here? Between
Jubilee shaking the walls with that high-bass stereo--"

Leech scrambled to his feet and ran over to Monet, "M! M! Wanna help
us set up Rat Trap?"

Monet turned up her nose "No! I would have liked to sleep in on one of
my only days off!"

Jubilee turned down the stereo, "Aw, M, its Christmas! Open up my
gift!"

Monet sighed as she sat down and searched through the toys, "I hope
this isn't another one of your tired toy snakes gags. I've become afraid of
all the cylindrical items in the house and I utterly loathe Pringles."

"Could it be freudian?" Jubilee smirked .

Monet gave Jubilee a tired look. Jubilee laughed.

"Found it." Monet picked up an envelope and opened it. "Wow, a card
you really went all out this time."

Jubilee looked over Monet's shoulder, "Huh? That's all? Look around
and see if you dropped it."

M searched through the wrapping paper, "Dropped what? Don't tell me
you actually got me something."

"A gift certificate to the mall. I figured you could just get what you
wanted then."

"Oh my. Something of material value. I'm touched." M said in
monotone. "Here it is. Thanks Jubilee."
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Jubilee smiled, "Merry Christmas!"

Synch was the next to come in. "Hey guys! Wow, Christmas morning
already! I cant wait to see all the loot!"

Artie and Leech ran up to Synch. "Ev'rett! Ev'rett! Help up set up Rat
Trap, puh-leeze?"

Jubilee scolded them, "You guys! I told you to let everyone open
presents first, and then we'll all play Rat Trap with you guys!"

"Okay, fine..." Leech said with disappointment.

":(" said Artie.

"Have fun trying to find your gifts," M warned. "There's a lot of gifts to
sort through."

Synch sat down next to tree and started digging, "Oh, that's no big deal. I
think its kind of cool, I mean I was an only child, so it was kind of
boring just to wake up, open presents, and that was it. I think the
Christmases we have here are cool because its like we're one big
family... Ah! Found one!" He unwrapped the gift. "A CD-R, cool! It has
a bunch of remixes of my favorite songs!"

"Hey, I got one of those too!" Jubilee exclaimed.

M held up another CD-R, "Um, hey guys?"

"Wow, Chamber must've just made one of those for everybody. Cool."
Jubilee said as she hit the eject button. "Pop it in, Everett."

"You guys like them?" Chamber said as he walked in.

"Speak of the devil." Monet said as she finished unwrapping a gift.
"Clothes. Hmm, Andercrombie & Finch. I guess they're nice in a
conformist sort of way."

Jubilee finished opening one of her gifts. "OH DEAR GOD NO!"

Synch and Chamber stood up over her, "What's wrong?"

Jubilee glared at a giggling Monet. "It's a Toni Braxton CD Single...
thaaanks M."



"Wow, looks like this big lugger's mine." Chamber picked up one of the
bigger boxes and unwrapped it.

"It's a box! Wow! I wish I would have gotten one of those!" Synch said.

Jubilee laughed, M rolled her eyes, Chamber showed a semblance of a
smile as he opened the box. "Oh wow! A new trenchcoat!"

"Cool! Who gave you that Jono?" Jubilee asked.

"Who else would be great enough to spend that kind of cash on me, eh?
Paige!" Chamber explained.

Jubilee opened another one of her presents "Wow! [Fighting game she
was playing in Gen X #5] 2! Mwahaha... hey Everett, something new to
kick yer ass at!" she said as she stuck her tongue out at him.

Everett groaned.

Angelo plopped down in front of the tree abruptly. Jubilee jumped in
surprise. "Geez, Angelo, you scared me!" she said as she hit his arm.

Angelo smiled. "So what's for me?"

Just then Husk walked in. "Hey, am I the last one in here or what?"

Synch looked around, "Looks like. Hey, you beat the adults."

"Alright! Halfway Arcade Classics Collection!" Angelo yelled.

"Ah see you opened your present, Jono. Ya like it?" Paige grabbed a
present and climbed into his lap.

Chamber smirked, "Of course I do. It's wonderful. Thanks, luv."

"Oh, Ah'm so excited. Its just like at home. Hey, these are those Junco
shoes I was looking at in the mall!"

Jubilee smirked, "I remembered."

Emma stood against the doorframe, sipping coffee. "Merry early
Christmas, everyone."

"Merry early Christmas Miss Frost!" everyone yelled.

Angelo opened another one of his gifts. "A CD-R?"



"What'd you put on it, Jono?" Jubilee asked.

"It's actually a copy of his DMX CD I lost, heh." Chamber said.

Angelo's face got tight. "You did lose it! Aw, I guess no harm done..."

Paige whispered into Jonothan's ear, "Nice plan, he would've never
forgiven you any other day."

Jonothan smiled.

Next to walk in was Mystique. She was drinking a cup of coffee as well.
"Thanks for putting a pot on, Emma dear."

"No problem. I got you something." Emma pointed to a gift under the
tree.

Mystique bent down to reach it. "I got you one too, here."

They both opened their presents simultaneously.

They both looked at each other, "A bra."

Banshee, standing behind them, laughed uproariously. "I couldn't have
done it better myself." He turned away from them. "Hey kids!"

"Hey Mr. Cassidy." Paige said.

Chamber pulls something out from his pocket. "Hey gel, look."

"What is it?" She examined the small package. "Don't tell me..."

"Go on. Open it." Jono urged.

Paige unwrapped the present to reveal a jewelry case. "Oh Jono..."

"Hey, you think real CD's are cheap?"

Leech ran up to Jubilee, "Now?"

Jubilee smiled, "Okay, you guys have been really good. Who wants to
play Rat Trap?!"
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Saturday evening.

"Oh... my... GOD! He-he's dead! THEY-THEY... KILLED HIM!"
Jubilee screamed in anger. "HOW COULD THEY DO THIS?!"

"ALRIGHT, NOBODY MOVE!" An officer called out.

Husk-in a teal, slimy form-merely knelt over the teenage mutant's body,
crying her eyes out.

Jubilee's fists were shaking as small sparks triggered unconsciously went
off as she ran towards the police officers. "What? Are you going to kill
us like you killed him? This is insane! Its murder is what it is! Cold-
blooded murder!"

Skin grabbed her before she made a bigger mess out of the situation.
"No, Juby, we gotta go home to the teachers. There's nothing more we
can do."

"Shut the hell up, Skin! I'm tired of your 'This happens all the time back
in the 'hood' crap! Let me go!" Jubilee protested.

M lifted up the boy's body away from Husk. "He's right Jubilee."

Paige sniffled and looked up with swollen eyes. "Wha-What are you
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doing with him, M?"

The officers got more tense. "Step away from the body. I repeat..."

"We can't expect these people to give him a proper burial." M said in
monotone.

Jubilee still struggled with Skin holding her. "Hey big guys! You can't
even hurt us anyway! We all got ultra-derma-flexibility! We're rubber
and you're glue! Your bullets bounce off us and stick to you!"

Chamber looked over at M. "Yeah. Then we get blamed for not taking
him to proper medical facilities."

"You think its better to leave him here?"

Chamber looked down. "...Of course not."

Synch stood up. "Guys, can we go before they get S.H.I.E.L.D. on our
asses!"

Husk wiped her eyes. "Everyone, we need to cover for M, and stick
together. We can lose them in the sewers..."

M dove gracefully into a nearby manhole with the boy's body. The
others followed behind her.

Earlier that day

"Ahhh! I hate this stupid computer!" Angelo yelled as he bashed at the
keys.

Everett looked over with alarm. "Ang! You almost hit the G2 key!"

Angelo's face got tight with frustration. "What? What the hell IS the G2
key?! AND DON'T TELL ME ABOUT THAT R.T.F.M.* CRAP
AGAIN!"

(* Read The F-ing Manual--Mikey)

Everett walked up to the keyboard and pointed out the G2 key. "Well,
since your arc-lock was on, an emergency shutdown of the current
program you're in would have occurred. You'd lose all your work for the
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day."

"This is confusing as hell." Angelo said wearily.

Everett walked back to his project. "Well, you gotta get used to it, man.
Winblowz isn't everything."

"Yeah, but I'm more of a hardware guy anyway." Angelo complained. "I
hate all these protocols and commands."

Everett tugged at a few cables on the monitor he was fixing. "And I hate
hardware, but you know Mr. Cassidy's stupid assignments. 'Ye have te
immerse yeself in what ye don't know boyos. Keeps ye well rounded!'"
he mocked.

Angelo looked at the keys with aversion. "I always get paranoid on this
thing. It's too flimsy and I'm never sure if I'm doing stuff right. This
thing needs a better interface or something. Whoever put this together
wasn't able to translate the Shi'ar language right."

"I know, there's a bunch of stuff in there that isn't perfect, but Forge
made some good notes on it. It's good training, too Angelo. It teaches
you how to make due with what you have I guess. You'll never know
what kind of position you'd be in as an X-Man." Everett paused for a
moment to think. "I guess that's why the Bansh wants us to be proficient
in everything."

Angelo began to tap at the keys again, "Right."

A short silence as the two busied themselves with their work.

Suddenly, a loud spark was heard followed by a loud profanity. Angelo
began to laugh uproariously at Everett.

"So, you want to tell me why you were speeding, son?" the officer
asked.

Scott Reinbeck was really nervous. He should have known not to be
drinking and driving. Especially since he just got his license a month
ago. But at least he wasn't as bad off as his other friends in the car;
Dustin, Raven, and Jerad were TOTALLY hammered.

"Uh, well, sir..."



"Cuz he's wearing my platform shoes!" Raven yelled. Dustin and Jerad
started laughing hysterically.

Scott rolled his eyes. "Oh boy..."

"Lemme see your license, son." The officer asked.

Suddenly, Scott became very dizzy and hot. "Oh, uh, sure officer... uh,
hold... on a min... ute..."

"Son, I'm going to have to ask you to step out of the car."

"Oh man, I don't know if I'm going to barf or wha..."

Suddenly Dustin started yelling out "BARF! BARF! BARF! BARF..."
all the others except for the officer joined in.

Scott screamed out in anguish. A flashing pink aura began to form
around him. The yelling stopped.

"Holy... God..." The officer stared, dumfounded.

"He's a mutie." Jerad muttered.

Raven's eyes grew wide "A MUTIE? Oh my GOD!" she frantically
reached for the handle.

"Open it! Open it! He'll fry our skin off!" Dustin yelled.

"I'm trying--there!" They all burst out of the car.

Scott squirmed out, reaching for the officer. "h-help..."

The officer nervously went on his radio. "I need some backup here, we
got a mutant here, with what appears to be a Level X power."

The radio squawked back. "Get out of there, Luis, we'll have some
people down there soon!"

"Right." He started his car in a frenzy and sped off.

Scott watched the officer leave, tried to regain control of his head and
got back into his car.



Paige sat cross-legged in the Danger Grotto with her laptop. She loved
being outside with the sounds of the forest echoing. She knew they were
artificial, but they were relaxing nonetheless. She brushed her long
blonde hair behind her ears as she put her reading glasses on. She was
researching for a report that was assigned in Miss Frost's Philosophy
class. A six-page research paper on Freidrich Nietzsche's theories and
how they affected humanity. She silently agonized over the small return
that came back on her "neitzche" search. This meant that she would be
searching the school's library for most of her information.

Suddenly, she heard the pitter patter of small feet running up to her.
"Paige! Paige! Look what we drawed!" Leech begged, flopping the
newly created masterpiece.

Paige took it from his small green hands. It was a simple, but somewhat
impressive drawing of Flute from FireBall X. "Oh, how cool! Why don't
you draw more, guys? Like that one guy, Boko."

"BokU!" Leech corrected.

Paige smiled and rolled her eyes. "Riiight. Well, get to it! I wanna see
you guys REALLY impress me this time! And remember, the longer
you take on it, the better it turns out!"

":)" said Artie.

"Alright! Lets go, Artie-san!" Leech giggled.

Paige smirked and turned back to the computer screen.

"Huh?" Jubilee thought, as she wandered around a dark environment.

"h-help..." a tired voice called out.

"Well, where are you?" she asked.

"here." A light shown a boy, he appeared to be around 16 years old. He
was gripping his stomach.

Jubilee walked up to the boy. "Are you okay?"

He looked up. His tears were mixed with blood, as was his drool.



"Oh jeez, who did this to you?" she asked.

He revealed the gaping wound on his stomach.

Jubilee cringed. "Ugh, we need to take you to a hospital."

The boy shook his head slowly, still keeping the same haunting look on
his face.

Suddenly, he shot up in the air and hung there as if he was on a crucifix.

"Oh my God!" Jubilee cried, waking up from sleep.

M looked up from a book she was reading. She was dressed in a pair of
shorts and had her hair up. "Dear Lord, girl. It's a quarter 'til two in the
afternoon! Did you have a bad dream?"

Jubilee looked at Monet and didn't say anything. She got up and went
into the bathroom.

Jubilee stared at herself in the mirror. "Well, what the hell was that?" she
thought.

Chamber hung upside down on the school's gymnastics set with his eyes
closed. After a few seconds, he opened his eyes, swung himself a bit to
gain some momentum, and released his hold on the bar. Once on the
ground, he ran toward the springpad and vaulted into the air. As he
attempted to grab the rings ahead of him, he missed one and lost his grip
on the other. He went limp as he fell on the soft mat.

"Man, I can't believe how far behind everyone I am at this thing. Jubilee
even mastered it her first try!" he said.

Mr. Cassidy offered him a towel, "Keep at it lad, ye think ye got another
go in ya?"

"Sure, why--" he began, but was interrupted by an alarm. "Er, too late."

"Get suited up. Fast."

The students gathered around their smaller version of Cerebro as Emma



gave them guidelines.

"Okay students, field trip. There appears to be a teenage mutant male
whose powers have just developed in Tampa, Florida. He can't
comprehend what's happening, but Cerebro tells me that he has a
psychic aura around him that's making all that go near it experience
strong emotions of fear."

Synch raised his hand. "Yes, Synch?" Emma asked.

"Kind of like my powers, Ms. Frost?" he wondered.

"Yes. His power seems to be triggered by consumption of alcohol. Some
of you who haven't taken any of my Psychic Physics classes, I'll be
protecting your minds from his powers. Of course, if there are any of
you that have taken the class but are still having a bit of trouble with
your psychic block, tell M and she can help you out on the way there.
However, you may want to take a remedial course. Cerebro tells me that
his particular awakening is quite a painful one, as the aura is generating
a lot of heat in his cellular structure. Raven and Banshee are staying here
to prepare the Med-lab for his arrival. Now, if there aren't any more
questions, we'll be departing in the plane immediately."

Scott's forehead was sweating as he drove deeper into the city. It was
taking all his concentration to keep on the road and remember where he
was going. He thought if he could make it to the hospital in time they
might be able to do something about it. He didn't want to be a mutant;
everything was going perfect in life. Now this had to come along and
screw it up. This kind of thing was only meant to happen in New York
or some such area. Now he would be ostracized for it the rest of his life.
He could barely stand his best friend calling him a mutie and running
away earlier. He just wanted this to be over.

A loud horn was heard as Scott looked up to see he was running a red
light. He panicked and swerved to the right, only to hit a car waiting in
the left turn lane head on.

Ten minutes later...

He awoke staring at a car he had just hit. There was a woman who had
hit the windshield. She looked as if she was in her early thirties. His eyes
began to water when he saw a hint of a car seat in the back. He opened
his door, and dropped out of the car. There was the sound of several
guns cocking. Surrounding him was a large group of police officers. All



of them were more than ten feet away from his aura, which had grown
significantly.

"HOLD IT RIGHT THERE!" the lieutenant yelled.

Scott was terrified. He trembled as he stood up.

"I SAID HOLD IT! WE DON'T WANT TO HURT YOU!" the
lieutenant yelled.

Scott put his palms against his face "Do it!" he cried. "Shoot me!"

"STOP USING YOUR POWERS, WE CAN HELP YOU!"

"I don't know how! What's happening to me?" Scott screamed. "Please!
Help me!" he slowly walked toward the men.

"STOP RIGHT THERE!"

Scott, dumbfounded, continued to walk.

"EVERYONE, KEEP AWAY FROM THE AURA!" the lieutenant
commanded. "THOSE IN BACK, MOVE FORWARD!"

Emma peered out the plane's window. "Okay, there he is. I'm going to
give Synch the map and you can get past the guards through the sewer
system. Good Luck!"

Scott stopped walking. He knelt on the ground and cried into his hands.
The officers in front stopped backing up and the ones in back stopped
advancing. Scott felt scared. He wondered why no one was helping him,
all these people around him, and not a single one trying to understand
him. He was human an hour ago, isn't he still now? Finally, he
understood. He finally understood the X-Men he saw on TV. He
understood Magneto in Genosha. He understood everything. He didn't
like what he had become, but he didn't like what he used to be, either-
just another ignorant soul. He was angry. He screamed.

The officers gaped. The aura was spreading. They didn't have time to
act, it had enveloped them. They all became fearful, and hateful. Several
of them opened fire.
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{{ This is Trish Tilby for CBNC 11 o'clock Action News. Here in
Tampa, Florida, a mutant disaster occurred as an unidentified mutant
exhibited a shocking display of psychic energy. What started as a fatal
car accident flared out into a tragedy that will be remembered in all of
our hearts. Tampa Police received reports of a 1984 Buick Regal
enveloped within a bright orange field that caused strong emotions of
fear in all those who had gotten near it. 30-year-old mother, Anne Tyler
was returning home from a local Wal-Mart with her 3-year-old daughter
in the back seat. We have a recording of the 911 call which reported the
incident, which we will play now. }}

The image on a screen was a grayed-out background with subtitles and
voices appearing across the screen.

911: 911 emergency.
Caller: Hello 911? There's been an accident at Kennedy and--holy s---!
911: Sir?
Caller: I-I-what the hell is that?
Background: Oh my god!
911: Sir! What street corner are you currently at?
Caller: Kennedy and Fifth God d--- it! There's this weird... orange thing
surrounding one of the cars... In the other one there's a woman who's
been severely injured and there's also a baby screaming its head off in
the back seat.
911: Could you describe the orange thing, sir?
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Caller: Well, uh... now that I'm looking a little closer it looks like its
coming from the guy in the front seat. He looks okay, but the orange
thing is like, ah-I dunno, its nothing like I've ever seen. Transparant, uh,
like, going in and out of him... kind of like a cloud, but not foggy.
911: Okay, sir, I'm going to ask you to stay away from the-
Caller: (screams)
911: SIR! STAY AWAY FROM THE CLOUD AT ALL COSTS!
Caller: (phone dropping, screams fading away)

{{ As police attempted to calm the situation, they met with disaster as
the mutant's psychic aura expanded, as seen in this footage. We at
CBNC wish to warn you that this footage features graphic displays of
violence, gunfire, and may not be suitable for viewers of all ages. }}

The screen showed a view from a helicopter as the mutant's aura
abruptly grew from roughly ten feet around him to about fifty, engulfing
the police as they began shooting, hitting some of their own in the
crossfire. Then after the aura weakens, the camera reluctantly pans to a
short asian girl in a jacket climbing out of the sewer.

{{ Just as the mutant's powers subsided, six young teenagers, some
displaying meta-abilities, mutant or not is not known at this time, exited
a manhole and began speaking violently to the remaining officers. One
of the teenagers has been identified as being a part of the rogue mutant
group known as the X-Men, but it is not known what affiliation the other
five are. Police have not spoken openly about the young mutant's
involvement in the case, but the chance appearance of a known X-Man
has fueled anti-mutant groups' arguments. }}

The file footage ended as M flew past the cameraman with a sneer. New
footage began at an anti-mutant rally at the site of the incident.

{{ "DAMN MUTANTS DON'T KNOW WHEN TO QUIT!" }} an
attendee screamed into the camera, as it changed to a funeral with
several coffins trussed in american flags.

{{ A 21-gun salute was held in honor of the officers killed in the line of
duty. The woman killed in the car accident was honored as well. }}

The camera showed a distraught father with his hands on a young boy. "

{{ The families have presented a statement to the press. }}

The camera showed a man in a business suit with reading glasses on
staring into a small stack of papers.
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{{ "We, the familes of the mutant incident at Tampa wish to thank all of
you for your support and kindness you've shown us and we'd like to tell
the mutant community something. There is nothing you can do to mend
the pain in our heart-- }}

*BOOM*

"BASTARDS!!!" Jubilee exclaimed.

"Jubes, calm down!" Everett stated. Everything was normal just a
moment ago. They were watching the news and all of a sudden, Jubilee
unleashed her fireworks on the TV.

"Can you believe this, Ev?!" Jubilee demanded. "They opened fire on
him!! They killed him!! And now, this... this... ASSHOLE is basically
saying that mutants should be blamed!!"

"He didn't exactly say that..."

"Pfft, like it's not obvious that that's what he meant!!"

She pulled her knees close to her chest, placing her face in them. Everett
placed a hand on her shoulders, trying to comfort her.

"I know this sucks..." he muttered. "But those families - you gotta
understand that they lost loved ones... right now, they're just angry..."

"I saw him..."

"Huh? Saw who?"

"The boy... Scott... I saw him..."

"Yeah, I know, we all did."

"No... I mean before..." Jubilee said. "I had a dream about him... he was
holding his stomach... and there was his blood... it was everywhere...
then he like, flew into the air or something. It's like he was on a cross or
something..."

"Before he was shot?"

"Yeah... this happened like, right before Emma called us..."

Everett scratched the back of his head for a moment, then looked at her.



"Look, I'm no expert on dreams or anything... but don't you think you
should maybe tell Ms. Frost about something like that?"

"I dunno... maybe," Jubilee replied. "I'll think about it... right now I got
some stuff I gotta worry about."

She stood and walked out of the rec room, leaving Everett there to think
about what had just happened - and to figure out how he was going to
break the news to Sean that another TV was just blown up.

"Give me another horse! Bind up my wounds!
Have mercy, Jesu! Soft! I did but dream.
O coward conscience, how dost thou afflict me!
The lights burn blue. It is now dead midnight.
Cold fearful drops stand on my trembling flesh.
What do I fear? Myself? There's none else by.
Richard loves Richard: that is, I am I.
Is there a murderer here? No. Yes, I am:
Then fly. What, from myself? Great reason why -
Lest I revenge. What, myself upon myself?
Alack, I love myself. Wherefore? For any good
That I myself have done unto myself?
O, no! Alas, I rather hate myself
For hateful deeds committed by myself.
I am a villain. Yet I lie, I am not.
Fool, of thyself speak well. Fool, do not flatter.
My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
And every tongue brings in a several tale,
And every tale condemns me for a villain.
Perjury, perjury, in the highest degree,
Murder, stern murder, in the direst degree,
All several sins, all used in each degree,
Throng to the bar, crying all, 'Guilty! Guilty!'
I shall despair. There is no creature loves me;
And if I die, no soul will pity me.
And, wherefore should they, since that I myself
Find in myself no pity to myself?
Methought the souls of all that I had murdered
Came to my tent, and every one did threat
To-morrow's vengeance on the head of Richard."

Mystique looked up from the book to see nothing but the calm serenity
of the campus grounds. She smiled a bit before speaking.



"Well? True, it's been awhile, but what do you think?"

Her silent companion perched in the tree offered no response - yet
Raven Darkholme wasn't particularly expecting one. The sound of
scratching bark was heard as the mute girl climbed down from her perch.
She looked up at Mystique with blank, sky-blue eyes. A crimson,
diamond-hard finger was poised at the book, trying to lift it up to see if
she could read it. The finger slipped, and a red mark appeared on
Mystique's indigo skin. She gasped in surprise and Penance retreated
into the woods.

Mystique sighed and closed the book. She looked at the small cut and
chuckled to herself.

"'Tis only a flesh wound."

She turned back towards the academy.

Paige Guthrie walked through the Danger Grotto. In her hands was an
action figure she found outside of the rec room. Leech must've left it
there by mistake, and rather than have the little tyke risk the wrath of
Emma Frost, she thought it was better to return it to him.

She looked around for some sign of either Leech or Artie, but saw
nothing. Instead, she heard a voice that sounded like Monet's. Except she
was giggling - something Paige found a bit rare.

Paige peeked around a tree and saw Monet putting a hand up to her
mouth as giggles escaped her mouth. The person talking to her also
seemed to be chuckling a bit. He was standing beside the waterfall,
dressed from head to toe in black.

"Jono...?" Paige whispered. She almost considered walking up to them,
asking them what was so funny. She was amazed that Jono knew any
jokes at all - he was usually pretty grim. And now she could hear his
psychic "voice" chuckling.

"PAIGE!!!"

"Ah wasn't spyin' ah--!" Paige began, but then cut herself off when she
saw who called her name out.

"Cool, you found Boku!! Leech was looking everywhere for it, can



Leech have it back now?"

"Y-yeah, sure," Paige said, handing Leech his toy. "Be careful where y'
leave it next time. We don't wanna get Ms. Frost angry."

"Okay!" Leech replied. "Thanks Paige!"

He grabbed his toy and ran off, with Artie following closely behind.
Paige looked back over to where Jono and Monet were. They were still
conversing with each other - almost as if they were in their own world.

*KREAK*

"You wanted t' see me, Mys--Miss Darkholme?"

"Yes, come in Angelo," Mystique noted, standing from her seat. Angelo
Espinosa reluctantly entered, curious as to why she would want to see
him. "I've been giving some thought to your powers. The obvious
assumption is that you can control your extra skin simply for stretching."

"Si."

"What about shape-shifting?"

........

"Angelo?"

"D-did you just say shape-shifting?"

"Yes," Mystique replied. "Let's start out with something small.
Concentrate on your nose for a moment."

"My nose?"

"Yes, close your eyes. Imagine it growing. Longer. Extending. Feel the
extra skin on your face forming. Stretching."

Angelo concentrated, sweat beginning to form on his forehead.

"Open your eyes."

Angelo found himself staring at a mirror, with his nose about a few



inches longer. His eyes grew wide in shock.

"Madre de dios!"

He sucked in a deep gasp, and lost his concentration. His nose instantly
shrunk back to normal.

"NO!!" he exclaimed.

"It takes time," Mystique stated. "Practice a little bit every day. Shape
shifting is like weight lifting. To perfect it, you need to work at it."

"I don't trust her."

"There's a shocker," Sean unenthusiastically replied.

"Don't undermine me, Mr. Cassidy."

"I'm doin' nothin' of th' sort, Em," Sean replied. "Simply stating fact."

"Which would be...?"

"Ye don't like competition - period. Ye seem t' feel threatened by Monet
because o' th' nature of th' lass's powers, an' now Mystique's current role
at the school also threatens ye because ye feel that Charles undermined
yuir authority when he hired her."

"First off - I am not threatened by Monet," Emma snapped. "And
secondly, I couldn't care less if Xavier wanted to send someone else
here. Mystique is a criminal. She was in a federal prison until recently.
The only way she could be trusted in X-Factor was with an implant in
her head. And, I should add that she still wasn't trusted all that much."

"Well, the children seem tae like her," Sean stated. "She's making some
excellent progress with Paige an' Penny seems a tad more responsive as
of late. An' I've found her t'be rather pleasant tae be around. I believe
that Charles sent her here because he knew that she could help us - an'
because he believes that we can trust her. I think that we can."

"Really?" Emma asked. "Do you really believe that, Sean?"

"I wouldn't have said it if I did nae mean it."

"Interesting..." Emma said. She turned away from him and pressed a



button on the console. "Look at this security tape, then."

The tape showed Chamber standing near the computer, watching it for a
few moments. He turned away, and his entire body seemed to change
into a slender, indigo-skinned woman.

"I don't know about you Sean, but personally, I don't find spying to be a
trait common in people I trust."

NEXT ISSUE: Is Mystique spying on Generation X?! And if so, then
for whom?
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"I don't know about you Sean, but personally, I don't find spying to be a
trait common in people I trust."

Sean Cassidy looked at the security tape of Mystique at a computer
console. He studied it for a few moments, and then chuckled.

"What?" Emma asked. "What's so funny?"

"Emma, yeh do realize that ye're overreactin', right?"

"I beg your pardon?" Emma asked. "Do you want me to replay the tape?"

"So she's at a computer console," Sean replied. "So what? She's a
headmistress, she has access tah the files."

"Then why was she impersonating Jonothan?"

"I'm sure that she had reason tah do it," Sean stated.

"You're far too trusting, Cassidy."

"Listen, Charles had good reason tah send 'er here," Sean said. "Why
don't we just wait it out fer now."

Emma sighed and looked at the tape once more. She turned back to Sean
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with a cold stare.

"Fine..." she muttered. "For now."

Silence fills the room.

That silence is quickly broken by the sound of Delerium mood music
blasting through the stereos.

Jubilation Lee slowly looked up to see her teammate, Monet St. Croix,
exercising.

"Turn that crap off!" she shouted.

"What?!" Monet shouted.

"I SAID TURN THAT CRAP OFF!!"

"I CAN'T HEAR YOU!"

"TURN OFF THAT DAMN CRAPPY
MUSIC!!"

Monet picked up the remote for her stereo and pressed pause. She
grabbed the towel and wrapped it around the back of her neck, then
looked at Jubilee.

"What are you complaining about now?" she asked.

"Are you blind or something?" Jubilee asked. "Can you not see that I'm
trying to sleep?"

"It's four in the afternoon."

"So?"

"So why are you sleeping so much lately?" Monet asked. "Are you ill?"

Jubilee turned over and pulled the covers over her head.

"Let's just say I was havin' an interesting dream..." she muttered.

Monet sighed and turned the music back on. Jubilee sat upright in her
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bed and aimed a finger at the stereo. She unleashed a small, pyrotechnic
burst at the stereo. It short-circuited the system, and she fell back into her
bed.

"There, much better," she stated.

Monet glared at her for a few seconds before she walked out.

Emma sat in the kitchen, a cup of tea in one hand and the business
section of the newspaper in the other. She read over some of the latest
dealings and checked up on the stock of Frost Enterprises. She heard the
sound of footsteps and looked up to see Raven Darkholme enter the
kitchen. Raven sighed as she retrieved a glass from the cupboard and
filled it up with water.

"Something amiss?" Emma asked with a hint of sarcasm in her voice.

"Mutant Politics," Raven replied. She took a seat at the table across from
Emma. "Jubilee simply refuses to understand the philosophy behind the
Brotherhood. She says it doesn't make any sense why anyone would
follow it so religiously."

"Keep in mind that a large portion of her young life was spent with the
X-Men," Emma noted. "It's like capitalists to communists."

"Mmm," Raven muttered. "God... it seems like forever since I followed
that way of thinking..."

"Well, you helped usher it in with your Brotherhood..." Emma muttered.

"Well, we can't all be White Queens."

"I was young and naive at the time," Emma replied. "I thought that
money and power were all that mattered in life. After the death of the
Hellions and the Phalanx incident, I realized I was wrong. Teaching was
what I loved most. It still is. I feel like I've outgrown the Hellfire Club."

"I suppose I've outgrown my contempt for humanity as well," Raven
stated. She chuckled a bit. "Besides, there are far too many of the little
buggers for me to kill off, anyway."

Emma took special note of that comment, but before she could open her
mouth, another person entered the room.



"Well, isn't this a surprise?" Sean asked once he entered. "Never thought
I'd see th' two o' yeh bein' civil."

He looked outside the window.

"Heh... there's snow on th' ground, but yeh wouldn't guess it from th'
temperature," he noted. "So, what were yeh discussin'?"

"Nothing..." Raven stated. "Just reminiscing."

"Indeed," Emma said in agreement. She made a mental note to show
Sean a tape of Raven's comment about humanity.

"JESUS H. CHRIST!!!"

"Somethin' wrong, Ev'rett?" Leech asked.

"Is something wrong?" Everett Thomas asked. "IS SOMETHING
WRONG?! OF COURSE THERE'S SOMETHING WRONG!!"

Leech and Artie Maddicks looked confused. They sat in Everett's room
surrounded by comic books and opened action figures.

"YOU--YOU MESSED UP MY ROOM!!" Everett exclaimed. "AND
THOSE ARE MINT-CONDITION ACTION FIGURES YOU JUST
TORE OPEN!!"

Okay... okay, ease up, Ev... he thought to himself as he took a deep
breath. They're just kids... they didn't mean it... they don't know any
better. But those are mint. Condition. ACTION FIGURES!

"You can't just tear open those things!" Ev continued. "They're mint on
card! They're worth a lot of money! You're supposed to leave them in the
packaging! And... is that a Dynamic Forces comic you're reading?!
You're not supposed to read those! You're not even supposed to take
them out of the bag! These are collectibles, you can't do these things to
them!"

Artie pouted and projected an image of them playing with the figures.

"Artie's right," Leech retored. "Why can't Leech play with them? Leech
thought that's what you do with toys."



"Because they're mint condition!" Ev stated.

"So?"

"So that means you can't play with them!"

"Why?"

"Because they're mint-condition!"

"So?"

"So..." Ev began, then threw up his arms in frustration. "Oh forget it!"

Paige Guthrie was paying little or no attention to the movie on the
independent film channel. Sitting next to her on the couch was Jonothan
Starsmore, who seemed to be far more interested in it. Their shoes were
off and lying beside the couch. The soles of their feet gently touched, and
Paige playfully pushed her feet into his. Jono pushed his back as well,
and if he had a mouth, he would've grinned.

Paige's eyes drifted away from the television to the door, and then to
Jono. She grabbed the remote and turned off the TV, then looked at him.

"What's wrong?" Jono asked.

"Ah saw you an' Monet in th' biosphere the other day," Paige replied.

"And...?"

"What's goin' on, Jono?" Paige asked. "Ya'll were crackin' jokes - an' yah
never crack jokes!"

Jono looked down for a moment, then looked back up at Paige.

"We've recently grown closer as friends," he replied. "Since we're both
psychics, it's easy for us to relate and talk to each other. And... it's just
fun."

"How could yah do this tah me?!" Paige demanded, as she practically
leapt from the couch. "It hurts that yah feel more comfortable talkin' tah
M than yah feel talkin' tah me! Ah'm supposed tah be your girlfriend,
Jono! An' this is the way yah treat me?"



"Ease up, gel..." Jono stated calmly. He reached up and took her hand in
his own. He gently pulled her back down to the couch. "Monet an' I are
just friends, nothin' more. Trust me, I don't even look at her the same way
I look at you. She's far too arrogant and self-centered for my tastes. We
just like talking to each other, that's it."

Paige bit her lip and slowly sat back down on the couch. Jono put her
arm around her and pulled her closer, and she reluctantly began to give
in.

"Ah guess ah overreacted just a bit..." she muttered.

"It's okay..." Jono stated. "You had every reason to. I would probably do
the same if I saw you with another guy. I should've mentioned something
about it."

"Ah don't know... ah'm still not all that comfortable with it..."

"It's not a big deal, Monet and I just... talk differently. It's not like we're
shagging."

Paige leaned back into his arms.

"It still seems a bit fishy... but ah'll let it go..." she stated. She looked up
into Jono's eyes. "On trust, ah'll let it go."

Jono pulled her closer to him and brushed the hair away from her face.

"Y' really are a great gel, y'know that, right?"

"You see that, Sean?"

"So she made a joke," Sean replied. "I dinnae see how that proves a
blasted thing, Em."

"There's a little truth to every joke," Emma stated. "And I think there's far
more truth to this joke than she lets on."

"Emma, ye're paranoid."

"How do I trust her, Sean? How?"

"Look... why don't we question her ourselves?" Sean asked.



"Sean, there's another thing..." Emma stated. "Her mind... I couldn't scan
it. She has powerful blocks in place. Ones that only a skilled telepath
could implement."

"Emma... please..." Sean noted. "Just remain ca--"

The door to the study suddenly burst open.

"Ms. Frost, Mr. Cassidy!" Angelo exclaimed.

"What's wrong, lad?" Sean asked.

"It's Ms. Darkholme..." Angelo replied. "I saw her go into the comms
room, an' she... she's up to somethin' in there. She's talkin' to somebody
named Shaw. She saw me watchin' her and closed the door."

Emma spun around to look at Sean.

"Now do you believe me?" Emma asked. She got up and ran towards the
comms room.

"Angelo, stay outta this," Sean warned. "Go back to yuir room."

Sean took off in a sprint after Emma.

"Emma, wait up!"

"That's why she mentioned the Hellfire Club earlier, Sean," Emma stated.
"She's working with Shaw."

"That's impossible!" Sean exclaimed. "Madelyne Pryor wiped out the
Hellfire Club - includin' Sebastian Shaw."*

( *Actually, it was Cable, but Maddie was framed for it in Cable #25 -
Dino )

"There's more than one Shaw, Mr. Cassidy," Emma replied. She tried to
open the door, but the computer wouldn't allow her to. "She's locked us
out... damn."

{{ Excellent work, Raven. These schematics will definitely prove useful
once the Hellfire Club makes their move. }}



"Glad I could be of assistance, Shaw," Mystique replied.

{{ No need to be so formal, Raven. You may call me Shinobi. And
you've rightly earned your position as the Inner Circle's White Bishop. }}

"Just what I wanted to hea--"

*EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE*

Mystique's words were drowned out by the sound of the powerful sonic
scream. It caused the door to burst open, and she saw the Banshee
standing there with his mouth wide open. He closed it once the door
popped. Emma ran inside, and quickly dealt a blow to Mystique.

"BITCH!" she exclaimed. "I knew you couldn't be trusted!"

"Emma..." Sean stated. "We have an audience."

He pointed to the monitor where Shinobi Shaw watched the events
transpire.

{{ Don't mind me, I was just leaving. By the way, so nice to see you
again, Emma. I'll send your regards. }}

"Regards to whom?" Emma asked. "Shinobi? Regards to whom?!"

Shinobi simply grinned and then, the monitor went black.

"SHAW!!" Emma exclaimed. "Blast!"

She looked back towards Raven.

"I just want you to know one thing..." Emma stated as she approached.
She was already beginning to use her psychic powers to tear into Raven's
mind. "I am very cross about this. Very cross, indeed."

"Emma, that's enough!" Sean ordered. "I'll handle Raven. As a former
Interpol agent, I have methods tae deal with traitors."

Emma glared at him, and Sean simply returned it.

"Don't make me use me sonics on yeh. Th' level o' control I possess
would amaze even yeh."



"Is that a threat, Cassidy?"

"Nae... 'tis a promise. Now go."

Emma stood there for a few moments before she left the room. She didn't
want to admit it, but there was something about Sean Cassidy at that
moment that intimidated her to no end. Once she was gone, Sean looked
at the monitor and didn't even acknowledge Mystique for a few moments.

"Go," he finally said.

"What?" she asked.

"I know what yeh are," Sean replied. "I know why yer here. D'ye really
think that Charles would send yeh here without informin' me first? We
had been plannin' on bringin' yeh in fer months. Now go."

"What about Frost?"

"As far as she's concerned, yeh escaped."

"I see..." Mystique stated. She stood and Sean walked over to her.

"Go on, make it convincin'."

Mystique nodded and delivered a solid hit to Sean's face. He fell back
against the console and feigned unconsciousness. Then, she assumed
Sean's form and left.

NEXT: Who knows?

TALKIN' 'BOUT MY GENERATION

Well, it's sad to say that this marks my last issue as scripter of
Generation X. I had to drop it due to other projects I wanted to focus my
attention on. However, Mikey G. will return to writing the title full-time,
and once his run is overwith, we've got the most prolific X-writer in
fanfiction, Ryan Krupienski coming onboard. It's been a lot of fun
scripting the book for these two issues, and it allowed me to set up some
stuff with the Hellfire Club (for more on them, keep an eye on Bishop).



-Dino Pollard
March 4, 2002

Now then, first letter comes from Cory Wiegel, who writes Iceman and
will be writing X-Men Alpha.

Generation X has actually always been a favorite at M2K since it
began. Mikey's written some good stuff -- only thing is, it's hard to
keep someone's attention on a title if a certain number of issues don't
connect into a story arc. Hopefully that'll change starting with this
issue. There's still the great character interaction there always was,
it's just now there are new complications that affect the characters
individually, and as a team. With those elements, interest in this title
is held for next issue.

Dino's scripting is awesome as usual, and combined with the unique
creativity of Mikey G, Generation X stands out from the majority of
titles at M2K. This title is definately hitting a new high -- and I'm
definately here for next issue.

Thanks for the comments, Cory. Hope you'll stick around even after I'm
gone, since both Mikey and Ryan have some kick-ass stuff planned.

Next letter is from Russ Anderson, who writes Scarlet Spider, Fallen
Angels, plots New Warriors, and collaborates on Defenders. *whew*
Better watch it, Russ. At this rate, you're gonna become as prolific as me.

Finally, this book is moving again! I hated these great characters
being stuck in stasis for so long. I'm sure -- with Dino on-board as
co-writer -- things should start happening a little more quickly now.

Sorry to say that I'm gonna be leaving after getting you psyched up.

Dino's participation is also making itself known in the stronger
character moments and interactions. Meaning no disrespect to
Mikey, but the majority of his Gen X issues -- while possessing a lot
of heart -- have been pretty light fare, sometimes passing entire
issues with nothing of note really happening (I direct anyone inclined
to disbelieve me to the Christmas issue... what was that, #8?). With
Dino here to focus things, and Mikey in charge of shaping the plots,
things are looking up for this title.

Which isn't to say this issue is flawless. I'm disappointed that they've



already gone the route of Raven-as-traitor. Sure, it's possible that
there's a completely rational explanation for what Emma showed
Sean at issue's end, but it just feels kind of expected... kinda like how,
at DC, if there's a traitor in the JLA, you know that Martian
Manhunter is going to be the main suspect (well, except for that
recent story where Batman was... but that was an exception).

There's more to Raven's betrayal than meets the eye. She's gonna have a
major role in the Hellfire Club over the next year, and you'll discover
more about her.

Also, I thought the scene between Raven and Penance could have
been handled better. The passage from... whatever it was from... was
entirely too long, pretentiously long even. If it had had more bearing
on the story, or if there'd been some sort of payoff at the end of the
scene that justified transcribing half the book Raven was reading, I
might have felt better about it. But no... that large a passage
shouldn't have been included. It accomplishes next to nothing story-
wise as it is.

Don't look at me, that's something Mikey wanted to toss in.

I'm pleasantly surprised by Raven's suggestion to Skin on the
inherent shape-changing abilities his extra skin affords him. Never
would have thought of that.

It makes sense when you think about it. He's got six extra feet of skin -
think about how you could manipulate that if you really tried.

It's also good to see the kids being paired up a little differently than
they traditionally have been. The first scene has Ev and Jubilee, and
those two hanging together is to be expected, but the unexpected
pairing of Jono and M later on in the issue was cool... and should
lead to some issues with Paige down the line.

Hope you liked how the Jono/Paige thing played out.

The Verdict:

I'm glad to see this title moving again, and with Dino on-board to
help focus and complement Mikey, it's better than it's ever been.
Minor gripes aside, I'm hopeful this book will now start appearing
on a regular basis.

Sorry about the long delay. That's partially my fault, since I had to work
with Mikey on developing the Mystique plotline a bit more and tying it



into the Hellfire Club.

Last but not least is a letter from Mike Exner III, writer of Amazing
Spider-Man and Thunderbolts, as well as scripter of Avengers and New
Warriors.

I’m glad that Dino decided to script Generation X for no greater
reason than the title hadn’t been updated in ages. Holy shiznit is
right.

Funny little backstory to the word "shiznit." That was the first time I ever
used that word, and about a month later, I started dating a girl who
claimed that she invented the word, "shiznit" (what do you expect, she
was a cheerleader). We're no longer dating, I just thought it was
interesting.

I really liked the re-cap at the beginning of the issue. The re-cap was
obviously needed because the title hadn’t been written in so long and
Dino always seems to come up with interesting ways to jump into a
story. The news report was an excellent touch.

That was actually Mikey's idea, not mine.

Jubilee is just as much a little firecracker as she’s always been. I
really like Synch, so I’m glad he got to play the role of “big brother”
in this scene. The talk about dreams was interesting, and I’m
definitely interested. Perhaps the kid left some sort of psionic residue
in Jubilee’s head? I agree with Ev. Jubes should go see Emma.

Jubes and Ev are probably my two favorite GenXers. Maybe it's because
of the fact that they're basically normal kids, moreso than any of the
others.

Mystique reading to Penance was a little weird. I’m not sure what’s
up with Penance in this title. Now is as good a time as any to ask. Is
she the twins together now? Or is she like the Penance in Gen-X who
showed up after the twins separated again? Whatever the case, I’ve
always liked Penance as a character too. Some of the Gen-Xers just
plain suck, but Penny ain’t one of ‘em.

Actually - NONE of the GenXers suck - only those who were written by
Hama and Faerber. As for Penance, ignore all that twin garbage. All we
know about Penance is that she's a walking mystery, and her only known



name is Yvette.

The Monet and Chamber conversation/encounter that Husk saw was
a little bit strange. Maybe I should really go back and read some of
the older Gen-X issues. Or maybe Dino and Mikey are just bringing
out new plot twists that interest me. This one does, I’m very curious.

It was lightly touched upon earlier.

I like the exploration of Skin’s powers too. I think the early success
of Mystique’s idea was a little unbelievable but that’s a minor
complaint. I would have liked to see some frustration at failing out of
Angelo, but there’s plenty of time for that. Jst don’t make him an
expert too fast.

Yeah, I’m definitely spotty on Gen-X. Why in the hell would Charles
have Mystique run with the young kids? As much as she’s influenced
young mutants into doing her dirt in the past I’m surprised Charles
would support her. Let alone Banshee. Emma has the right idea and
the spying footage is another nice little twists. Twists are what make
a comic book fun people. Take note.

As I've said, there's more to Mystique than meets the eye. You'll see
more over the course of the year.

That's it, guys. Dino has left the building.



GENERATION X

#12 – “CLASS DISMISSED – part one”

"Keep this area clear. Last thing I need is rubbernecking school kids disrupting a
crime scene."

"Damn, can you believe this shit, detective?"

"Poor guy," says the detective as he stares at the lifeless body with a chalk outline
around it. "Looks like he was killed by some kind of animal."

"Aw shit..." mutters his partner.

"What is it?" asks the detective.

"It looks like we've got spooks here."

"The fuck? This is homicide, feds have no business here."

"Looks like it's just one guy, though. Don't they usually travel in pairs?"

Detectives Donald Trinite and Nick Scalise both stand waiting as they see the "spook"
in question walk towards them. His suit is black and immaculate, his shirt a pure
white. He has reddish-blonde hair and in addition to his suit, he wears a pair of black
leather gloves, a black trench coat, and dark sunglasses.

"Gentlemen," he says with the hint of an Irish accent.

"This is a crime scene, pal," says Trinite. "You'll have to leave."

"I won't be doin' that," says the man. He reaches into his trench coat and pulls out a
wallet. He flips it open to reveal his identification. "Special Agent Sean Cassidy at
yuir service."

"This is homicide, Irish," says Scalise. "You don't have any jurisdiction here."

"I'm afraid that's where yeh're wrong, detective," says Cassidy. "This is entirely within
my jurisdiction. It's got bizarre written all over it."

"Cut and dry murder case," says Scalise. "Nothing bizarre about it at all."
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"Take another look at that man," says Cassidy. "An' while we're at it, why don't yeh
put a sheet over the bloody bastard or somethin'? Last thing we need is some teenager
findin' his principal lyin' dead on the ground, torn t' bits."

"Okay, I'm looking at him," says Trinite. "Don't see how it's anything but a murder
case."

"No human could do that," says Cassidy. "It looks like he was attacked by an animal."

"So what?" asks Scalise. "If he was attacked by an animal, that means this is a case for
animal control."

"What I'm sayin' is that there aren't any animals around here," replies Cassidy. "So if
this man was nae killed by an animal, and was nae killed by a human, then what
options does that leave us with?"

Scalise thinks for a moment, and then looks at his partner. Trinite simply shrugs his
shoulders.

"Why don't you two go figure it out for me," says Cassidy. "Meantime, allow me tae
conduct my investigation."

"I don't think I like you very much, Cassidy," says Trinite.

"Ask me if I care, laddie," says Cassidy. "I'm not here tae be liked, I'm here t' do me
job."

Sean kneels down towards the body and looks over the wounds. Each cut is smooth
and clean, not jagged. There is also no obvious signs of a struggle. Which means this
man never had a chance. Sean takes note of odd markings in the pavement. He
examines it closely, and notices a small object shining in the light. While he
concentrates on that, he fails to notice the young, Asian woman nearby who
recognizes his face and is curious to his presence. Before he can see her, she leaves.

Sean reaches into his pocket and pulls out a pair of tweezers and a plastic bag.
Carefully, he lifts the object up, and drops it into the bag. He lifts the bag up to the
light and stares at the object. It's red, and it seems as if it was scraped off of
something.

"Penance..."
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"And in local news, Emma Frost, CEO of Frost Enterprises, is still missing. Frost
vanished a few months back after her company went bankrupt. The Massachusetts
Academy, a school where Frost served as headmistress, has also closed down. For
those unfamiliar with the Academy's past, the school was once funded by the late
Charles Xavier, but following his death, fell back into the control of Emma Frost.
Since her disappearence and the crumbling of Frost Enterprises, the Academy was
shut down and seized by Frost's bank. The students of the Massachusetts Academy
were relocated to a nearby public school. We'll take a quick break, and when we come
back, we'll have a look at the weather."

Three young teenagers sit on a bench at the front of Snow Valley High School. One of
them is an Asian girl with short black hair and sunglasses perched on her forehead.
Another is a black guy with no hair and some slight hair on his chin. The third is a
Caucasian girl with shoulder-length blonde hair. Another teenager approaches them,
this one being an Algerian girl.

"I just received another invitation to this 'Homecoming Dance,'" she says.

"Well whoop-te-do..." mutters Jubilation Lee. "What's the count now, Miss Rich Girl?
Three? Four?"

"Five, actually," replies Monet St. Croix.

"M, do we really hafta hear about this?" asks Paige Guthrie.

"My name is Monet," she says. "Our codenames are obsolete. It would be best for all
of us if you stopped using them."

"Sorry, force of habit," says Paige.

"Where's Angelo?" asks Everett Thomas, looking at his watch.

"What's wrong, Ev?" asks Jubilee. "You gettin' tired of pimping it out?"

"Yeah, that must be it," replies Ev with a hint of sarcasm.

"I dunno where he is, but he better get his butt down here quick," says Paige. "First
period's gonna start in a few minutes."

"He was still asleep when I left this morning," says Monet.
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"Didn't you wake him up?" asks Paige.

"I am not an alarm clock," replies Monet. "If Mr. Espinosa cannot motivate himself to
get up in the morning, then it will be his grades that suffer as a result of his gross
incompetence."

"She does have a point," says Ev. "I mean, Angelo's been lazing about a lot, lately.
Anyone else notice that?"

"You mean the fact that the rest of us got part-time jobs and he sits on his ass
watching Toonami every day after school?" asks Jubilee. "Yeah, I noticed that."

The four young mutants hear the rumble of a motorcycle engine. They see a speeding
bike race through the concourse. It comes to a screeching halt before the school. Two
young men sit on it. One is Caucasian with shaggy brown hair and leather straps
wrapped around the lower part of his face. The other is... well, it's a bit hard to tell. He
has gray skin and short, brown hair. He gets off the back of the bike and hefts his
backpack.

"Thanks for the ride, chico," mutters Angelo. He rubs the sleep from his eyes.

"Took your ass long enough," says Jubilee.

"Lucky for him I spotted him napping," says Jonothon Starsmore.

"Hey, I said thanks," says Angelo. "What more d'ya want?"

The sound of a ringing bell sends the students gathered outside the school into a
flurry. They quickly snap up their books and bags and dart inside the building.

"That's our cue," says Jubilee. "Y'know, I never realized how much I would hate
going back to public school again..."

"Get used to it, Jubes," says Ev. "Looks like this is our new life."

"I'll see you all back at the house," says Jono. He watches his friends walk into the
school. Before he can start up his bike again, his psionic abilites detect a familiar
presence. He glances towards the bushes and watches them rustle. He almost swears
he sees a red figure there.

"Hey, you!"
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"You talking to me, mate?" asks Jono. He looks to face the man. A stocky, balding
man about middle age in a suit with round glasses perched on his face.

"You have a visitor's pass?" asks the man.

"I'm not even inside the building."

"You're still on school grounds during school hours. That means you either need a
student ID or a visitor's pass. Which one is it?"

"I just gave my friend a ride, so sod off."

He starts up the motorcycle and rides off. The principal watches the man depart. He
then glances towards the group of kids he was talking to, and notices the one with
gray skin. He shakes his head and turns towards the doors.

"Mutants at my school..." he mutters. "What next?"

The bushes begin to rustle again.

The calloused hand reaches for the bottle of Jack Daniels. He places it at his mouth
and tilts it back, pouring what's left of the whiskey down his throat. He drops the
empty bottle on the ground, where it lies amongst other bottles. He hears a knock on
the door and ignores it.

The knock, however, persists.

"Go 'way..." he mutters. "Leave me t' me own devices..."

"Open the door now."

"I said go 'way... Don' make me repeat meself."

The next sound this drunk man hears is that of the door's hinges breaking as it is
kicked in. Three men enter the room, each one dressed in an immaculate black suit.
The drunk simply ignores the commotion and returns his attention to the soccer match
on television.

"Sean Cassidy," says one of the men.

"Who wants tae know?" asks the drunk.
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"The United States government," replies the man.

"Really? An' what does ol' Uncle Sam want with me?"

"He wants to offer you a job."

"Tell Uncle Sam t' take his job an' shove it up his red, white, and blue ass."

"You speak as if you have a choice, Mr. Cassidy," says the man. He grabs a chair
from the nearby table and pulls it in front of Cassidy. He sits in it, and blocks Sean's
view of the television set.

"In case you didn't realize, you're still an outlaw," he says. "Remember the time you
spent with Factor Three? Well, we do. Or how about your time with the outlaw X-
Men? We remember that as well. Now, how about we mention that you're also an
illegal alien? Do you see where I'm headed with this?"

"Blackmail?" asks Sean. "Is that the best ye can do?"

"Your daughter's already atoning for her past crimes by joining up with SHIELD,"
says the man. "Why don't you be smart and follow her lead?"

"So yer SHIELD, then?"

"Nope."

"Then what are ye?"

"That's not important."

"It is tae me."

"We're here to offer you a job, Mr. Cassidy. A job as a paranormal investigator.
Accept the offer, and you'll receive a full Presidential pardon in addition to your
citizenship. Not only that, but the work is right up your alley."

Sean tries to watch the television by looking around the agent. No luck.

"Well?"

"Ye mind if I finish watchin' the game first?"
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"Hey, Jubes!" exclaims Ev. He runs up to his friend. "Wait up!"

"Shhh, keep it down!" says Jubilee. "Geez..."

"What?" asks Ev. "The bell hasn't even rung yet. What's with all the commotion
outside?"

"Crime scene," replies Jubilee. "I don't like the looks of this, Ev."

"Well yeah... it's not like crime scenes are fun or anything," says Ev. "But what
happened?"

"I think I saw a body."

"MURDER?!"

"SHHHSH!"

"Sorry..." says Ev. "You know who it was?"

"Nah, couldn't get a close look," she says. "But here's the really freaky part."

"What?"

"Get this, I think I saw Banshee."

"Mr. Cassidy?" asks Ev. "Are you sure?"

"Duh, I worked with the dude on the X-Men before coming out here," replies Jubilee.
"I'd recognize him anywhere."

"Right," says Ev. "Just like that guy in our history class who you swear is Vanilla
Ice."

"Shut up, I'm serious," she says.

"Okay, say it is Sean," says Ev. "What's he doing investigating a murder?"

"He used to be a cop, ya know," says Jubilee. "Maybe he signed up for the force."

"I dunno..."
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[[ Attention staff and students. Many of you may have noticed the commotion outside
this morning. It is my sad duty to inform you that yes, the police are investigating a
homicide. The victim... was Principal Leahy. As of right now, the police are unable to
report on any information, but once we discover more, we will inform you. ]]

"....guess that's one mystery solved," says Everett.

"Now we just gotta find out how Sean's involved."

"Let's try and find Monet," says Ev.

"Why? Just because she's Miss 'Every Guy In This School Wants To Fuck Me' St.
Croix?"

"No, because she's got psychic powers," says Ev.

"...oh."

"The passing of Principal Leahy is a great tragedy," says a man in a suit. "He will be
sorely missed. But, we can't let his demise get in the way of running the schools in an
efficient manner. We have to move on. With Dr. Simon recently retiring as
superintendent, that has left the position open. Until now. Ladies and gentlemen of the
school board, I would like to introduce our new superintendent—Ms. Emma Frost."



GENERATION X

#13 – “CLASS DISMISSED – part two”

Monet St. Croix is extremely bored.

But what can you expect? When you're a perfect woman living in an imperfect world,
you tend to suffer from boredom quite easily. Especially when one of your roommates
is droning on and on about something which is none of your concern. Monet sits
upright in a plush chair, while the roommate in question, Jubilation Lee, stands in the
center of the room addressing her small audience. Aside from Monet, the rest of their
roommates comprise this audience. Jonothon Starsmore and Paige Guthrie sit on a
loveseat in the corner of the room, while Everett Thomas and Angelo Espinosa sit on
a couch right in front of Jubilee.

"...so yeah, he was like, killed by an animal or somethin—"

"Jubilation, are you through?" asks Monet. "We have already heard the details of the
principal's demise, you're not telling us anything new."

"Okay, how about this, then?" replies Jubilee. "I saw Banshee."

"Mr. Cassidy?" asks Paige. "Are you sure about that?"

"I'm positive," says Jubilee. "Look, I know what the dude looks like, and I'm tellin'
you guys, it was Sean."

"Wouldn't he have gone back to Cassidy Keep?" asks Jono.

"Or the X-Men?" asks Angelo.

"The X-Men have been pretty messed up since Storm's funeral," replies Jubilee. "And
I dunno about Cassidy Keep, mebbe he didn't wanna go?"

"What was Mr. Cassidy doing?" asks Monet.

"I dunno... he was bitching at some local cops," replies Jubilee. "And then he started
looking at the body and stuff. He was... y'know... that thing that cops do..."

"Beating non-white people?" asks Angelo.
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"No," says Jubilee. "Y'know... that thing... dammit, I can't think today..."

"You can't ever think."

"Shaddap, M."

"Investigating," says Paige. "I think that's the word you're looking for."

"Right, investigating," says Jubilee. "He was investigating the crime scene or
something."

"Why would Mr. Cassidy be investigating a crime scene?" asks Paige.

"Hey, I dunno, I'm not the mind-reader here," replies Jubilee. Each member of the
group looks towards Monet's direction.

"Oh, of course," says Monet. "As usually, it falls to me to lead you children."

"Can you read Sean's mind?" asks Ev.

"Not from here," replies Monet. "I cannot read the minds of people who aren't in the
immediate vicinity. Our first goal is to locate him and hear the story from his mouth."

My name is Emma Frost, and I am now the superintendent of the Snow Valley Board
of Education. Several months back, my company's stock took a dive. I went bankrupt.
Under normal circumstances, perhaps Frost Enterprises would still be open for
business. But I devoted most of my energy to my students, and I left my company in
the charge of others.

Never send a man to do a woman's job.

Following the passing of Xavier, the task of handling his finances, including the
Massachusetts Academy, fell to Summers and Grey. I may not have trusted Xavier,
but at least I respected him. I cannot say the same for the doting lapdog and mother
hen. So I pulled the Academy away from Xavier and continued the funding on my
own.

Then, the stocks fell. And the bank foreclosed the Academy. I dropped out of sight
after that. The students left, and thanks to Monet's father, they were able to find a
house near the local high school. As for Sean Cassidy? Who knows, he's probably
drunk somewhere. Cassidy is not my main concern right now, the children are.
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Everything I do is for the children.

Case in point - I am bringing up the schedules of five of my students, the ones who
are enrolled at Snow Valley High School. I look over the names of their teachers.
Then, I pick up the phone.

"This is Frost," I say. "I am about to e-mail you some names. See that they are
screened."

I hang up the phone and sit back in my chair. As a telepath, the thought patterns of
others are constantly intruding on my head. Most telepaths choose to screen out these
thoughts. I, on the other hand, prefer to let them come to me. It takes a bit more
discipline to listen to the thoughts as if they were at a low volume, but it gives me an
extra sense of my surroundings. For example, right now, I sense the thought patterns
of a tortured young girl. She is outside, waiting.

And I smile.

"What's the point of this assembly anyway?" asks Angelo as he tries to make his way
into the crowded auditorium.

"Has something to do with the new principal," replies Paige. "With Leahy dead, they
got someone else to replace him, I guess."

"Makes sense, I guess," says Angelo. He takes a seat and Paige sits next to him.
"Where are the others?"

"I think I see Monet down there," says Paige. She stands and tries to wave her
roommate over. Monet glances in Paige's direction, and then turns away.

"She's gotten a lot more uppity since we started coming here," says Angelo.

"Guess so..." mutters Paige.

"Yo, there you guys are!"

Paige and Angelo turn their heads to see Jubilee and Everett moving into the row and
taking seats next to them.

"It's too crowded in this place, my claustraphobia's gonna start acting up," says
Jubilee.
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"...you don't have claustraphobia," says Ev.

"So?" asks Jubilee. "What's your point?"

"Nevermind..." replies Ev.

The four young mutants watch the stage, and a tall man with thin, grey hair and
glasses steps up to the podium.

"Hey, what's Hewey doing up there?" asks Jubilee.

"Hewett is the vice principal, so maybe he's gonna introduce the new guy," says
Paige.

"That's the vice principal?" asks Angelo.

"Yeah," replies Paige. "You might know these things if you showed up for class every
once in awhile."

"Quit ridin' me," says Angelo. "Yer starting to get as bad as Emma."

"Good morning," says Hewett into the microphone. Upon hearing that the assembly is
about to begin, the students quiet their chatter to a whisper level.

"The passing of Dr. Leahy is a tragedy," says Hewett. "Some of you may be
wondering about the nature of his death. I am not allowed to go into the details of the
case, as an investigation is still being conducted. However, due to the rather... bizarre
nature of his death, I have my own theories, and it is safe to say that the perpetrators
of this heinous crime are... not human. They are something else.

"We must not allow this event to shatter our resolve. We must press forward and I will
personally see that Dr. Leahy's killers are brought to justice.

"In light of this tragedy, the school board has asked me to serve as the new principal,
and it is a position that I have accepted."

"I don't like this..." whispers Angelo

"Don't worry about it," says Paige. "He didn't say anything about mutants."

"Then why is everyone staring at me?" asks Angelo.
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As I said before, I am a telepath. I do not bother screening out the thoughts of others.
So when I sense the mixture of emotions emanating from the man outside my door, I
know who is going to burst into my office before he does.

"You can't go in there!" I hear a receptionist outside shout. But he doesn't care, he
enters anyway. I swivel my chair ever so slightly so I can face him. One side of my
mouth slightly curls into a small grin.

"So good to see you again, Sean," I say to him. "I like the suit, it's very becoming on
you."

"No games, Emma," he says.

"Why Sean, whatever do you mean?"

"Yeh vanish after Frost Enterprises goes under," he says. "And then, once the students
enroll in the high school, the principal is murdered. Stranger still is the fact that nae
long after, yeh drop back into the public eye as the superintendent of the Board of
Education."

"Coincidences Sean, nothing more," I tell him.

He reaches into his pocket and pulls out a small plastic bag. He drops it on my desk,
and I glance down at it. I already know what's inside, and I already know what he
thinks it is.

"I found that at the scene of the murder," he says. "Ran a test on it. Seems that it's
diamond."

"Now how do you suppose a red diamond arrived at the scene of a crime?" I ask.

He places his hands on my desk and leans in so that his face is inches from mine.

"I'm only gonna ask yeh this once," he says. "Where's Penance?"

"Tell me Sean... how does this concern you?" I ask. "Why are you questioning me
about a murder before you've even flashed a badge?"

"You knew who I was working with the minute I walked through those doors, yeh
stone-cold bitch," he hisses in a low voice. "Don't play daft with me, woman. I know
you better than that."
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"I don't know where young Yvette has wandered off to," I say. "When I left the
academy, she was still there. I have spent these past few months overseas, so you will
just have to excuse my ignorance."

"Ignorance me bleedin' Irish arse..."

"You know Mr. Cassidy, this is bordering on harassment," I say. I lift up the phone
and place it to my ear. "If you do not vacate the premises immediately, I will call the
police and report a trespasser. And even if your superiors bail you out of that
predicament, which I am sure they will, then I'll make up for it by filing a lawsuit
against you for harassment."

"Yeh haven't won this battle," he says as he moves towards the door. "This isn't over,
Frost."

He slams the door behind him and I hang up the phone. I could have easily implanted
a mental suggestion in his mind which would cause him to doubt my involvement in
this matter in any way, shape, or form. Where would be the fun in that, though? Sean
Cassidy is a determined man, but the role he fits is more akin to an entertainer than a
threat.

I know it's not over, Sean. In fact, it's just beginning.

Angelo's eyes dart around the caefeteria, constantly inspecting anyone who passes by
him. Jubilee, who sits across the table, looks at him uneasily and places a reassuring
hand atop of his own.

"Calm down, dude," she says.

"I don't like this, Jubes," he says. "Ever since that assembly, people have been looking
at me weird all day. I heard a couple people whisper 'fucking mutie' when I walked
by. Probably the only people who haven't said anything were my teachers for some
reason. At least the rest of you can pass for normal. Me, I've got gray skin, makes it
hard to pass for normal. PE's a bitch, I gotta concentrate even harder to try and keep
my skin intact."

"You're not the only one taking heat for this," says Jubilee. "I've been getting pennies
chucked at me all day."
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"Don't they usually reserve that for freshmen?" asks Angelo.

"They were freshmen."

"Oh..."

"God... I've never wanted to paff someone as bad as I do right now..."

"Yeah, well keep it down," says Angelo. "Here comes Paige."

"So what?" asks Jubilee.

"I don't want her to worry about any of this," replies Angelo.

"Ooookay..." says Jubilee.

Paige Guthrie slowly approaches the table with a look on her face that could only be
described as confusion or amazement. She sits next to Angelo and just stares into
space for a few moments.

"Yo... hayseed, you okay?" asks Jubilee.

"My locker..." says Paige.

"Yeah, what about it?" asks Angelo, keeping his eyes fixed on her face. Her eyes
continue to stare straight off into space.

"...someone wrote 'GENEJOKE' on it..."

"Damn..." says Jubilee.

"Wait... this doesn't make sense..." says Angelo. "I mean, me, I can understand. But
you guys look... y'know... human. Why would they think you're mutants?"

Once she saw his face, she began to quicken her pace through the hall. If she could get
to her next class, then she could avoid him for another period. She knew she had to
make a decision soon, but after receiving five invitations, she needed time to think
about them. To weigh the pros and cons of each possible suitor.

"Monet!" he shouts. "Wait up!"
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She stops and sighs. Then, she turns to face him.

"Steven, I told you, I have to think about i—"

"That's what I wanted to talk to you about," he says. "Look... about Homecoming... I...
I can't go with you."

"...wait, I don't understand," says Monet. "You're rejecting me?"

"Well... yeah."

"...why?" asks Monet. "Is there something wrong with you?"

"Umm... no," replies Steven. "I just... well, I just don't think it'd be a good idea for us
to go to the dance or anything like that. Look, I gotta run, I've got class."

He turns in the opposite direction and runs through the clearing halls. The bell rings,
and Monet is left standing in the middle of an empty hallway, her face overcome with
shock.

"...he rejected me?"

"UGH!"

The face of Everett Thomas strikes the sidewalk. He feels something warm on his lip,
and he wipes it with his finger. He looks down at the finger to see it stained crimson
with blood.

"Get up," says the larger teen. Everett tries to stand, but the young man kicks him in
his stomach, and he goes down again.

"C'mon genejoke, I said get up."

"Guy's a pussy, Phil," says the young man's friend. He leans up against the wall.
Everett was walking past one of the school's side entrances, when Phil grabbed him
and forced him outside.

Away from the prying eyse of faculty and staff.
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"Why not use your powers, you little shit?" asks Phil. "Fry me with those eyebeams of
yours or something. Or maybe you're just human and you got a mutant fetish. That's
why you hang out with the kid with the gray skin, isn't it?"

"You can't really blame a mutie for being a mutie," says his friend. "But you, you're a
human kid who spends his time with mutants. He should know better, right Phil?"

"Right Jake," says Phil. He grabs Ev by the collar of his shirt and lifts him up. Then,
he slams him against the wall. Phil leans his face in close to Everett's blood-stained
one.

Everett's eyes suddenly open. He senses a mutagenic signature in the area, one he can
synch with. Before he has the chance to, Phil is pulled off him and thrown to the
ground. Jake tries to rush the interloper, but he is taken down with a sharp kick to the
face.

"Stay away from him."

Everett coughs and stares at the man before him. He rubs his eyes before to ensure
that he gets a good look at the man.

"B-Banshee?" he asks.

"Not anymore, lad," he replies. "Now it's just Sean."

"Jubilee said she saw you. Looks like she was right."

"That she was," says Sean. "Now back tae class, with yeh."

"Wait, what's going on here?" asks Ev.

"It's none o' yuir concern, son," replies Sean. "Trust me on this, an' leave it t' the
professionals."

"Is that what you are now?"

"Go."

Ev slowly backs off and then walks inside the building.
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Dr. John Hewett, Principal is what his new nameplate reads. The death of his
predecessor and friend has caused the past few days to be quite trying on him. The
police have no official stance on this issue, but Hewett knows that Leahy was killed
by mutants. Call it a gut instinct.

He reclines in his chair, and suddenly, it falls backwards. He shuts his eyes in shock,
and when he opens them again, he sees a creature made of red diamond hunched over
him. Her eyes are sapphire blue, and her fingers are long, razor-sharp claws. She has
no emotion on her face, and she slowly brings the claws down to his face. She runs
them lightly on his skin, and draws blood.

Then, she is thrown from his body and into the wall. Hewett sits up and sees a tall
young man with shaggy, brown hair and dressed in black and leather standing in the
corner of the room. Where his face and chest should be, there is only what can be best
described as a furnace.

"Why do the ones with claws get all the attention?"
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The young mutant girl known only as Penance backs away from her attacker. He
towers over her, dressed from head to toe in black, complete with a leather jacket and
straps which conceal his upper torso and the lower part of his face. She comes to a
corner and he begins to slowly approach her. Before he can take another step closer,
she lashes out. Like a cornered animal, she attacks. Her fingers are red, clawlike, and
as hard as diamond.

The young man named Jonothon Starsmore backs away before her claws can connect
with him. He notices the other man present in the office, Dr. John Hewett. Principal.
Cowering behind his desk. Jono ignores him and returns his attention back to
Penance. She moves in for a second attack, and he pulls down his straps ever so
slightly, just enough to allow an energy blast emit forth from the burning furnace that
has become his upper body. The blast slams into Penance, and forces her back into the
corner. She starts to move forward again, but stops.

"I think we've all had quite enough of this bollocks," he says through the use of a
telepathic link he establishes with her. "Wouldn't you agree, luv?"

Penance halts. She remains in a defensive stance, however. Her and Jono lock eyes,
and for a moment, it seems as if she might attack again.

She doesn't.

Instead, she relaxes her posture, and sits down on the floor, with her legs crossed and
her head hanging. Like a child who attempted to disobey a parent and failed. If Jono
had a mouth, he would smile.

"Monet?" he asks with the use of telepathy. "Can you hear me?"

"Do I really need to dignify that with a response?" replies Monet through the newly-
established psionic link.

"Cute," says Jono. "Guess who I just found."

"Do I really care?"

"Penance."
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"And...?"

"Oh for chrissakes... she was attacking the new principal."

"Then we've found a prime suspect," says Monet. "Whatever you do, Jonothon, do not
let her out of your sight."

"How daft do you really think I—"

Before Jono can finish his sentence, he glances around the principal's office.

Penance is gone.

"Shite..."

"I'll talk to you later, Jono. And in the future, try to be a bit more competent."

The word "bitch" runs through Jono's mind once Monet breaks the psychic link. He
hears a rustle and gets into a defensive stance. The principal slowly looks up over the
edge of his desk at Jono, and Jono relaxes.

"You..." says Hewett. "Are you...?"

Jono pulls down his straps ever so slightly to allow Hewett a glimpse at the psionic
energy beneath.

"What do you think, mate?"

"Are you going to kill me?"

"That depends..." replies Jono. "Are you going to stop persecuting mutant students?"

"Yes," replies Hewett. "I'll make sure no mutants are harmed."

"Then you're safe," says Jono. "See? We're not all bad."

The former White Queen sits before a computer terminal. Logging onto the Internet,
she views the information present on her homepage and her lips curl into a slight grin.
Her stocks have risen.
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There is a sudden crash that startles Emma, and she stands from the computer. She
walks towards the front door and sees it has been broken down. She sees the cause of
it, a young girl made of red diamond. Emma looks at her quizzically for a moment,
unsure of how she didn't sense Penance's mind.

"Must we always make a scene?" asks Emma with her arms crossed over her chest
and one hip cocked out slightly.

Penance seems dazed and looks around the room. Once taking sight of Emma,
Penance scurries off into the kitchen. Emma sighs and stands there for a few seconds,
then hears the sound of commotion coming from the kitchen. She follows Penance's
trail and upon entering the kitchen, she finds the refrigerator door wide open, with red
apples on the ground leading up to Penance sitting in the corner, chewing on one of
them.

"This simply will not do," says Emma.

The following day, the flashing lights of squad cars alert passerbys and neighbors to
the crowd gathered at the home of Emma Frost. Uniformed police officers stand
around the area, and a black car pulls up. The door opens, and a tall man with red hair
and dressed in a dark suit steps out. He adjusts the collar of his trench coat with
leather-clad hands and walks up to the front entrance. An officer tries to stop him
from going in, but he just reaches into his pocket and flashes identification. The
officer allows him to enter.

Inside, he sees Emma Frost sitting upright in a white leather chair with perfect posture
and her legs crossed elegantly. A detective sits in a chair in front of her. She glances
over to the new arrival, as does the detective. The detective stands from his seat and
walks over to the man.

"Mr. Cassidy," he says and shakes the man's hand.

"Detective," replies Sean. "What's the situation?"

"A mutant attack," says the detective. "Seems like there's a lot of those going around
Snow Valley lately."

"Aye," says Sean. He walks over to Emma and looks down at her.

"We meet again," she says.
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"Why am I not surprised yeh have a hand in this?" asks Sean.

"Purely coincidence, Sean," replies Emma. "Come, follow me."

She stands from her chair and pushes past the officers, and Sean follows.

"Hold on," says the detective.

"Ease up, lad," says Sean. "This investigation is under my jurisdiction now. Have yuir
men turn over whatever they've found to my people."

Sean follows Emma into the kitchen, and she closes the door behind him. He notices
half-eaten apples lying scattered around the floor, as well as marks in the tile and
walls.

"Coincidences, right?"

"Now do you believe me?" she asks.

"I'm not sure what tae believe right now," replies Sean. "Tell me what happened. An'
if I feel the slightest itch in the back o' me head, I'll see to it that yeh walk the rest of
yuir days with a hearing aid."

"Penance broke into my home," says Emma. "After you told me that she was
responsible for Leahy's death, I assumed she was coming for me."

"Somehow, I don't trust you."

"Think about it, Sean," says Emma. "How would Leahy's death benefit me? I was
already on the road to becoming superintendent. Regardless of whether or not he
persecutes mutants is immaterial to me. And even if he was a bigot, which he was, I
would know better than to send a mutant assassin after him. Think of who else would
benefit from the deaths of prejudiced school officials."

Sean considers her words for a moment, and then kneels down to pick up a half-eaten
apple.

"So the lass still likes red delicious, eh?" he says.

"Apparently so," replies Emma.

"I'll analyze the saliva on it," says Sean. "See if she's been drugged somehow."
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In the cafeteria of Snow Valley High School, Everett Thomas sits alone at a table,
carefully observing his surroundings. A hand touches his shoulder, and he almost
jumps.

"Whoa, easy dude," says the voice of Jubilation Lee.

"Sorry Jubes," says Ev as he turns to face her. Standing next to Jubilee is Paige
Guthrie. The two girls take seats on either side of him.

"You doin' okay?" asks Paige.

"Not particularly, no," replies Ev. "Still a little jumpy."

"That sucks," says Jubilee.

"Yeah," says Ev. "I'm expecting to get jumped at any minute now, but it seems like
things are starting to calm down a little."

"You noticed that, too?" asks Paige. "I went to my locker today, and someone cleaned
it up."

"Look who decided to join the party," says Jubilee. "HEY ANGELO, WE'RE OVER
HERE! AND BRING BITCH-FACE WITH YOU!"

Angelo Espinosa and the young woman he walks with, Monet St. Croix, quicken their
pace and walk towards the table.

"Nice use of subtlety, chica," says Angelo.

"Thanks, I figured as much," says Jubilee. She looks up at Monet with a smirk. "Hey
M, how's it hangin'?"

"Ugh," mutters Monet. "Sometimes I wonder why I put up with you, Jubilee."

"I think it's because you're secretly a closet lesbian and you're in love with me,"
replies Jubilee.

"Whoa, really?" asks Angelo with enthusiasm.

"In your dreams," says Monet with a roll of her eyes. "I'm not gay, and even if I was, I
could do much better."
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"So, we hear anything new about the principal?" asks Paige.

"Dunno but that reminds me," replies Angelo. "Everyone was startin' to act real nice
to me for some reason. Hewett came up to me today, shook my hand, and told me if I
need anything that his door is always open. Kinda freaked me out."

"Jono did say that he saved the guy's life," says Paige. "Maybe he realized that
mutants aren't all bad."

"Speaking of which, what about Penny?" asks Ev.

"We gotta stop her," replies Jubilee. "Before she hurts anyone else."

"Yeah, I realize that she's a suspect in a murder case," says Ev. "But... what are we
gonna do? Turn over one of our friends to the cops?"

"No, we turn her over to Banshee," says Jubilee.

"Who says he's on our side anymore?" asks Ev.

Jonothon Starsmore sits in a chair, strumming an acoustic guitar. The sound of a
ringing doorbell snaps him out of his trance, and he walks over to the front door. He
opens it, and sees Sean standing in the doorway.

"Hullo Jono," he says. "Been awhile, lad."

"That is has."

"Mind if I come in?"

Jono steps to the side and with his hand, he gestuers for Sean to enter. Cassidy steps
into the home and looks around.

"So this is where you kids are shackin' up, eh?" he says. "Not too bad at all. I assume
Monet's father provided the necessary funds."

"Something you want, Sean?" asks Jono. "Everett and Jubilee said they saw you at the
school. What's this all about?"

Sean continues to walk around the house, and notices Jono's guitar. He takes a seat
and picks it up, strumming it slightly.
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"Yeh still play?" he asks. Jono nods slightly. "That's good, I was afraid yeh had given
up on yuir music. 'Tis always nice to have somethin' to relax yuir mind, eh?"

"You're avoiding the question, Sean."

"Am I?" asks Sean. "My apologies, Jono, I'll cut right to the chase."

"Good," replies Jono as he folds his arms across his chest.

"Why are yeh usin' Penance to kill people?"
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"...come again?"

Those words would have come from the mouth of Jonothon Starsmore. That is, if he
had a mouth. Instead, they are thoughts projected into the mind of the man he is
speaking with, Sean Cassidy. Former Interpol agent, former supervillain, former X-
Man, former headmaster. Jonothon's former headmaster.

"Yeh heard me," says Sean.

"Where did you come up with a daft idea like that?"

"When we found Leahy dead, I notice that yeh were present there as well," says Sean.
"Seems a bit odd, don't y'think?"

"I was dropping off Angelo," replies Jono.

"And when Penance tried t' kill Hewett, you were there once again."

"I was saving the bloke's life."

"I spoke with Hewett," says Sean. "He told me he was rescused by a mutant who had
his mouth covered. A mutant who threatened to kill him if he didn't stop persecuting
mutants."

"So you think I had Penance kill the first principal to set an example?"

"As a matter of fact, yes," says Sean. "You did threaten Hewett, didn't you?"

"So what if I did?" asks Jono. "Christ Sean, you should know that I was bluffing."

"Things change, lad, people change," replies Sean. "Now I'm only going t' ask yeh this
once—where's Penance?"

"Bollocks if I know," replies Jono. "I had nothing to do with any of this."

"Sorry lad, but I can't ignore me responsibilities," says Sean. "I'll have to—"
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"OHMIGODITSBANSHEE!!"

Before Sean Cassidy can form a word in response, he is almost bowled over by
another one of his students. Jubilation Lee, or Jubilee as her friends call her. She
throws her arms around his neck. The rest of Sean's former students, Angelo
Espinosa, Paige Guthrie, Everett Thomas, and Monet St. Croix stand behind her.

"WOWTHISISSOGREATSEEGUYSITOLDYOUISAWHIMTHEOTHERDAYIKN
EWHEWASAROUNDHERE!"

"Calm down, lass," says Sean. "I need t' breathe, yeh know."

"What's up?" asks Jubilee.

"He's arresting me," replies Jono. "That's what's up."

"What?" asks Angelo. "Why?"

"He thinks I'm behind this," says Jono.

"Oh BS!" exclaims Jubilee.

"I've got a job t' do," says Sean. "If Jono's innocent as yeh all claim, then there will be
no harm in me takin' hi—"

*BAM*

Paige is an omnimorph. She can morph her body into whatever she sees fit by pulling
her skin off. In this case, her forearm is composed of rock. Sean Cassidy lays limp on
the ground.

"Not gonna happen, suh," says Paige. "Too much is goin' on lately, an' from what I've
been seein' lately on television, I don't really trust some of the X-Men types right now.
That includes you."

"Whoa..." says Angelo as he walks over to Sean's body. "Way t'go chica, didn't think
you had it in you."

"Yeah, seriously," says Jubilee. "Who knew the hayseed was so tough?"

"I didn't mean to," says Paige. "But I had no choice. Is he okay?"

"I dunno..." says Angelo. "He's breathing, but I'm not sure if he's conscious or..."
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Sean's eyes suddenly snap open.

"...just faking it..." says Angelo. "Oh shit..."

Sean's hands push him off the ground and he gets to his feet. He grabs Angelo's arm
and takes advantage of the young mutant's six extra feet of skin. He swings Angelo
and throws him into Everett, possibly one of the more dangerous mutants among him.
Angelo's skin loses its composure as he flies and sags off his body, covering both him
and Ev.

"Oh shit..." mutters Jubilee. "Notgoodnotgoodnotgood..."

Sean turns to her next and then unleashes a sonic scream that sends Jubilee off her
feet. Still emitting the same sonic scream, he flies forward and tackles Paige to the
ground. Before he can turn to face his next opponent, a blast of psionic energy sends
him flying. He gets up, but before he can open his mouth to emit another scream, a
hand wraps around his throat in a vice-like grip. Monet holds him above the ground
slightly and pins him against the wall.

"Is it possible for us to discuss this like the superior beings we are supposed to be as
opposed to neanderthals?" asks Monet.

"Hold 'im down, M," says Angelo, as he begins to pull his skin back together. "I
wanna hit him back."

"No need, Angelo," says Monet. "I've already probed his mind. He believes that Jono
is the one who's controlling Penance."

"Jono?" asks Paige. "Is he...?"

"Not at all, Paige," replies Monet. "I've probed Jono's mind as well, and he was just as
surprised by Sean's accusations as we were. There's someone else behind this, Mr.
Cassidy. Now, you can take my word for it, and you can work with us to try and find
out who this person is. Or I can plant a subtle psionic suggestion in your mind that
will make you believe you are a chicken for the next forty-eight hours. The choice is
yours."

"Fine," says Sean. "Just let me down, then."

Monet releases her grip on her former headmaster, and then folds her arms across her
chest.
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"So who is it, then?" asks Jubilee. "Who's controlling Penance?"

"It has to be mind control," replies Sean. "I analyzed saliva samples I found from
Penance, and she hasn't been drugged. I had a suspicion that Emma was behind it, but
now I'm not too sure."

"But Emma's still missing," says Ev. "Isn't she?"

"Not at all," says Sean. "She's the new superintendent."

"Whoa, very Boy Meets World-esque," says Jubilee.

"Huh?" asks Angelo.

"In the show, the dude's old teacher from elementary school ended up being his high
school principal," replies Jubilee.

"Oh," says Angelo. "I hated that show."

"Whatever dude," says Jubilee.

"I have a feeling it might be the Shadow King," says Sean. "Apparently, he's still at
large and causin' trouble. But something like this seems a bit petty for him."

"Are you sure it's not Emma?" asks Jono.

"Aye," replies Sean. "Positive."

I can hear the bombs falling.

I can hear the sounds of gunfire.

I can hear people dying.

I can hear the sobs of the younger children around me.

I try to gather them up, try to assure them that everything will be all right. But the
sound of another bomb going off makes them cry even harder.

They don't understand yet that this is daily life here. They have to get used to this.
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I hear the sound of something breaking open. The children and I are hidden under a
desk. I slowly try to look up to see who it is. I pray it is my father coming back for
me.

But it isn't.

This scene has played out thousands of times in my mind, and each time, I always
hope it's my father. But each time, it's not. It's someone else. Someone I never want to
see again.

"Now then... where are the tasty little morsels?"

His voice sends shivers down my spine. He speaks in a language, one I don't
recognize.

But I recognize it now. Over time, I have begun to learn the language. I know what he
is saying now.

But then, I didn't.

"I know you're in here, children. Come now, allow Uncle Marius to take you away from this hell."

He approaches, I can feel his presence. He grabs the desk, and throws it to the side as
if it were nothing. The children and I all clutter together, hoping beyond hope that if
we get close enough, perhaps he will not see us.

But he does.

"Please..." I say in my native language. But it comes off as English now. I've forgotten
that language. Even in my dreams and memories, I've forgotten it.

"Quite a buffet I have here," he says.

He is strange. His skin is pale, and his hair long and stragly. He wears a beaten up
jacket over some sort of purple containment suit or something. There is a mask with
hoses attached to his face and leading to his chest. He reminds me of a bad guy I once
saw in an American science fiction movie.

He reaches out and points at me with a single finger.

"But you, young Yvette... you are the one who interests me the most."

"Please..." I say. "Don't hurt them, they're only children."
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"Them come with me, child," he says as he extends his hand. "And I give you my word that they will feel
no pain."

I slowly reach out with my hand and place it inside his own. It is then that my body
begins to ache with pain. My energy begins to sap free, and I begin to lose my
composure. One touch from him, and I feel as if I haven't eaten in weeks.

"Yes..."

My skin begins to change. My entire body. I tense up, and I feel the change coming.
Taking me over.

This is how it happened. This is how it always happens.

But this time, something different happens. I claw at him. I tear apart his respirator. I
cut through his skin, and I seperate his head from his shoulders.

His servant tries to stop me, coming out of nowhere, and I impale him on my claws.

I feel their blood on my hands.

And I enjoy it.

Then... I wake up

The crimson eyelids of Penance slide open to reveal her blank, sky-blue eyes.

She finds herself crouched between two bodies. One is the body of Principal Hewett,
decapitated with his chest ripped to shreds.The other is his wife, impaled on Penance's
claws.

She pulls away in shock. She is unsure of what happened here. She doesn't quite
understand what is going on.

So, she does what she feels is best in situations like these.

She runs.

The next day. Specifically, a meeting of the Snow Valley Board of Education.
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Emma Frost stands at the foot of the table in a very fashionable white business suit.
Modest enough to maintain a level of professionalism, yet clinging to enough of her
body in the right places to continue to give her the seductive power she craves.

"The death of Principal Hewett leaves us no recourse, my friends," she says. "We
have to increase security at the school."

"That's impossible, Ms. Frost," says one of the board members. "There's just not
enough in the budget to warrant an increase in security."

"We will just have to increase tuition, then," says Emma. "Our children deserve a
school that they can feel safe in, after all."

"I don't know about this..." says one of the board members.

"I don't really like it either, but I don't think we have much of a choice," says another
board member. "Ms. Frost does make a very valid point—if we don't make an effort to
increase security, then we'll have parent groups breathing down our necks. I don't
know about the rest of you, but I could certainly deal without that stress."

"Well, let's put it to a vote," says a third. "All in favor of raising the tuition..."

Hands go up.

And Emma Frost smiles.

"You sure this is a good idea?" asks Jubilee.

"We don't have much of a choice, do we?" asks Sean through a psionic link created by
Monet and Jono. With the students in class, they remain in psychic contact with each
other, and Jono and Sean, who wait outside.

"Guess not..." replies Jubilee.

"There's something going on..." says Angelo. Several students approach the group,
and they all back up slightly.

"Hewett's dead," says one of the students. "We noticed that a lot of things have been
going wrong since you freaks enrolled here."
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"Hey, it's not our fault there's a principal serial killer out there," says Jubilee. "So why
don't you lay off?"

"Why don't you shut your mouth, you annoying pain in the ass bitch?" says one of the
students.

"Show some respect, that's no way to treat a lady," says Ev, stepping in front of
Jubilee.

"Or Jubilee," says Angelo.

"I'm getting real sick of your attitude," says a student.

"Whaddaya gonna do about it?" asks Angelo.

The student replies by punching Angelo in the face. Ev synchs with Monet and
delivers his own punch to the student, a punch which sends him across the hall. Paige
tears her skin off, revealing a metallic body beneath, and Jubilee begins to generate
fireworks in the palms of her hands. Monet simply sighs.

"Just go ahead and blow our cover, why don't you?"



GENERATION X

#16 – “CLASS DISMISSED – part five”

The metal fist of Paige Guthrie shatters the jaw of a human boy. Another student
tackles her from behind. The arm of Angelo Espinosa wraps around the student's face
and pulls him away from Paige. Angelo flings the student against the wall. He
concentrates on the skin that extends from his fingers, and the tips shift into small
balls, as his fingers extend and become more rope-like. He swings around the small
bola he's fashioned and smacks an oncoming student with it.

"This was not the plan," says Monet. A student tries to swing at her with a bat from
behind. Without turning to look at him, she gribs the bat and shatters it. Then she
grabs the student and throws him a good twenty feet.

"Well boo-hoo," says Jubilee, a pair of sunglasses shielding her eyes. Pyrotechnics
explode from her fingertips and blind many of the students in the group. "I've been
waiting to hit someone ever since this mess started."

With his ability to synchronize and take on the abilities of any mutants in the
immediate vicinity, Ev is possibly the most powerful of his friends. He tears the skin
from his forearms to reveal stone beneath. He takes to the air, avoiding the blows of
many of the students. The stone arms extend and he uses them to fend off the students,
thanks to the extra reach provided by Angelo's powers.

"Y'know, this is kinda cool actually," says Ev. "I should have figured out that I could
synch with more than one mutant a long time ago. Probably would have helped
against Sentinels or Emplate."

"Yeah yeah, whatever," mutters Jubilee. "Show-off."

"Look who's talking," says Angelo. "You're just upset 'cuz he's stealing your
spotlight."

"Blah blah blah," says Jubilee. "I can't heeeear you!"

The faculty and staff of Snow Valley High School are split. Some of them are
attempting to break the rioting, but others are joining in. Some of them turn on each
other, others head for the exits.
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"This isn't good," says Paige.

A high-pitched noise is heard as windows shatter. Everyone present covers their ears
in pain in a futile attempt to block out the sound. Sean Cassidy stands as the source of
the sound, and he closes his mouth. His arms are folded across his chest, and he just
smirks at the crowd.

"Come on, let's see what the lot o' yeh got," he says.

Rioters start to approach Sean, but he doesn't move. He stands his ground, and he
glances over to his former students to see that they're already going for cover. He
inhales deeply and braces himself as he unleashes a massive sonic blast from his
mouth that causes the rioters to fall back.

"This has to stop..." one of the teachers mutters. She slinks back into a classroom and
picks up the phone. She's about to dial 911, when she freezes in place. The rioters all
freeze as well, and the only people left standing are Sean and his former students.

"Hardcore, Banshee," says Jubilee. "I didn't know you could paralyze people."

"Wasn't me, lass," says Sean.

"It was me."

Jonothon Starsmore stands in the doorway of the school, the bindings from his chest
gone, revealing the furnace of psionic energy that composes his chest and mouth.

"Getting better with your psionic powers?" asks Sean.

"I've been practicing little by little," replies Jono.

"So what now?" asks Ev. "Does this mean we have to enroll in another school?"

"Damn, I go through schools like most people go through shoes," mutters Jubilee.
"What are we gonna do?"

"Mr. Cassidy, didn't you say Ms. Frost is still around?" asks Paige.

"Aye, the superintendent."

"Maybe she can help us," says Paige.

"I like that idea," says Monet. "Let's go pay a visit to Emma."
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"I know what yeh're gettin' at," says Sean. "I'll drive."

The young woman called Penance sits perched in a tree on the front lawn of Emma
Frost. Through a window, she watches Emma with great intent and curiosity. She
watches as Emma speaks on the phone and shuffle papers in her hands.

Penance wonders how Emma is able to go through this daily routine. She wonders
how Emma can touch or hold objects without cutting them to pieces. Penance looks at
the hand she holds against the tree to steady herself, and she notices the gashes in the
wood.

She watches Emma again, and she begins to relax slightly, her usual high level of alert
lessens as she watches. As she stares at Emma, her hair begins to soften, and fall
below her shoulders. Her skintone begins to lighten, becoming a pinkish color as
opposed to the usual crimson. Her fingers seen to shrink down, and her hollow, cyan
eyes revert to gentle, human ones. She looks down at her fingers in surprise and
examines them for a moment. She opens her mouth as if she plans to say something...

A noise suddenly startles her. Instantly, she reverts back to her diamond form as she
hears a car approaching. She looks to the street and sees a van parked there. The
occupants of the van exit, and she recognizes them all. All of them were with her at
the Massachusettes Academy. Her eyes follow them as they knock on the front door
of the house. She looks back towards Emma through the window, and sees the former
White Queen staring at her.

Penance leaps from her spot in the tree, and moves over to her former teammates. She
approaches them, but then... she seems to fight it. She lifts her clawed hand and moves
forward slightly, then jams the claw in the ground.

"St—"

The sound that comes from her mouth alerts the students and Sean, who turn to face
her.

"Penny...?" asks Jubilee.

"St—stay away..." replies Penance.

The first words her friends have ever heard her speak.

"It's okay, Penny," says Jubilee, slowly approaching. "We're not gonna hurt you."
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"Step away from her, Jubilee," says Monet. "Now."

"I know you're all stone-cold bitch, M, but just chill," says Jubilee. "She's still our
friend."

"Not right now she isn't," says Monet. "Emma has taken over her mind."

"Emma's controlling her?" says Jono. "Then, that means..."

Sean utters a low growl before opening his mouth wide and blasting the door to
splinters with his sonic scream. He steps into the house, fury in his eyes.

"She's behind this," he says, reaching inside his coat for his handgun. "How could I be
so daft?"

A gunshot rings out.

The young mutants crowd around the door to see a person lying on the floor.

Sean Cassidy.

Shot in the ribs.

"I can't move..." says Paige.

"Me neither," says Jubilee. "What's going on?"

Emma Frost steps into view, a gun in her hand.

"I hope you're happy, you ungrateful little urchins," she says. "You've ruined
everything."

"What are you talking about?" asks Ev. "What's this all about?"

"I was doing it for the school," replies Emma. "With you children enrolled there, I
knew I would have to get you out somehow. I took control of Penance and had her
eliminate certain anti-mutant principals. This would stir things up and parents would
worry for the safety of their children. I was going to manipulate the schoolboard into
raising tuition, for increased security. The money would have gone to me, and before
long, I would have enough to rebuild Frost Enterprises and reopen the Academy."

"That's such crap!" exclaims Jubilee. "You used us! You manipulated people, you
toyed with our lives!"
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"Right you are, Jubilation," says Emma. "But it was for your own good. Your
reputations may be ruined here, but I've grown tired of Snow Valley. The Academy
will be able to flourish elsewhere. Perhaps somewhere tropical?"

"And you convinced Cassidy that you had nothing to do with this," says Monet.

"A subtle psionic suggestion, combined with having Penance stage a faux attack on
my home," says Emma. "I hadn't counted on Sean gaining a government position.
Either way, he outlived his usefulness."

"You didn't count on one thing, Miss Frost," says Ev.

"And what would that be, Mr. Thomas?" asks Emma.

"Me," he replies. "While you've been running off at the mouth, I've been slowly
expanding my aura."

"Expand all you like, child," says Emma. "Unless you are able to synchronize with
Xavier from beyond the grave, you won't be able to overpower me with my own
abilities."

"Who says I was just using your abilities, Emma?" asks Ev. "I found out how to synch
with more than one mutant. That means your talents, combined with Jono's, Monet's,
and Jubilee's latent ones."

"Oh dear..." mutters Emma, as a psionic backlash washes over her, causing her to lose
control over her former students.

"Game over, teach," says Ev. "Monet, grab Sean. Fly him to the nearest hospital."

"Won't you need my help?" asks Monet.

"We'll make due," replies Ev.

Monet nods and rushes to Sean's side. She lifts him off and takes to the air. Emma
looks at her former charges, and then she glances to Penance. The diamond mutant
tries to stop herself, then moves towards the students with her claws bared.

"You guys grab Emma," says Paige. She tears her skin off, revealing a diamond form
beneath. "I'll deal with Penance."

Penance lunges at Paige, but her claws fail to cut into Paige's skin. Penance is shocked
when no blood comes out, and tries for another shot. This time, Paige slams her fist
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against Penance's face, sending the mute girl reeling in pain. Paige moves in for
another strike, this time slamming into Penance with all the force she can muster.
Penance tries once more to claw at Paige, but Paige blocks, and Penance's finger
scrapes against it.

Emma watches the two, and decides to end this. She attempts to enter their minds, but
finds that she is blocked out for some strange reason. She reaches inside her pocket
and pulls out a shining bullet, one which she loads into the gun. A failsafe should
Penance get out of hand.

"What's she doing?" asks Angelo.

"Stop her!" exclaims Jono.

Before any of them can make a move, Emma pulls the trigger. The bullet cuts through
the air, yet Paige kicks Penance off her and stands. Instead of the intended target, the
bullet strikes Paige in her chest.

She gasps.

Her eyes go wide with shock.

Her hand goes to her chest as she falls to her knees.

Then, her body falls limp against the ground.

"PAIGE!" exclaims Jono. He rushes to her side and performs a psi-scan. "C'mon luv,
stay with me..."

He tries to use his psionic powers to keep her brain alive, but instead, he feels her slip
away. Out of his grip.

"No..."

He clenches his eyes and fears tears begin to well up in them, and then he looks at
Penance. His bio-furnace seems to flare up slightly, and Penance finds her thoughts
clear once more. She looks down at Paige, and recalls what happens, and then she
looks at Emma.

Penance leaps over Jono and the fallen Paige and darts past Jubilee, Ev, and Angelo.
She knocks the gun from Emma's hand, and then drives her claws inside Emma's
abdomen. The scrape Penance received earlier from Paige left her DNA exposed. That
DNA mixes with Emma's, and a change occurs. Once Penance removes her claws
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from Emma, Emma falls to her knees and gasps for breath. She feels herself becoming
colder, and she notices the sunlight shining off her body.

Her diamond body.

"What?" she asks. She attempts to use her telepathy but finds she cannot. She tries to
revert back to flesh and blood, but still, nothing.

"Now we can finally see what she's like on the inside..." mutters Angelo.

Jono walks past them, Paige's body laying limp in his arms. He looks down at Emma,
and she looks up at him.

"Congratulations, Emma," he says. "Was it worth it?"

Jono turns away from her in disgust and walks back towards the van. The others don't
even give Emma a second glance as they follow. Not even Penance.

Therefore, not one of them witnesses a tear fall from her eyes.
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A hail of bullets rained down on the picture window of the
bank. Torres landed on her butt and winced. She'd have a
massive bruise in the morning from that landing. She stood
and broke into a sprint. She adjusted the backpack she wore,
shifting the weight of the cash within.

"Dammit," she muttered as she rounded a corner. The sirens
were growing close quickly, and she knew it wouldn't be hard to
find her, respite the rapidly growing dusk. She ran to what she
thought was an abandoned storefront and slammed the butt of
her pistol into the window set into the front door. It shattered
and Torres ducked inside.

"Angelo, I wish you were here," she whispered as she hid
behind the counter. She closed her eyes and pictured her close
friend and comrade Angelo Espinosa. The bastard was a
mutant, but he was her mutant. He'd come back to LA after
one of his mutie bosom buddies was killed and hooked up with
Torres again shortly afterwards. They were able to ignore their
history for a little while. They'd been lovers before. Torres
hoped they would be again, and it started to look like it was
going that way.

Then he refused to go with her tonight.

Torres assumed it was some screwed-up code of honor that
he'd grown. Honestly, she wouldn't normally hit a bank. A
convenience store was more her speed if she needed cash. She
was in deep this time though, owing people much bigger than
she was.

A police cruiser zoomed by, the siren blazing. Torres sighed
deeply in relief. She was safe for the time being, she
hoped. She turned and peeked over the counter. The lights
drew further away and rounded a corner. She was clear for the
time being. She smiled and stuck her pistol in the waistband of
her jeans. The clip was empty anyways. She had another clip
on her somewhere, but she wasn't overly concerned about
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reloading at the moment. The getaway was a little more
pressing.

She looked around her surroundings and nodded in
satisfaction. As long as they didn't notice the broken window,
she'd be fine. She glanced behind her, ensuring she was alone,
and stood completely. It looked like a former Korean market
that had been closed for quite some time. She ran her fingers
through the thick layer of dust on the counter, then wiped them
clean on her jeans. She walked through the empty shelves and
noticed the door to the back room hanging slightly open with a
light on. Torres frowned and walked to the door. She pushed
the door open slightly and looked inside.

Torres gasped.

Jono Starsmore waved to the crowded club as his trio headed
off the stage. The London club scene was incredible. It
presented him with more and more opportunies to play, and the
play for the gigs was growing with each subsequent
appearance. His growing control of his powers helped.

He ran his hand across his chin as he thought about from where
he'd come. He'd started a normal kid, and then slowly evolved
into what some considered a hero, and then it went downhill
from there. He smiled at some groupies and waved.

"Jono," a familiar voice whispered. Jono spun, trying to see the
speaker.

"Hey mate, what's wrong?" his red-headed drummer, Thom,
asked.

"Nothin'," Jono muttered. "Just hearin' things."

"Right," Mickey, the dark-skinned guitarist and singer,
exclaimed. "Like the roar of our bloody fans?!"

"Right, whatever," Jono muttered. The stage manager ran up
to Jono as they approached the dressing rooms.

"Mister Starsmore," he said. "There's someone in the green
room to see you." Jono looked at Thom and Mickey and
shrugged. Thom poked him with a drum stick.

"Do 'er man," he said with a sick grin. "Welcome to the life of a
rock star." Jono gave Thom a weak smile, then turned to the
manager.



"I'm right behind you mate," he said. He followed the greasey
short man down a short corridor. The club catered to live
bands quite well. It actually surprised Jono.

The manager opened the green room door and waved Jono
inside. He hurried in and found, not the lovely lady Thom
predicted, but rather a tall blonde gentleman in a suit. He
smiled and held out his hand.

"Mister Starsmore, I'm Guy Geoffrey," he said. "I'm the
booking agent for the Reckoning." Jono startled a bit. The
Reckoning was an increasingly popular band in London, and
according to BBC News, starting to become known in the
States.

"Yeah, how can I help you?"

"Well, we lost our bassist a week ago, claimed he'd found love
with a prostitute up in Cardiff," Guy continued. "I've been
watching you for a while and I wanted to offer this to you first-
how would you like to take over as we move into our first
record deal?" Jono grinned.

"Hell yeah."

She wasn't going back this time. No, definitely not. Molly
Hayes had enough. She pulled her frog hat down a little bit
more and adjusted her backpack. She was a teenager now,
thirteen years old, and her mom and dad were still treating her
like a little kid. She was sick of it, and this time, she was
running away for good.

She had packed a bunch of clothes, plenty of socks and
underwear, about four hundred dollars in old allowances, and
three ham sandwiches. Her mom and dad would have been
proud of the ham sandwiches. They had a Hispanic lady who
usually did the cooking for them, and Molly learned from her.

"Don't even try it," a harsh voice growled from a nearby
alleyway. Molly stopped, suddenly very afraid. She looked
around and realized the voice wasn't speaking to her. She tip-
toed to the corner leading into the alley and peeked around
it. She saw a man in a dark suit holding a Hispanic girl by the
hair. He forced her to the ground.

"Kneel and look at me," he said. The girl raised herself to her
knees and turned to the man. Molly could see she was crying.

"Miss Torres," he said, "you've seen some things no one should



see." He raised a gun and pressed it between her eyes. "And
no one will ever hear about." The man in the suit pulled the
trigger.

Molly screamed.

The man turned and his jaw dropped. Molly began running as
quick as she could away from the alley, dropping her backpack
as she did. The man ran after her, ignoring the corpse. There
was a witness, and that was unacceptable.

Molly ran as fast as she could. Her legs pumped up and down,
but she was afraid that wouldn't be enough. She hadn't run a
lot, and she was afraid the man would catch up to her. She
rounded a corner and ran directly into a dumpster. The man
ran around the corner and scowled at Molly. He leveled the gun
at her.

"And you have also seen things you shouldn't," he
growled. Molly backed up against the dumpster. She tried to
grip something, anything loose to try to hit the man with. She
felt her fingers dig into the metal of the dumpster. Without
hesitation or confusion, Molly lifted it and threw it at the man in
the suit. She turned and began running again. She didn't care
if she hit the man. She didn't even care how she did it. She
just wanted to run away. She glanced over her shoulder, and
ran into someone.

"You okay?" a grey skinned youth asked. Molly suddenly felt
very tired.

"Murder, in alley, back th..." Her eyes rolled back and she fell
forward in Angelo Espinosa's arms.

Everett Thomas couldn't sleep. He assumed it was partly
because it was still fairly early in the evening, but it was also in
part because of tomorrow's activities. He was starting classes
of University of Missouri- Saint Louis, and to say he was
anxious would be an understatement.

"Damn," he muttered as he rolled over. It was only eleven. If
he tossed and turned like this all night, he was in for a long
night. He started to roll over again when he heard a tapping at
his window. He sat up and could make out a vaguely familiar
form outside the window. He slid out of bed, grabbed a T-shirt
and slipped it on. He stepped up to the window, unlatched it
and opened it.

"About time," Jubilation Lee muttered. "I was starting to



wonder how long it'd take you."

"You only started tapping a minute ago Jubes," he said. Jubilee
smiled and hugged her friend.

"I know," she laughed, "I just have to give you shit, you
know?" Everett smiled, returned the embrace and kissed the
top of her head.

"Yeah I know," he said. "Scott had called and told me you'd
been kidnapped. I never heard back. You okay?"

"Yeah," Jubilee muttered, "I guess."

"What are you doing here?" Everett asked.

"I had nowhere else to go Ev," she started to cry. "After what
they did to me, I had to leave. It was like what happened with
Bastion times ten." Everett gritted his teeth when she
mentioned Bastion. Jubilee's captivity at the hands of
Operation Zero Tolerance was one of the toughest things he'd
ever endured, and he couldn't begin to imagine how she felt.

"It's okay," he whispered. "You'll be okay."

"You okay chica?" Angelo Espinosa whispered to a groggy Molly.

"Just-" She yawned. "-tired." Angelo looked over the edge of
the rooftop and into the alley way. It had taken him a half hour
to revive the young girl after she collapsed into his arms, and
after that, it took another fifteen minutes to get the story out of
her. By the time they'd gotten there, the scene was crawling
with crime scene investigators.

"Mierda," he muttered. It was his Torres all right. He was
actually hoping to intercept her before she'd done something
stupid, and now she was gone.

"What did you say?" Molly asked.

"Nothing," Angelo said. "You said the shooter chased you?"

"Yeeeah," Molly yawned. Angelo nodded and looked back into
the alley. He bit his lip and thought of Torres. She had allowed
him to stay with her when he'd arrived back in LA after Paige's
death, and they'd grown close again. She'd hit some hard
times which she wouldn't tell him about two weeks ago, and
when he'd returned to the apartment that afternoon, she'd left
a simple note informing him of her plans.



"Okay chica," Angelo finally said. "Let's get you out of
here. We'll call your parents from my place and they'll take
care of you." He glanced back at her. She had dozed off
again. He smiled and walked over to the young girl and picked
her up.

"Okay, I guess you're taking a nap, then we're calling your
parents."

Agent Hans Maher hated crime scenes. He absolutely despised
them to be brutally honest. Today he had a purpose
though. He knew his task, and has accomplished it, now he
just needed to stand around and look pretty.

"Agent Maher, we appreciate your help," the head CSI, a
younger man named Keller, said. "We've lifted all sorts of
finger prints, and it appears that there are ample hair and skin
samples on the victim's person. Interestingly enough, the skin
is grey. How many grey skinned people live in LA?"

"Are you saying it's a mutie?" Maher asked.

"Yes, I believe it is."

"Well do your thing and let me know," he said. "I'll keep in
touch."

Angelo paced back and forth on the phone as Molly watched TV
in the living room. He rubbed the bit of stubble on his
chin. He'd been waiting on hold with UCLA Medical Center for
ten minutes to reach Molly's father. The hold music was getting
annoying. It suddenly stopped, and Angelo took a deep breath
to speak.

"Who were you holding for?" a nurse asked. Angelo scowled.

"Gene Hayes," he replied. "In neurosurgery?"

"That's what I thought," she replied. "Doctor Hayes is out at
the moment. I'm sorry about that." He sighed.

"Okay, when will he be back?"

"Angelo!" Molly called from the other room.

"About half an hour," the nurse said, about half unheard.



"Okay," he said, "thanks. Gotta go." He clicked the phone off
and walked into the living room.

"What is i-" He stopped as he saw his own face on the screen.

"-rently this man is wanted for questioning," the announcer
said. "Angelo Espinosa was a long-time accomplice of Miss
Torres, and samples of his DNA were found on the victim's
body." The image changed to a shot of the crime scene from a
distance. "Although police declined to comment further, they
did confirm Espinosa is the primary suspect in this terrible
crime. Eye witness reports also report that Espinosa may have
kidnapped one Molly Hayes of the Hollywood area." A photo of
Molly appeared on screen. "Miss Hayes was in the area when
shots were fired, and she was seen being pursued by the
suspect."

"It wasn't you!" Molly exclaimed. "I know it!" Angelo put a
hand on her shoulder.

"I know," he said. "We need to go." He ran into his bedroom
and pulled out a duffel bag. He threw open his drawers and
began throwing clothes from them into the duffel. He zipped it
up and ran into the living room.

"Come on Molly," he said, "grab your bag, out the fire
escape." He slid the window open and beckoned Molly to
follow. He could hear sirens growing close. They were coming
for him. He patted his pocket and made sure he had his cell
phone. It'd be no good in another twenty-four hours he knew,
but twenty-four hours was all he needed.

About one o'clock, Everett's cell phone began ringing. He
turned and reached, trying not to disturb Jubilee, who was lying
on his other arm. He looked at the screen.

"Angelo?" he muttered. He flipped the phone open. "Hey man,
why you calling so late? What? You're kidding. Yeah, text me
a place and time. I'll be there." He flipped the phone shut and
began shaking his arm.
"Jubes, wake up," he whispered. She stuck her head up
groggily.

"Whuzzat?" she murmured.

"It's Ange," he said. "He's in trouble."



Jono was about to take a bite of pasta when his phone began
buzzing in his pocket. He grabbed the phone and flipped it
open.

"'lo?" he asked. "Angelo? No man, it's cool, I'm just catching
an early lunch." He paused a few moments. "What? Mate, let
me get a flight out. Let me know where and when,
ai'ght?" Jono hung up the phone, then hit a newly added
preset. He pressed it to his ear and listened to it ring. After a
few moments, someone picked up.

"Guy? Hey, it's Jono Starsmore," he said. "I've a favor to ask."

Agent Maher tapped his fingers on his desk. He finally picked
up the phone and made the call he'd been dreading.

"Jake?" he said. "Get me Slow Burn. We need the PH Task
Force."

In Generation X #18: The team reassembles to deal with
Skin's crisis, but what will they find when they encounter
the FBI Post-Human Task Force?
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Salt Lake City, Utah.

"Damn it's cold," Jono Starsmore muttered. It was early February, and the
coldest time of the year in Utah. The dry cold wind tore at what little skin Jono
left exposed. He checked his watch and stepped closer to the wall in the open air
mall called the Gateway.

He was early, but then his flight had been quite a bit earlier than he expected. He
didn't expect Angelo for at least another half hour. If he'd contacted Everett, he
would be along before too much longer.

Jono rubbed his hands together and considered slapping Angelo when he saw
him. An outdoors meeting was just plain stupid in a place like this. He felt his
cell phone begin buzzing. He reached into his pants pocket and extracted the
phone. He glanced at the caller ID. It was Becca, also known as Spectra, the girl
he'd been dating since his time with the group called PathetiX. He considered
not answering. He enjoyed the girl's company, but as of late their paths had
diverged. He took a deep breath and finally opened the phone.

"Hey luv," he whispered. "How are yeh?"

"Good," Becca muttered. "Yourself?"

"The flight was good," he replied, rubbing his regenerated chin. He glanced
around. "Startin' to feel a bit of th' jet lag, but it ain't too bad. Damn cold out here
though."

"I bet," she replied. "Probably not as bad as it is here though." Jono chuckled.

"That's right," he said. "Humidity. Just like back home."

"I bet," Becca replied. "So Jono... where are we really? Are things... over?" Jono
sighed. He'd feared the conversation would go that route.

"I don't know Becs," he said. "I care for yeh a lot, but our lives are just going off
on separate roads. We're just... growing apart."
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"I know," she said. "I've been thinking the same thing. Did you ever... love me?"

Jono hesitated. His mind ran through a million things he could say, but it
stopped cold as he pictured Paige. She smiled at him and waved, then resumed
running through the tall grass in front of the academy. He shook his head,
casting the memory aside.

"I... I don't know Becs," he whispered. "In a way yes. I'm just not a hundred
percent sure what way."

The other side of the line was silent for a few moments. Finally Becca sighed.

"Me too Jono. Me too. I've gotta run. We'll talk later, 'kay?"

"M'kay," Jono muttered. "Bye Becs."

"G'bye." Jono flipped his phone shut and leaned his head against the red rock
wall. He looked down at the phone, considering calling Becca back. But
why? What would he say? He finally slipped the phone in his pocket.

"Jono."

"Shit," he muttered. He jumped away from the wall, and glanced around. Her
voice. Again.

"Paige."

"Jono!" another familiar voice exclaimed. He spun and was immediately
assaulted by Jubilation Lee, who jumped into his arms in a massive bear
hug. She gripped him tightly, nearly choking him.

"'Ey Jubes," he finally gasped. A deep rich laugh filled the air.

"Let him breathe," Everett Thomas said. "He needs to just like the rest of us. I
think." Jubilee let go and backed away, grinning sheepishly.

"Sorry," she giggled. She reached out and rubbed his stubbled chin. "Never
realized you were so handsome." Jono smiled at the younger girl and offered his
hand to Everett. The dark-skinned youth took it and drew Jono into a hug.

"It's been a while man," he said.

"Hell yeah it has been," Jono laughed. He clapped Ev on the back and drew
back. "You look good. You really do."

"Hey thanks," he replied. "So do you. As depressed as ever, but I've never
known you cheery. Odd to see you… whole." Jono laughed and glanced at the
ground.

"Thanks, I guess."



"So what shit has Angelo gotten himself into now?" Jubilee asked. "Ev said he
sounded pretty scared." Jono shrugged.

"He didn't even tell me," he replied. "That kinda scares me." Everett nodded.

"If he didn't tell you, something big is wrong," he said. "Like... big." Jubilee
laughed and wrapped her arm around Everett.

"Like... big," she said in a mocking deep voice. She shivered and glanced
around. "Is there a Starbucks around here or did the Mormons outlaw that? I'm
frickin' freezing." Both Jono and Everett tried to hold in laughter at Jubilee's
statement.

"They don't drink it," Everett said, "but I don't think it's outlawed."

"It's not," Jono replied. “I had a cup in the airport.” Everett nodded and rubbed
his hands together. Jono grinned.

“Let’s take a look at the jewe-“ He stopped as his phone started buzzing. He
reached into his pocket and flipped the phone open as he raised it to his ear.

“’Lo?” he asked. Everett mouthed ‘who is it?’ Jono shrugged.

“Hey amigo,” the caller said. “Pizza place. To your left.” He spun and saw the
pizza restaurant. “I see you. Come in, we’ve got a pie ordered.”

“Oka-“ Angelo hung up before Jono could respond.

“That was him, wasn’t it?” Everett asked. Jono nodded.

“Pizza’s better than coffee,” Jubilee exclaimed, bounding towards the
restaurant. The boys exchanged amused grins, then followed her. Jubes yanked
the door open and held it for them. Jono welcomed the heat and the rich smell of
pizza. Smell was something that one took for granted, but Jono had experienced
life without it, among other senses, for so long. The trio stepped into the main
seating area. A smiling red-haired hostess approached them.

“Three?” she asked.

“We’re actually meeting one of our mates,” Jono said. “He said he’s ordered al-“

“That’s him right there,” Everett said, pointing to a young man who was
completely unfamiliar to Jono sitting with a younger girl wearing a frog-shaped
hat. Jono reached out with his telepathy and confirmed the boy was Angelo,
using his powers to disguise himself.

“Okay, head right on in,” the hostess replied with a bright smile.

“Thanks!” Jubilee replied. Angelo stood and waved to them. The younger girl
turned and waved. He stepped out from behind the table, slapped Jono and
Everett’s hands warmly and gave Jubilee a hug.



“Good to see you guys,” he said. He motioned to the girl. “This is Molly.”

“Hi!” she exclaimed. “Angelo was telling me all about you and I was really
excited to meet you, and I think it’s awesome that you came out here for
him!” Jubilee’s expression soured as she listened to the youth. Ev leaned
forward to her ear.

“Looks like you have some competition for the perky one,” he whispered.

“Shut up,” she growled and elbowed him in the stomach. The members of
Generation X sat down as the waitress approached them.

“What can I get you three to drink?” she asked.

“Coke with a lime,” Jono said.

“The same,” Everett said.

“Do you have coffee?” Jubilee asked.

“Sorry hun,” she replied. “We don’t.”

“Hot cocoa?”

“Yes, whipped cream?”

“Please.” The waitress headed away to fill their orders and Jono leaned in.

“So what’s up Ange? What shitstorm did you stir up?” Ev nodded.

“Yeah man,” he said, “you told us nothing on the phone.” Angelo sighed, and
turned to a messenger’s bag he had sitting on the floor. He ripped the Velcro
open and pulled out a newspaper. He set it flat on the table, displaying the
headline.

“Nothing I did amigos,” he replied. The front page of the LA Times showed
mug shots of Molly, Angelo and Torres, Angelo’s ex-girlfriend. The headline
read “Murder/ Kidnapping on West Side” and in smaller print “Suspect at
Large.”

“What the hell?” Jubilee grumbled, looking at Angelo, then Molly and back to
Angelo.

“I’ve been set-up,” he declared.

A Hispanic youth. Young man wearing a scarf over the bottom portion of his
face with a blonde girl. Two black youths, one male, one female, with an Asian



girl. A pair of adults, one a readheaded male, the other a blonde female.

Jackson Resnack flipped through the files full of photos he’d just been handed,
then looked up at FBI Agent Hans Maher. He set the files back on Maher’s oak
desk and folded his arms.

“I recognize Espinosa, but the others?” he asked. Maher steepled his fingers and
pressed them to his lips. He had been heading the Espinosa investigation for the
last week, and had been reluctant to call in Slow Burn. Anytime they needed the
Post-Human Task Force, it got messy.

“Espinosa used to be part of Xavier’s brood,” Maher said. “Went by the name of
Skin. Those photographs are the particular team to which he claimed
membership, codenamed Generation X. Smart money is on Espinosa contacting
some or all of them for assistance.”

“And they are…?” Maher began pointing to the individuals in the photos.

“Sean Cassidy, codename Banshee, Emma Frost, codename White Queen,
Jubilation Lee, Jubilee, Everett Thomas, Synch, Monet Saint Croix, M, and
Jonothon Starsmore, Chamber.”

“And the blonde?” Resnack asked.

“Paige Guthrie, deceased.” Maher leaned back in his chair. “And Frost was the
perpetrator, meaning Espinosa didn’t contact her.”

“But she did just make a hostile takeover of Worthington,” Resnack replied.

“Think about it Jack,” Maher said. “You’re in trouble, eighteen years old. Do
you call your buddies or the woman that killed one of them?”

“You already have a lead, don’t you?” Resnack scowled at Maher and Hans
noticed a slight wave of heat radiate off him. Maher nodded. He turned and
picked up a print-out from a fax machine that sat behind him.

“Starsmore, just flew into Salt Lake International this morning. He’s not wearing
the scarf any more, but we’ve determined it is him.”

“You have him followed?”

Maher nodded. “I’ve also got a plane waiting for your team at LAX. You can be
into Salt Lake by late this afternoon.”

“Is the information good?”

“Yes.” Resnack stood.

“Then tell the pilot we’ll be there shortly.” The tall agent turned and walked out
of Maher’s office, pulling a phone from his pocket as he did so. Maher smiled
and picked up his phone. He held down the three key until it began dialing. The



line opened, but no one said anything.

“He’s left,” Maher said. “He’ll be after them shortly.”

“Good,” a voice said, before the line went dead.

“My car is about three blocks down,” Skin said, pointing down the
street. Angelo pulled a set of keys out of his pocket as the group left the
restaurant nearly two hours later. Much of the time was spent catching up more
than discussing Angelo’s situation, but it lingered over the group. Jubilee walked
to one side, sulking and scowling at Molly, who was oblivious to the glares. Ev
didn’t. He crossed behind the group and joined her.

“If you stare hard enough, her head will just explode you know,” he
whispered. Jubilee blinked twice then looked at him.

“Obvious?”

“Very,” Ev replied. “You don’t like her.”

“Not at all,” she muttered, looking at the street. “She’s perky, energetic,
annoying-“

“An exact duplicate of you about four years ago,” Ev added. Jubilee turned and
scowled. Everett shrugged.

“What?” he asked. “It’s the truth.” He grinned and elbowed her. “You’re just
feeling threatened. You see so much of yourself in her and you feel threatened
by that.”

“B-but,” she stammered, “the way she talks, a-and the innocent act, and that
hat.” He bit his lip to prevent an outburst of laughter at the venom in her voice.

“I like the hat,” he said with a shrug. “Look Jubes, Molly isn’t going to replace
you. Don’t worry about that. We still love you.” He paused and grinned. “Even
if she is cuter, in a kid-sister way.” Jubilee slugged him in the arm.

“OW!” he exclaimed. The others turned and looked at them.

“Jubes beating up on you again?” Angelo asked. Molly stepped between them
and looked up at Jubilee defiantly.

“I’ll stop her,” she declared, half jokingly. The boys laughed and Jubilee rolled
her eyes.

“You and who else?” she moaned. “The lollipop league?”

“So what’s the plan Ange?” Jono asked. “I mean, I know yeh were framed, any



good psi would confirm that.”

“But psychic testimony isn’t admissible in court,” Everett declared. “Until some
hardcore pro-mutant legislation is passed, it won’t be either.” He paused. “Damn
that sounded nerdy.”

“And all the evidence is still in LA,” Jubilee pointed out.

“We could call my mom and dad,” Molly offered. “They have lots of
connections there. They could help us.”

“That’s a definitely possibility Mol,” Angelo said. “I’m still bugged by who you
saw in the alley. He really sounds like a man in black type.”

“Yeh’re sayin’ a conspiracy?” Jono asked.

“Like Lost and Prison Break type stuff?” Jubilee added. Angelo nodded.

“Yeah, like that sort of th-“ Jono stopped and held his hand out. He began
glancing around.

“What?” Molly asked.

“Oh bugger,” Jono muttered. “Jubes, Molly, get to the car.”

“What is i-“

“Jubes, go!” Everett growled. “I feel them too.” A rainbow colored aura
surrounded Synch suddenly. Jubilee and Molly broke into a run and Angelo
tossed Jubilee the keys. The three young men turned around with their backs to
each other and assumed defensive positions.

“Just like old times,” Angelo muttered as the skin at the tips of his fingers
lengthened.

“Yeah, no kidding,” Ev growled. The other pedestrians scattered at the sight of
the mutants, afraid of the small group. Jubilee and Molly ran down the street,
while Jubilee clicked the unlock button on a remote on the keychain, hoping to
see Angelo’s car. Molly glanced over her shoulder at the boys.

“Why did they want us to run?” she asked.

“It’s just alpha male penis wagging,” Jubilee said. “Protect to weaker females
and show off for them to boot. I don’t mind though.”

“Is that how we guys are?” a voice said from behind them. A blur appeared in
front of them, then stopped suddenly, solidifying as a blonde man in a leather
jumpsuit. Both girls stopped as quickly as they could.

“Aw, crap,” Jubilee whispered.



“Espinosa, freeze!” an amplified voice called. Four figures shimmered into
existence around them. A halo of flame surrounded one of them. He stepped
towards the boys and extended his arm.

“I’m Slow Burn, head of the FBI Post-Human Task Force. You’re under arrest
for kidnapping and murder in the first degree.” Each of the boys tensed. Jono
extended his arm to Slow Burn.

“Sod off.”

A blast of bio-nuclear energy struck him in the chest. He flew backwards and
slammed into a parked car. The speedster startled.

“What the hell?” he muttered. He rushed forward and grabbed the two
girls. “Come on, I’m getting you two out of here.” Molly’s eyes flashed purple.

“No you’re not!” She shoved him and he went flying across the street. Jubilee
looked at Molly, then the speedster.

“Damn girl, you just gained yourself some points in my book!”

Maher rested his elbows on his knees and looked back and forth between the
Hayes. Doctor Gene Hayes held his wife, Alice, close. He could see several
pictures of Molly nearby, as well as a picture of the Hayes family with several
other notable Los Angeles families.

“You said you had news of Molly, Agent Maher?” Gene asked. Maher nodded.

“Please, call me Hans,” he said. “And yes, we do. A group of agents just made
contact with Molly’s kidnapper in Salt Lake City. He’s a mutant, and he’s got a
group of other mutants with him, but our team’s the best. They’ll have your
daughter back soon.”

“And if they fail, Hans?” Alice asked. Maher shook his head.

“The Post-Human Task Force has a ninety-nine percent success rate,” he
said. “They won’t fail.”

“There’s still that one percent,” she declared.

“I know ma’am and it’s unlik-“

“Agent Maher,” Gene interrupted, “don’t worry. In case of that one percent, we
have someone we can contact to help.” Maher raised an eyebrow at the
statement. The last thing he wanted was bounty hunters or vigilantes
involved. The Hayes glanced at each other.

Unnoticed by Agent Maher, the Hayes’ eyes flashed purple.



In Generation X #19: The kids take on the Post-Human Task Force while the
conspiracy plots against them and the Pride reveals itself to rescue one of their
own!
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Everett Thomas was unique among mutants. Experts in the
science of genetic mutations among Homo superior, classified
each mutant in a power class. Most mutants fall into the
category of alpha or beta class. Beta class mutants are
primarily physical mutations- shapeshifters, healing factors,
strongmen. Alphas usually exhibit some sort of energy power,
such as teleportation, energy blasts, fire or water manipulation
and so on. More powerful mutants are classified at a higher
level- Omega, energy manipulators and generators. Some of
the better known Omegas on Earth were the X-Man known as
Phoenix or Genoshan leader Magneto.

This classification is what makes Everett unique. The young
college student, and member of the team of young mutants
known as Generation X, is the only mutant on the planet
classified as “Beta/Omega-potential.” This essentially means
that alone, Everett’s synchronistic aura poses little threat to
anyone. Combined with an Omega level mutant… such as
Jonothon Starsmore… whom he’s currently synched with…

A stream of bio-nuclear fire streamed from Everett’s body,
chewing up chunks of asphalt. One of the black suited Federal
agents, the only female, flipped and bounded avoiding Synch’s
energy blasts. He quickly shifted his focus from Jono, synching
her momentarily. He found his opponent was not a mutant, but
a magically altered human. He had found over the years that
he could synch such abilities, but magic was something he
didn’t mess with. Too much of a chaos factor.

“Ange!” Ev called. “Man-to-man!”

Angelo Espinosa was one of Everett’s closest friends, and the
entire reason why Synch was tangled in this mess. Accused of
murder, Ange was on the run, and had just entreated his best
friends for help.

“On it!” Angelo called. Avoiding a sharp bone spur, he jumped
and flipped, his elongated fingertips trailing behind
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him. Although the maneuver was somewhat inappropriately
named, the man to man call was a request for an opponent
switch-up. Using his prehensile skin, Angelo propelled himself
to Everett’s position and quickly lassoed the young woman.

Everett made the switch as well, using his synched TK powers
to propel himself towards the fed throwing sharp bone spurs. It
reminded him of a male version of the Morlock Marrow.

“Buddy,” Ev growled, “you have no idea how much trouble
you’re in.”

Jono Starsmore slammed his elbow hard into Slow Burn’s
face. He spun around and punched the FBI agent hard. He
prayed that he was moving fast enough to avoid using his
powers. He hadn’t used much more than his telepathy in
months, excepting the blast he’d used several moments before
to drive Slow Burn back. Jono lunged forward and slammed his
shoulder into his opponent’s ribs. He jumped on top of him and
began pummeling him. He suddenly felt a blast of heat, and
was thrown back. He landed on his back several feet away.

“Assaulting a federal agent Mister Starsmore?” Slow Burn
stood, wiped blood from his lip and drew a badge from a pocket
in his jumpsuit. “Pretty nasty crime to add to harboring a
federal criminal. Do you want to come in quietly now?”

“Did I not tell you to sod the hell off?”

“Yes, you did. And I’m not British, so I don’t know what the
hell that means.”

“It means I’m not coming in quietly.” Jono rushed at the agent
again. This time, he flared brightly with flame, hoping to deter
the assault. Chamber simply grimaced and hit him hard. He
stumbled back then blazed hotter, but Jono kept coming, hitting
Slow Burn over and over.

Jackson Resnack stumbled backward, amping up his flame with
every blow. He couldn’t see Chamber as he kept on him. He
finally pushed back, turning the air around him into an
inferno. The young X-Man was gone, a figure of pure energy
standing in his place.

“Oh you poor bastard,” Chamber said in his head. The energy
being flared brightly, blinding Resnack for a few
moments. When his sight returned, Chamber was standing in



front of him again, his hands blazing with the same energy.

“You’ve just gone an’ really buggered up,” the Briton
growled. He threw his hands forward and threw the energy
built up in his fists at him.

“Oh shit.”

Jubilee dodged a super speed punch and sprayed the area in
front of the blur with hot plasma bursts. The speedster cried
out in pain and slid into a parked car. Molly Hayes grabbed him
by the scruff of the collar and picked him up. She held him
level to her glowing purple eyes.

“It’s not nice to hit girls!” she exclaimed. She lifted him and
threw him across the street. She grabbed the car, the metal
crumbling under her fingers, and threw it after him. Jubilee
twisted her lip.

“Did I say things that lame when I was your age?” she
grumbled. Molly gave her a large grin.

“Probably.” Molly was suddenly thrown backwards. A thin red-
headed youth ran at them, his hands held forward. He threw
his hands up, lifting Molly into the air. Jubes’ jaw
dropped. She threw her hands forward and sprayed the young
man with fireworks.

“Hey Dickhead!” she screamed. “She’s just a kid! What are
you doing?!” The plasma blast sent the young man stumbling
back.

“A little help here Rush!” he called. He threw out his hands
again, and a gust of wind whipped around Jubes. She braced
herself and blasted him again.

“Yeah, right,” she laughed. “Like it’ll help.”

“Heads up Typhoon!” The speedster came from behind his
teammate. Jubilee started to react, but didn’t need to. Molly
tackled him.

“Rush, Typhoon?” she quipped. “Man you guys are lame! Can’t
you come up with a fun name like… Princess Powerful!” Jubilee
had to suppress a snort at the name. Molly punched him across
the face and he slumped down unconscious.



“Don’t tell me you’re seriously considering that name?!” she
cried, slamming Typhoon with another blast of plasma. “It is
better than their names though!”

“Yep!” Molly exclaimed, standing up and yawning. “It’s lots and
lots and lots better.” She yawned again. “Oh, so tired.”

“What?” Typhoon growled. “In the middle of a fight?” He
started to turn to Molly to take advantage of her apparent
exhaustion. Jubilee pushed her sudden advantage, slamming
Typhoon with a burst of fireworks. It threw him to the ground
and sent him sliding across the pavement. Jubilee turned to
Molly, wiping her hands.

“Good distraction Squi-“ She paused when she saw Molly really
had fallen asleep.

“You have got to be kidding me!” she exclaimed.

Jono slammed Slow Burn with another blast of bio-nuclear
fire. It was all the special agent could do to deflect his
assaulter. The energy surrounded Jono, flowing freely from his
hands.

“Come on mate!” he yelled and blasted him again. “Yeh were
so keen on bringin’ me in for helpin’ a mate. Take me in!” He
marched towards him, raining blows of energy on him. “COME
ON!” The cry reverberated in Resnack’s head, disorienting him
almost as much as Jono’s assault. He collapsed, dry heaving.

“That’s what I thought,” he said. He kicked him in the side. He
spun to Angelo and Everett. Jubilee crouched down not far
from them, Molly’s prone form in front of her.

“Bloody hell,” Jono grumbled. He reached out with his
telepathy. “Hey, you two wankers!” The two FBI agents
stopped and covered their ears, thinking the voice in their
heads. “You’re outnumbered, five to two. We’re better trained
than you two. Stand down.” He marched towards them,
nuclear fire dancing around his body.

The woman sneered and rushed at Jono. He started to build up
a blast, but Everett moved faster. Synching Angelo, he pushed
himself with an extended column of skin towards her, extending
his fingertips as he did so. Five tendrils of prehensile skin
wrapped around her legs. He yanked hard and threw her to the
ground. She struck her head, effectively knocking her out.



“Damn amigo,” Angelo said. “Haven’t lost your touch.” Police
sirens began blaring nearby.

“Let’s go!” Jono exclaimed. He rushed over to Jubilee.

“She’s fine,” she said. “She… fell asleep.” Everett and Angelo
joined them.

“You’re kidding me,” Everett said.

“No,” Angelo said. “She did the same thing in LA.” She bent
over Molly and scooped her up. “Let’s get out of here.”

“They have us all tagged now Logan,” Jubilee said into the
phone. “We have no where to run.” She paced at the bus
station in Saint George, Utah. Angelo’s car had run out of gas
about a mile away from the station. They had discovered their
credit cards were all locked when they’d tried to fill up.

“Look kiddo, I’ve been through this before,” he growled. “Stay
calm. Y’ve got Jono with you. Use his telepathy to yer
advantage. Don’t worry about the ethics. I’ve done worse
things t’ survive. I’ll talk to Cyke and Jeannie, try to get you
some help.”

“‘Kay,” she mumbled. “Hurry please.”

“Oh, if you’re on a cell, keep moving,” he added. “I’ll call you
back ASAP.” Her mentor sighed. “Hold up kiddo. You’ll be
fine.” The line went dead. She flipped the phone shut. Angelo
held his hands out from where he stood and she tossed him the
phone.

“He on our side?” he asked.

“It’s Logan,” she said. “If I’m involved…”

“’Nuff said,” Angelo said with a nod. He took a deep
breath. “Thanks chica. I appreciate what you guys are doing
for me.”

“Come on Ange,” she replied. “The old gang? How could I not
come back?”

“I can’t believe you just called us an old gang,” he said.

“Whatever,” she said, giving him a shove. “You know you boys



would never leave each other hanging out to dry.” The phone
in Angelo’s hand began ringing. He frowned as he looked at the
display.

“Private number,” he said. He handed her the phone. She
flipped the phone open.

“Hello?” she asked.

“Is this Jubilation Lee?” said the voice on the other line.

“Yes?”

“My name is Gene Hayes,” he said. “I need to speak to Angelo
Espinosa.” Jubilee started for a moment, then handed Angelo
the phone. She mouthed ‘Molly’s Dad’ with a puzzled look on
her face.

“Hello?”

“Mister Espinosa,” Hayes said. “We’ll be coming for Molly
shortly. It was unwise to take her in the first place. Have a
good evening.” He hung up. Angelo held the phone away from
his ear.

“What the hell?” he grumbled. “That was… creepy.”

“Jono.”

Chamber shifted in the bed.

“Jono!”

He grunted and rolled over.

“Jono, wake up!”

He sat straight up and looked around. A familiar blonde figure
sat in the chair across from him. She was wearing a t-shirt and
jeans, the clothes she’d been most comfortable in. He gasped.

“Paige?” he muttered.

“Yeah,” she said, glancing around. “Not too bad. The
telepathic credit card trick worked pretty well.”



“Why have I been hearing yeh?” he asked. “What is it?”

“Ah’m here with you Jono,” she said. “Ah always have been,
even more so since Emma…”

“Paige, luv, I can’t believe yeh’re here.”

“Ah know,” she said. “And ah really am. I came to warn
you. Be careful Jono. Something wicked this way comes, as
the saying goes. I love you.” She reached out to him and
faded away.

“Paige! PAIGE!”

Jono sat up straight in the bed, cold sweat all over his body. It
felt so real, as if Paige really was there…

Everett rolled over in the room’s other bed and squinted at him.

“Jono, you okay man?” He nodded slowly.

“Just a dream mate,” he said. Ev sat up, sensing his friend was
troubled.

“Of what?”

“Paige,” he said. “She came to warn me.”

“About what?” Ev asked. Jono looked at Everett, a haunted
look in his eyes.

“All she said was ‘something wicked this way comes.’”

Agent Hans Maher walked through the Vault, flanked by a pair
of Guardsmen. The superhuman residents of the prison called
out at him, trying to fluster the experienced federal agent. The
freaks had no idea what lay beneath the calm exterior.

“This isn’t common procedure Agent Maher,” one of the
Guardsmen said. “We’ve never had a fed here to release a
prisoner.”

“This is a special case,” he said. “We need to talents of this
particular convict. I know Mister Rhodes, your chief of security,
objected to this, but this man… He’s the only one who can help
to solve this case.”



“I’ve heard that before,” the other Guardsman said. “It never
ends well.”

“That doesn’t matter,” Maher said. “This will.” The trio stopped
at a cell. Maher glanced inside, seeing the bulky form huddled
in the corner.

“Let me talk to him, alone,” he said. Both Guardsmen cocked
their heads, but complied per orders passed down from
Rhodes. One opened the cell, and Maher walked inside.

“Hello,” he said, standing back a safe distance. “My name is
Agent Hans Maher. I’m with the FBI and I need your
help.” The figure took several labored breaths while a
respirator on his back hissed. “I’m tracking a small group of
mutants. They’re wanted for murder and various other
crimes. You’re familiar with them. Generation X is what they
used to call themselves.” The figure startled at the name,
turning slightly towards him. Maher crouched down so he was
at eye level with the convict.

“Yes, you know them. We want them in custody. They’ve
become dangerous. They’ve kidnapped a child and murdered a
woman.”

“You’re striking a deal with the devil,” he rasped.

“I know,” Maher said. “A necessity to bring in a group of
sinners.”

“What’s in it for me?” he grumbled.

“Freedom,” Maher said. “I have the authority to grant you a
pardon and send you on your way anywhere not on American
soil. Is that acceptable, Marius?”

Emplate turned and stood. His dark eyes glittered with
something Maher thought might be delight. The mutant
vampire laughed, a sound that unsettled even him.

“More than acceptable,” he said. “It’s a pleasure Agent Maher.”

In Generation X #20: The Pride versus Generation
X! They’ve been hinted at in the page of Web of Scarlet Spider,
but see them in action for the first time at M2K here! Who will
be coming for Molly? What’s next for Emplate? And just why
did Husk insist she was really there in Chamber’s dream? The



answer will surprise you!
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He couldn't remember the last time he had been this
hungry.

The young man slowly opened his eyes, the dim light of the
dull morning enough to sting his retinas as he half
considered rolling over and returning too oblivion granting
sleep. The sharp stab of pain than ran throughout his gut,
the twisting of his internal organs as his acidic stomach
turned its digestive wrath upon itself, convinced him
otherwise. With a loud groan, one matched, if not exceeded
by, the angered rumblings of his gut, the young man
reluctantly rose himself up to sitting.

He ran a hand across dreary eyes, trying to physically wipe
the sleep away, trying to remember what time it had been
when he had finally decided to put head to pillow. How long
had he been asleep, hours, minutes? It felt like seconds.
The young man felt as though he hadn't slept in a week.
The sudden, loud and stomach twisting grumble of his gut
reminded him that it felt as though he hadn't eaten in weeks
either.

In years.

As tired as he felt at the moment, it was hunger that
demanded his attention now. He had just slept after all,
however fruitless such a task had proven to be, it was now
time to eat. Something, anything, he just wanted to eat. He
suddenly belched, the loud and obtrusive sound echoing
throughout the small room, a foul aftertaste filling his
mouth. The young man found himself forced to re-evaluate
his last thought. He needed to eat, but defiantly not
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whatever it was he had eaten last night.

The young man shivered and flinched as the soles of his
bare feet touched down upon the cold, wooden floor. With a
grimace he forced himself to stand, braving the discomfort
in his mission to diminish another. He walked as quickly as
he could, crossing into the small bathroom of his impossibly
small apartment, dropping a towel upon the equally cold tile
floor on which to stand upon. Better, much better.

The young man leaned forward, his face close to the sink as
he flicked on the cold water, letting the freezing water fill
the palm of his hand before he splashed his face. A sharp
shiver ran throughout his entire body, the harsh stimuli
lighting up his every nerve, blasting back the sense
diminishing sleep that still clung to him in the waking hours.
He splashed his face again, letting awareness take hold,
letting the cold, hard reality of the world settle around him.

The young man grimaced as his gut rumbled once more,
this time louder than before, some foul beast trying
desperately to escape his innards. He ran a hand through
his foppish brown hair as he tried to concentrate, to think,
to remember what food he had about the place to placate
the angry beast within him. Amazingly he could think of
nothing, not a single thing. It didn't matter, he would find
something, there would have to be something. How else did
he survive?

Running a hand through his hair once more, sweeping a
long fringe away from his eyes, the young man looked upon
his face in the mirror opposite. He stared and he waited, his
dark and hazel eyes staring into his reflections own, waiting
for a moment, an epiphany, perhaps even an answer to the
meaning of all life. A realisation.

"BLOODY HELL!!!" Jonothon Starsmore suddenly recoiled
from the mirror and stumbled backwards as if his own
reflection had struck him. A moment of horrifying clarity
struck him like a thunderbolt as he stared upon his own
reflection, there, in the mirror before him, in the reflection
that did not lie, was his face. His face, the entirety of his
face, and just below it was his chest.

Panic gripped him as his scattered mind tried desperately to
understand, a set of trembling fingers running down his
smooth and complete chin. His face, for the first time in
more years than he could remember, he could see his own
face. The devils furnace that had corrupted his image had
been cast aside. The gaping hole, the inferno fire, gone, his



body reformed.

He didn't know how and he didn't know why but for a single,
unbelievable moment he really didn't care. His face,
somehow, someway, some...thing, had returned to his face
to him, he was whole, he was complete. For the first time in
years he was complete.

By God he was hungry.

Today.

"Bloody Hell Gel!!" Jonothon Starsmore cursed as he tried
his best to shield to his eyes and yet he knew it was already
far too late. The sudden and unexpected flash of light had
done its worst, plunging his world into a temporary shade of
white. Jubilee had struck again, only now she didn't need
her Pyrokinetic Displays to dazzle friend and foe alike, oh
no, now she had an entirely new weapon in her arsenal.

"Oops..." young Jubilation Lee apologised with a distinct lack
of sincerity "...my bad". She betrayed herself with her
poorly concealed chuckling, watching over the back of her
seat as Jonothon Starsmore tried, and largely failed, to
adjust to being blindsided by the dazzling flash of her newly
minted Digital Camera.

It all fairness it had been an accident. The youngest, yet
most experienced member of the X-Family in the Jeep
honestly hadn't known the flash was engaged before
inadvertently blinding her friend. Still, it was funny, and it
had to worth it if it snapped the moody Englishman out of
his never ending brooding for once.

"Thanks Luv..." Jonothon grumbled as he leaned forward in
the back of the Jeep, the leather seating creaking under his
shifted weight, as he rubbed his eyes. He could see spots
now, a semblance of colour, his eyes slowly adjusting to the
real world. He half suspected that his retinas would never be
the same again "...I’m bloody blind".

"Oh please..." Jubilation Lee rolled her eyes as young Mr.
Starsmore insisted on complaining. With a quick movement
she entirely ignored the rules of health and safety while on
the road and got up onto her knees on her own seat. After
quickly removing the well worn cowboy hat she wore upon
her brow she proceeded to lean over and swiftly whap



Jonothon across the head "...stop being a baby".

Satisfied that the Englishmen had been cowed, either not
hearing or choosing to ignore his grumblings in the back
seat, Jubilation sat herself back down. The open road before
them continued to be entirely un-entertaining, nothing but
dust and rock for as far as the eye could see. Somehow,
being on the run wasn't anywhere near as entertaining as
she had been lead to believe.

Most of the time anyway. Granted, there had been that one
dust up with the Post Human Lame Force, but aside from a
few moments of pulse pounding adrenaline, their days since
then had been largely, well...dull. She should have asked
Wolverine how it is he could just jump from one fire fight
into another.

Taking her eyes away from the desperately boring road
ahead of them, convinced that a Sentinel was in fact not
going to be dropping out of the sky any time soon, she
returned her attention to the back seat.

On the right was Jonothon, his sight apparently already
cleared as the Englishmen had returned to looking out his
window. She still wasn't used to it, looking at him, all of
him; somehow he seemed different to what she had
imagined. But it was defiantly him, his eyes were the same.
They were the windows to the soul someone once said, she
couldn't remember who.

On the left was Angelo, another one of her friends and
largely the reason they were all here. Espinosa had gotten
himself into trouble, as usual, and again, as usual,
Jubilation, being that she was totally awesome, had decided
to help him out. Jonothon and Everett were allowed to tag
along for moral support.

He was currently asleep, which in itself was not especially
interesting if it wasn't for the munchkin snuggled up under
his arm. Molly, the girl who had inadvertently caused their
current problems and a child that was much more tolerable
while unconscious.

Angelo had taken the girl under his wing when the little
runaway had run straight into trouble, trapping himself in a
murder rap in the process. She wasn't entirely sure which
one had adopted the other, but little Molly was adamant
about staying close too Angelo, and by adamant she of
course meant vocal. Very vocal. The girl liked to talk.

"Do you think we can keep her that way?" Jubilation asked



rhetorically as she fiddled with her Digital Camera, ensuring
the flash was off. With a quick snap she captured the
moment.

"Didn't work with you Luv," Jonothon commented dryly from
the back seat as he gazed off towards some unknown place
on the horizon that hurtled past. Jubilee stuck out her
tongue in response, Jonothon either didn't see or didn't
care, his mind drifting off somewhere else entirely.

Jubilation could half guess where. These last few days, this
is the first time the four of them had been together
since...since then. Some of them remembered it better than
others, or worse as the case may be. Some of them found it
harder to let go.

Before the moody Englishmen could protest, Jubilation took
another snap of the oldest member of this little family, of
course being sure not to blind him for a second time. The
gang should never have split up, it sucked being alone.

"I can't be that interesting," Everett smiled and tried his
best to remain fully focused on the road ahead of them as
Jubilee turned her camera towards him. The young man was
behind the wheel, as voted for by the others, and while he
wasn't shy he was hardly one who sought the limelight.

"You're not..." Jubilation half lied. Everett was without a
doubt one of the most kind hearted, decent human beings
she had ever met, not only that, but he was one who
tolerated her own nature without question. He was cute as a
button too boot "I’m just chronicling your final hours as the
designated driver."

"You lost the vote Jubes," Everett turned his attention a
little away from the road and moved it towards the girl
riding shotgun. He did so just in time for the girl, or young
woman as was quickly becoming now, too claim her highly
prized snapshot.

"Today perhaps..." Jubilation shrugged, doing her best to
seem nonchalant. They all knew that she hadn't been too
impressed about being out voted on who got to drive their
newly acquired Jeep, especially since the said newly
acquired Jeep had only come about due to one of her
'contacts'.

She had decided to keep his or her identity secret,
apparently enjoying the sheer coyness of having mystery
connections. But when one observed the magically
appearing cowboy hat that perched upon her head it wasn't



difficult to figure out who it had been.

Still, by all accounts, it was her Jeep, one they had needed
pretty badly, even if it did smell like a giant cigar, and no-
one was in any doubt that she fully planned on claiming the
wheel for her own. Whether or not any of them would
survive that day was up for debate.

"...tomorrow is another story."

For the time being, with the empty road ahead of them still
no more interesting than it had been five minutes before,
Jubilation contented herself with her Camera. With a few
button presses she began too scroll through the dozens of
images she had already stored on the memory card, smiling
to herself.

She should have started doing this years ago, capturing the
moments in her life, her friends, she should have started
doing it back in the school. They didn't have enough
pictures from back then; there were some people she would
never be able to capture again.

Memories alone just weren't good enough.

*If you’re that desperate Gel...* Jubilation almost jumped
as Jonathon’s hollow, telepathic tone echoed throughout her
mind. She had almost forgotten what he sounded like, to
hear him speak directly into her thoughts.

With every fibre in her being she resisted the urge to turn
and look at him. Telepathy meant privacy, privacy meant
secrets and secrets meant subtlety. Not something she was
especially good at.

*...I'll make you a deal...*

"Another refill?" the waitress asked with an easy smile, a
piping hot jug of black coffee in her hands. She quickly
proceeded to pour out another mug full as the young man
she was serving nodded enthusiastically, now up to seven
refills and counting. It was a long time she had seen anyone
with such an appetite in these parts, the table laden down
with food suggested that he was only getting started.

"Thanks Luv," Jonothon commented as he used a slice of
toast too wipe his fourth plate clean. Bacon, beans,



mushrooms, sausages along with both fried and scrambled
eggs, a Fry Up of kings and probably enough fat to kill ten
men but by God it tasted good.

"And bacon, more bacon," he managed to add before the
middle aged waitress could wonder off too far. There were,
of course, a few other patrons in this quite, roadside diner
that wanted serving, but hell, he was eating more than
them anyway. He was eating more than the people he was
sitting with, all four of them having finished long ago.

"Coming right up." the waitress smiled again before heading
off towards the kitchen.

For once Molly sat quietly, perched as she was between
Angelo and Everett, her mouth hanging open, her eyes wide
and disbelieving, as the young man she had come to know
as Jono cleared one plate after another. She couldn't help
but absently think that her parents would just love him,
remembering all the times, all the stubborn fights she had
put up about 'clearing her plate'.

"There are starving children in Africa," they would tell her,
clearly they hadn't known there were apparently starving
children in England too. Now Molly knew better.

She had been counting his plates as he wiped each one
clean, one after the other, four now in all...four whole plates
of food. Just where was he putting it all? She wondered. If I
poke him in the belly will he explode? Hmm, she just might
have to try that one.

Curiosity was a powerful thing.

"He's going to make himself sick" Molly whispered to Angelo
more loudly than most people spoke, her wide eyes not
living Jono's hungry form.

"Quiet you," Jubilation warned, the two girls at the table
sharing a glare. Of all of them Jubilee seemed to be the only
one not surprised by Jonathon’s apparently bottomless
appetite, if anything, she was encouraging it.

"Molly has a point Jono," Everett spoke up knowing that the
youngest in their group had only said what they all should
be thinking. It was no secret that Jonothon enjoyed his
food, it was no surprise. After three years of not being able
to eat then everything must taste like a delicacy. Too a man
that was thirsty enough water was as sweet as honey. But
this...Everett had to believe that this was just outright



unhealthy "You can't still be hungry."

Jonothon paused for a moment, leaning back in his seat and
swallowing the last morsel of food from his currently clean
plate. His gut was fit too burst, straining the belt around his
waist, it felt good, it felt really good.

"No..." he admitted with a shrug "...not really".

"Then why..."

"Jeeze Guys!!" Jubilation suddenly stood up straight, hands
on hips and glared at those assembled on the opposite side
of the table "Let the man eat!!" Everett stopped short, as
did Angelo, as did half the patrons in the Roadside Diner,
Molly continued to stare at the bottomless pit that was
Jonothon Starsmore.

Satisfied that she had made her point, despite the lack of a
constructive argument, she sat back down next to the
equally startled Mr. Starsmore. "More Cake?" she offered
him the plate, her wrath apparently placated. Mr. Starsmore
wasn't entirely sure it was wise to refuse.

"Thanks Luv."

If there was one thing Utah had in abundance it was
nothing. A vast, unending desert of nothing. And still, in the
absence of anything, the view encompassed everything.

Jonothon Starsmore could see for miles, perched as he was
upon a rock as the sun slowly fell from the sky, threatening
to set at any given moment. Shadows began to stretch as
far as the eye could see, vast and dark fingers of midnight
black bleeding across the rust coloured mountains. The
desert was an eerie calm, the whistling of the wind passing
through the mountains, chilling him to the bone.

It was a bottleneck of peace, a sanctuary of calm within an
almost entirely dead world. The absence of life, a world
without man, a little corner of it at least.

It was a good place to be alone, in a manner of speaking at
least. It seemed these days he was never alone. He could
not say, he could not decide if the whispers he heard were a
gift or curse, a sign of hope or an omen of madness.



This he didn't need.

Jonothon pulled his coat more tightly around his shoulders
as the already cold day grew colder still. He closed his eyes,
his head hanging low, doing his best to ignore the whistling
of the wind, the whispers in his heart. Her whisper, her
heart, her touch, the girl he loved who wouldn't leave his
head...

"Hey Jono!" Jubilation Lee cried out and Jonothon Starsmore
opened his eyes and sat up straight like a shot. She came
up behind him, slapping the taller Englishman on the
shoulder, a smile on her face, a hand behind her back.
"Motel is thataway you know? Warmth, shelter, beds, all
that good stuff".

Jonothon looked over his shoulder even if he knew it was
there, the Roadside Motel the small party of five had booked
themselves into not even an hour before. It wasn't much, it
was a rat hole really, but when it came to a small band of
Mutant Fugitives, beggars couldn't be choosers.

"I'm sure I’ll find it Gel," Jonothon shrugged, not making
any obvious efforts to remove himself from the boulder he
was sat upon. He would join the others soon, just not yet,
not until after he had stopped another’s voice rattling
around in his head. Not until he was happy he wasn't just
losing his mind.

"Here..." apparently excepting that Jonothon wasn't going to
be moving anytime soon, Jubilation instead sat herself up
on the boulder next to him. She never did seem too grasp
the concept of I want to be alone.

"...Icing on the cake." Jubilation suddenly revealed what she
was hiding behind her back, dropping a six pack of cold beer
in his lap. The young man had made a deal with the girl; a
hearty meal in exchange for something else...apparently the
former X-Man had decided to take things a little further.

It never hurt to make sure the voters were happy.

"Thanks Luv," Jonothon cracked the smallest of smiles.

"Aren’t you cold?" Jubilation shivered despite the massive,
thick coat she wore. In this season the days were
ridiculously cold, with the sun on the verge of setting it was
getting colder still. If they were going to be on the run then
they really needed to do it elsewhere, she just wasn't built
for this climate.



"Freezing," Jonothon admitted, his own leather coat not
doing the damndest thing to keep the cold night out. He
almost welcomed it, the sharp bite of the chill wind, keeping
him awake, keeping him in the here and now, cleanly
separately what he knew was real and what he suspected
was not.

Seeing that Jubilation continued to shiver beside him, her
knees all but knocking together, he put one arm about her
shoulders, the two of them leaning together. For warmth of
course.

"You're a Pat you know that right?" Jubilation observed.

"Prat," Jonothon corrected. The hint of a smile from before
became larger, more honest, and more sincere. Jonothon
Starsmore was not good at letting people in; he was not
good at letting people know what he felt, the scars he
carried made it difficult, even now.

Not so long ago, with his heart broken, the young man had
left those he called friends behind. He left them for a home
that was no longer his; he left them because it was easier to
be alone. In her own way Jubilation had done the same,
nurturing her anger in the absence of friends.

In moments like these both of them could only wonder why
they had tried so hard to be miserable.

"Whatever," Jubilation dismissed the Englishmen's
correction concerning native insults with a wave of her
hand. It was a silly word anyway. "By the way, I’ve decided,
you’re not allowed to smile".

"What?" Jonothon arched his brow.

"I've decided..." Jubilation tilted her head to look at him,
trying her utmost to appear at least vaguely serious. She
studied his newly rebuilt face a chest with a critical eye.
"...The face I can live with, but no...That’s just wrong".

The young woman made the pretence of a shudder, a smile
on the face Jonothon Starsmore was just against the laws of
nature.

"You also need a shave, you look like a bum."

"Sorry Luv," Jonothon apologised and removed the hint of a
smile from his face following his chastising. The spark
remained in his eyes, one that hadn't been seen in a long



time. He shouldn't have taken this long to come home.

He shouldn't have waited until one of them was in danger
before returning to his family.

"So you should be..." Jubilation nodded, pulling her knees
up to her chest as the night grew colder with each passing
moment. The light was growing ever dimmer, the shadows
growing ever longer, the darkness growing ever stronger as
the sun fell from view. For a moment the young woman held
out her hand, a Pap of multicoloured fireworks fizzing and
popping around them both, a single, defiant spark of light in
the dark.

"...Winker"

"Wan..."

"What...Ever..." Jubilation groaned and swished her hand in
an overly dramatic manner after being corrected for the
second time. English cuss words were stupid anyway.

Jonothon resisted the urge to smile again, a gesture that
only served to make him want to do it more.

After watching Jubilations brief Pyrokinetic display, the
lights dancing across the night, and her continued shivering
in the cold air, Jonothon Starsmore held his own hand out.
With a focused thought, a clear intent, a sudden burst of
light erupted into life around his limb, the Psionic Fire that
was his birthright illuminating the lengthening shadows
around them.

Jubilation watched it for a moment, the red and orange
flames birthed from Jonathon’s core swirling about his
fingers. It was like liquid, sliding across his skin and swirling
forever upwards into the night, a chaotic manifestation of
mental power taking on a life of its own.

She had never before noticed that the Psionic furnace that
was Starsmore's to command, a power that had once
destroyed his face and chest, was warm.

"Does it hurt?" she asked, clearly remembering the damage
this same power had once done to his body. It was
impossible for anyone to forget.

Jonothon said nothing at first, his own attention drawn to
the Psionic Fire of his own making. He could feel it, always,
burning inside him, waiting to be unleashed, a power that
he could only use to turn him into one thing, a weapon of



destruction. Jonathon’s power was not one meant to heal
the world around him, only destroy it.

Or so he thought. The pain it caused him, the tightness in
his chest, the burning in his lungs, the dozens of tears and
blisters its left upon his skin, all of this only served to make
him believe that. Maybe it was punishment, pain inflicted
upon himself for causing it too others.

"Only all the time," he finally said.

"Then don't do it Tool!!" Jubilation swiftly elbowed the
unsuspecting Englishmen in the ribs, the Psionic Furnace
that surrounded his hand instantly going out. I mean really,
Jubilation couldn't believe how dense Jonothon could be.
Sometimes she had to believe that he liked being in pain,
that he liked being miserable.

She probably wasn't far wrong.

Tool.

"Come on." Jubilation was on her feet, they had been sitting
out in the cold and dark for quite long enough, more than
long enough. "It sucks out here".

"I'm coming Gel..." Jonothon sat back up straight; rubbing
his ribs after the unexpected blow they had received. He
was getting a lot of abuse from this girl today "...just one
Beer first".

"One?" Jubilation raised a questioning eyebrow, her hands
on hips as she studied the Englishmen with a critical eye.
She had spent long enough around Wolverine and his ilk to
know that one Beer rarely actually meant one Beer. And
while she may have provided it (towards her own ends) she
certainly had no desire to be dragging Jonothon off to his
bed after he'd overdone it.

"One," Jonothon promised. He had no great desire to be out
here much longer, it was damn cold after all.

"Alright, don't make me come back out looking for you, I’ll
kick your ass if I have to," Jubilation warned, jabbing him in
the chest with her finger.

"Consider me warned," Jonothon assured her; all the while
pulling one can away from the six-pack cluster.

"Hey Gel!!" Jonothon suddenly called out, halting Jubilation



in her tracks as she turned to face him. "You got yerself one
vote for tomorrow, would yer like to know how you can get
another...?"

Alright, enough was enough, he might be English but that
didn't mean he enjoyed the cold anymore than anyone else.
Night had well and truly fallen and the temperature fell
dramatically with it, his very breadth fogging the air in front
of him. He'd had his beer, he had focused his thoughts and
he had cleared his mind.

The voices were gone, the whispers faded, only his
remained. His mind was once more his own, just as it
should be.

Holding the empty can in hand he stood to his feet and, with
a mental command, his limb briefly lit up with a burst of
Psionic power. With a swift grinding of metal and rending of
atoms the can was obliterated, his focalised mutant power
reducing the piece of trash into little more than dust.

Flexing his fingers once, the Psionic Force he himself
summoned fading into a memory, Jonothon Starsmore
turned towards the Motel that now seemed annoyingly far
away. He didn't get far.

"Damn it!!" he cursed and suddenly flinched, a white hot
stab of pain ripping through his brain, a freezing finger
cutting a swift swathe of agony across his thoughts. He
clutched his head, the sudden and white hot shot of pain
lingering for several moments after it had passed, a warm
and copperish taste sliding down across lips.

His nose was bleeding.

*Jonothon*

Starsmore spun on the spot, his eyes trying to adjust to the
impenetrable darkness all around him, searching for the
source of the phantom voice. It was entirely instinct, a basic
reaction, he already knew he would see nothing, that there
would be nothing that he could see. It was not possible. Not
when it came to the girl to whom that voice belonged.

"Damn it Gel," Jonothon quietly cursed "Can yer not leave
me be?"



No answer was forthcoming. The young man sighed in
frustration, tightly closing his eyes and wiping the crimson
drops of blood from his chin. "It's nothing Jono" he
whispered to himself quietly "It's all in yer head...just let it
go". With a deep sigh, one that fully expanded his chest, he
opened his eyes once more.

Nothing, there was nothing there, even the whisper was
gone, for the moment at least. Looking to his side he saw
the five remaining cans of the six-pack hanging limply from
his hand. "Maybe one more..." he muttered to himself, one
more wouldn't hurt.

He wouldn't have the chance to consider it further.

"Gluttony if a sin, my dear Mr. Starsmore..."

Panic suddenly gripped him, his heart pounding with sudden
intensity as, from out of the darkness; an impossibly large
hand fully wrapped itself around his head. The talons with
were sharp and sinister, ebony black and reached out for
him from the shadows themselves, a phantom in the dark, a
nightmare given life.

He had felt this touch before, this grip of death, a fiend that
had once been human and now fed upon his own kind. It
belonged to the twisted brother of one of his closest friends.

Marius St. Croix.

Emplate.

"...but I can hardly fault you for that!!"

In Generation X #21: Emplate? That's not good, no
matter where you're standing...
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"Worship Me!!" Jubilation Lee declared as she stood upon
the bonnet of the new Jeep, arms held above her head in
victory. Perhaps fortunately for the band of fugitives, of
which she was a member, the crowd that was present to
witness her moment of glory was a small one. Just four
other people in fact, equally fortunately however was that
these were the only four people she cared about impressing.

Today at least.

"What did I tell ya?" Jubilation asked as the small band of
Outlaws gathered together at the lonely roadside in the
morning sun. With a small jump she hopped down and
landed on the hard gravel road, twirling the keys to the Jeep
on her finger "I totally hooked us up or what?"

"Alright gel..." Jonathon Starsmore admitted as he leaned
over to look through the window and into the back seat
"...I’m impressed". It was nice, defiantly nice, must have
cost someone a pretty penny.

For a moment, during the briefest of memories, it reminded
him of Sean, the Jeep that had belonged to their former
tutor had been highly coveted by more than one of the
students. He pushed the memory aside, these days he tried
to keep the Irishmen out of mind as much as possible.

"Of course you are." Jubilation was grinning from ear too
ear as the others in her merry little band of misfits
inspected her prize. Molly, by far the most curious of them
all, was already rummaging around in the front seat, seeing
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Chamber what she could find with wide eyed wonder.

"You did good Jubes," Everett commented earnestly with a
smile, the young man putting a hand on the young woman’s
shoulder. Somehow her smile grew a little brighter. "You've
really come through for us, we needed this," he continued
honestly. It wasn't a word of a lie, Angelo's car had been
tagged several days ago, and as a band of 'Mutant Outlaws'
that just wasn't going to do any of them any good.

They needed a new means of getting around, one that didn't
depend on public transport, and Jubilee had delivered. She
had delivered and then some, she deserved to be proud of
herself.

"Aw shucks..." Jubilation made the pretence of being
modest "...I was just getting tired of foot slogging
everywhere".

"You and me both Chica," Angelo commented with a note of
sourness, his feet were killing him. Jubilation also noted that
he seemed to be eyeing up the steering wheel with a little
more interest than she would like. This was her ride.

"Are you going to let us know who we should send a Thank
you card too?" Everett asked, only half expecting to get an
answer. Jubilation could be resourceful when she wanted to
be, but summoning a Jeep full of Gas out of thin air was
beyond even her. Its not that he really needed to ask, the
well worn Cowboy hat she was now wearing upon her head
was clue enough for just about anyone.

"As if..." Jubilation denied his request "...I need to protect
my contacts." that, and she enjoyed having an air of
mystery, such as it was.

"Alright, I hate to be a pillock and spoil the mood..."
Jonathon spoke up as he leaned against the side of the
Jeep. Even now, several months after his face had been
restored; he still had to remind himself that he didn't have
to speak telepathically every time he needed too
communicate. His brow furrowed a little as he tried to force
the group to face an ugly truth they had been largely
avoiding.

"...but even with a car, where the bloody Hell are we
going?"

"Anywhere but here," Jubilation answered as though that
answered all questions. If they were honest then they could
all see that it was problem. At first they had all been so



eager to keep running that they hadn't really considered
where exactly they were running too. Unfortunately, with
their identities known and old allies already watched, their
options were not as expansive as they perhaps should be
and/or once were.

"Look, I say we just keep moving, work out what comes
next on the way," Jubilation proposed. Its how she liked to
do things, making her choices in the moment, it had worked
out for her so far. "Besides, as long as we stay one step
ahead...there’s no way they can catch us!!"

Now.

There was a time he didn't need to breadth. His lungs, along
with his chest, heart and face had been obliterated by the
raging furnace of raw power that forever resided within him.
A gaping hole was all that remained, a chamber that was
only occupied by his true self, the rest of his body practically
a shell, a corpse, barely able to contain what he should
really be. That day, when his Mutant Power first manifested,
destroying everything in its path, he had stopped being
Human in more ways than one. He could barely even be
considered alive.

He didn't eat, he didn't drink, he barely slept and for the
longest time he hadn't once taken in a deep breadth of the
sweet autumn air, he couldn't experience the world in ways
that Man was meant to experience it. For the longest time
he considered it a curse.

Right now however, right in this moment, when his life was
hanging in the balance, it was times like this that he missed
the days wherein he didn't have to breathe.

His lungs were on fire, an inferno that was eating away the
inside of his chest. It was not his power that was doing this,
not some personal curse, but the simple lack of air. It was
his inability to draw breadth, his inability to fill his lungs
with the life giving force that he, and all living men, needed
to survive. It was the fact that he was being suffocated to
death.

Jonathon Starsmore, after being physically lifted off the
floor, lashed out with his legs, blindly kicking out at his
assailant. His feet made contact, pain shooting through his
feet after making contact with the toughened and unyielding
hide of his tormentor.



He was blind, his vision nullified not only by the darkness of
night but also by the ebony black talons that wrapped
themselves around his head life a vice. The pressure was
incredible, squeezing his skull, smothering him in its grasp,
completely blocking out the world and all chance of drawing
breadth.

He pulled frantically at the hand that grasped him, that
conspired to end his all too short life, and yet made no
leeway against the steel like talons. Despite his best efforts,
despite his desperate efforts, he could not breadth, he could
not survive.

It felt like an eternity, but he knew it had only been
moments.

He was dying.

The demon known as Emplate was squeezing the life right
out of his body, just as he had tried to do so before. He was
dying, he could feel it, but he was not dead yet. He could
feel his lungs burning for a different reason, he could feel
his own power obliterating his own insides, he could feel the
furnace tearing free, begging to toss aside the flimsy shell
he called a body.

*Jonathon*

He could hear the voice call to him, to call his name, a
whisper so close and yet so far away.

*Jonathon*

She called again. Then, as his lungs, chest and heart
struggled and gave out, as the power he could barely
contain tore through and free from his own body, he saw
nothing else but fire.

He awoke with a shout.

For a single, blinding, moment fear gripped his every nerve
as Jonathon Starsmore suddenly sat bolt right, tossing aside
his covers and allowing the cold air to wash over his naked
chest. He couldn't breadth and yet his chest heaved in great
gasps, he filled his lungs too capacity, greedily inhaling with
every breadth, and yet he still couldn't breadth.

He had all the air in the world and yet he couldn't breadth.



He closed his eyes and wiped a hand across his face,
desperately trying to cast off the dream world and face the
real. He tried to push aside the fears of his mind and
embrace the safety of the morning sun. Slowly, thankfully,
his breadths became still, his nerves settled and no longer
felt the need to fear the dark.

He ran a hand down his chest, a coat of sweat covering his
torso, but it was still there, it was complete, he was whole.
At first the flesh seemed red and sore, burning slightly at
his touch, and yet the feeling soon passed. With a blink of
his eyes the redness was gone, his torso returning to a
healthy pink, the trick of the light becoming a memory.

He was healed, he reminded himself, healed.

Even so, as he looked around the Motel room, he found
himself rubbing a hand across his chin none the less. It was
still there, his features unbroken by his own power, a days
worth of stubble rubbing harshly against his fingertips.

No-one else was there, the two beds already empty, the two
other makeshift sleeping spots tidied away, only he
remained. Judging by the morning sun already falling
through the window he could guess they must already be
outside, that they must already be preparing to leave. He
was thankful in a way, there was no-one around too see him
flip his lid.

It was bad enough that Everett knew about Paige, that he
knew that Jonathon Starsmore was slowly loosing his nut;
he didn't need to add old enemies to his list of night time
delusions. Jonathon deeply sighed and let himself slump
backwards on the hard floor, his head thankfully finding his
pillow. This is what he got for drinking before bed.

How many did he have, one? Two? All of them? Yer Bloody
great Pillock Starsmore, he thought to himself. He couldn't
even remember what time it had been when he stumbled
into bed last night. He couldn't even remember...

Jonathon suddenly flinched, his face and brow screwing up
as an increasingly familiar stab of white hot pain shot
through his brain. He quickly slapped both hands to his
forehead, squeezing his own cranium as the agonizing shock
ripped through his cortex like a lighting storm, frying at his
every nerve. And then, as he felt the proverbial bullet shoot
its way through his head, through his very thoughts, it
stopped, the harsh mistress releasing him from its grasp.

Jonathon Starsmore simply fell limp, silently; relief filling



him as the pain slowly ebbed away. He felt the trail of
warm, copper tinted fluid run down across his face, over his
lips and then down his cheek. He knew what it was without
looking; he knew the taste of his own blood. His nose was
bleeding again.

"This..." he quietly whispered to himself "...this could be
bad."

Molly couldn't stop giggling.

Every time she tried another puppy would pounce and lap at
her face with playful yelps. All the while the young pup's
many brothers and sisters, of which there seemed to be far
to many to count, also conspired against her, keeping her
grounded on the floor as they hopped, climbed and jumped
all over her. Here she was, Power Princess, floored by a
litter of overly playful German Shepherd pups.

When she had seen them outside the Motel Reception, all
huddled together in a cardboard box with *$10 A PUP*
written crudely on its side, she just HAD to say hello. They
all looked so sad, little bundles of fur separated from their
mother, with ears too big for their heads and big brown
eyes and pitiful cries for attention. It would be cruel to just
pass them by.

Surely just a little bit of attention wouldn't hurt...

Molly quickly sat up, a few of the pups clinging to her shirt
by their teeth, now dangling above the floor. She began to
snort in her giggling fit as one pup remained perched on top
of her head, all four of its legs splayed out in every
direction, tail wagging frantically. She covered her mouth to
try and make herself stop but it was of no use. She snorted
and she giggled, even more so as two of the pups, no doubt
mischievous boys, pounced her in unison.

Molly tumbled backwards, the pups taking insidious
advantage, climbing onto her chest and lapping at her face
without mercy. She was being swarmed by puppies and
love. There were worse ways to go.

She was able to keep her eyes open enough to see a small
shadow suddenly pass over her, some of the pups scattering
a little at the sudden new arrival. If only for a moment.

"There you are," Jubilation Lee stated with a smile, kneeling
down next to the girl that was almost entirely hidden from



view by puppies. "I was starting to think you might have
ditched us, squirt".

"Nu-uh." Molly shook her head as best she could. "I was just
saying hello...hey...you wanna play with the puppies too?"
she asked sincerely, grinning from ear too ear.

"Well...I could..." Jubilation seemed to give it some thought,
tapping her chin as some of the pups were already playfully
nipping at the trails of her own coat.

"But I have a better idea..."

Paris, France.

"Afternoon Madame."

The young woman known to most as Monet St. Croix
nodded politely as the elderly Butler, a kindly old man who
had served in her Fathers house since she was a girl,
greeted her respectfully. She offered the gentlemen a small
smile, something she would not have done in her younger
years, as she passed him and entered the Penthouse
Conservatory.

She walked with a quite and proud confidence, one that was
indicative of good breeding and high status. Her strides
were long, her shoulders straight, in many ways she was
her Fathers daughter. She was becoming a young woman of
increasing influence, the world was taking greater notice of
her every action, she carried herself with the composure
that assured them that they should.

She had once been told, by beings that were not entirely of
this world, that she was a child of destiny. It would seem,
despite the difficulties of recent years, or perhaps because
of them, she was beginning to believe them.

Monet St. Croix did not want for much in life, as was
befitting of her station. Not only was she the eldest, and
some would say favored, daughter of the wealthy and
influential Ambassador Cartier St. Croix, but she was also a
truly gifted young woman. With more talents than fingers
she was the pinnacle of physical and mental ability,
strength, speed, agility, intelligence, even flight, she was a
master of them all.

If there was indeed an evolutionary ladder, her name could
very well be at the top of it.



It was not, however, always this way. There had been a
time, not so long ago, thanks to the vindictive nature of her
only brother, that she was trapped within a body that was
not her own. A mute shell of red diamond, a promising
young woman captured within a fearful form, she was made
a prisoner of her own suffering.

The "X-Men" had freed her from that prison, they had found
the frightened girl within and pulled her from the abyss,
they had done for her an act of kindness that should be
remembered with fond memories. Only it was not, far from
it, she could think of little from her time with the X-Men that
she could equate too being a "fond memory".

Her induction had become sullied by deceit, her very
character and sense of mortality twisted to suit the
purposes of another. The X-Men had freed her from the
shell of Penance, but only so she could be turned into what
could truly be called a monster. A solider of hate, an
instigator of violence and an immoral creature that dared to
wear her face.

The time that followed these events, even after the
deception was cast aside, had only become worse. She and
her sisters had been captured, tortured and abused by a
man she had once trusted, a man she had thought to be
decent and pure, a man who had fallen so far from grace
that she could no longer recognize him. She had been
violated, her genetics stolen and once again a monster had
been born that dared to wear her face.

She had not stayed with the X-Men for long after that. She
couldn't, she had returned home to her father, her sisters in
tow, and left all things concerning the brood of Xavier
behind. She had come home to recover.

That, as she had come to believe, may have been a
mistake, for the X-Men were not the only ones she had
come to know in the States. There were others, those that
she could truly call friends, those who had reached out to
her before they could even believe there was someone there
to reach out too.

Friends that she had not seen in far too long. She was
taking steps to rectify those mistakes, even if the said
friends seemed to be making it...difficult for her. She
shouldn't be surprised, they had always been impulsive, it
seemed to be within their very natures. Still, she hadn't
quite anticipated all four of them dropping off the face of the
earth at seemingly the same time.



Never the less, it did not matter in the long run, Monet
assured herself as she quietly took a seat, one of the maids
quickly setting down a fresh cup of tea by her side. Once
again she made the smallest of polite nods as the serving
girl hurried away to mind some other household business,
before the lady of the house turned her eyes upwards. She
sipped her tea and watched the lazy sun slowly slide across
the sky through the glass ceiling of the conservatory. There
was still time to find them again; there were still
preparations to be made.

"Madame."

Monet's musing was cut short as the elderly butler from
before stood by her side, requesting her attention. After
letting the Gentlemen know that he had received it with a
small movement of her eyes, the Butler held out a letter,
the St. Croix Family Emblem at its head. She accepted it
without a word and dismissed the man with a slight wave of
her hand.

Setting her tea aside she quickly read through the message,
doing so twice to ensure she fully understood its import. For
a moment she said nothing, her features unmoving until
suddenly her mask was broken by the hint of building
frustration.

"Merde!!" she cussed as quietly as she could, pinching the
bridge of her nose between finger and thumb. Really,
couldn't they have stayed out of trouble for just a few more
weeks? Had that been too much to ask for? Yes, clearly it
had been.

"This..." she whispered to herself, gathering her composure
once more "...this could be bad."

Everett Thomas pulled his cap down further across his eyes
to protect himself from the rising suns increasing glare.
Satisfied that he was no longer being blinded the young
man ran his hands across the map of him several times,
smoothing it out across the bonnet of their Jeep. His brow
furrowed in thought as he traced a finger along a single line,
tracing their path for the day ahead.

If they left soon and made as few stops as possible (a policy
that had met with reasonable success despite Jonathon
Starsmore's surprisingly weak bladder) they could reach the
next town by Nightfall. After that they could...they could
what?



Everett sighed as he stood up straight, a sense of
frustration building. He pulled off his cap and repeatedly
rubbed his forehead with the back of his hand as he mulled
over problems and questions to which he already knew the
answers. They would keep driving, they would keep running
and they would keep hiding and then...what? When did it
stop? Or were they really just going to spend the rest of
their lives on the road, five Mutant Runaways living out of a
Jeep?

After stifling a second sigh before it could escape him,
young Everett Thomas pulled his cap back on straight. Did
he regret coming out here? Of course not, Angelo was his
friend, they all were, and that meant sticking by them no
matter what, end of story.

But this...this wasn't going work.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas had raised their baby boy to be many
things. Honest, decent, hard working, this is what they had
raised him to be, these were the principles that been
instilled within him from a young age. He couldn't ever
recall any conversations around the breakfast table about
being a fool.

Everett took the map in hand and quickly folded it up, no,
he was no fool and this just wasn't going to cut it anymore.
They needed to be smart, they needed a plan, enough of
the aimless wandering, they were in trouble and it was well
past time that they dealt with it. How exactly he wasn't
quite sure yet, but then, that was always the benefit of
being on a team, someone always had an...

"Hold that pose!!" Jubilation Lee suddenly appeared and,
perhaps thankfully, didn't completely blindside Everett as
she stole yet another snapshot with her digital camera.
Clearly she had remembered to turn the flash off today.

"Perfect!!" Jubilation smiled at her own handiwork as her
most recent snapshot appeared on the small screen of her
camera. There he was, Everett Thomas all somber and
serious, staring uncertainty across the horizon. "That'll do
for a Bookend" the young woman decided as she hopped up
and sat on the bonnet of the Jeep.

"Everett Thomas: The Designated Driver" she explained with
a broad swish of her hand through the air "little had he
known how brief his reign would be".

"Give it up Jubes." Everett folded his arms across his chest
and smiled despite himself, his somewhat sour mood from



just moments before quickly evaporating. Jubilation had
that effect on people, it was a gift. "You may have forced
fed Jono into giving up his vote, but Angelo values his life
too much to let you behind the wheel, and Molly will vote
whichever way he goes."

"Oh really?" Jubilation questioned with a hint of mischief,
her attention entirely focused on her camera, scrolling
through the dozens of pictures she had already taken. It
was enough for Everett to raise an eyebrow; just what was
she up too?

"Really," the young man confirmed with a confident tone,
although, he had to admit, he wasn't quite as confident as
he had been just a few seconds ago. Jubilation had that
effect on people too. She always had a trick or two up her
sleeve.

"Well...if you say so..." Jubilation seemed to relent, and yet,
somehow, Everett couldn't quite bring himself to believe
that she was being sincere. He didn't have too wait long for
that suspicion to be confirmed.

"OH HEY!!" Jubilation suddenly jumped down from the
bonnet of the Jeep and thrust her Digital Camera closer
towards Everett, allowing the young man to take a good
look at one picture in particular, one she had just cycled
too. A very important picture, one he didn't quite
understand the importance of until it was far too late...

"Isn't that just adorable?" Jubilation asked, grinning from
ear to ear.
"So tell me again, which way do you think little Molly will be
voting today?"

The screams of the young man that died within his grasp
were muffled by the very hand that fed upon him. Emplate
paid the tortured soul little mind as he sucked the very life-
force from his fellow mutant's body, the viciously fanged
maw in the palm of his ebony black, clawed hand biting
deeply into the soft flesh of his victim. He courted not a
moment of sympathy as the morsel he consumed wept
throughout his final moments, he ignored the fists that
banged against his chest, and he failed to acknowledge the
pitiful cries for mercy.

He failed to notice as the pathetic excuse for a living being
died within his unrelenting grasp. It was not until all
resistance had faded, until all life had ebbed, until the



corpse within his grasp had become as brittle as dust, it was
not until then that the mutant cannibal tossed his morsel
aside with contempt.

The brittle husk, devoid of anything resembling what it had
once been, all but turned to ash as it fell silently to the
dusty, stone floor. The chamber fell silent, not another
creature stirred, only the deep, raspy breadths of the
master of this place continued to carry through the air.

Emplate was now alone within this barren dungeon, his
home between worlds, the place in which he kept the very
things he needed to survive. A veritable larder of his fellow
mutants, their purpose here to fulfill only a single task. Too
slate his unending thirst.

He looked down to corpse before him with a sneer, nothing
but contempt within his black heart for the morsel that had
fed him so poorly. His thirst had barely been slaked; it
burned within him still, the hunger, the hunger that sapped
upon his very strength. This would not do.

If he was to snap the necks and sup the very marrow from
the bones of his dear sister's brood then he would need all
of his power. If he was to overcome "Generation X" then he
would need more than mere surprise.

His time in captivity had left him drained; their refusal too
feed him that which he needed most had left him half the
man he should be. He was now free, yes, thanks to another
whose goals matched his own, but he was not ready. Not
yet.

"PEON!!" the demonic creature that had once been known
as Marius St. Croix cried out, his twisted and harsh voice
reaching every corner of his old and terrible Keep, a tome of
broken stone and rusted metal, this place of shadows.

"Yes Boss?" a black suited Gremlin appeared by his Masters
side, the faithful servant sporting his forever present, fang
toothed, grin.

Emplate could barely contain his contempt for the creature.
The weak were weak, faithful or not. He still lived because
he still served a purpose, all masters needed underlings,
after all.

"Bring me another," he demanded in no uncertain terms, his
need to feed already burning within is every cell. "And
remove this...thing." He waved a dismissive claw towards
the carcass upon his floor. The pathetic creature was dead;



it no longer mattered, as was the way with all things.

"Yes Boss!!" DOA gleefully leapt to his task, grasping the
corpse beneath its shoulders and dragging it away, his
presence already forgotten by his pitiless aster.

Emplate was already savoring the meal to come, another
mutant, another creature rich with life, another morsel to
quench his own thirst. Soon, he thought to himself, the
demon wishing he could lick his lips in anticipation as he
thought of his dear sister's brood; soon he would gleefully
sup upon their marrow...and then hers as well.

The Starsmore boy was his puppet-toy now, oblivious
though he was, unwittingly watching his friends until the
shepherd returned to cull the flock. Yes, soon, so very soon.
He could already taste it now.

"Yes..." he muttered to himself with barely contained
anticipation "...it shall be so very, very..." Emplate inhaled
his first, deep breadth in years "...tender".

Time is all that remained now.

So very little time.

Generation X 22: Jubilee's diabolical manipulations have
born fruit while and old ally returns. But will his presence
signify an Omen of Good Fortune, or is it a Sign of Poor
Tidings? Either way, he's not telling...
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He felt cold.

Despite the leather coat he wore and the midnight black
bandages wrapped tightly around his chest, he felt so cold
that it chilled him to his very soul. At least, what was left of
it.

He stood alone, the last piece in a broken puzzle, the last
one to leave the nearly empty apartment. The others had
already gone, a need to return home taking them in
different directions, dividing them for a final time. It was
over, the dream was dead, their own Teachers had seen to
that.

She was gone.

Jonothan paused in his musings, his dark and sombre eyes
gazing around the empty building, his senses soaking up the
silence. Everything was gone, the furniture and possessions,
the knick knacks and trinkets, everything that made this
place warm. Everything that had made this place their
home. It was gone, all of it, leaving nothing left but a shell
behind, a cold and empty place, a hollow memory of better
times.

Much like himself.

Only one thing remained, a single photo frame that the
young man held within his hands, a single memory captured
within a moment. She was smiling, her long, blonde hair
tucked neatly behind her ears, the wide framed glasses she



Chamber had to wear while studying perched on the tip of her nose.
She was so happy, within that moment, surrounded by her
friends in the warm, summer sun, so full of life, so ready to
be a part of the future that was coming.

So full of dreams.

So full of hope.

Jonothan closed his eyes, remembering that day, a perfect
day so far away, a day that would never come again. He
tried to embrace what she had felt, to remember the hope
that she had given him, the will to make himself a better
man.

He tried to believe in a future worth living, he tried, and he
failed.

It was easier to feel as hollow as he really was.

Finally, inevitably, he opened his eyes and put the photo
aside, leaving it perched on a near by shelf, a finger
lingering on its surface for a moment longer, the last
reminder of a lost time. The final day on which they had all
been happy.

A final memory.

A final goodbye.

Stalling for just a moment longer, his will too depart
betraying him at the final hurdle, his gaze lingered upon the
photo from his past. He lingered upon her smile, her glow,
her radiant spark, and the young man who stood behind
her.

A young man who was like him in so many ways. The same
hair, the same height and the same clothes, the young man
who had his arms around the smiling girls shoulders. The
young man who was alike himself in every way, every way
except his eyes, the windows to his soul.

Those...those could never been the same again.

Not now, not when all he could feel was...cold.

Today.



"CHASE, NO!!"

Molly pleaded as the German Shepherd Puppy wriggled free
from her grasp and proceeded to lap and paw at her face
without mercy. The young girl giggled and snorted as best
she could as her new pet, one that seemed overburdened
with a need to display affection, nuzzled at her face with a
cold and wet nose.

Young Ms. Jubilation Lee, on the other hand, had more than
one reason to be amused. This was just one of them. For
the first time in a long time Jubilation was entirely pleased
with herself and the world around them, Molly’s squeals of
delight was just the icing on top of today’s especially tasty
cake.

One she fully intended on keeping all to herself.

Finally, after a few not so subtle manipulations, the Jeep,
their prized Jeep, was all hers. Or at least, the wheel was,
and lets face it, as far as she was concerned that was all
that mattered. She hadn't stopped smiling in at least three
hours, the open road before them, the guys snuggled away
in the back, and the gleeful giggles of Molly riding shotgun
beside her.

"Having fun there, squirt?" she asked, taking her eyes off
the road for just a moment. Not that it mattered as she
drove at a leisurely; if much faster than they should be,
pace along the open, desert road. The window was open
beside her, one elbow leaning out, the wind blowing through
her hair that protruded out from beneath her well worn
cowboy hat.

Life was good, providing she ignored the whole homeless,
fugitive thing. Details.

"NOOOOO!!" Molly cried out and yet her continued, fitful
giggles betrayed the truth. Chase, the German Shepherd
Pup, was now sticking his head out of Molly’s own, open
window, the wind blowing his oversized ears down flat
against his little cranium.

"You are one evil Chica," Angelo commented absently from
the back seat, his attention temporally distracted from the
Gameboy in his hands. When it came to gaming there was
only one school for Espinosa, and that was old school.

"Oh please!!" Jubilation all but spun around in her seat,
completely ignoring the empty road before them as she



turned to face Angelo. For a few moments it seemed as
though only her utter belief that the road was still there was
the only thing keeping them on it.

She knew exactly what Angelo meant, her not so subtle
manipulations to get the group voting her way. Her over
feeding of Jono and her Puppy shaped bribe for Molly had
done the deed. She had their votes, and now she had her
Jeep. Angelo and Everett could just read it and weep.

"I am officially the dispenser of Puppies of Rainbows,"
Jubilation declared, Chase making a small yelp as if in
agreement, "I should have angel wings".

"Well, you don't," it was Everett’s turn to speak up from the
back seat in an unhelpful manner, or so Jubilation thought.
As the day had gone by, both of them had been handing out
nuggets of wisdom. Not so fast Jubilee, they would say,
watch out for that truck, they would insist; only one of them
had managed to keep quiet.

That, she suspected, was purely because Jonothan
Starsmore was asleep again, the Bum. He stayed in bed
longer than any of them this morning and now he was
already snoozing. She would give him a hard time but since
he had voted for her and all, she would give him a free
pass.

For today anyway.

"And neither do we..." Everett continued. If he was honest
Jubilations driving habits frightened him just a little bit "...so
could you just, maybe, keep your eyes on the road!?!"

"Oh please." Jubilation shrugged in a nonchalant manner,
once again turning her head around to the back seat and
entirely ignoring what was in front of them, if only for a few
moments.

"It's not as though there's anything...OH CRAP!!!"

Elsewhere.

A sigh of contentment escaped the lips of Monet St. Croix as
she gently swallowed the first sip of a freshly brewed tea.
She closed her eyes and leaned back into her fine, leather
backed chair, the furniture adjusting to accommodate the
whims of her slender frame. It was but a fleeting moment of
contentment, the fine scents filling her senses and warming



her throat, and yet it was a moment she enjoyed none the
less.

It was a lesson she had come to learn through experience,
one must enjoy life’s little pleasures while one could. You
could never be certain when such pleasures would come
again, especially at times like these, especially on days like
these.

Opening her eyes with another sigh, this one carrying a note
of reluctance, she turned her gaze out the wide window of
her office. The mid day sun was shining brightly, casting all
of the estate in a warm and welcoming glow. It was an
Estate that she was intimately familiar with, although it had
never been seen from this vantage, nor had it been seen
with the same eyes she possessed now.

Setting her tea aside, the fine china making a quite clink,
she rose to her feet and slowly paced to the window, her
hands held loosely behind her back. The rising, and soon to
be falling, sun cast its gentle rays across her sculptured
features, highlighting the beautiful young woman for what
she was. It felt so long ago now, the time before today.

When she had last been here, when she had called this
place home, she had been another woman, she had lived in
another body, even her name was not the same. So much
had changed since then, she had changed, as had the one
who had once owned this office. One who would no longer
be welcome here.

Her own plans were in motion, Monet St. Croix no longer
satisfied with being the pawn in another’s scheme, and yet,
as progress pleased her, some pieces were moving in
most...inconvenient ways, only the latest of which was her
first, and so far only, guest at her new estate.

She had not been entirely surprised to find the traveller
gone come the morning dawn, her former mentor had
always pursued his own path, and yet she found herself
displeased none the less. She had enough worries as it was;
tracking down her former classmates was proving more
difficult than she had planned. For all the trouble they were
in she expected it too be far easier.

'Low Profile' was not a trait they excelled at.

Adding one wayward dwarf to her list of missing associates
was not how she wanted to start her day. Monet St. Croix
sighed for a third and final time, her frustration mounting as
she gently pinched the bridge of her nose between finger



and thumb.

Would it have been so hard for him to have left some form
of message before departing, even if it had been in his own,
cryptic way?

Yes, apparently it had been.

She could only hope that the mans nature would continue to
hold true, that he did not act on impulse and that all
actions, no matter how small, held a higher purpose. A
purpose within a game that none but a few could see. For
now she would have trust him with the puzzle she had
started building, and hope that he knew where the pieces
should fall.

"GATEWAY!!" Jubilation Lee exclaimed with a wild wave of
her arms as she glared down at the diminutive Aborigine sat
contently in the middle of the road.

If she possessed the power to incinerate those on the
opposite end of her wrath with fire from her eyes, then no
doubt the reclusive Mutant would already be charred beyond
recognition. As it was, and perhaps fortunately for the
eternally silent teleporter, she did not. Instead her natural
abilities burst and popped around her in a multi coloured
lightshow to reflect her irritation, a lightshow that was
distinctly more erratic than usual.

"WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE DOING!?!" the young woman
demanded to know, all but tapping her foot in her
impatience for an answer. For his own part Gateway seemed
nonplussed, the short mutant sat contently with his legs
crossed, his aging and withered features set in a solemn
frown, his white hair and beard catching the breeze.

It was almost as if Jubilation Lee were not standing before
him, demanding answers. It was almost as if, not moments
before, a Jeep had not just skidded, almost entirely out of
control, too narrowly avoid him. It was almost as if he did
not care about how close to death he had just come.

It was almost as if the diminutive, dark skinned, Mutant was
yet to even notice anyone else was there. Something that
Everett Thomas found hard to believe.

"Alright Jubes," Everett attempted to calm his excitable
friend down; clearly the direct approach wasn't working.
"Let me try, ok?"



"Fine, fine," Jubilation waved her hands in a dismissive
manner before stepping away, folding her arms across her
chest and turning her back on the short Mutant. She was
irritable, she knew that, but she totally had a right to be!!
What kind of sane person would just sit in the middle of the
road like a total Tool!?! The only reason he was still alive
was because her awesome driving skills!! He should be
thanking her!!

She quietly grumbled these sentiments to herself as her
attention was drawn to her prize possession, the Jeep in
question. Her mad, last second skid turn had spiralled them
out of control for several yards, fragging one of their tires in
the process. Fortunately the anonymous Canucklehead that
had donated their ride had also seen fit to donate a spare.
One the boys-Jono and Angelo-were busy changing.

Something they seemed overjoyed to be doing.

"Alright," Everett began, keeping his own tone even as he
focused all of his attention too the sitting mutant, bending
his knees so the two could look eye to eye without one
having to look up to the other. It was perhaps a good idea;
providing the Aborigine mutant in question had his eyes
open to begin with.

"It’s Gateway right?" Everett asked, trying to open a
dialogue. He had actually met the other Mutant before, if
only briefly, but he could hardly claim to know the man.
From what he understood he was reclusive by nature and
rarely, if ever, talked. He wasn't even sure if Gateway was
his real name. He somehow doubted it, but it would do for
now.

"That was a pretty risky thing you did..." the young man
tried to push although he continued to receive no real
recognition of his presence "...I’m guessing you wanted our
attention right?" For a few moments Everett watched for
any sign, any hint that Gateway would recognise his
presence, would provide some form of answer, he received
nothing.

He had to admit, after nearly being in a hit and run accident
and being tossed around like a sardine in a can...he was a
little irritated that the cause of it all wasn't being very
receptive. Even his patience was being tested.

"Maybe he wants a ride?"

Everett almost jumped out of his skin as little Molly's head
suddenly appeared barely an inch from his own, startling



him with her suggestion before he had even realised she
was there.

"MOLLY..." Everett began, quickly regaining his composure
"...I asked you too stay in the Jeep".

"But I couldn't!!" Molly became wide eyed and defensive,
dramatic hand gestures helping to explain her case. "Chase
needed to Pee!!" she motioned to the panting German
Shepard Pup at her ankles as if displaying her evidence.

"Is the squirt right?" Jubilation forced herself back into the
proceedings, tapping her foot with her hands on her hips.
She continued to glare at the sitting and almost entirely
docile Gateway but at the very least her Fireworks were no
longer fizzing and popping around her head. "You looking
for a ride, is that it?"

For a moment nothing happened, only the roguish yap from
the pup called Chase daring to break the silence. Then,
perhaps inevitably, the Aborigine mutant opened one of his
eyes, apparently seeing them for the first time.

"Well...fine..." Jubilation folded her arms across her chest
"...not that you should need one but whatever, fine...but if
you want a ride then you need to get off your little hiney
and get in yourself." she pointed towards the Jeep in
question. "Because I know for damn sure I’m not carrying
your skinny butt into it!!"

Gateway finally opened both eyes, blinking several times to
wipe away the effects of a long and deep meditation. With a
practiced motion he retrieved the Bullroarer that lay by his
side and began to twirl it in a wide and rapid motion above
his head. Before the others could even react a small storm
of white lighting was summoned above him and, with a
crack of otherworldly energies, the short and mysterious
Mutant was suddenly gone from sight.

Only the quite swirling of dust was left in his wake.

"...Well...erm..." Jubilation began, not quite sure what to
say after the sudden departure of the X-Men’s long time ally
"...I...guess...we could have carried him..."

"BLOODY HELL!!"

The startled yell of Jonothan Starsmore drew all their
attentions, quickly discerning the cause of his surprise.
Gateway had indeed left, and yet, he had not gone far. His
teleportational talents had transported him across the vast



distances of both space and time... depositing his diminutive
frame, still cross legged, onto the back seat of the Jeep.

He had promptly returned to meditation.

"OH...COME...ON!!" Jubilation exclaimed "That is just plain
LAZY!!"

Later.

"This is so LAME!!"

Molly felt the overwhelming need to complain as she
clutched the remote control in both hands, lamenting the
fact that it was doing her no good. The day had been going
so well, first she got a new Puppy (who was currently
feeling the need to publicly "clean himself" like the icky boy
he was), then she met a new friend and now she and her
Posse of Mutant Runaways had found a cosy Bed and
Breakfast to crash in.

As far as pit stops went, this one was way better than the
stinky motels. First of all, they almost all had their own
rooms; she only had to share hers with Jubilation, who, as
of this morning, was her new favourite person. Next was a
Bathroom that was clean, plus they had beds that were
equally so and most awesome of all she hadn't seen a single
bug, insect or icky creature trying to inhabit the place she
was planning to sleep in.

Except for the boys of course, but they had their own rooms
anyway so they didn't count.

The only pit fall, the only downside to her day, was the TV.
The same TV that supposedly had cable!! The same TV that,
no matter how much she wished otherwise, insisted on
picking up nothing but static and vaguely fuzzy images. She
couldn't even get sound!! Lame, so very, very lame.

Molly frowned, entirely dissatisfied with her lot in life.

"Ahem."

Molly looked up as the short man with a white beard
seemed to clear his throat, the elderly dwarf sat, crossed
legged, on the bed next to her as she was. Young Ms. Hayes
wasn't quite sure yet what to make of her new friend the
others called Gateway. He mostly seemed really quite, and



for some reason, mostly naked. She had offered to let him
borrow one of her shirts and yet he had politely declined
with a wave of his hand. Wasn't he cold?

She furrowed her brow in confusion as he opened eyes and
silently held out his hand, apparently expecting her to set
the defective remote control onto his open palm.

"Well...alright..." she was hesitant to hand it over. On one
hand, he might be able to get Cable to work, on the other;
she had already called dibs...what if he didn't give it back!?!

At first nothing happened, Gateway not even batting an eye
as he held the remote in hand, gazing off into space at the
great unknown. Molly resisted the temptation to poke him in
the shoulder, she did, however, lean a little closer to check
if he had fallen asleep. It would be pretty rude if he had.

Then, suddenly, the fuzzy images upon the screen fluttered,
fizzled and then...clarity!!

*...Oh Beast...*

Molly squealed and clapped her delight as sound quickly
joined the animated characters now clearly visible on the TV
screen. The static was gone, cable was online, Molly couldn't
be happier.

"YOU ROCK!!" Molly declared in no uncertain terms as she
wrapped her arms around the diminutive frame of Gateway.
For his own part Gateway remained silent, remote control
still held loosely in his hands, only a small smile broke his
almost always sombre expression.

For just a moment, a single moment, all was well in the
world.

Night had come.

The sun had fallen beyond the horizon several hours
previous, light fading from the world to be replaced by ever
lengthening shadows. Talons of midnight black had
stretched out across the land, casting all beneath its grasp,
covering the small, quite and peaceful town under an
impenetrable veil of night.

Across this small patch of inhabited land, almost all were
sleeping soundly, tucked away safely in their beds. The



horrors that lived beyond the eyes of men could not reach
them, could not disturb them during their peaceful slumber.
The insidious touch of a wicked will could not haunt them,
not while they slept in a comforting quilt of dreams,
awaiting the coming dawn.

Almost all, that is, save one.

Jonothan Starsmore could barely see where he was going as
he stumbled down the hall, leaning heavily against the wall
with his shoulder as his own feet betrayed him with several,
stumbling, steps. The darkness of night that surrounded him
seemed impossibly thick, his eyes unable to adapt too the
poor light, white hot shards of pain spearing into his retinas
every time he tried.

He stumbled on, his one arm braced against the wall
providing at least some certainty that he knew where he
was going. His body was drenched in sweat, covering every
inch of his near naked skin, a pair of shorts his only
clothing. He was burning up, it was as if his skin itself had
been set afire.

He almost stumbled and fell, narrowly avoiding a face first
dive to the floor as he made a sudden and unexpected turn
through the an open door and into the bathroom. With an
almost wild swing of his arm he slammed the door shut
behind him and quickly flashed on the light. He hissed and
covered his eyes as the sudden burst of light from the bulb
above blinded him just as surely as the night time darkness
had moments before.

It reminded him, in passing, of Jubilation Lee's damn
camera.

Adjusting to the new found light, however sudden and harsh
it had been, he took a few, faltering steps forward and
grasped both hands around the sink. He felt dizzy, nausea
filling his chest and causing his head to swim, the desire to
fall now greater than ever. Still he stood, determined to
keep his feet, until, finally, inevitably, he wretched.

With a violent motion Jonothan leant forward and vomited
the contents of his gut into the sink in front of him, a great
explosion of half digested food, stomach acid and bile. For a
moment, as he stood leant over the sink, his shoulders
shaking, his head light, he actually felt good, he felt
relieved. He felt content. He felt cold.



After a few, deep and calming breadths, he opened his eyes,
the light no longer as harsh as it had been before. The sight
that greeted him was not a pleasant one; it did not take
much to convince him to remove it from sight. Turning on
the tap he drowsily watched his undigested meals as they
slowly spiralled the drain and thankfully disappeared.

After collecting a small pool of freezing water within his
palm, Jonothon generously splashed his own face, the harsh
stimuli cutting through his every nerve. He looked up, tired
eyes peering into his reflections own, staring at his haggard
face.

The night had not been kind to him. Dark circles hung
beneath his eyes, his hair was damp and slick, greedily
clinging to his scalp while days of unshaven stubble covered
his chin.

His chin, Jonothon managed the barest of smiles as he ran
his fingers down his own, rough features, his newly restored
face. He closed his eyes and remembered the terrible scar
he had once carried, the damage caused by his own power,
the affliction that had made him both more, and less, of a
man. A scar that was now a memory.

A scar he had not lost until it was far to late for...

An increasingly familiar sense of agonising and white hot
pain suddenly ripped through his brain and tore at his every
fibre and nerve without mercy. Only now, only this time, it
didn't end as quickly as it had begun, not even as the
crimson blood began to run from his nose and drip down his
stubble coated chin. No, now it persisted as a lance of
terrible agony ripped down his entire spine and throughout
his nervous system.

*...Jono...*

He grimaced and squeezed his head with both hands as the
lighting bolt tore its way through his mind again and again.
He could see flashes of moments, flashes of memories, a
great tapestry of his life until now, and a life that was not
his own.

*...Jono please...*

"GAH!!!" Jonothan Starsmore fell to his knees and his
squeezed his own head like a vice, still the pain persisted as
he tasted his own blood within his own mouth.

He could hear the bullet, the one that had ended his world,



he could hear it as clearly as if it were happening now. The
gunshot that had shattered everything, the bullet that had
pierced the heart of Paige Guthrie and left her dying in his
arms.

A single bullet that had not only ended her life, but his as
well.

He could hear the gunshot, he could see the bullet, and the
light, from some deep, dark and forgotten memory, he
could see the light. He could see her.

As Jonothan dropped to his side, his own cranium set to
split clean open, he became suddenly aware of a disturbing
fact. Stark clarity struck him like a hammer to the face; his
heart...his heart was no longer beating. Nor was he
breathing, he lacked even the slightest desire to draw a
single breath.

It was almost as though his organs were not even there.

Even through the blinding pain that filled every fibre of his
mind he could see the light. The light that filled his chest,
the Psionic fire that burned deep within him, he could feel it
fighting to break free, to explode its fury upon the world. A
fury that would destroy everything around him, including
the ones he loved.

*...Jono...*

The whisper on the wind called to him.

*...please...*

It pleaded.

*...let go...*

Generation X 23: Chamber stands on the edge of a
crossroads, but does he stand before a moment of rebirth,
or at the brink of oblivion? In either case, is there anything
Angelo Espinosa and Molly Hayes can do to prevent it?
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Two Nights Previous.

Emplate would smirk if he were able too. Instead his
monstrous appearance made such things impossible. Even
without the mask of twisted plastic and rotting tubes that
dug itself deep into his flesh, his skin had long become
ebony black and shrivelled like cracked, dry leather. His
features were not those of man, a mockery of one perhaps,
a cruel joke birthed from the mind of one of Hells most
deprived tenants, a bitter perversion of what had once been
a simple human.

A warped vision to reflect the dark and bitter soul Marius St.
Croix was always meant too become.

So no, he did not smile, but the deep and sickly wheezes
that escaped his lungs made some pretence of a laugh. A
sickening sound to mock the pains and misery of another.

He held a dying man within his grasp, the pair shrouded by
the dark of night, as the fanged maw in the centre of his
palm bit greedily into the face of Jonothon Starsmore. He
held the other Mutant aloft as easily as he would a child, the
young mans feet dangling helplessly above the floor. He
mocked the desperate efforts of the man who should be his
meal as he pulled fruitlessly at the claws wrapped about his
skull, more sickly wheezes escaping his chest to give voice
to his twisted delight.

"You almost disappoint me Mr. Starsmore..." the man
turned hellspawns otherworldly voice intoned, the Demons
whispers needling its way into the minds and souls of others
"...your not half the man you once were".

Suddenly, as the trapped air that filled the lungs of



Jonothon Starsmore violently shuddered and gave out, as
his newly reborn heart was on the verge of beating its last,
the young mutant pulled on some desperate reserve to fuel
his will too survive. With a blinding flash of light and a
thunderous crash of power, the Psionic Fire that was
Chamber's to command burst free from his chest.

Emplate recoiled as he was all but engulfed by the Psionic
force that erupted all around him, recoiling his hand and
stepping back with an audible hiss of pain.

"And yet you retain your more irritating qualities" Emplate
cursed as he twitched his talon hand, the fanged maw
within his palm protesting from the harsh and painful
feedback it had just endured. Starsmore was a troublesome
Mutant, none should have been able to activate their genetic
gifts as he fed upon them, none had ever done so before,
none had done so since, none but him. It was not a quality
that endeared him to the Mutant Cannibal, not when
Jonothon Starsmore was so tempting a meal to begin with.

Emplate visibly narrowed the slits he possessed for eyes as
the vision between the two began to clear, the great cloud
of rock and sand that erupted upwards from the explosion of
power coming to rest once more.

The creature that was once Marius St. Croix would almost
admit surprise upon seeing the sight that greeted him, as
Jonothon Starsmore stood, his fists clenched at either side,
great waves of his Psionic Fire sweeping up his forearms like
a living liquid. He would almost express surprise to see that
the uncontrolled outburst of power had not destroyed the
boys face and chest; he would almost express surprise to
see his body still intact.

Almost.

The river of blood that flowed freely from the Boys nose
betrayed his continued lack of true control. The defiant
rage that burned in the eyes of Chamber would seem to say
the boy did not care. More fool him, as was the same with
all youth, power was nothing without control, without
domination.

"You don't know the Bloody half of..." Chamber began with
a sneer as he stepped forward, the Psionic Fire that
wreathed his body flaring with even greater light, his teeth
gritted with a silent threat. He could not, however,
complete his challenge, not when a sick and wet crack filled
the air, one that echoed from off the back of his own skull.



At first the Mutant known as Chamber seemed unsure of
what to do, his feet unsteady, his eyes blank, before he
finally decided to slump forwards, face first towards the
rocky ground. The Psionic Force that was the fuel of his
Genetic Birthright instantly went out, the light vanishing
from the world, the shadows instantly moving in too take its
place. Jonothon Starsmore fell entirely silent.

Behind him stood the eternally grinning DOA, the demon of
dwarf like stature attired in the garb of a chauffeur and
wielding a bloody tire iron in hand. His work done, perhaps
impossibly, he seemed to grin a little more, the pain of
others always made his world a little brighter.

"Cars ready Boss!!" he dutifully reported with a barely
contained cackle.

"Back Peon!!" Emplate shooed his faithful servant aside in
no uncertain terms, Marius possessing little more than
outright contempt for his maggot of an underling. He had
not needed the spittle of a creature to interfere in his
affairs, even in his weakened, under nurtured state; he
could still handle one, impetuous, Mutant Child.

Seemingly satisfied that the insignificant DOA had heeded
his warning, the Demon known as Emplate returned his full
attention to the prone body of Jonothon Starsmore, entirely
helpless and at his mercy. Or, too be precise, his complete
lack of it.

"You are fortunate, young Mr. Starsmore..." the tortured
lungs of Emplate wheezed as he ran a talon finger along the
jaw of the unconscious Chamber, a sinister glint appearing
in the slits that were his eyes "...that I still have a purpose
for you yet"

Today.

"JONO!!" Jubilation yelled in no uncertain terms as she
banged her fist against the bathroom door, all but hopping
from one foot to the other during the early morning
hours. "OPEN UP!!" she proceeded to demand, renewing
her banging against the door with ever increasing vigour.

To say she was not amused this fine morning would clearly
be an understatement, dressed as she was in nightshirt and
oversized, tiger paw slippers, eager to perform her morning
necessities. Necessities that were being delayed by young



Mr. Starsmore and his intolerable need to take his sweet
fricking time!! Necessities that were not the sort to be
delayed. She was not the most patient of people under the
best of circumstances, and now, as she was all but forced to
stand cross legged, this was most defiantly not the best of
circumstances.

"I swear!!" Jubilation warned during a brief pause between
insistent banging. "If you don't open this door imma gonna
kick your lanky English Butt!!"

It wasn't as though she was being unreasonable, Jubilation
assured herself, she knew full well that the Bed and
Breakfast only had the one bathroom to share amongst five
guests, but enough was enough already!! She had
personally heard Jonothon stumbling around in the middle
of the night for some god forsaken reason, if anyone had
used up their Bathroom time it was him!! Especially when
she NEEDED it!!

"Alright, that’s it!!" Jubilation reached the end of her limited
patience, holding out one hand as a spray of multicoloured
lights fizzed and popped above her palm. The door was
coming open, decency be damned. "Imma comin' in!!"

Before she could unleash her genetic gift against the lock
however, she would be suddenly interrupted, finding herself
stumbling back several steps as the door swung widely
open. Jonothon said nothing at first, Jubilation equally
speechless, the young man simply leaning weakly against
the doorframe with his shoulder.

"Oh...wow..." young Ms. Lee managed to say, the dark
haired young woman taken a little bit surprised by the sight
before her "...you look like crap" she summarised. It was
one that was not inaccurate.

Jonothon was clearly pale in the morning sun, the damp
sheen of sweat covering his entire body from head to
toe. His hair was lank and clung greedily too his forehead,
his eyes were dark and shadowed and his chin
unshaven. She could swear only his chest carried some
semblance of healthy colour, a harsh red against the
otherwise pallid white of his flesh.

"Seriously..." Jubilation continued, concern clearly entering
her tone, her morning necessities no longer seeming quite
so important "...you look worse than Angelo, you ok?"

"Fine" Jonothon answered in a less than convincing manner,
his chest rising and falling with shallow and clearly



uncomfortable breadths.

"Uh huh...sure..." Jubilation stood with her hands on hips,
an arched eyebrow clearly displaying her lack of
belief. "Maybe we should..."

"I said I’m fine!!" Jonothon insisted harshly, pushing his way
past the young woman too head down the corridor,
supporting himself with one hand against the wall.

"Hey!!" the young woman protested, resisting the
temptation to zap him on the back of the head, regardless
of how unwell he looked. Rude was just rude!!

"Sorry Luv...I’m fine...I just need..." Jonothon paused for
just a moment, his shoulders slumping, his tone becoming
noticeably less defensive. *Too lie down* he finished
telepathically, his hollow voice echoing throughout her own
thoughts.

"Yeah..." Jubilation agreed a little uncertainty as Jonothon
disappeared around a corner and out of sight "...totally a
good idea".

Try as she might however, her sense of concern would not
desert her, something was up, and if he didn't look any
better later, then there was going to be some serious prying
to be done. No-one could keep a secret from Jubilation
Lee!!

Her musing was cut short, however, as a short figure
blurred past her vision, one that seemed to be sporting a
pink, cat eared hat, as it disappeared into the vacant
Bathroom and slammed the door shut.

"What...HEY...!!" Jubilation Lee loudly protested as she
renewed her banging on the door. "MOLLY!!"

Jonothon Starsmore barely made it too his room before he
collapsed to his knees, both arms wrapped tightly around
his chest as his ribcage threatened to snap in two. His skin
was burning, he could almost smell the singed flesh as it
began to bubble and blister across his torso, great welts
growing, splitting and seeping sickly puss. He gritted his
teeth and shut his eyes tight as he was forced himself too
remain at least relatively upright, he could not afford to fall
too his side once more. If he did, then he may never gather



the strength too rise again.

Not in time to do what he must.

All through the night he had been this way, his body
wracked with pain as an otherworldly force tore apart his
own insides, his own genetic gift slowly obliterating his
body. It was destroying him, the Psionic Force that burned
at the very centre of his being, just as it had done so
before, seeking to take away his humanity in exchange for
power, too tear itself loose upon the world. It hungered to
discard the shell of Jonothon Starsmore, it hungered to be
free.

The first time had been quick, the terrible explosion of
power that had left him half a man and rendered the world
around him as little more than rubble. It had happened so
fast he had hardly known what was coming, a blink of an
eye, a sickening flash of light and blast of terrible thunder
and everything he cared about had been rendered to little
more than ash and ruin.

This time he was prepared, this time he felt it coming, this
time he held it in as the furnace within him growled with
ever growing insanity. Pooling what reserves of strength he
had left, Starsmore rose himself to unsteady feet, arms still
wrapped around his burning chest, grimacing at the dry
snapping of his own ribs.

Somehow he knew his heart was already gone, the Psionic
Fire born of chaos aflame in its place, he suspected his
lungs were just the same. He could breadth, or so he
thought, his ragged breadths stretching his broken ribcage,
and yet he knew it was just a lie. A memory built within a
reflex, a desire to be normal, to still be able to call himself a
man. A desire to hold onto the gift he had only just been
given.

He grimaced as another ribbed snapped, spittle of blood
forming about his dry lips, his ribcage slowly being broken
apart like brittle kindling. He tried to swallow only to find
the inside of his mouth was entirely dry, save for copper
tinge of blood he felt no moisture, the fleshy insides of his
jaw sore and swollen.

Almost with a sense of relief he reached the window, daring
to remove one arm from his chest as he reached for the
latch. He had to get out, he had to get himself away. He
had to escape the town, to get as far away from the others
as he could before the destructive power within him was
uncontrollably unleashed, causing nothing but misery upon



the entire world around him. He had already crippled one
person he loved; he would not do so again.

He had to get away, he had too...

"GAH!!" Jonothon uncontrollably fell to his knees, his hand
slipping from the window latch as his entire body
spasm. His vision was gone, his entire world swimming in a
sea of red as living lighting shot up and down his spine and
exploded within his mind.

He could see it again, the day Paige Guthrie died, he held
her in his arms and then, as he fell forwards into oblivion,
he saw nothing more as the shadows rushed up to catch
him.

By all accounts, Gateway would not appear to be an active
man. It was a perception that would not change much
today. Not as he sombrely sat upon the bed of Jubilation
Lee in silence, the short Aborigine cross legged, his eyes
closed and expression dour. He rarely spoke, he never
seemed to eat nor drink, and if he slept then no-one could
claim to know where. In many ways he simply seemed to
exist, letting himself be seen when it suited him most,
contemplating some great mystery to which only he knew
the answer.

He simply was, and yet, in many ways, some would claim
the entire world had changed simply by his will to exist. He
was where he needed to be, he did what he needed to do,
and yet, for what purpose, he would never say. At least,
not when you were listening.

He said not a word; he did not make even the quietest of
murmurs as Jubilation herself sat not two feet away. The
young woman was busying herself with her own affairs,
those significantly less monumental than the very nature of
the Universe. She was busy blow drying her hair, humming
contently to the music her iPOD fed directly into her
ears. She was oblivious to the world, oblivious to the
events that were about to unfold.

Fortunately, she was not alone.

With the smallest of movements the Aborigine Mutant
opened but one eye, his sombre expression not breaking
even the slightest bit as he focused his senses upon that
which had alerted him. The sands of time were shifting, the



path of Fate was altering, even the smallest of events could
change the world forever. Even the smallest of actions,
done or not done, the smallest of words, said or not said,
could change the course of life itself.

The mobile phone of young Ms. Lee was not far from him, a
device he had little use for, sat as it was upon her
bedside. It was vibrating, attempting to alert its owner to
an incoming call, an owner that remained oblivious to the
world around her.

Gateway opened both eyes, blinking away the hours of deep
meditation, shifting his sombre gaze ever so slightly
between the phone and clueless Jubilation. He considered
his options, as he always would, seeing the very nature of
potential worlds unfold before him. He considered his
options and finally decided on how to take action.

Jubilation Lee had to admit; she was not the biggest fan of
Alison Blaire, the former X-Man known as the Dazzler. It
was nothing personal, but when it came to her music, she
really couldn't see what the big deal was. Well, at least she
hadn't, but after she had seriously kicked the Disco Divas
butt while under mind control, she figured the least she
could do was give her new album a chance...

Besides, in this day and age, it was a piece a cake too
download tracks off the Interwebs.

"What will you do..."

Young Jubilation hummed to herself as the headphones
tucked away inside her ears blared away the Dazzler's lyrics
against her eardrums.

"...To make a dream come true?"

She continued, all but oblivious to the outside world as she
switched off her hair dryer. She had finally gotten her turn
in the Bathroom, despite the efforts of everyone working
against her, like always, and now she was starting to feel
human again. Or at least clean.

She almost felt...content.

"HEY!!" she suddenly protested as something hard smacked
off the back of her head. Something hard, blunt and pretty
damn painful had just been hurled with some force into her



skull, and that was enough to ruin anyone’s
mood. Spinning in her seat she glared at the only man
present, the only man who could be responsible, the man
sat upon her own bed and was quite calmly pulling the
large, wooden tip of his Bullroarer back towards his side.

"GATEWAY!!"

Of all the nerve!! After all her generosity and total
understanding, he had just hurled his fricken Bullroarer into
the back of her skull!! For no reason at all!! She was
gonna...

"Oh..." she stopped herself as the short Aborigine held out a
small item towards her. It was her mobile phone, one that
was continuing to vibrate, demanding to take notice of an
incoming call.

"Thanks..." she grumbled as she swiped it from his hand,
continuing to glare at the short Mutant. Her head was still
stinging from his well intentioned attack; he was going to
have to do better than answer her calls to get back in her
good books. Stupid Bullroarer.

After pulling her headphones from her ears and pressing a
quick few buttons on her phone, she took the call.

"Hello?" she began, still burning a glare into the passive
form of Gateway, her irritation was obvious in her tone.

"MONNY?" young Jubilation suddenly lit up, the identity of
the young woman on the other side of the call becoming
quickly apparent. All sense of irritation and annoyance
vanished, a bright smile taking it's place.

She hadn't seen Monet in For...Ev...Er, not since they had
both been in the X-Men, and considering all the crap that
had happened to them, 'forever', was far too long a time to
be out of contact.

"What? No, everything is kinda fine in a messed up kinda
way...how did you get this number?...Oh he did, did
he?...No it's cool, imma just have ta have words with that
Canucklehead, so what's up?"

Jubilation kicked up her feet, bringing them to rest on the
bed as she leaned back in her chair. The rest of the world
may as well of disappeared for all the care she had for it at
this moment in time.

"Seriously? Wow...are you sure it's the same place, didn't



it, like, have a gaping hole in it a while back?...Yes Monny,
thank you for reminding me how amazingly rich you
are...Who, him? Yeah, he's here..."

Jubilation spared the short Aborigine Mutant sat upon her
bed a short glare. If he noticed or cared, he didn't show it,
lost as he was within a deep meditation.

"Totally mooching off my good will...Aside from being a
pain? Nope, not much...Oh we're not in THAT much trouble,
we're way too slick for the losers chasing us...A plan? Sort
of...Well, yeah, that pretty much sounds like our plan..."

Jubilation paused for an elongated time as she listened
intently to what her former class and team-mate had too
say. She had to admit, it sounded kinda cool.

"Well...when you put it like that...I GUESS yours is... could
be... maybe...a little better than ours..."

Angelo Espinosa was not a morning person.

Truth be told, as he lay without a sound with the bed covers
wrapped around him like a cocoon, he couldn't rightly say
what time it was. It was at the very least morning, the sun
shining through his bedroom window, casting the entire
room in a somewhat unwelcome light, but for all he knew it
could in fact be afternoon. Never the less, he felt tired
enough for it to still be morning, and thus, that is what it
was.

At least, it was in the world according to Angelo Espinosa.

It's not as though he had exactly been able too enjoy a
restful nights sleep, not with someone stumbling around in
the middle of the night. Jubilation's insistence on making
her own racket during the early hours had not helped. So
much for feeling sly about 'forgetting' to set his alarm
clock. Some things never changed.

But now, thankfully, all was well. The bed and breakfast
was entirely silent, even the outside world, the one just
outside his window, seemed to be entirely at peace. Of
course, it wouldn't last. It never did.

"ANGELO!!" young Molly Hayes almost smashed his door off
its hinges as she slammed it open. Clearly she had been
taking lessons from the other girl in their merry little band



of Mutant Outlaws. He would have to thank Jubilation for
that later, along with the Puppy that was urgently yapping
away at her ankles.

"ANGELO!!" Molly relentlessly persisted as she ran to his
bedside, whipping away his covers with surprising efficiency
as he attempted to hide himself in vain. "ANGELO!!" Molly
insisted urgently as she roughly pushed against the grey
skinned Mutants arm with both her hands, all but pushing
him out of bed. Considering how well she had hurled the
covers aside, Angelo found himself not looking forward too
being shoved straight into, perhaps even through, the
opposite wall.

"What...WHAT...??" Angelo irritably asked as he swatted
away her hands and reluctantly dragged himself up to
sitting. If it was nothing short of Sentinels, then he was not
going to be a happy Espinosa.

"JONO...JONO!!" Molly frantically gestured, waved and
pointed in the general direction of the open door, as if that
explained all things.

"Yes, what?"

"HE'S BURNING!!" Molly gestured with wide eyed alarm!!

Angelo found several cuss words spring to mind as he fell to
his knees at the side of Jonothon Starsmore, his long time
friend convulsing on his back, and yet retained the peace of
mind to hold his tongue. With young Molly still at his side,
she would no doubt absorb and later repeat anything he
said, and considering he choice in obscenities were Latino in
origin it wouldn't be too hard to guess where she had
learned them.

Not that it mattered right now.

"Back, BACK!!" Angelo insisted harshly, holding up his hand
as Molly tried to get closer, her face a conflicted mask of
panic and worry, yanking down on the elongated ears of her
bunny hat. She had never seen anything like this before,
Jonothon screaming in an almost inhuman way as his back
arched to the point of snapping, uncontrollable pain
stretching and contorting his every muscle.

He sounded like something dying.



"Outside Molly..." Angelo continued to insist, alternating his
attention between her and their stricken
friend "...GO!!". Molly back peddled at the harsh nature of
his tone, still pulling the bunny ears of her hat, joining
Chase, the German Shepard Pup, in the Hallway.

Her Pet had refused to come further than this, yapping
wildly in the corridor, the hackles of the tiny ball of fur
standing on end. As Molly joined her he soon began to
wine, hiding behind her leg and whimpering at some unseen
horror. Neither would see anymore as Angelo slammed the
door shut with an elongated snap of skin, the rapid
extension from his wrist striking like a whip.

He quickly turned his attention back too Jonothon, his friend
in dire straights. It seemed so surreal; it had not been so
long ago that he had seen Starsmore again for the first time
in Months. The man was healed, the cavity in chest was
gone, his body was whole, by some unknown means he had
been healed. But now...he didn't even know how to explain
what was happening now...

Jonothon thrashed and convulsed, lashing out with both his
arms in a blind and random manner, his fists crashing into
both the walls and floor. He was screaming something he
could not understand, his pain finding voice and distorting
any kind of meaning. Most worryingly of all was the
burning.

Molly had not been wrong. The flesh across his chest was
as red as blood, great welts and blisters both grew and
popped, a sickly puss dripping off his body as some
profound change was taking place. His ribcage shuddered,
he could hear the ribs snapping, he could almost see the
otherworldly force, the Psionic Fire, tearing itself free from
its host.

He knew what was happening, in a sense, and yet could
think of nothing to prevent it. It was a fuse that could not
be unlit, and it was a bomb that no-one could afford to be
around.

His thoughts turned to Molly, the girl no doubt still just
outside the door. Out, they had to get out. As selfish as it
seemed, Jonothon Starsmore would survive this, they, on
the other hand, would not.

His conviction, however, was cut short, just as quickly as he
had been forced to catch the arm of Starsmore. He had
grabbed the Englishmen by the wrist entirely by instinct, the
limb hurtling towards him almost before he knew it was



there, the fist being halted just before his face.

He looked to Jonothon on the floor before him, the young
Mutants eyes now open, his screams of pain had suddenly
halted, ragged breadths filling his battered lungs, his fist
slowly opening. For a moment, one that lasted an eternity,
both said nothing, the bloodshot eyes of Jonothon
Starsmore unleashing an unexplained glare of hate.

Jonothon grimaced in further pain as his restricted hand
spasm end, the muscles contorting a little further. The
palm of his hand sprayed a sudden gush of blood as the skin
split apart, a maw of fanged teeth opening wide. Angelo
had seen such a thing before, once upon the palm of Everett
Thomas, and more than once upon the palm of someone, of
something, much worse.

This time the cuss words that sprung to mind would not stay
behind locked lips, unfortunately he did not have time to
utter them.

Jubilation didn't understand how the desert could be
cold. She also couldn't understand why nobody else
seemed to notice but her. The locals of this small, sleepy
town certainly didn't seem too. Sure they were wrapped up
in coats and hats and other items of woolly clothing, but did
they seem uncomfortable, did they complain about the
bitterness in the wind? No, no they did not; they simply
smiled and nodded in their small town way as they passed
her in the street.

She barely contained her bitter grumblings in return.

She felt like some bizarre, oversized snowman. The padded
and oversized coat she had brought out of desperation after
Angelo had summoned them to this cursed State, made her
upper torso look three times too large for her legs. She
looked like Guido for pities sake. She didn't want to look
like Guido!! And damn it she was still cold!!

She turned her frustration towards Everett with a glare,
albeit one that was mostly hidden from view by her coats
high collar and the low brim of her woolly, bobble hat. Life
was so unfair, she'd never had too look like this when she
was hanging out with the X-Men.

Frustratingly Everett was like the locals, and that cursed
Starsmore for that matter, if he felt the cold he didn't show



it. He wasn't even feeling forced to wear a hat as he filled
their Jeep with Gas, damn him!!

"So?" Jubilation prodded young Mr. Thomas, her own voice
muffled by her high collar. Apparently it also hid her
growing irritation about the weather as Everett, quite
comfortable in his more stylish; slim line coat, didn't seem
to notice. He did seem conflicted though, his brow
furrowing a little as it always did, the young man, as
Jubilation thought, forever over thinking his decisions. For a
nice guy he was such a tool.

Alright, so she had just dropped a pretty big thing to think
about on his lap. Maybe blindsiding him with her news
while he was in the process of filling their Jeep with much
needed fuel hadn’t been the best idea. She probably should
have waited until he had gotten back to the Bed and
Breakfast, she probably should have told everyone about
Monet’s phone call at the same time, probably, but she
didn't.

Jonothon was in the middle of keeling over while Angelo
might as well be dead with the way he slept, and Molly
didn't even know who Monet was so that left
Everett. Everett who had taken their Jeep right into the
middle of town, the only member of this merry little band of
Mutant Outlaws that she couldn't tell anything at that very
moment!! But she had to tell somebody!! She had too!!

Fortunately she had suggested/strong armed/begged
Gateway into depositing her closer to his position. Equally
fortunately none of the locals had spotted a short, mostly
naked Aborigine teleporting a Mutant Girl into their midst.

She decided to leave that part out of her story.

"I'm not sure Jubes" Everett admitted, folding his arms
across his chest and leaning his back against the Jeep. He
knew that wasn't the answer she wanted to hear, and as
such, he was preparing for her retaliation.

"What?" Jubilations wide eyed surprise could only just be
seen in the gap between oversized coat and overly large
hat. Too his credit Everett did his utmost to not find it
funny. "Why not?" the young woman demanded to know,
trying to set her hands on hips while the overall bulk of her
coat forced her too fail.

"Look, it’s a generous offer..." Everett unfolded his arms,
the young man choosing to take the diplomatic
approach. Reason could be a powerful weapon, of course,



Jubilation wasn't know for recognising such details as
'reason'.

"But it's a little...obvious don't you think?" Everett
suggested, when you were a band of Mutant Outlaws,
'obvious' wasn't something you wanted to be doing.

"They will look for us there" Everett sighed, clearly
referencing the shadowy task force that was trailing them.

"They are looking for us here!!" Jubilation all but flapped her
arms, as best she could at the very least. "Come on!!"
Jubilation constructed her argument as subtlety as she
could. "You think she hasn't taken that into
consideration...this is Monny...she thinks of these things".

Everett couldn't help but sigh and proceeded to rub the back
of his head. This wasn't as simple as Jubilation wanted to
make it seem. Monet was a friend, yes, at least, as far as
he could tell, even that in itself was complicated.

For what he understood, the Monet he had known no longer
existed, split into the Twin Sisters that been impersonating
their older sibling. The Monet that existed now, the real
Monet, he had only known her during her time as Penance,
a frightened girl lacking much in understanding and
possessing very little in communication.

Yes, he recognised that they needed a better plan than what
they had now, constantly running was only going to get
them so far, but was it really smart to trust their fates into
the hands of someone, the last time they had met, had
difficulties looking after even herself?

"Fine" Jubilation stated in her muffled tone, clearly her own
patience had run out. "Turn her down..." the young woman
all but huffed, once again, somewhat in vain, attempting to
fold her arms "...but I’m going".

"Jubes..." Everett tried to reason, ignoring an ever growing
headache that was building against his temple.

"I'm...going..." young Ms. Jubilation Lee was adamant "I
was with her on the X-Men, I trust her, I...EVERETT!!"

Jubilation's stubbornness suddenly turned to wide eyed
alarm and overwhelming concern as the young man before
her, one of her closest friends, unexpectedly let loose a cry
of pain and fell to his knees. She grabbed a hold of his
shoulders as he seized his own head, squeezing his cranium



between both hands.

"Everett!!" she tried to get through to him as she fell too
her own knees. "What is it? Everett, what is it?" she tried
to look at his face as he leaned ever forward, a lighting bolt
of pain lancing through his very mind.

"Ma..." he managed to mumble between gasps of pain, his
eyes squeezed shut as some invisible phantom tore its way
through his thoughts.

"Mar..." he struggled to bring the word to his lips, a name
that meant nothing but ill will.

For her part young Ms. Jubilation only partly heard him,
although her distraction was not intentional. Not when the
horizon of this small, quite town was suddenly lit up and
engulfed by a great inferno, an almighty storm of Psionic
Fire lighting up the sky with a terrible, otherworldly cry of
anguish.

A storm that could only come from the torso of their long
time friend, Jonothon Starsmore.

"Marius!!" Everett finally muttered, the name of man turned
demon, a man who hunted and killed his own kind, the
Mutant known as Emplate.

"He's here".

TO BE CONCLUDED...

NEXT ISSUE: "Sinful" concludes as Jubilee goes toe to toe
with a guilt ridden Chamber, but is there anything left of
him to save? Meanwhile, Emplate walks the battlefield,
claiming the spoils for his larder, are Synch and Skin in any
condition too oppose him, or will he finally have the revenge
he seeks upon his Sisters Brood?
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Another Time.

She was sleeping.

The two of them sat in the shelter of an ancient oak tree,
Paige Guthrie settled contently in the crook of the young
mans arm, her cheek resting against his shoulder and her
hips settled between his own. She barely made a sound in
the warm, summer sun, her gentle breadths accompanying
the slight rise and fall of her chest, a silent mumble
occasionally escaping from between her lips. She even
smiled, a slight movement in her cheeks that somehow
brightened her complexion even more.

For the life of him Jonathon Starsmore wished he could do
the same. He wanted to, as he looked down at the girl
cradled in his arms, but he was unable. The midnight black
bandages wrapped tightly around his chest and lower face
hid his scar from view, but could not undo the truth. His
lower face was gone, consumed by his curse, he would
never smile again.

No matter how much he wanted to.

As strange as it seemed it actually hurt too look at her, a
tightness that gripped his chest at the very thought of losing
what he had. She almost seemed so small in his arms,
curled up as she was, a stray wisp of long, blonde hair
falling down across her face, causing the very tip of her
nose to twitch every now and then.

For that moment he wanted nothing more than to keep her
safe, wrapped up his arms and away from the evils of the



Chamber world. He knew that he couldn't, she wouldn't let him for a
start, the second of the Guthrie children determined to face
the world head on, but he couldn't change how he felt.

Just as he couldn't change the thought that she deserved
something far better than himself.

As the tip of the girl's nose continued to twitch, that stray
wisp of hair swaying in the gentle breeze, Jonathon moved
his hand across her features to sweep it back into place,
tucking it away behind her ear. With the smallest of
contacts Paige began to stir, Jonathon feeling a moment of
regret as she did so, a moment that only lasted as long as it
took for her to open her eyes.

A moment that vanished as quickly as it took the bright
smile to widen upon her features.

*Afternoon Luv* Jonathon’s telepathic tone echoed
throughout the thoughts of Paige Guthrie in its otherworldly
way. Although he never seemed to realise it, his eyes smiled
in the way his face never could.

"Afternoon?" Paige questioned with a small yawn, blinking
several times to wipe away her unexpected slumber. She
looked around herself, remembering the tree that she and
Jonathon were lent against, the warm summer sun, the
quite fields of the Massachusetts Estate all around them.
Paige couldn't shake the feeling that she was somehow
forgetting something.

"Ah thought..." she absently looked to her lap as she
stretched out both her arms, her back arching like a waking
cat. Her eyes opened wide as recognition quickly dawned as
she saw her wide brimmed, reading glasses that had fallen
on her lap, and the book upon which they were now
perched. It was a hefty volume by all accounts, one penned
by the renowned Dr. Hank McCoy.

"Jonathon!!" Paige suddenly shot her boyfriend an
accusatory look.

"Ah am supposed to be studyin'!!" she slapped him hard on
the chest he didn't really have.

"How could Y'all let me fall asleep like that!?!" she
demanded to know.

*Sorry Luv* Jonathon shrugged a little, trying to keep any
trace of amusement out of his telepathic tone as Paige
Guthrie tried to look as annoyed as possible.



"Y'all should be studyin'!!" she decided to remind him after
jabbing him in the shoulder. Jonathon only made a small
shrug in return.

"Y'all a bad influence, Starsmore!!" Paige Guthrie huffed as
she slumped back down, resting her back against his chest.
Trying her utmost to remain annoyed, as much as she could
be while still happy to have his arms around her, she put
her reading glasses back on and proceeded to bury her nose
back in her book. She had a days worth of reading to catch
up on!!

*Gel...* Jonathon tried to call a truce.

"Shh..." Paige cut him off "...studyin'".

*Alright Luv* Jonathon relented, closing his own eyes and
resting his head against the tree.

*Try not to fall asleep* he earned a sharp elbow to the ribs
for his remark, one that would have made him laugh if he
had the lungs to do so.

Within that moment, within that memory, as he sat lazily in
the warm summer sun, the girl he loved in his arms, he felt
content. He felt as though, for the longest time, he believed
he never would again. So wrapped up was he, within that
memory, within that single moment, he almost entirely
failed to hear the gunshot.

A gunshot from another place, a bullet from another time,
one that would forever break the world. A single shout of
terrible pain that forced him back to...

Now.

Jubilees day had turned to all kinds of suckyness. On the
plus side, as it was always good to have one, she really
didn't give a flying fart about being cold anymore.

She all but tore off her oversized jacket as she dived for
cover, her small frame ducking behind a Pick Up Truck as
she practically felt a blast of Psionic Fire tear off the top
layer of skin from her back. By all accounts it sounded like
the devil himself, an elemental roar of hellfire that
obliterated all in its path.

She hit the ground hard, her bones jarring from the impact



as she quickly rolled to her knees. She escaped unscathed
that time, not for a lack of trying from her assailant, her
impromptu cover was not so lucky.

She covered her head with both her arms as the blast that
had been meant for her impacted the unfortunate truck.
Within a moment, as the hellish fire born from a Mutants
chest impacted with its metal frame, it was all but
obliterated. With an almighty screech of metal and
shattering of glass, the vehicle was instantly reduced to a
twisted shell of its former self.

Jubilee was already running, her short black hair whipping
about her face as she sprinted across the street, a second
blast of Psionic Fire ripping a great hole in the world behind
her. Dirt and rock that erupted from the ground impacted
against her back like bullets, she ignored them as best she
could.

"JONO!!" she tried as best she could to be heard above the
screams of the terrified and running townsfolk. They were
scattering, this way and that, the peace in this remote,
quite little town quite literally shattered as a man wreathed
in Hellfire walked among them. If she had any sense she
would be running with them. She must have missed that
class, it was hard to be sure, she had skipped so many.

Jubilee dived for a second time; the ground at her very
heals continuing to reduced to so much ash and ruin by the
otherworldly force of red flame. She ducked and rolled as
she hit the rocky ground, disappearing behind a stone wall
and out of sight. She did not pause for breadth, she could
not afford too, immediately finding her feet and dashing
over a dozen yards before the brick and mortar she had
ducked behind not seconds before simply ceased to exist.

With a great crash and deafening explosion of bricks and
mortar, an entire chunk of the wall, and a significant portion
of a store front not far away, was rendered to nothing more
than rubble. The continuous blast of chaotic Psionic force
left nothing standing in its path. Fortunately, so far, none of
it had been human, nor a spunky, daredevil young Mutant
for that matter either.

That had to be plus in Jubilee's book.

Taking a deep, calming, breadth she braced her back
against what remained of the wall she hid behind, both her
hands in front of her, palms open. She was under no
illusions, as far as cover went, this was pretty crappy, but
for the moment the blasts of Psionic Force had paused. The



lanky English Twit probably didn’t know where she was.

Time to revaluate her situation.

For just a moment she dared to poke her head up from
behind cover, her bobble hat just peaking up into sight.
There he was, Jonathon Starsmore, Chamber, one time
classmate, sometimes Team Mate and current Lunatic.

She remembered when she had first met him, when the
power contained within his core had obliterated his face and
chest. It was pretty harsh side effect to having Mutant
Powers, and it honestly kind of sucked to be him. But he
had still been human, no matter how much he saw himself
as a freak, he still had his humanity, he was still a man, he
hadn’t lost his link to that.

But now, as she looked upon the man she had known as
Jonathon Starsmore, she couldn’t see a being she could
even begin too describe as human. It was as though
something else entirely had taken his place, something
entirely lacking in a soul.

It stood hunched forward like some wild beast; his every
muscle was contorted, stretched and distorted in some
inhuman way. She could see them twisting beneath his skin,
writhing like serpents beneath his flesh, flesh that burned a
sickly red. Blisters and sores littered his torso, blood, both
wet and dry, ran from his nose and clung to his cracked and
broken chin. Even from here she could swear a chunk of
tissue was missing from his cheek, uneven and jagged teeth
jutting through.

That wasn’t Chamber, she refused to believe it, it was
something else entirely. Something dark and evil that had
been nurtured within his unstable core. Something she
could see in his dark and hollow eyes as he turned to face
her, a wreath of hellish Psionic Hellfire erupting around his
fists and sliding up his forearms.

“Alright, fine!” Jubilee resolved, a quick series of
multicoloured sparks quickly igniting into much larger pops
and bangs above her own, open palms.

“Spank first…” Jubilee narrowed her eyes and braced
herself, readying herself to move “…reason later”.

For what felt like a lifetime the only sense Everett Thomas
had of the world was the taste of grit against his tongue.



Much to his later regret, it didn't last forever. Not as a lance
of pain shot through his brain and ran down his spine like
the chill hand of death, a wet patch of blood trickling down
his forehead.

With pain came clarity, and with clarity came the sense of a
thousand shards of rocky dirt digging into his cheek like tiny
knives, the young man laying face first on the hard and
unforgiving ground.

At first he couldn't remember how he had come to be here.
Not as a thousand different images flashed through his short
term memory all at once, overlapping one another like
contradicting tides. Slowly, as the numbness that seized his
muscles gave way to pain, a dull ache that infested ever
inch of his battered body, his recent history began to make
some form of sense. Or at least it should have, instead, as
his thoughts rolled over what he knew to be true, they
seemed so entirely impossible that he simply refused too
believe that they could be.

He groaned and hissed as he opened his eyes, the harsh
light of the world almost convincing the young man to
succumb to oblivion granting sleep. Only he didn't, he
couldn't, he simply refused to, not when others may need
his help. Not when his friends were in danger.

"Jubes?" he called out as best he could, the young mans
throat both dry and parched. He blinked several times as
the world slowly came into focus while bracing the palm of
his hands against the ground. With a struggling groan he
pushed himself up, the trickle of blood that was damp
against his forehead now running down his nose and cheek.

He could hear the din of some terrible explosion near by,
some unknown force tearing a hole in the world. He could
hear it near by, the screams of people running, he could
hear it near by and yet so far away. Too far away for him to
stop it.

"Molly?" he tried again as he finally found his feet, his entire
body covered in a coat of dirt, dust and grit. He received no
answer, more worryingly he saw no sign of life at all, not as
he coughed against the harsh clouds of dust that swirled in
the air like a foul fog, the final remnant of a recent
demolition.

The world he saw scarcely resembled the one he
remembered, the Bed and Breakfast he and his friends had
been staying at now reduced to little more than ruin.
Timber, stone and glass lay scattered in every direction, a



great crater at its centre, the corpse of the building
obliterated from the inside out.

Obliterated by...something that he knew had once been
Jonathon Starsmore. When he and Jubilation had rushed to
the site of the explosion, Everett’s very psyche already
under siege by another, they had not expected to find a
demon wrapped in the body of a friend.

He could not even remember the blow that had laid him low.
He didn't know what had happened to Jubilation, he didn't
know what had happened too Jonathon, he didn't know
what had happened to any of them.

Nausea filled his senses and Everett struggled too remain
upright and yet he refused to fall. Bracing his hands against
his knees and closing his eyes, the young man focused on
his inner world. Finding his balance, finding a sense of calm
instilled in him by those that had come before, he reached
out into the world as only he knew how.

His genetic gift, one granted by birth, reached out from the
very centre of his being. He reached out, searching for
others that were like himself, those born with gifts that
raised them beyond normal men and women, he reached
out for his friends.

He found something else entirely.

"Ah, Mr. Thomas."

Everett’s eyes snapped open and panic gripped his battered
chest as the demon wrapped in leather hissed in his ear
with a tone of venom. A vampire creature that had once
been a man, a fiend that fed on his own kind, a serpent who
had wormed his way into the young mans mind once before.
A perverted monster that corrupted everything he touched.

Marius St. Croix.

Emplate.

"Always a pleasure"

The mutant known as Synch gathered his fortitude within a
heartbeat, spinning on the spot with all the strength he
could muster. Once more his genetic gift kicked in, reaching
out for those around him, seeking those that were the
same, searching for a template.



Contact.

But it was far too late. For the second time that day Synch
would not remember the blow that laid him low, at least,
not until the young mutant was already hurtling backwards
through the air.

It burned.

What remained of the soul of Jonathon Starsmore recoiled
from the pain that tore through his body. A psionic furnace,
birthed within his very core, was tearing his body apart,
snapping bones, rending muscles and searing his very flesh.
The agony of his physical form being torn too sunder was
funnelled into rage, focused and contorted by the twisted
will of another, his very psyche harnessed into a venomous
weapon.

He cared not for the cold wind that bathed his near naked
body, not as he stalked barefoot through the panicked
citizens of this town, not as his own, psionic fire bathed his
hunchback form in otherworldly flame.

His face was a mask of tortured rage, his eyes burning with
focused hatred, his growing misery etched into every crack
of his broken features. He cared for nothing more than too
unleash his pain upon the world, to reduce everything that
man had built to little more than ruin. He cared for nothing
more than to follow the cold and twisted will that now
compelled him, the only voice he could hear above the
breaking of his world.

*Kill Her!!* the cold and viperous tone compelled him,
twisting his own misery upon himself a hundred fold. *KILL
HER!!* the demon wrapped in leather skin demanded far
more harshly, the fire that wreathed his body growing ever
brighter.

His already warped features twisted into a scowl as he saw
the dark haired girl his every ounce of rage was being
funnelled against. Jubilee was sprinting right at him, rapidly
closing the distance between the two mutants, eating up
yards with every stride. A pyrokenetic display exploded all
around her, the myriad of lights and sounds filling the very
air with deafening firecrackers, further distorting his already
tortured senses.

With an inhuman cry erupting from empty lungs he threw
both his arms forwards, his broken fingers cracked and



splintered into fists as he unleashed a torrent of psionic fire
in her direction. The power that was set loose upon the
world moved like a thing possessed, superheating the air
and wailing with a terrible cry all its own. A beast in fiery
form that destroyed a little more of his fragile body with
every scream it made.

Jubilee dived to the side, narrowly avoiding the blast of
Psionic Force that would have rendered her flesh from her
bones, and yet, not even for a moment, did she break her
stride. She made half a dive, keeping her feet as she lent
forward and swung her own arm around, a ball of shining,
emerald light sparking just above her open palm.

With a cry of effort of her own she let loose, the plasma
sphere spinning through the air, its dazzling light lighting up
the sky, before it collided with mutant known as Chamber. A
snarl of pain escaped his lips as the sphere of solid plasma
light impacted and exploded against his exposed shoulder.
He spun and almost lost his footing as something popped
and snapped within the joint, he stumbled as the impact
and the light filled his scattered senses with memories of
another time.

In the here and now, his thoughts becoming trapped
between what was and what had been, his senses were
filled with scenes and sounds that no longer existed. He
heard the gunshot, from many months ago, he saw the
flash and the bullet, he felt her body crumple in his arms, he
felt her mind slip away as she died. In that single moment
he felt, touched, heard and smelled everything that
happened all those months before, he remembered the day
he failed to save the girl he loved, the day he failed to save
Paige Guthrie.

With a hellish cry of outright rage he snapped back into the
here and now, a great wave of psionic power exploding out
in every direction. A great maelstrom of otherworldly force
ignited from his body, knocking aside all in its path and
rending off several chunks of his own flesh from his torso.

He spun and all but snarled as he heard Jubilees cry of pain,
the dark haired young woman hitting the ground hard on
her back, all the air robbed from her lungs. Chamber wasted
no time, rapidly crossing the distance between himself and
her, a terrible predator ready to end its hunt of his prey.

He heavily planted a knee against her chest, releasing
another shout of pain from her body as he pinned her to the
ground, the broken fingers of one hand wrapped around her
throat. For a moment their eyes made contact and young



Ms. Jubilation Lee saw nothing left of her former friend as
he raised his free hand high above her.

The skin of his palm was split, an open maw of sharp and
jagged teeth screeching at the centre of his hand. It was the
mark of the devil himself, a mutant demon who cannibalised
his own kind; it was the mark of Emplate. It was demonic
maw that that forever demanded the fulfilment of a single
need.

A need to feed.

He found himself laying in a heap of twisted metal, his torso
all but buried in the buckled and distorted frame that had
once been their jeep. Synch dimly remembered colliding
with it, his uncontrolled flight through the air halted by the
unforgiving mass of steel, rubber and leather. As the strong
stench of leaking gasoline filled his senses, his body
drenched in fuel, the harsh smell all but shocking him into
wakefulness, he knew that he should be dead.

Synch was many things, under the right circumstances, and
in the right company, he could be anything. He was not,
however, invulnerable. He knew this beyond all doubt, even
as he slowly pulled himself free of the heap of twisted metal
that had wrapped itself around his torso. He knew this even
as a heavy, pain filled groan escaped his lungs as the young
mutant fell to his hands and knees, freed from his
impromptu, metallic cushion.

His high speed impact with the Jeep should have broken him
in two; instead his torso had folded it into so much scrap.
"Oh man..." Synch managed to sigh as he braced one hand
against his knee, fully seeing for the first time what had
become of Jubilee's prized possession, the jeep that smelled
vaguely of old cigars.

"...Jubes is going to kill me."

"I wouldn't concern yourself with that..." the wheezing hiss
of Emplate caught the undivided attention of Synch, the
young mutant burning a glare into the leather wrapped
demon's hide.

"...the rat will be dead before dusk," a harsh cackle escaped
the deformed lungs of Emplate, the shoulders of the
hideously deformed vision of a man shuddering in unison.
He towered over the battered form of Synch, his hunch back
form hiding an insidious power, his blood red eyes emitting



nothing but malice, the twisted mask of rotting tubes that
clung to his flesh distorting his every, hollow, word.

Synch found himself unable to move as he glared at the
monster before him, the fiend that dragged himself from
Hell itself to gleefully feed upon his own kind. The jaw of the
young mutant clenched as his eyes followed one of the
monster's arms, the grotesquely talon end hand greedily
clutching what it would consider a tasty morsel within its
grasp.

Young Molly Hayes wasn't moving as she hung limply from
the creatures ever tightening grip, her head entirely hidden
from view within its merciless grasp, her feet lifelessly
dragging along the floor behind the thing that would feed
upon her. Synch felt something entirely dark well up deep
within his chest at the sight, he felt his anger boiling at the
thought that could not even see if the girl, one that should
be filled with boundless life, was even breathing.

He couldn't see if Molly Hayes, limp and helpless within the
fanged maw of a serpent, was alive of dead. His anger
boiled at the thought that Emplate couldn't care less, even
as he cast her small, fragile and dirt covered body aside
with nothing but contempt.

"But I still have a use for you, boy..." Emplate continued to
hiss, his deformed lungs forcing a hacking cough from his
chest as the elongated talons of his hands reached out for
the fallen Synch. He had brought the boy under his
command once before, he would do so again. Some of his
kin still possessed potential, potential that went beyond
simple nourishment.

Synch however, as he thought of a time long since past, the
time this same demon had perverted his own morals and
will, the time Emplate had driven Everett Thomas to the
point of wishing harm against his own family. His own,
infant, sister. As he thought of this, as he saw the limp and
lifeless body of Molly Hayes discarded in the dirt, he refused
to submit to the fate that had once befallen him before.

Not as his mind finally burst into crystal clarity. He
remembered as his own, genetic gift had reached out not
long before, as his own aura had grasped onto the nearby
Molly, he remembered as he had instinctively replicated her
power into his own body.

The same power that filled his muscles, bones and his every
fibre with enough resilience to survive a high speed collision
with a jeep. The same, inhuman strength that, as he



reached out and snatched the talon end hand that hovered
before his own, bloody, features, allowed him to hold the
demons grasp fast.

For a moment his eyes shone a brilliant light, one tinted by
the shades of violet. Despite her crumpled form, young
Molly was alive, and her very existence fuelled Synch with
the strength he would need to fend off the demon that
would harm them both.

Jubilee couldn't breathe.

Not as Chamber had his knee planted firmly against her
chest, pressing down painfully against her heart and pinning
her to the ground. It didn't help that her throat was being
crushed, her windpipe constricted by her former team mates
merciless grip. She gagged as she pushed and pulled at his
wrist, the young mutant unable to dislodge Chamber's limb,
the young man holding her down was far too strong, fuelled
by an otherworldly rage.

She was losing her vision, her sight obscured by growing
splotches of inky blackness, the shapes and colours of the
world around her oozing into one. She couldn't hear
anything, nothing that made any earthly sense, the sounds
of the world echoing like some distant thunder.

She could only see Chamber now, perched above her, one
hand held high, the fanged maw of a demons taint splitting
his palm. She could only see his eyes, both dark and hollow,
not even a shadow of his former self. Chamber was gone;
she could not even begin to understand what had taken his
place.

Time became displaced in what could be her final moments.
What should have been a single breadth took hours, what
should have been her final thought took a lifetime.

For a moment it seemed as though he would not strike her,
a moment that stretched on far longer than it should. For a
moment it seemed as though he would not latch that fanged
maw about her face and suck the very marrow from her
bones.

In was a moment of delusion, and within her final thoughts,
as much as it pained her to believe it, she knew that to be
the truth. He would strike, he would take her life, because
this was not the man she had known, that man had been
lost. She could only hope it was not forever.



But she would be damned if she was going out without a
shout!!

She had but one chance, as her vision almost dimmed
entirely, as the air left within her lungs was almost gone,
she had but one chance. Summoning all of her will into a
single moment, thinking of those she cared for and gave her
strength, she released one hand from the grip that had her
pinned and raised it towards the face of Jonathon
Starsmore.

She did not strike him; her hand not shaping into a fist,
instead her palm was held both flat and open. Focusing her
thoughts as best she could, she funnelled her genetic gift
into a single act, a moment of struggling concentration, her
minds eye repeating a single mission.

Think Bright.

She thought to herself.

Think Bright.

Young Molly fussed and squirmed as Chase licked her face,
the German Shepherd Pup nuzzling her cheek with a cold
and wet nose. She absently tried to swat away his affections
as she lay, front down on the hard ground, scrunching up
her eyes as he persisted, the small pup beginning to whine.

"Not now," Molly whined herself, again trying to push the
Pup away as though his cold and wet nose was interrupting
some well enjoyed nap. "Later Chase..." she tried to reason,
yawning deeply whilst cushioning her head with her folded
arms, her exhausted frame curling up into a small ball
"...play later."

Chase would not be deterred, the small ball of fur easily
avoiding her half hearted attempts to push him away and
set about attacking her hair. Snagging a mouthful between
his tiny jaws he began to pull back, tugging on the locks of
the sleepy girl with all the puppyish might that he could
muster.

"Chaaaaaaaaaase!!" Molly whined again, this time more
annoyed as she slowly sat up, wiping a dirty sleeve over
tired eyes. Chase found himself dislodged and tumbling to
the ground, the pup finding his paws as quickly as his
clumsy limbs could muster.



He didn't remain idle as Molly yawned and blinked several
times, the harsh light of the day making it difficult for her
eyes to focus. Instead he scampered off; yapping as fiercely
as a young pup could, suddenly disappearing out of young
Molly Hayes field of vision.

"Chase?" she questioned as she looked about herself with
half closed eyes, failing too find her new and much loved
Pup. "Chase...?" she questioned again, a heavy note of
worry entering her tone as her bunny eared hat sat lop
sided atop her head.

The only answer she would receive was in the form of the
Pups less than fearful yapping turned to a short, sharp and
sudden yipe of pain, the high pitched cry cutting straight too
her heart and chilling her too the bone.

"CHASE!!"

In a single moment the world disappeared.

In what remained of Chamber's psyche, his shattered
thoughts overwhelmed by the demented will of a demon
wrapped in leather skin, he witnessed the final moment in
which his world held any understanding. He was perched
above her, the fanged maw upon his hand held high, ready
to suck the very life from the girls all too fragile body.
Ready to sate the unbelievable hunger that drove him into
an unbearable rage.

He witnessed as she held her own palm up, flat against his
broken features, before his every sense was suddenly and
entirely consumed by an incredible white light. His very
mind itself seemed to shatter.

He recoiled and stumbled back, a great cry of agony
escaping his shattered lungs as every nerve within his skull
lit up like a lighting storm. Blindly he thrashed this way and
that, a clumsy beast in the flimsy garb of a broken man, the
pain that shut down his vision running down the length and
breadth of his spine. A familiar pain, one that shot a shock
wave through his brain and brought a fresh outpour of blood
from his nose, blood that soaked his chin in a crimson tide.

A familiar pain that reminded him of a familiar time, one
that haunted his every dream, one he could not forget.

He fell to his knees, his joints cracking harshly against the
hard and unforgiving ground, his hands crushing his own



head, broken fingers tangled in damp and unruly hair. He
was blind in every way, wounded and lost, thoughts and
memories of a thousand different times flashing through his
mind, each new thought trying desperately to staunch the
destruction of his very psyche.

The blinding flash from Jubilee's palm reminded him of
another, the smell of old cigars, the creak of leather seats,
the wind against his face, an insincere and impish apology.

*KILL HER!!* the hideous hiss of the demon wrapped in
leather demanded all the more harshly, his spite filled tone
wracking his shattered body with ever increasing pain.

He remembered the day his chest exploded, he remembered
the pain and the misery he unleashed upon the world, he
remembered crippling the girl who loved him.

*Jonathon...* another voiced called, the whisper on the
wind, one that carried the hint of summer and the promise
of a better future. One that carried the memory of a lazy
afternoon and a stolen sleep, the memory of a better time.

*STARSMORE!!* Chamber visibly convulsed and fell to his
side as the demon wrapped in leather skin both clawed and
pealed away his very sense of self, tearing his thoughts to
sunder. He remembered the day she died, the day he failed
to save her; he remembered the day he held her in his
arms.

He heard the gunshot and felt the bullet and destroyed her
heart as it tore through his own chest. He felt it as it tore
away what humanity he had left; he remembered the day
the Witch in White Leather stole his life.

He remembered...

*...Jonathon...*

She whispered to him again, a phantom from another time,
a promise from another future.

*...please...*

She pleaded with him, her quite voice cutting through the
pain and hushing out the venomous tone of another.

*...I have you...*

She promised, the whisper on the wind bringing with it the



memory of the summer sun.

*...let go...*

Within that moment, as he remembered another time, one
far removed from the here and now, he felt himself lost
within the arms of another. His body burned, his muscles
snapped, his bones broke and his very soul became as fire.

If there was one thing DOA was incapable of doing, it was to
stop grinning, even if the diminutive Gremlin wanted to.
Even if his unique facial structure would allow it, even if the
warped muscles within his jaw could be constructed in any
way other than spiteful joy, the loyal fiend of Emplate was
simply having too much fun.

He all but cackled as the vertically challenged minion made
his way to the boot of his master's crooked limousine, the
much abused chauffeur retrieving his bloody tire iron from
its resting place. He shuffled back around his master's mode
of transport in the mortal world for a better view of the
unfolding violence, his weapon of choice in hand. A weapon
that still bore the dry and crimson blood of the Starsmore
boy, this same tool responsible for splitting the young
Mutants head open just days before.

The Gremlin in chauffeur attire would be wringing his hands
in uncontained glee if they were not already occupied with
his crude weapon of choice. Instead he grinned a little
wider, his opened toothed smirk stretching from ear too ear,
eerily all but splitting his squat head in two.

DOA was subject too much ridicule and abuse at the hands
of his own Master, his own advice going unheeded at every
turn. But it did not matter, the fiend was born unto misery
and suffering, be it his own or others, it didn't matter.
Preferably, however, it would be unto others, and if, by
chance, the physically challenged loyal minion could unleash
a little misery of his own...well...all the better.

A high pitched gurgle that would be a chuckle built within
his throat, escaping from between grotesquely grinning
jaws. His beady eyes, seemingly hidden from view by the
long, pitch black peak of his chauffer hat spied a willing
victim, one that could not out pace even his stumpy stature.

He all but waddled his way across the impromptu battlefield,
ignoring the futile attempts of the Thomas boy against his
master, limping in an ungainly fashion as quickly as he



could. His knuckles turned white as he tightly gripped the
tire iron in hand, raising his weapon of choice above his
head as he came within five feet of his target.

Gateway sat unmoving, the equally short Aborigine cross
legged on the hard and dusty ground. His eyes were closed,
his muscles unmoving, the gentle rise and fall of his chest
the only sign of life. The chill wind whipped its way around
him, rustling his wispy, white strands of beard lazily in the
breeze. There he sat, as always, waiting for the moments in
which the path of the world and that of his own would inter
cross once more.

DOA could scarcely believe his luck.

That was until a set of small yet sharp teeth bit violently
into his leg. DOA yelped and hopped as Chase, the German
Shepherd pup viciously sank his jaws into the fiends
unsuspecting flesh, the infant animal doing its utmost too
unleash a fearsome growl.

DOA hopped and kicked and shook his leg until the
determined pup was finally lodged free, the infant animal
rolling across the dirt, a fair chunk of the Gremlins flesh still
locked within his small jaws. DOA cursed in a tongue that
was entirely inhuman as his spiteful, beady little eyes
settled of the creature that had attacked him.

Before the pup could find his young and clumsy footing the
fiend in chauffer clothing lashed out, a black polished shoe
solidly striking the infant animal in its side. Chase yelped
and tumbled across the rocky floor, a high pitched cry that
only came to a halt as his small body did.

The grotesque grin of DOA grew even wider as that small,
furry body didn't get back up, a twisted sense of satisfaction
filling his little, black, heart.

Kicking puppies, this day just couldn't get any better.

"CHASE!!"

DOA froze as he heard that scream, one that distinctly
sounded like the last thing he would ever hear. The tire iron
suddenly felt entirely limp within his hands, his weapon of
choice massively impotent as he turned to see the charging
Molly Hayes out the corner of his beady little eyes.

The last thing he would remember for some time was how
her own were shining an incredible shade of violet, more
distinctly he would remember the pain of her foot making



contact with his groin. A punt that would send the gremlin
Chauffeur hurtling over the county line.

Ok, Jubilee had to admit, this could be bad.

The young mutant scrambled to her hands and knees as
Chamber recoiled away from her, yelping like a wounded
beast as he tried to shield his eyes from the blinding light
that had already passed. She coughed and rubbed her own
throat as sweet, fresh air filled her previously starved lungs.

She wasn't entirely sure what was happening, watching as
Chamber all but threw himself to the hard, rocky floor,
clutching his head and screaming like some mad animal.
Psionic fire erupted all around him, tearing apart the road
beneath him, lighting up the sky with an unnatural glare
whilst ripping into walls and shattering glass. It was chaos,
unbridled power birthed within his core that was ripping and
tearing his own body too shreds.

She was pretty sure he was dying.

Crap.

CRAP!!

She didn't mean to do that!!

"Jono..." she tried to reach him for the second time since
this madness had begun. She slowly inched her way
towards him, keeping low as deadly tendrils of psionic light
flashed and burst into life all around her, charging the very
air itself.

He was on his back, his almost naked body a mockery of a
mans, broken and twisted in every way, his muscles
convulsing, his bones contorting, sweat covering his burning
and charred flesh. She could see the light within his chest,
the otherworldly force that was the fuel of his power, she
could see it tearing itself free, an entirely separate beast
clawing and biting to escape its host.

She looked to his eyes, those that had become so dark and
hollow, and instead found something else. For just a
moment, a fleeting moment, clarity. She saw the eyes of
Jonathon Starsmore, and, as he reached for her, she saw
the sadness that consumed him.



And then, as the moment passed, she knew it was over.
Even as instinct forced her to find her feet, even as she
began to run without even needing the thought to do so,
she knew the chain reaction could not be stopped. She saw
it in his eyes, those same eyes that had revealed to her that
her friend still lived within his broken body; she saw that
the inevitable could not be stopped.

The chain reaction could not be stopped.

As she dived for the closest cover she could be find, the
young woman disappearing from sight, it felt as though the
entire world was exploding at her back. There was a scream
and a blast of light, a shattering of the world as, in one
final, incredible explosion of unbridled might, the Psionic
Fire birthed within Chambers chest obliterated what
remained of his body.

Jubilee didn't remember hitting the ground.

Chase was hardly moving as the small bundle of fur lay
curled up on the lap of the elderly Aborigine mutant known
as Gateway. Only the tiny and fitful rise and fall of the pup's
chest showed signs of life, that and the quite whimpering
that escaped his suddenly fragile looking frame.

Young Molly had never felt so helpless.

Not even during Jonathon’s screams of agony less than an
hour before, not even when that poor Torres girl had been
shot. Fear had been the abiding emotion then, panic,
confusion. Both of those times she had run for help, both
those times someone had been on hand too aid her, but
now...there was no-one to help her now.

Angelo, Jono and Jubilation were all missing; Everett was
facing troubles of his own. Chase, her beloved pup, fragile
and beaten, was whimpering and crying like the wounded
baby he was, and there was nothing she could do too make
it better. Nothing except kneel beside his battered body,
pulling on the ears of her bunny hat, a large and painful
knot building in her throat and chest.

She could do nothing except kneel and watch him suffer.

Young Molly Hayes had never felt so helpless.



She could hear nothing at first, even as the sense of sight
returned to her, which pretty much kind of sucked.

At first Jubilee wasn't sure what to make of the world,
curled up as she was, laying on her side in the dirt, a
crumbling wall at her back and arms shielding her head. She
could see the dust swirling in the gentle breeze, she could
see the rubble and scattered debris before her, she could
see the deceptively calm town recovering from the turmoil it
had been forced to endure. She could see it, and yet she
could hear none of it.

Not after someone had seemingly stuffed her ears with
cotton wool.

More annoyingly she could very much feel the cold again,
especially after she had discarded her oversized coat before.
Man, what she would give too have that back now, or, well,
just to be somewhere warm and cosy. Stupid Utah. This was
all Angelo's fault, she just knew it.

Slowly feeling returned to her limbs, complaints finding their
way to her lips as her bones and joints lit up with aches and
pains. This day had really gone downhill pretty damn
quickly, she really should have stayed in bed. With another
set of grumbles finding their way to her lips, young Ms.
Jubilation Lee found her way to her knees, her bobble hat
wearing head peering up and out from behind what was left
of her cover, a dull ringing in her ears.

"Oh..." she stammered as she came face to face with the
last thing she really expected too see, even as his shadow
fell across her shorter frame "...hey". She at least managed
a weak smile.

*Mornin' Luv* Chambers telepathic tone echoed throughout
her mind, the only sound she could hear in a world devoid
of it. Weird didn't begin too describe the feeling.

For the longest time, or so it felt, nothing was said. Jubilee
merely watched him with a critical and suspicious eye,
confusion clouding her judgement, one hand behind her
back, several sparks erupting from her palm. Try as she
might, she couldn't quite believe what she saw.

He was whole, just as he had been some days before, his
entire body was intact. She could see that quite clearly in
his near naked state, a light sheen of sweat covering the tall
Englishmen’s every limb. The thing he had been before, the
damage that had been wreaked upon his fragile body, the



madness in his eyes...it was gone.

It was almost as if it had never happened.

Only it had, Jubilee's various aches and pains conspired to
remind her of that.

Somewhat oddly she could only spy a single blemish upon
his shoulder, a shoulder that remained purple and swollen,
the damage she had caused to his joint with her own
pyrokenetic attack still lingering. It looked like it hurt like a
bitch. Good. That's what Jono gets for being a raving Tool.

"Looking good..." she finally said, even if she entirely failed
to hear her own words, the world refusing to be more than a
dull muffle to her.

*Thanks* Chamber responded simply, once again his hollow
tone finding its way into her thoughts. A sense of
uncertainty filled his features, one that only increased as he
looked behind himself, to the vast crater that had been
bored into the very Earth itself by his final detonation.

One that he knew should have destroyed him body and
soul.

"Soooo...what happened...?" Jubilee just had to inquire as
she found her feet, dusting off her hands after a job well
done. She had no idea what exactly she had just
accomplished, but it must have been pretty damn awesome
regardless.

Chamber said nothing, not even his otherworldly voice, one
that reached directly into the minds of others, could find the
words he needed to utter. The words that would explain
what had happened, to make himself even understand.
Instead he looked to his hands, too his upturned palms,
those that were no longer scared by the fanged maws, the
mark of a demon wrapped in the leather skin.

He closed his eyes and turned inwards, the chill wind of this
remote and lonely town washing over every inch of his bare
and vulnerable skin. It chilled him too the bone, but not too
his soul, something else entirely would do that, something
he did not understand. A fleeting image, one trapped in the
deepest recesses of his mind, a sphere of blood flanked by
wings of fire, one that vanished as quickly as it appeared.

Not even the whisper in the wind, the one that reminded
him of the warm, summer sun, the one that brought him
back from the brink, could save him from the dread that



single image willed within his being. One that filled him with
overwhelming hunger.

*Don't know Gel...* he lied, opening both eyes and looking
too Jubilee.

"Uh hu..." Jubilee shrugged, entirely unconvinced
"...riiiiight".

Silence fell between them once more, the very Town itself
hushed by the chaos that had only moments before
engulfed it, chaos that was still erupting not far from their
spot. Finally Jubilee broke the uncertainty in the only
manner she knew how.

"So hey!" Jubilee forced Chamber to catch her eyes with a
tone that wouldn't be ignored, she had mastered it over
many years.

"You couldn't find yerself some pants before going all
psycho?"

Synch had lost count of the number of bones he should
have broken by now, not for a lack of trying by the demon
wrapped in faded leather that assailed him.

Synch made impact with the ground with a nerve shattering
thud, his body having once more been sent hurtling through
the air from a backhand to his aching jaw. The already
tumbled pile of bricks and mortar he fell amongst erupted
all around him, a small storm of debris sailing into the air as
it was dislodged by his rapidly descending, super dense
torso.

He spat blood; despite the resiliency the powers of Molly
Hayes had granted his battered body. He tasted the coppery
tint on his lips as even his supercharged limbs were giving
out, he couldn't take much more of this. Synch knew it,
even as he tried to push himself up and free, his hands
searching for solid purchase in the shifting rubble around
him, the leaking blood from his own knuckles making said
purchase all the harder. He knew it beyond all doubt,
unfortunately, so did Emplate.

"Give it up boy," Emplate hissed, the fiend that was once a
man flexing midnight black talons as he approached, the
fanged maws upon each hand gurgling and squealing with
inhuman hunger.



"You cannot harm me," a throaty series of hacks and coughs
followed the monsters boast, shaking his warped chest and
muffled by the rotting tubes that dug deep into his own,
crinkled flesh.

"Do you not understand, do you not remember?" Emplate
mocked with insincere curiosity, his bloodshot eyes
revealing his true nature.

"What power you have..." the Fiend towered above Synch
as the young man continued to struggle in the shifting
rubble that conspired to entomb him. Everett cursed as the
brick his right hand sort purchase against gave way entirely,
his weakened body collapsing to his battered side, it was a
move that brought him face to face with Angelo Espinosa.

His former classmate lay still, his grey skinned form buried
beneath the building that had been collapsed atop him. He
was alive, barely, his flesh was burned, his face was pained,
his leg twisted in a direction that was entirely unnatural.

He was alive.

He was dying, buried and forgotten.

They were all dying.

Emplate seized him about the head, his elongated claws
wrapping tightly about his entire cranium, squeezing like an
infernal vice. Their eyes were forced to meet, his own
staring into the malicious voids of one Hells most sinister
spawns. He saw nothing there that was human, he saw
nothing of what Marius St. Croix may have once been, he
saw nothing that could be saved. He saw nothing that
wanted to be.

"What power you use..." the Demon hissed through rotten
tubes, his breadth decayed and putrid "...is mine to
command, is mine to return upon you a hundred fold...you
can not harm me boy".

Emplate continued to taunt as he squeezed all the tighter,
his razor talons crushing the young mans skull within his
grip, the fanged maw within his palm squealing in
frustration to be fed.

"You never could" the hiss of Emplate became cold and
uncaring, the last thing Everett would ever hear as his world
turned to black, as his skull began to crack, as his world
would come to an end.



Until the scales would tip.

"HEY!!"

Emplate instinctively released his grip of Synch and let him
slump to the floor, spinning on the spot to confront the new
arrival. He hissed as he heard that voice, one that shouldn't
be here, one that should be entirely within his thrall.

"WANKER!!"

The Demon wrapped in black leather did not even have the
time to curse as his body was bathed in a veritable storm of
chaotic Hellfire. The incredible blast of unbridled psionic
force hit him with the fury of an enraged hurricane,
obliterating the world around him into little more than dust
and hurtling his twisted frame uncontrollably through the
air.

It ended as quickly as it began, the uncontrolled maelstrom
of power running its course of destruction and returning to
its unwilling home within the bare chest of Chamber.
Emplate howled his curses in a thousand different, inhuman
tongues, even as his deformed frame collided with the
ground with a sickening thud. He howled his curses in a
thousand different, inhuman tongues, even as every atom in
his being was suddenly fuelled with inhuman might, charged
by the very same, destructive force that had bathed him
just moments before.

Power that he had absorbed, as was his genetic right, power
that he would unleash right back upon the damn cursed
Starsmore Boy a thousand fold!! The boy who would should
be his thrall, the boy who would never again see another
dawn!!

"STARSMO...!!" his enraged snarl and slow rise were
suddenly interrupted as Jubilee leapt into view, the rat of his
cursed sister's brood, and slammed down onto his chest.
Her knees impacted against his ribcage, smashing him back
against the rocky ground with a painful thud, the short girl
perching herself upon his torso.

"S'up Bub?" the girl wearing a woollen bobble hat asked as
she pressed two fingers against his forehead like a gun, her
other hand wrapping around, just below her didgets, like a
trigger.

"So tell me?" Jubilee asked with an impish look of curiosity
"do your crazy powers still work if I 'splod a Firecracker
inside your melon head?"



Emplate said nothing, seething rage that boiled within his
chest binding any attempt to move his tongue. Rage that
burned within his chest, rage that boiled within his blood red
eyes, rage that could tear a hole through the Rat perched
atop him if he but willed it. Rage that was held in check by
but one thought, the thought of whether or not young Ms.
Jubilation Lee would truly detonate his skull.

As his otherworldly sight looked within her being, as he
looked deep within her eyes, as he saw everything she was,
everything she had been and everything she could be...he
was no longer so sure.

That wasn't good enough.

"Another time..." the demon in black leather hissed his
promise as he willed his departure from this world. A
thousand, icy hands of death reaching up from the very Pits
of Hell itself, reaching up and clawing into the twisted, black
thing that was his soul, reaching up and pulling him back
down to the only home he now knew.

Within a moment, the passing of a heartbeat, he was gone,
faded from view, the man once known as Marius St. Croix
returning to the Hell that had spawned him.

For now, always for now.

After all, time is something he had plenty of.

He had all the time in the world.

Gateway finally stirred as a great gust of chill wind swept
across this once quite and lonely town, bathing his near
naked form and smothering the dying embers of conflict. His
eyes were the first to move, the elderly Aborigine blinking
several times as he was drawn from his deep mediation,
pulled from the very place of thought itself, drawn into the
here and now.

The rise and fall of his fragile looking torso became a little
deeper, his dour expression a little more intent as he
gradually peered this way and that. The slightest tilt of his
head, the smallest shift of his eyes, the capture of a
thousand different details, a thousand different signs. He
saw the world unfolding, another heart beat closer to the
end, another heart beat closer to the inevitable.



Or so it was said.

He saw the path grow ever more narrow, he saw the risk of
error grow ever greater, he saw the end coming, he saw
death.

With a practiced motion the elderly Aborigine, clothed in
simple rags and entrusted with the well being of many
things, retrieved the Bullroarer by his side, spinning it above
his head with practiced motion. With a crack of thunder and
the spit of lighting the power that was his too command tore
a hole through the very boundaries of time and space, a
circle of light splitting apart the very world beside him.

A portal between here and another place.

A place they should never willingly go.

Jubilee was quietly grumbling as the young woman was
forced to pick herself up off the floor, doing her best to dust
off her already ruined Jeans. The way Emplate just up and
left, fading out of existence and unceremoniously dropping
her onto the hard dirt was just way rude. The bad guys she
fought when she was with the X-Men had way more class.

Well, ok, not really, but she felt the need to complain about
something. Of course, as she took stock of her
surroundings, she wasn't going to be short of subject matter
for a while.

The Jeep was thrashed, as in, well and truly, ugh, Logan
was totally going to kill her, while her friends were all kinds
of battered. Worry quickly took the place of personal
discomfort at the sight, if there was one thing young Ms.
Jubilation Lee couldn't stand to see, it was her friends in
pain.

Everett was busy carefully pulling the battered Angelo from
his premature tomb of fallen bricks and mortar, Synch
himself bleeding from the head. Jonathan was having
trouble meeting the eyes of anyone, not seeing a friend
present he hadn't personally brought harm upon within the
last hour. The Tool.

He still needed to find some Pants too, wasn't he cold?

Damn, Jubilee cursed internally, she was really cold.



"Guys...GUYS..." Molly suddenly appeared by Jubilee's side,
the young girl shouting urgently and becoming increasingly
animated. "GATEWAY!!" the young Mutant began wildly
pointing in her 'this should explain everything' way, vaguely
in the direction of the forever silent Aborigine.

"HE'S DOING SOMETHING!!"

Jubilee had to agree, Gateway was going something, unlike
young Molly Hayes however, she knew exactly what it was.
In a manner of speaking it was the first thing she had ever
seen as an X-Man, a portal, one of shining light that would
lead them anywhere but here.

The first time she had stepped through, it lead her straight
into a life she could have never imagined. Today, it was
there Ticket out of here.

Preferably before the Towns People worked up the courage
to come after them with torches and pitchforks. That would
just suck.

"YO GATEWAY!!" Jubilee called out, shouting to make
doubly sure that she would be noticed, a hint of annoyance
returning to her tone. "YOU COULDN'T HAVE DONE
THIS...LIKE...AN HOUR AGO!!"

Something was wrong.

Jonathan could feel it in the air, a lingering doubt stirred by
the otherworldly forces Gateways genetic gift unleashed. He
could feel it in the pores of his skin, he could feel it with the
hairs on his neck, with the sweat on his torso, he could feel
it building within the spark that birthed within his chest. He
could feel it growing, pulsing with the beat of his own heart,
flowing through his veins and hiding just out of sight.

Something was wrong with the world, he just couldn't see it.

Not as he looked to Everett, the battered and broken form
of Angelo in his arms, not as he looked to Molly, the girl
cradling her whimpering, infant pet, not as he looked to
Jubilee, his former Class Mate urging them on. Not as he
looked to Gateway, the elderly Aborigine providing them
with salvation.

Something was wrong with the world, and only he knew it.



Time stopped as awareness washed over, the lingering
aspects of a forgotten memory, the warm summer sun, a
stolen sleep, a final, contented, moment. He remembered,
and then, as always, as he did every night since the day she
died, the summer sun was shattered by another.

A single gunshot, a thunderclap of sound, a projectile of
lead unleashed by powder tearing a whole through the very
air itself…only this one existed in the here and now.

The terrified and scarred people of this quite and lonely
town were not waiting for the Mutants among to make their
escape. One had found his courage, and his gun, and
unleashed a single act of divine vengeance upon them. A
single bullet, one that could end a single world.

Jubilees world.

*...Jonathon...*

He remembered the lingering whisper from before, the one
that pulled him from oblivion, the one that saved him from
insanity. The whisper that reminded him of the summer
sun.

*...please...*

There was no time to think as the young man shoved young
Ms. Lee to the side, no time to warn her as Jonathon
knocked the young woman to the ground. There was no
time to consider what he had done until he took her place in
the physical world.

*...let go...*

The bullet cracked his skull, entirely shattering his
understanding of the world and plunging him into darkness.
Then, after the final moments, a final memory of the
summer sun, there was nothing.

Nothing but oblivion.

“I have you...”

THE END

Generation X 25: Generation X reaches it’s Landmark 25



Issue, but will anyone inside be wanting to celebrate? Monet
St. Croix makes her Full Time return to the M2K Universe
and she intends to make some changes, but with an
uninvited visitor waiting in the wings, the former Children of
the X-Men won't have time to settle.
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Another time.

She was cold.

She should be freezing, exposed as she was so high above
the world; the young woman wrapped in nothing more than
a silken nightgown. The thin fabric pulling itself tightly
around her slender figure, greedily hugging too her form
like the hands of a lover, as the cold wind washed over her
body, her mane of long, dark hair trailing away behind her
in the breeze.

She was alone, up here, so far removed from everything
she knew. So far away from her home, her family and loved
ones, so far away from those that had cared for and
protected her these last few weeks. So far away from her
Father and Sisters, her friends and servants.

So far away, also, from those who would do her harm.

Those that had done her harm so many times.

Monet St. Croix was young, not even the eldest of her dear
Fathers children, she was yet to even live beyond her teen
years. And yet, despite the lack of time between her birth
and now, she had spent far too much of it in pain, she had
spent far too much of it in suffering. She had spent far too
much of it enduring the twisted whims and cruelties of
others.

She had spent far too much of it in fear.

She was alone, so far above the world, the slow rivers of



Chamber clouds passing her by, her arms tightly hugging her own,
shivering form. She was so far above the world, held aloft
by her own will, her own, genetic, right, held aloft by her
desire to be alone.

Her life just before now had been one of pain. Abducted by
one she had come to love, imprisoned, tortured, violated.
Her very being had been stolen from her. Her very form, her
very face, her very soul, twisted and perverted into another
thing, a mockery, a shadow, one that still walked the earth
in some dark place. A stain against her soul.

It was the same as it had always been, the young woman
abused by those she loved, by those she trusted. Twisted
and tortured into being what they wanted. She could never
remember being nurtured into what she was, what she
could have been.

Not until these last few weeks.

Not until her Father, wracked with guilt, believing he had
failed his three, precious, daughters, had brought them back
from America. He had brought them home, where they
could recover, where she could recover, where Monet St.
Croix could begin to remember who she once was. Who she
should have been.

Where she could remember what it was too be free.

Free.

Monet St. Croix tilted her head back, the cold wind sweeping
across her smooth and deceptively delicate looking features.
She closed her eyes and thought on that, a word, a feeling,
a simple human right that she had so little experience with.

Free.

She closed her eyes and breathed as deeply as she could,
the cold air filling every inch of her chest. She thought of
those that had taken it from her time and time again, she
thought of their names and faces, their deeds and promises,
she thought of every harm they had done to her.

Silently she allowed her arms to drop down from around her
body, slowly raising them so they were held aloft,
outstretched, at either side.

There she was, so high above the world, the cold air bathing
her entire body.



Free.

Monet St. Croix allowed herself to remember what it felt like
to be free, she thought of how she would never allow
another to take it from her again.

She thought of how she could change her world.

Another place.

He was alone.

The young man breathed deeply as he stood at the very
centre of the field, surrounded by rows of corn that brushed
against his hip, the cool breeze caressing across his face
and through his foppish, chestnut hair. For a moment he
closed his eyes and breathed, his lungs filling with the scent
from the pleasant afternoon, his senses filled by the distant
aroma of a home cooked meal.

He could hear them, not so far away and yet out of sight. A
dozen children playing in the falling sun, the fits and
giggles, the shouts and yelps, a family at play in the dying
day.

He could hear them, not so far away, a mother calling too
her flock, gathering up her children too nestle beneath her
wing, he could hear them, and yet he was alone. He could
hear them, a family that was not his own.

Nor was this place, as he stood in solitude within the
endless field, his dark and sombre eyes glancing out across
the horizon, one cast in the shades of orange embers. This
was not his home, so distant from his own, and yet, as he
stood, at the very centre of the calm without a storm, he
wished it was.

For just a moment, he wished it was, and knew it could
have been.

Once.

He ran a hand through his foppish hair, sweeping the fringe
away from his brow, as he watched the sun slowing dipping
down beyond the horizon. The pleasant day grew ever
darker, the final embers dying out, a final, sweep of light
swiftly gliding out across the sea of corn he stood amongst.



Then there was the scream.

There was only one at first, a girl, calling for her Mother in a
moment of absolute terror, one that chilled him too the
bone. He spun on the spot, his own jacket whipping about
him as he rapidly twisted, a bright flash of Psionic Light
bursting into life about his hand as he tried to find the
source of that horrifying shriek. That shout of terror.

Soon there was others, all out of sight, hidden just beyond
the horizon he could see, a terrified band of children
weeping for their Mother. It was only then, as frustration
built within him, as an overwhelming sense of impotency
gripped him, that he saw the fire, the fire that lit up the sky
itself.

The world was consumed by a roar from the deepest pit of
Hell itself, a great explosion that shattered the horizon, a
great cloud of death filling his view. As the children
screamed, a small silhouette of gathered bodies on the very
edge of distant sight, as they cried for any chance of
survival, the fields caught fire and the very air itself became
like ash.

As the skies boiled red and rained down a sea of blood, the
young man could do naught but look on, gripped by the
sight of the inevitable as a great blast superheated air
tumbled over him. He could only watch as the huddled
children screamed one last time, there fragile bodies so far
away obliterated by the incoming tide, the onrushing wave
of death, he could only watch as the world came to an end
in an instant moment of fury, misery and pain.

He could only watch and know, as the fires reached and
consumed him, as he felt himself burn and fall, he could
only know as all life ended...he could only know that he, and
those he loved, were the ones to blame.

Now.

Monet St. Croix awoke with a start, the young woman
breathing in sharply as her eyes shot open, the last
lingering moments of the dream world ebbing over into the
real. She lay there for a moment, her head cushioned
against her pillow, her covers wrapped around her slender
frame, her body and senses bathed in the gentle light from
just outside. She lay there for just a moment, her steady
breathing her only movement, until satisfied that the



phantoms from her sleep had been banished.

She lay still, the breeze rustling the branches just outside
her window, a tapestry of leaves shading her from the rising
sun. She lay there, and sighed, slowly rising until she came
to sitting, her back against the bed rest.

With a practiced motion she gently wiped her fingers across
her eyes, her thoughts gliding across the images and
feelings trapped within that dream. A dream she had
experienced every night these past four weeks, a month
since she had opened the doors of her new home to some
old friends. A month of dreaming a dream that was not her
own.

Such were the trials of living with Telepaths, herself
included.

The dream would fade, as it always would, and yet the final
moments would linger at the back of her thoughts. The
blinding light, the searing heat, the flesh burned from her
muscles, and those ripped from her bones. She would
remember the final moment of despair, one that was
stemmed from thoughts that were not her own.

She gently sighed for a second and final time as she slowly
glided out of bed, her bare feet coming to rest on the
polished, wooden floor. It was a gift, perhaps, that such
thoughts, the ones that belonged to another, could exist at
all. So very nearly, just one month before this time, they
had almost ceased to be, another of their number plucked
from the world far too soon.

It was a miracle, or so her friends had said, and yet, too her
regret, Monet had to accept her lingering doubts. Doubts
she had not always harboured, doubts that were fuelled by
history itself. Doubts she had kept too herself.

Walking to the window that cast her bedroom in a cool and
pleasant light, she calmly stared out across the Estate. 'Her
Estate' she corrected herself, the pleasant surroundings the
first piece, her first triumph, in the grand puzzle of what had
been taken from her. A first strike against those whom had
harmed her.

Her first victory.

She took a deep breadth, savouring the dawn as it washed
over her, welcoming in a new day, remembering with a
smile the words of a lost friend. She hadn't understood
them then, there had been little she could understand in



those mournful days trapped in a body that was not her
own. Monet had, however, remembered them, she had
remembered, and now understood.

*Dawn...*

The young and dearly missed friend would say.

*...Natures way of saying, here ya go, take another shot,
try again. Here's a whole new day in which to succeed, to
give reality to the dreams you had the night before*.

The young woman smiled as she took comfort from those
words, from the sentiment that her lost friend had carried, a
belief that they could make the world a better place, from
the thought that she had tried to do so until the day she
died.

Her smile began too fade, as it always would, in the
quietness of the coming dawn, as her thoughts turned to
the dreams she'd had that night before. The dream of fire
and pain.

One that felt far too real.

"Yer a bum, yer know that," young Ms. Jubilation Lee
commented with a mock sense of scorn as she applied a
judicious amount of shaving cream to a compliant chin. For
just a moment, and with a critical eye, she looked down
upon her handiwork, deciding that enough of the white foam
had been applied too cover two chins, not to mention her
fingers. With a quick nod, seemingly satisfied, she turned to
wash off her hands in a near by basin, the cold water
quickly rinsing off her digets.

"And don't go thinking I’ve forgiven yer or nothin',"
Jubilation continued as she dried off her hands with a small
towel. "I'm still gonna kick yer butt for going psycho on us,"
she promised as she cast the towel aside, turning too the
young man on the bed she stood beside.

A young man who didn't answer her, a young man who
wouldn't answer her, a young man who couldn't, no matter
how much she talked.

Not that a minor detail like that was ever going to stop her.



The young man lay still upon his bed, his thoughts lost
within the deep recesses of his mind, the slow and gentle,
rise and fall of his chest the only sign of life. If not for the
young woman who kept him company, each morning, these
past four weeks, there would be not a sound, nothing but
the steady rhythm, the constant beep of a near by monitor,
a single, unchanging tone that triggered in time with his still
beating heart. The ever present proof that he was still alive.

Alive, and yet, in no way present amongst the rest of them,
a young man trapped within an eternal slumber. It was a
sleep that hadn't ended since it had begun, some four
weeks past, since the day Gateway had spirited them away
from danger and deposited them here. Not since the day
that a bullet had cracked his skull, a wound hidden beneath
a simple white bandage, a bullet that had been meant for
someone else.

A bullet that had been meant for her.

The young woman paused for a moment as she looked
down at him, the sole occupant of the small medical wing of
the slowly expanding Estate, an Estate that wasn't entirely
as she remembered it. She looked down and all but silently
willed him to rise, too cast off his slumber, too recover from
his wounds and be well once more. She all but willed him to
survive.

Young Ms. Jubilation Lee could not stand to see her friends
in pain.

She could not stand to be so helpless.

She did not want to lose another one.

Not one.

"C'mon already!!" Jubilation Lee insisted in a tone that could
not be ignored, a tone that she had mastered over many
years, both of the young woman’s hands planted on her
hips. She glared at the young man before her, the one that
refused to wake, one that suffered from an injury that
should have been hers, one that refused to let them all
know that everything would be ok.

He refused, remaining still and silent, his chest continuing to
rise and fall, his heart continuing to beat, and yet, still,
unable to wake from his eternal slumber. He refused, and
she relented.

"We miss you..." she confessed, her tone becoming softer.



"Alright, fine," the young woman accepted, as she did every
morning, that young Mr. Starsmore was not about to rise,
and picked up the razor sat upon his bedside. One that she
was becoming a pretty dab hand at wielding.

"But don't be fidgeting..." Jubilation Lee warned Mr.
Starsmore, the tip of her tongue sticking out from between
her lips as she began to concentrate.

"And I’ll totally try not to nick you today..." she promised as
she brought the razor to his cheek, preparing to remove the
days worth of stubble. He might be a total Bum, but that
didn't mean he was going to get away with looking like one
on her watch.

"No," Monet spoke tersely into her slim line handset as she
walked the tranquil grounds of her estate, the note of
annoyance that had entered both her tone and demeanour
at odds with the pleasant day.

"That is not what we agreed upon," she continued, brooking
no argument as she moved with both long and purposeful
strides, the heels of her shoes clicking against the paved
path in time with her steps.

"No!" the terse nature of her tone became dramatically
sharper as the young woman came to a complete stop, the
local wildlife that was taking refuge in the tree line around
her almost immediately scattering for safer ground.

"She will be transferred here as per our agreement!"
Monet's irritation visibly grew as she was forced to pause,
the phantom voice on the other end of her handset
effortlessly raising her ire.

"She will be transferred here!!" the young woman snapped,
a genuine flash of anger creasing her features, resisting the
urge to crush the handset within her powerful grasp.

"You will honour our agreement or I will be forced to collect
her myself, no more delays, no more excuses, are we
understood!?!" the young woman barely waited for an
answer before severing the connection, her desire too
continue courting the debate well and truly done. A veritable
string of silent obscenities escaped from between her lips,
some were English, others were French, a few were Nigerian
while the odd one may very well of been entirely new.



With her vocabulary expended the young woman with dark
hair sighed with both annoyance and frustration before
forcing herself to breadth in a deep and steady breadth. She
held it there, for just a moment, filling her lungs and
allowing the pleasant day to wash over her. The quite
morning, the warm sun, the cloudless sky.

Calm.

She thought to herself.

Composure.

She continued.

Control.

Satisfied that her momentary flash of anger had passed the
young woman allowed herself to both exhale and open her
eyes, observing the world around her. The aura of peace the
Estate radiated was still there, the world continued to tick
by, even the wildlife that had scattered in the face of her ire
was beginning to return, one bird in particular chirping
merrily in the branches above her head.

All was well, as it should be, despite the difficulties and
ignorance presented by others.

Fortunately, the young woman quietly mused too herself as
the tranquillity of her surroundings were broken by the
sounds of an incoming 4X4 along the gravel driveway, she
would not have to face such ignorance alone for much
longer. The smallest of smiles effortlessly washed over her
striking features, a genuine light entering her eyes as she
saw just who exactly had arrived through the front window
of the Estates main source of transport. His company, all of
their company, these past few weeks had done much to
raise her spirits, to strengthen her resolve for the coming
months, and once a few...details had been ironed out, they
would be able too provide so much more.

After all, who else can you count on if not your closest
friends?

"Mr. Thomas," with a curt nod Monet greeted as he existed
the 4X4, the gentlemen in question returning her greeting
with a smile of his own as he began pulling the groceries
from the back seat.

"You realise, of course..." Monet chided the young man
"...that we can quite easily have these items delivered".



"We could," Everett admitted, setting each bag to the side
as he pulled it out, when there were six mouths to feed, the
weekly shopping tended to build up. "But I don't like feeling
idle."

"You are hardly idle, Everett," Monet opted to remind the
often quite young man. While he wasn't the most active
guest she had invited into her home, young Ms. Lee would
forever lay claim to that crown, he was by far the most
constructive.

During the four weeks since their arrival, there had been
more than a few renovations to her estate, many of which
were still ongoing, all of which were being completed by
outside contractors. Everett, however, despite being
repeatedly informed that it was not necessary, had dived in.
Whether it was simply to learn or too feel as though he was
'earning his keep' Monet wasn't sure, either way, it had
proven impossible too dissuade him from his efforts.

"I feel idle," Everett confessed, pausing for a moment as he
considered his words. "I appreciate what you've done for us,
I do...its just...I should be doing more with my life than
just..."

"Watching my grass grow?" Monet questioned, raising her
brow.

"Well...yes," Everett admitted, finding himself looking away
and back to the groceries, thinking of how ungrateful he
must seem. Four weeks ago Monet had granted them
shelter, old friends who brought with them nothing more
than injuries and trouble. They were all wanted, fugitives
from the law, and yet the oldest of the St. Croix sisters did
not seem to mind.

She provided food, she provided shelter, she provided care
and it even seemed as though she was providing a shield
between themselves and the charges they should be facing.
She provided this and asked for nothing in return, nothing
except the promise of maintaining a low profile.

So far.

"Quite so," Monet made a small nod "and so you should be".

Everett paused for a second time, putting the groceries
aside too try and discern what she meant.

"Please Everett, just grant me a little more time," the young
woman asked with a sincere smile. "I was hoping I would be



able to make this invitation to you all under
less...complicated circumstances, but I’m afraid matters
have not worked out quite as pleasantly as I would have
liked."

"I..." she began and yet suddenly paused. Everett creased
his brow as Monet's attention clearly shifted elsewhere. Her
demeanour shifted, the easy smile from moments before
had vanished, her head tilted upwards, the proud lines of
her chin setting at an angle, the light behind her eyes
reflecting a growing sense of uncertainty.

She was listening, in a sense; Everett had seen that look
before. He had seen in on the faces of those who could see
and hear beyond the use of normal senses, he knew when
the minds eye of a Telepath had caught a whisper on the
wind, a stray thought that lingered.

"What is it?" Everett asked, attempting to follow the young
woman’s gaze, feeling increasingly ill at ease.

"I..." Monet began for a second time, only the words
deserted her. She felt something, deep within the estate, a
stirring of something that should not be, something that
reminded her of the fearful dreams from the night before.
She felt the shifting of the world.

"I'm not sure..."

"Ta-da!!" young Ms. Jubilation Lee declared with a flourish,
sweeping the razor through the air and into the trash after
completing her chosen task for the morning. She was more
than a little pleased with herself, as was often the case,
taking pride in overcoming even the smallest of challenges.
The entire chin had been shaven, not hers, Mr. Starsmores,
and for the first time in four weeks she hadn't left the young
man bleeding from multiple small nicks and cuts.

Surely that called for a celebration, even if there was no-
one around to see it.

"See?" Jubilation questioned the unresponsive young man
laying prone on the hospital bed before her "I totally told
you I could do it didn't I?"

Jonathon said nothing, the fall and rise of his chest the only
answer, the ever constant beep of his monitor the only
sound. He didn't stir, he couldn't, forever trapped within an



eternal slumber. Moments passed, minutes, not a sound
escaping from between his sealed lips.

"You bet your Lanky English butt I did!" Jubilation nodded
sharply, clearly unfazed by the lack of an actual answer. It’s
not like Jonathon talked much in the first place, at least not
without copious amounts of prodding, something young
Jubilation excelled at.

"But don't you go thinking you're getting anything else outta
me!!" Jubilation warned the unresponsive young man as she
turned to the sink, washing away the spots of shaving
cream from her fingers.

"Just because yer went and got yerself shot on my account
doesn't mean I'm gonna go where no Jubes has gone
before," she explained much as she did each morning. Basic
grooming she could handle, she even felt compelled too,
seeing to the needs of a friend who had almost lost his life
in an effort to save hers, but there were some things about
Jonathon Starsmore she just didn't need to see.

The private nurse Monet had hired to see to Jonathon’s
continued medical well being was more than welcome to
clean the bits 'down there'.

"Besides..." Jubilation reasoned with a shrug "...I'm
thinking' you've already had more grooming than yer used
too, yer bum."

"Not that ah don't appreciate it..."

Young Ms. Jubilation Lee visibly jumped as a second voice
joined her own, her heart set to burst as the silence was
shattered. She grabbed the sink to steady herself before
spinning on the spot, her hand outstretched, her fingers
shaped into gun and trigger, a random spark of glittering
light bursting into life at the point of her fingers. Her voice
caught in her throat, the young woman choking on her own
lack of words, her eyes both wide and disbelieving.

Jonathon Starsmore was sitting, the simple white bandage
wrapped around his forehead limp and lifeless as he
fidgeted with it. He was awake and alert, his eyes both open
and bright, he was talking, good lord, Jubilation thought too
herself, he was talking.

But something was wrong. In just the few moments young
Ms. Lee had seen the young man sitting, in just the few
moments she had heard the young man talking, she knew
something was wrong. His posture did not match what she



remembered; his shoulders were set at a different angle, his
head inclined in a different way.

The light behind his eyes was entirely foreign, at least...it
should have been.

Young Ms. Jubilation Lee could not find the words as she
looked at the sitting form of Jonathon Starsmore, she could
not find the words as she looked at the body of friend...and
yet saw another one entirely.

"...but would y'all mind tellin' me what in the world is goin'
on?"

To Be Continued...

Next Issue: Someones been sleeping in Chamber's bed, and
it turns out it might not be him. Has Jonathon flipped his lid
or has something else taken residence inside his body?
Maybe its time to call in some outside help? Guest Starring
Phoenix of the New X-Men!!
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The beginning…

Honestly, the place was bigger than she thought it would
be.

Paige Guthrie caught her breadth as she looked upon it, the
Massachusetts Academy, Charles Xavier's new School for
Gifted Youngsters. Or, to be exact, his new School for
Mutant Youngsters, youngsters like herself. The next stage
in human evolution.

Special.

She had been dreaming about this moment for most of her
adolescent life, long before her own powers had manifested,
ever since her oldest Brother had escaped the Guthrie home
to live a life of adventure, too make a difference. Paige
would often stay awake at night, shining a torch beneath
her blankets, reading his letters home for the hundredth
time, wishing that the life he lead was her own.

Wishing that she could be what he was already becoming,
what he had, now, already become. An X-Man. The very
thing that Paige Guthrie had been born to be, or so she liked
to believe, or so she liked to dream.

The very thing the X-Men were founded on.

She wasn't there yet, not even as she walked through the
wooded estate with a purpose unmatched by any other
attending this most private of schools. Not as she adjusted
her backpack across her shoulders as best she could, both
of her hands occupied with a bulging suitcase each. Not as
she passed each structure and building, burning the layout
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of the Estate too memory as she passed each one, her
unwavering path leading her directly for the central
complex.

Not even after she had officially enrolled at this most special
of schools. No, she wasn't an X-Man yet, but she was going
to be, and this, the class of Generation X, was her stepping
stone.

Paige came to a stop, setting down at suitcase at either
side, taking a moment to gaze upon the massive double
doors before her. The gateway to a new life and the means
to reach her full potential, everything she had dreamed
about just a mere four steps away.

It was bigger than she thought it would be, awfully big to
accommodate the half a dozen students she knew
about. Perhaps she had been mistaken, Paige considered to
herself, lightly chewing her lower lip in thought, perhaps
there would be more. Perhaps there would be many more,
perhaps she was to be but one among many hundreds.

It didn't matter, Paige easily concluded, tying her long,
blonde hair back into a pony tail and straightening up her
clothes in short order. Six or six hundred, it made no
difference, she was still the best and brightest, she would
lead by example, she would be a model student, hard
working and dedicated. She would show the X-Men how
much they needed her; she would show them how much
she was worth.

She was Paige Guthrie, she was gifted, and this is where
Gifted Students went.

Picking up a suitcase in either hand once more, her
formidable sense of determination returning a hundred fold,
the girl marched forward, passing the double doors and
entering a world that only dreams were made of.

The middle…

Paige Guthrie tried not to laugh, she really did, but some
things just couldn't be helped. She laughed and then
covered her mouth too stop herself, she failed, the
amusement in her eyes saw to that.

She stood at the edge of the ditch, or as close as she
deemed was safe, her hair tied back while the red of and
gold of her uniform was battered and stained with dirt and
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grime. She was shattered, both physically and mentally,
like most of her class mates she was feeling the effects of
Mr. Cassidy’s sudden increase of their physical regime,
clearly she wasn't as fit as she liked to think she was.

Apparently none of them were.

She was going to have to fix that.

For the time being she had other problems, or, to be exact,
someone else did, which is why she had backtracked her
way through the Danger Grottos obstacle course to the here
and now. Which is why she had found herself amused when
she shouldn't be, which is why she found herself face to face
with the object of her affections.

Mr. Cassidy’s new course had been hard, but they had all
made it, well, most of them had done, all but one. Jonathon
Starsmore was too busy lying at the bottom of a ditch;
unceremoniously half buried beneath what Paige suspected
wasn't entirely...mud. Apparently the respective School
Principles had opted to populate the Danger Grotto with
some larger animals than when she had last checked.

*Cheers Gel* Jonathon’s telepathic tone grumbled through
her mind, the moody Englishmen caked from head to toe in
something that shouldn't be identified. He was sodden with
it, lying on his back at the bottom of the shallow pit, pinned
down by the foulest smelling dirt he had ever encountered.

"Ah'm sorry" Paige finally stopped laughing at his
misfortune, bending down onto her padded knees and
extending a hand too help him up. "But y'all never be an X-
Man like this you know?"

*Ah, well...* Jonathon reached out and clasped her smaller
hand with his own.

*Good job then...* the two of them strained as the duo
worked to both pull and drag the young Psionic from his
muddy grave, finally wrenching him free with a loud pop.

*...I don't give a toss!* Jonathon admitted sourly as they
both tumbled to the ground, the sudden shift in momentum
knocking them up and over onto the harder dirt, side by
side.

"Y'all don't mean that!!" Paige slapped his arm; she never
could understand why her fellow students didn't share her
enthusiasm. How could they not want to be X-Men? How?

*Maybe* Jonathon shrugged uncommitted, his brow



grimacing as his back complained. He didn't fail to notice
the frown that fell across the features of his girlfriend, the
note of disappointment in her eyes, the same
disappointment that reflected whenever he didn't strive to
be all that he could be.

Damn.

*Cheers* Jonathon broke the silence, taking her hand in his
once more, it was probably a good thing that she was
wearing gloves, considering the crap that covered his own.

*For coming back*

"Y'all welcome" Paige made a small smile whilst getting back
up to her feet, her red and gold uniform now a little more
stained by dirt and grime, helping the object of her
affections up too his feet in turn.

"What was yer time Gel?" Jonathon asked, resisting the
urge to run a hand through his foppish, chestnut fringe. He
didn't give much of a sod about his own, and yet he knew
Paige took pride in her achievements, that she always
strived to improve them.

To be the best that she could be.

"Ah don't know yet..." Paige admitted with a shrug, still
clasping his larger hand with her own, gently squeezing his
fingers and looking a little sheepish.

"...ah came back for y’all before ah finished".

The end…

Paige Guthrie tried to gasp and yet she lacked the air to do
so. Her very lungs seemed to instantly collapse the
moment the diamond shelled bullet penetrated her chest,
shattering her ribcage and all but obliterating her heart. It
happened in the fraction of a moment, an explosion within
her body, splintering bone, tearing flesh and rendering her
organs to paste. One bullet, one shot, one moment, and
everything was undone.

Everything.

She died within that moment, Paige Guthrie standing at the
brink of the abyss, fired upon by her own teacher in a single
moment of madness. An accidental shot, an unintended



target, an eternal consequence. She was dead within that
moment; she just didn't know it yet.

She stared wide eyed at the wound that had pierced her
chest, a chasm buried in her torso that was weeping
crimson. She stood on unsteady feet, her hands shaking
and she mumbled something incomprehensible, her
command of any language entirely gone. She could form no
coherent thought, she could make no complex
understanding, she could only stand and stare at the very
wound that had killed her.

She could only stand and stare, until she could stand no
more.

Strength deserted her, her legs failed her, and the girl
collapsed on bended knees, her joints cracking against an
unforgiving ground. She mumbled and cried, her fingers
cramping into awkward fists as she looked to those around
her. She cried and she fell, pleading too those she loved
too save her.

Darkness descended long before she crumpled to the
ground, her limbs lifeless yet convulsing, twitching to the
fickle whims of a failing nervous system. She reached out
to those would try to catch her, tumbling into the dark of an
endless night, drowning in a sea of blood that was her own,
plummeting to the stuttering beat of a dead heart.

She reached out, flailing in the dark, searching for a single
spark to guide her, a single light to find her. She reached
out, in that final moment, her body still and lifeless, her
mind slow and laborious; she reached out for the final
thought that she could find, a final thought before oblivion.

A final thought that was not her own.

...Now.

Somehow she didn't remember running being this painful.

She knew this route by heart; the path that lead around the
outer reaches of the Estate, she must have done it a
hundred times, two hundred, she must have done it
countless times. Each morning, every morning, first thing in
the morning, she would run, rain or shine, snow or sleet,
she would run, it was built into her muscles. A memory
burned into every fibre of her being, it was in her blood.



Her blood, her muscles, her body, which is what brought her
too her current problem. Paige Guthrie wasn't in her body,
she occupied another one entirely, one that wasn't as adept
at running as she was used too, one that enjoyed the
almighty cheeseburger a little too much.

Her lungs were burning, protesting loudly with deep,
shuddering breadths, her every running step sending a
searing javelin of pain through her side. The stitch that had
gripped her torso refused to abate, the pain only growing
more intense, despite her best efforts to run through the
torment, reaching from her hip too the bottom of her
ribcage. She was breathing glass, tiny beads of razor wire
sliding down her throat and slicing through her tender
organs.

Onwards she persisted, pushing the body she found herself
in beyond its endurance, a body unfamiliar with being tested
too its limits. She pushed on through the familiar sights
and sounds, those that greeted her each and every
morning; onwards she pushed beyond all that seemed the
same...and past that which was not.

So little had changed, and yet, so much as well.

More than she imagined possible.

Finally she stopped, barely past the halfway point of her
planned morning jog, her taunt and ragged muscles refusing
to take another step. The body she occupied was launching
a revolution, one beating to the drums of her ragged lungs
and rapidly beating heart. She stopped and waited, hands
on hips as she breathed in the sweet, sweet air, filling her
torso with the oxygen it greedily demanded, loudly inhaling
deep and painful gasps.

She stopped and waited for her body to recover, too regain
some sense of stamina, she stopped and looked at where
she had found herself. She stood before the front gates, a
set of golden archways diligently guarding the gravel
driveway she stood upon, one that was adorned by a single
embezzlement. It was a golden plaque, well polished and
engraved, recently replaced to reflect its new status.

Once, as she remembered it, the name 'Massachusetts
Academy' took its pride of place, pride that now belonged to
another. Pride that now belonged to the 'St. Croix
Estate'. Paige gently ran her fingers down the smooth and
shimmering surface, the tips running into the tiny grooves
that etched the new name in place.

So much of this place was the same, just as she



remembered yesterday, and yet so much of it was not. So
much of it had changed, in a hundred, tiny different
ways. So much of it had changed, and she was but one.

Paige Guthrie silently gazed upon the reflection that greeted
her, the one that shimmered upon the golden plaque before
her. It was a face that she was familiar with, or at least she
was the eyes, a face she wished too see more than any
other, if only she could do so from her own.

It was not her face that stared back at her in the
shimmering reflection, just as this was not her body that
Paige had pushed beyond its endurance. This was not her
face, this was not her body, she was not even entirely
certain that this was indeed her soul. It was the face of
Jonathon Starsmore that stared back at her in the
shimmering reflection; it was his body she had stolen.

If only she knew how she had done it.

After removing her hand from the golden plaque before her,
eyes unflinching from the reflection that stared back at her,
she brought her fingers to the face that was not her
own. She gently ran her fingers across the chin she hadn't
known, morning stubble scraping against her tips. Paige
closed her eyes and waited in the brisk, morning breeze,
quietly whispering to the only one who could hear her, the
only one who would always hear her.

"Lord...if ah only knew how too give it back..."

*Paige...*

The girl trapped in the body of another suddenly opened her
eyes as the phantom voice cut through her thoughts. For a
moment she wished, she prayed, she almost believed that it
was the telepathic call of one she knew so well...and yet she
knew already it was another.

*Paige dear...*

The teen almost felt compelled to tilt her head as the
telepathic tone of Monet St. Croix called too her from deep
inside the estate, almost as if she could hear that phantom
voice on the wind itself.

*It's time to come inside, our guest has arrived*

Jean Grey was no stranger to resurrections, as a matter of



fact she should add it too her resume, 'Death not a
hindrance, mild inconvenience', but she had too admit, this
was not a call she had been expecting to receive. If she
was entirely honest, as she was often compelled to be, this
wasn't the call she had wanted to receive, at least, not as
the first.

The first woman of the X walked with purpose, her mane of
fire red hair tumbling along her shoulders with every step,
keeping pace with the young woman at her side as she was
lead deeper into the Mansion. Monet St. Croix, former X-
Man and wealthy daughter of a respected family, the new
master of this Estate. From out of the blue she had
seemingly returned, casting off a self imposed exile and
buying up the vacant land.

They had noticed, of course, even with the demands the
new, expanded school made on their collective time. The X-
Men had noticed full well the return of one of their
children. They had noticed and they had waited, allowing
both time and space for bridges to be rebuilt. No call came,
at least, not until now.

Jean was not disappointed that the young woman had called
for their help, indeed, there was no question that she would
give it, but rather, it was because she needed help that a
call was made. Monet St. Croix had returned from across to
sea too within reaching distance of her extended family, she
had even gathered former students like herself around her,
but it wasn't until a time of need that the road was once
again open.

She would have preferred the reunion between the X-Men
and their children to be under happier circumstances. Or at
the very least less complicated. The extended family of the
X never just 'mingled' anymore, when had they forgotten
how to do that?

When had they stopped wanting too?

"...my thanks for coming so soon".

The refined and polite tone of Monet St. Croix snapped Jean
Grey from her private revere, the young woman not
faltering in her own, poised and purposeful strides. The
comment was sincere, and yet the slant of tone suggested a
note of irritation, Monet was not accustomed too relying on
the good will of others, it wasn't in her breeding.

Or perhaps, Jean Grey considered, the young woman didn't
want it to be.



"Thanks aren't necessary, but you're welcome..." the red
head smiled sincerely, her emerald eyes echoed reassurance
"...we want to help, in any way we can".

Monet made no immediate response, and yet Jean did not
always need Telepathy too read another’s thoughts. The
young woman at her side was biting her tongue, however
cordially she was hiding it. Considering Monet's collective
experience with the X-Men, it perhaps wasn't a
surprise. That didn't mean it wasn't something that needed
to be worked on, divides within the family was not
something she liked to see.

"Would it be prudent of me too assume that you have been
discreet?" Ms. St. Croix questioned, a slight arch of her
brow accompanying her chosen tone.

"The others know I’m here..." Jean Grey answered, this
once choosing to ignore that chosen tone "...but nothing
beyond a cordial visit".

After a moment of private consideration, Monet made a
slight nod to confirm her satisfaction.

"Although I must admit..." Jean continued, opting too be
forthright with her opinion "...I don't like leaving Sam in the
dark, he would want to know about this".

"Yes, well..." Monet began somewhat sharply, clearly less
than pleased to have her judgement questioned. It was,
however, for but a moment, her thoughts of indignation
stumbling over understanding, a shared feeling with the
young man in question. Monet was no stranger too concern
shared between siblings, or the thought and terrible pain of
losing one.

"...I understand" her features softened, the first time since
the arrival of red headed X-Man, a moment of humanity
breaking through the girls shield of polished refinery.

"But this is at Paige's request..." Monet confirmed,
explaining the nature behind her own "...these
circumstances are difficult, and, at best, entirely in doubt".

For but a moment Monet paused, in both word and stride,
turning too the senior telepath, former team mate and the
woman she had called for help, a woman she hoped could
help her save a friend.

"Paige does not want her family to live through her death a
second time..."



"They won't..." Jean's demeanour took a stance that
brooked no doubt.

She couldn't claim to know, she wouldn't claim to know,
what the outcome of all this would be, but the possibility of
Paige Guthrie loosing her grip on life for a second time
simply wasn't an option.

For Sam's sake, for her family’s sake, even those not joined
by blood, that simply wasn't an option.

"...and neither will you".

Paige was growing to hate this place, it wasn't that she was
spending far too much time here; it was what it reminded
her of.

She found herself back in the medical wing of the St. Croix
Estate, sat upon the very bed she had awoken upon just
days before, her mind and soul trapped in someone else’s
body. It hadn't been a pleasant experience, returning from
the dead in a haze of confusion and fear, being thrown back
into the world of the living after drowning in the abyss of
oblivion.

But that wasn't what this room made Paige Guthrie think
about, it wasn't the clear and recent memory of being shot
in the chest, it wasn't the final moments of her life being
torn from her body. It didn't make her think of herself at
all, it made her think of the body she now in habituated. It
reminded her of the scar that now wrinkled the side of
Jonathon’s skull.

She could feel it, the jagged stitch of flesh that stretched
the width of his cranium, the eternal reminder of the bullet
that had cracked the bone and so very almost splintered the
mind it protected. Jonathon almost died from that bullet, he
still may be dead because of it, and the thought of that...

It was a thought that she could scarcely bring herself to live
with.

"Would you chillax already?" young Ms. Jubilation Lee
insisted as she returned too Paige's bedside, a glass of
water in hand. "Jean is like, totally cool, she'll sort this out
no problem".

Paige managed a small smile, accepting the glass of water
from her friend despite lacking any desire to drink it. Her



unusual return from the dead had caused quite a stir within
the estate, her former class mates quickly descending with
questions and uncertain hope. Of all of them, however,
Jubilation had scarcely left her side.

Well, hers or Jono’s...Paige wasn't rightly sure.

"Ah'm sorry..." she apologised, not for the first time the
tongue she now found herself with tripping over her,
unfamiliar, southern accent.

"Ah just...this is all so weird..." Paige admitted, setting the
glass aside without taking a single sip, failing to notice the
slight frown that folded Jubilations lips "...ah don't know
what to think...Ah’m supposed to be dead!"

"Well duh!" young Ms. Lee rolled her eyes "Yer also
supposed to be a girl, so lets leave the obvious stuff too
Angelo ok?"

“Ok, deal…” Paige nodded after a moments thought
“…although…”

“What?” young Ms. Jubilation Lee questioned with hands on
hips.

“Ah was just thinking…” Paige began to chew her bottom lip,
an old habit that seemed out of place on someone else’s
face.

“What if…what if maybe…” she tried to elaborate, moving to
tie her hair back into a pony tail, a mane of shoulder length,
blonde hair that the body of Jonathon Starsmore simply did
not possess. Paige ceased the nervous habit the moment
she realised she was grasping nothing but thin air. She
sighed in frustration and yet continued.

“What if Jean finds out ah ain’t Paige…what if ah’m still
Jonathon…” Paige felt the need to lower her voice to a
suspicious whisper.

“What if ah just…flipped mah lid?”

“Then imma kick yer butt” Jubilation Lee stated.

“What?” Paige sat up with a start, somewhat taken aback
from her friends sudden bluntness.

“Yer heard me…” young Ms. Jubilation Lee waved a
cautionary finger “…I have considered this to be possible,
and I decided if yer have just lost yer nut Mr.
Starsmore…imma kick yer lanky English Butt…again”.



“Y’all can’t do that!!” young Paige was aghast “Ah’m sick!!”

“Sorry, Justified butt kicking” Jubilation defended her
potential future actions.

“And entirely unnecessary I’m sure Ms. Lee” a new voice cut
between the two, one that belonged to a certain red headed
guest who had entered the room alongside Monet St.
Croix. A guest that prompted a grin to form on the face of
Jubilation Lee.

“Jean!” Jubilation greeted the well known telepath with little
personal restraint. Not only was she cool in her own right,
but she also happened to be one of Wolverines favourite
people, how could she not like her?

“Jubilee…” an easy smile found its way too the features of
Jean Grey “…you’re looking well, Logan sends his
regards…he would also like to know what happened to his
Jeep?”

“Yeah, erm…” young Ms. Lee visibly began to squirm “…I’ll
totally get back too him on that…”

“I’m sure” Jean nodded, turning her undivided attention to
the girl, one that had found herself trapped in a mans body,
sat awkwardly on the bed. The body didn’t fit her, it was
ponderous and slow, it was large and ungainly, at least, it
was in comparison to what she knew, to what she
remembered. A memory of a body that no longer really
existed.

“Paige” Jean continued to gently smile, sitting down beside
the uncomfortable looking girl and taking her hand in hers.

“It’s ok…” the first woman of the X made certain to make
eye contact, a set of emerald green reassuring a set of
chestnut brown “…all I’m going to do is take a look inside,
try and see what’s happened…maybe see how this
happened”.

“Ah figured as much…” Paige nodded in
understanding. Monet had already attempted much the
same, more than once, and yet frustration greeted her
every time. The oldest of the St. Croix sisters had claimed
looking into her mind was like wading through barbed wire,
too much was getting in the way…there was too much that
didn’t make sense. It was a failing that had annoyed her no
end.

Everett suggested outside help, Jubilation suggested Jean.



Monet relented and agreed.

“If it is me…” Paige suddenly questioned, interrupting
anything before it could begin “…if ah am Paige…”

“The we’ll work out the next step together…” Jean Grey
squeezed the hand of her patient reassuringly, regardless of
what his/hers/its true identity may indeed be.

“Now try to relax…” Jean hushed “…this won’t hurt a bit…”

Another time, another place...

She didn't know where she was.

Somehow she thought she should, her surroundings bathed
in a sea of red, the final glows of a dying day, an endless
field of wheat swaying in time with a gentle breeze. It felt
like home, a place in which she spent many a childhood day,
comforted by her youth and boundless innocence. The
sights and sounds, the very calmness of it all, yes, this was
home, she could almost swear it.

Only she knew it wasn't.

She walked without purpose through the silent fields, hip
high stalks of wheat brushing against her thighs, searching
for any signs of others. She walked for hours on end, or so
it felt, and yet it was only for but a moment, a moment
measured by the constant, ever silent beat of her heart. An
eternal rhythm to which only she knew the tune.

There was no-one else, not as far as the eye could see, not
another soul within the endless fields of home. There was
no-one else here within the abyss, one that felt just like
home.

Something was wrong, a nagging doubt that only grew
within her mind, one that became ever stronger with every
shade of red that darkened across the land.

There was no sound, she came to realise, and that is how
she knew that the world was wrong. She could not shout or
scream, she could not call of laugh, there was no sound to
be carried on the breeze, there was no din of life within this
facade of home. A mockery of her memories, a perversion
of her hope.



Something was terribly wrong.

The girl shielded her eyes from the blinding light of a distant
horizon, a sea of blood that cast her treasured memories in
a ghastly shade of poison.

Her arm was tingling, a strange sensation that quickly
spread across her body, folding into every bend and
curve. She saw a shimmering in the light, a metallic sheen
of silver that reflected the horizon; she saw her arm, one
that should be pale and pink, coated in a material she did
not know. The girl dared to touch it with her other hand,
the shining and metallic thing that should be her limb, she
felt it pulsing beneath her fingers, she felt the burning that
shifted throughout her body.

Panic quickly gripped her as the metallic sheen that encased
her fragile frame quickly shifted and distorted, rapidly
twisting and contorting, warping her very form to some
madman’s will. A blinding wall of searing pain tore through
her body, a scream of pain falling silent in the soundless
world, as her bones broke and snapped, pulverised as her
metallic skin warped her into some random and inhuman
thing.

She screamed in silent torment as he body lost all sense of
self, a warped distortion of spikes and javelins that tore and
dug into the very world around itself. She screamed as her
body burned, the chattering of a thousand voices scuttling
through her thoughts, a million different whispers, an
unrelenting purpose.

She screamed as she lost all sense of self, she screamed as
her body ate itself alive.

She screamed as the world was drowned in blood.

Paige Guthrie was still screaming when she awoke, the girl
trapped inside the body of another being bodily held down
too her bed by the far stronger Monet St. Croix. It took
many long, panic filled moments for her too remember
where she really was; too separate the pain and horror of
that other world from the safety and security of the real. It
wasn’t until her mind caught up with her senses, it wasn’t
until she recognised the faces of her friends around her, or
felt the soothing touch of Jean Greys influence within her
mind, that her panicked shaking came to an end.

It wasn’t until then that she came too realise that both her



cheeks and chin were both damp and stained with blood,
her own blood, a pair of crimson trails that had flowed freely
from her nose. It was an injury that accompanied a searing
headache that tore through her cranium like a
thunderstorm.

“Ah…” Paige tried to question, her muddled and confused
mind making it difficult to compose her thoughts.

“What…ah don’t…what happened…?” she looked to Monet
first, the massively strong Mutant loosening her hold of
Guthrie’s shoulders. When no immediate answer was
forthcoming she turned to Jean Grey at her other side, her
eyes silently asking the same question. The first hint of
genuine uncertainty she had ever seen cross the red heads
face did not fill her with confidence.

“I’m sorry Paige…” Jean apologised, consciously making the
effort to remove the impression of uncertainty from her
features, a calm collectiveness replacing it.

“I underestimated the amount of damage I would
encounter, I have never seen such…” the first woman of the
X forced herself to pause, composing her thoughts before
turning to face all those present. She genuinely wished she
had better news to deliver, the reality of the world,
however, meant that she rarely ever did.

“I can positively confirm that you are Paige Guthrie, that
your Astral Self, that your…soul…is currently housed within
the body of Jonathon Starsmore, it wouldn’t surprise me if it
has been for some time. In relation to that, I can also say
that Jonathon himself is also present, although only at a
purely subconscious level…”

“I sense me a ‘but’ coming…” young Ms. Jubilation Lee
ventured.

“I’m afraid so…” Jean nodded.

“While I was scanning through your thoughts I encountered
considerable damage, some of it will be due to the massive
trauma caused by the head wound, this can be repaired…”
Jean paused for yet another moment, deciding how best too
put it.

“The human mind is not designed to house two entirely
separate entities, it simply doesn’t know how too, your
mind…his mind, is quite simply breaking down under the
stress. The longer the two of you continue to occupy the
same space, the worse the damage will become…I’m sorry
Paige, I have no other way too put this…”



Jean took the hand of Paige Guthrie in her own, looking into
the eyes of Jonathon Starsmore and seeing another, lost
soul behind them. A lost soul she didn’t know how to save.

“You’re killing him; you have been since you died”.

TO BE CONTINUED...

Next Issue: Paige Guthrie and Jonathon Starsmore are
sharing one mind and body, but if one of them is too
survive, then the other must die. Monet St. Croix claims to
have a solution, but Jubilee is not going to like it…
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Months Ago...

She was lying in a pool of her own blood.

Jubilation Lee couldn't be sure from where exactly she was
bleeding, not when every muscle in her body burned, not
when her every bone ached, not when it felt as though her
skin itself was on fire.

The cold and sterile room she found herself in was dark, or
so it seemed. Her right eye was swollen shut, a mass of
bruised and purpled flesh, throbbing to an irregular beat,
her left eye simply refused too open, blinding her from the
world.

She tried to move, every now and then, the smallest
twitches the only thing her broken body could muster. Her
hands and feet were painfully tied together, her wrists and
ankles held secure by plastic bindings, the harsh material
digging deep into her flesh. She couldn't feel her fingers,
the circulation to her didgets now minimal at best, at least
three of them were broken.

She didn't bother trying to count how many of her ribs were
the same.

With the exception of a random cough, one that shook her
small and fragile frame, she made not a sound as she was
left to linger in her own, bodily fluids. She remained tight
lipped in the darkness, a stubborn cut to her jaw even
though her every nerve demanded that she scream. She
had done enough of that, she had given them all the
satisfaction they would receive, they had heard enough pain
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Skin

Molly

Chamber

escape her lungs while they had savagely beaten her too a
pulp.

Punishment for trying to escape, punishment for fifty yards
of defiance, fifty yards of freedom. Fifty yards and they had
left her like this, battered and broken, prone and helpless in
her own waste.

Fifty yards, and it was worth every bruise.

A battered bone for every yard of freedom.

She heard the sound, in some distant part of her mind, the
opening of the heavy door that lead to her chambers. She
saw the light, through both swollen and blotted eyelids,
dimly illumining her dank, cold and terrifying world. She
heard the shouts and curses coming from some far and
distant place, some rage unleashed from another throat.

She felt the hands about her shoulders, large and strong,
pulling her from her own muck and igniting a fresh wave of
pain throughout her entire body. She clenched her
stubborn jaw so the cry that tried to escape her lungs barely
made a mumble past her dry and broken mouth.

She felt the cold liquid brought too her lips, the cool yet
stinging touch of sweat water brought too her jaw, she felt
the temptation rise up from deep within her to drink her
fill. Too drink the life giving liquid too the very last drop.

She felt her body shaking from the pain.

She felt herself lash out, in some far and distant way,
disregarding the agony that gripped her, launching forward
for one last yard of freedom. Her head jerked forward like a
viper, her teeth both bared and sharp; there was a cry of
pain as Jubilation Lee made one last act of defiance, as her
mouth filled with the blood of another, as she viciously bit
the hand that fed her...

Now...

"It's mah fault isn't it?"

Paige Guthrie asked as quietly as she could, almost hoping
that she wouldn't be heard. It had been two days now, two
days since Jean Grey had delivered her dire news, two days
since they had all learned the truth, two days, and only now
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had she found the nerve too voice aloud the guilt that she
was feeling. The guilt her friends insisted wasn't hers.

She couldn't help but feel ashamed that it had taken so
long.

Was it really so bad?

Was it really so bad that she didn't want to die?

Her shoulders shuddered even though it wasn't cold; it
never was inside the sealed environment that was the
Danger Grotto. It was a lot like herself, she felt, this place
where she and her former class mates used to train, where
they would prepare for a future that never came. It was
alive, a vibrant mass of greens and blues, of trees and
rivers, a home to the many animals that frolicked through
the branches high above. For all intents and purposes it
was a tiny pocket of the wild; it was what it was; only it
truly wasn't.

It wasn't real, it wasn't wild and free, it was built by man
and sealed off within a bubble, a bubble that was not its
own. It was one thing in its heart, and something else
entirely outside of it.

In her heart, Paige Guthrie was herself, in her soul, she was
herself, but the body she resided in, the face she showed to
the outside world, the bubble she was nestled within, that
was something else entirely.

This was her soul, but it was not her body, she had stolen it,
she had slipped into it, she had taken it from Jonathon
Starsmore.

Now she didn't know how to give it back, regardless of the
dire consequences of not doing so.

Paige Guthrie opened her eyes and raised her head, looking
at the man sat opposite. Neither had said anything for the
longest time, both cross legged on the grass, the wildlife of
the Danger Grotto leaving them in peace. Neither had said
anything for a good long while, or so it felt, until Paige had
chosen too break the silence.

Gateway had chosen not to answer.

She didn't really expect him too, in all the time she had
known the short, Aborigine Mutant, she had only ever heard
him mutter a single word. In all the time since, and all the
time before, his council had been his own. A private man



with private motives, intentions that could not be fathomed.

His thin chest rose and fell, his wispy white beard gently
moved in the breeze, his eyes did not open. Paige had
raised her head and asked her question, a question she had
not dared to ask any other, a question he did not answer.

Paige was almost glad he didn't, even if she did herself.

"It is mah fault..." once again she whispered quietly,
levelling the accusation at herself. An accusation that came
just in time for a fresh blaze of pain too fire through her
mind, a lighting storm in her cortex, a flash of agony that
seized her every muscle. It quickly passed, as it always did,
a thunder strike of white hot misery to remind her of the
damage her very presence caused.

She was killing this body, the form of Jonathon Starsmore;
she had been since the day she died. She had been since
the moment she had begun too share his mind with her
own, she had been since she had seized upon a single
instinct and done what she had too in order to survive.

She just didn't want to do die, and now she hated herself
because of it.

"Paige..."

She felt the comforting hand on her shoulder and the voice
of a friend that cut through the fading pain. She knew who
it was long before she opened her eyes and saw his face,
one covered with a mask of concern; it was one of the most
honest faces she had ever known. It was a face she was
always glad to see.

Everett Thomas, possibly the only student in the world who
had studied as hard as she did, even if they did have
different goals in life.

"Are you ok?" he asked, the mask of concern not fading,
despite a sincere smile that was added to his features. He
offered her his hand to help her up, a friend trapped in the
body of another, it was a hand she gladly took.

"Ah'm fine..." she insisted, graciously accepting his help and
pulling herself up to her feet, still not used to the fact that
the body she was now in, the body of Jonathon Starsmore,
was a good inch or two taller than Everett "...just...Y'all
know...headaches and all".

“I know…” Everett nodded, taking a moment to ensure that



Paige was steady on her feet before letting go of her hand
“…Jono was getting them a lot too”.

“Ah can imagine…” Paige sighed, the final moments of her
flash migraine fading into memory “…ah must be the worst
tenant ever”.

“Maybe” Everett smiled “But I’m sure you’re one Jono would
gladly have”.

“Y’all think?” she asked quietly.

“I know” the young man answered sombrely.

“Ah guess…” Paige began to agree before she caught sight
of what her friend was wearing. She hadn’t quite realised it
at first, her senses caught in the grip of pain, but now she
could clearly see that Everett had not arrived in casual
attire. She recognised the suit he was wearing, it was
impossible for her too mistake, the dark read tone of the
uniform they had all been issued with what now felt like so
long ago. The uniform of Generation X.

“Oh, ah’m sorry…” Paige smiled despite herself “…have ah
travelled back in time as well?”

“I’m afraid not…” Everett laughed, rotating his shoulders in
a suit that seemed to be a little too small “…I had to dig this
thing out of Mothballs; Monet says its time for us to suit
up”.

“Ah don’t understand…” Paige felt perplexed “…for what?”

“What do you think?” Everett tightly clasped her shoulder
with his hand.

One Hour Later...

Sometimes, life just rocked.

Not as often as it should do, but often enough. Every now
and then something would roll along to remind Jubilation
Lee just how awesome her life was. Being unofficially
adopted by the X-Men? Incredible!! Hanging out with a
whole bunch of Mutant Misfits like
herself? Spectacular!! Flying a multi-million dollar private
jet...?



Priceless!!

And to think, a few weeks ago she spent all her time and
effort scheming her way into the driving seat of a Jeep. A
Jeep!! The dark haired girl sighed at herself as the high
altitude scenery passed by the cockpit windows. 'Jeep
Driving Obsessed Jubilation Lee' was so lame in comparison
to 'Private Jet Flying Jubilation Lee'. She just couldn't help
but become increasingly awesome with each passing day, it
was a curse.

"You totally rock by the way" Jubilation voiced aloud in no
uncertain terms, directing the compliment to her co-pilot.

She used the term 'co-pilot' loosely in her mind since the
Private Jet in question belonged to the young woman next
too her and, unlike everyone else on board, she could fly
under her own power. If Jubilation was to suddenly shift
from being totally awesome to being totally lame, sending
the multi-million dollar private jet plummeting suicidaly
towards the ground, Monet St. Croix wouldn't have a great
deal too be worried about.

On the other hand, Jubilation Lee herself would be pretty
much screwed, so she always strived to make sure that she
remained 'totally awesome'.

For her part Monet St. Croix raised half a brow at the
unexpected compliment, a slight smile creasing the side of
her face that young Jubilation couldn't see.

"Well, thank you" Monet answered with her polite and
clipped manner, opening her eyes for the first time in
hours. The dark skinned young woman had been on the
verge of pleasant sleep since the aerial journey had begun,
entrusting the young, would be pilot at her side with not
only her exceptionally expensive possession, but also with
the lives of all those on board.

She needed time too think, she had wanted time to think,
trying to decide, even at this late hour, if the course of
action she was about too propose was the correct one. It
was a feeling she did not enjoy, it was a feeling to be kept
locked up and out of sight of all those who knew her, the
feeling of uncertainty. She had no room for it now, she
could not afford it too be a luxury, and yet, such frail and
human traits were difficult too discard.

She would have to work on that.

Jubilations 'enthusiastic' offers to take the pilots seat had



inadvertently given the young woman the time she would
need to put her final doubts to rest, a few hours of quite
contemplation, such as it was in the company of Jubilation
Lee.

"You know..." Jubilation made a sideways glance at Monet
St. Croix beside her, making a show of reading the
navigational dials "...this could be where you compliment
me...?"

"Ah, yes..." the slight smile that formed on the pristine
features of Monet St. Croix, one that remained out of view
of young Ms. Jubilation Lee, became a little wider.

"My apologises, I am quite certain you...'rock' as well"
Monet concluded.

"I do, don't I?" Jubilation grinned in no uncertain terms,
feeling increasingly proud of herself.

"But you know..." Jubilation began again, the dark haired
mutant shifting her view between the largely empty, high
altitude, outside world and the young woman beside her. A
young woman that, not so long ago, she had served with on
the X-Men.

Not the greatest chapter in either of their lives.

"Yes?" Monet raised a questioning brow.

"It really sucks that Jean couldn't come up with a solution,"
Jubilation voiced the opinion that had been hovering around
her head for a while. Granted, young Ms. Lee, much like all
of them, didn't exactly know yet where Monet planned on
taking them, the whole thing was being kept 'hush, hush'
and 'super secret', but she knew what it was about. She
knew it had something to do with Paige Guthrie being
trapped in the body of Jonathon Starsmore.

She was pretty certain that it was something Jean 'most
awesome telepath on the planet' Grey could help with.

"Yes, well..." Monet began, repressing a small sigh as she
closed her eyes, her refined features becoming entirely
neutral.

"I am...disappointed..." the dark skinned, young mutant had
opted to pause, choosing not to use the word 'thankful' in
present company. As capable as Jean Grey was, her
involvement was not something that she was intent on
actively pursuing.



"But the affairs on Muir Island have the X-Men occupied
with their own problems..." she calmly summed up the
current crisis that had recently struck the Scottish Island
"...we will have to make do without her assistance".

"I guess so" young Ms. Jubilation Lee made a pretence of a
sigh, the dark haired young mutant nonchalantly looking out
the window at the passing clouds.

"Still, if she were here..." for once in her life young Ms.
Jubilation Lee repressed a co spiritual grin from crossing her
features, the dark haired mutant exercising every bit of will
power that she could too remain nonplussed.

"She coulda pointed out that I’ve never actually flown a real
plane…"

To her credit, the look of shock that overtook the refined
features of Monet St. Croix was purely momentary.

Undisclosed Location...

Honestly, the place was...smaller than she thought it would
be.

Paige wasn't sure what to expect, Monet's insistence that
this is where they needed too go was what had driven them
this far, a promise that all would be explained upon
arrival. Monet had asked for patience, which was easier for
some too give than others, and now, not to sound
ungrateful, but with all the secrecy, Paige had expected
something... more.

In retrospect, Paige thought too herself as the small group
entered the lobby, the reception was large enough, the
room easily capable of housing well over a hundred people,
and yet it had little too stand in awe of. The angles were
sharp, the furnishings spartan and only a single man was
there to greet them, an elderly fellow with thinning hair and
disinterested eyes, watching them without pause from
behind his desk.

With the exception of the two guards, each adorned in suits,
that had greeted them without emotion just outside, there
was not another soul, no-one but Monet and her
companions. Nothing that suggested a solution too her
own, life or death dilemma.



Paige only realised that Monet had come too a sudden stop,
long before reaching the disinterested, elderly man at his
desk, after she barely avoided walking into her. With a
swift side step that was clumsier than she was used too, the
body of Jonathon Starsmore far more ungainly than her
own, she looked to her friends in puzzlement.

"Wow M..." Jubilation was predictably the first one to speak
up, the short mutant in a yellow trench coat blowing and
bursting a bubble with her gum "...this is like, awesome
squared". Sarcasm was secondary nature to young Ms. Lee.

"Patience" Monet sighed, looking too the elderly man with a
small nod before turning to the others. She stood with
hands folded behind her back, her expression serious,
almost cold as she looked each one of them in the eye.

"What I am about to tell you..." the dark skinned young
woman begin, making sure she had each of their attentions.

"What I am about to show you...can not be repeated, can
not be spoken of, beyond these walls. Understood?" she
questioned.

Paige looked to the others, feeling increasingly
uncomfortable with the turn this was taking. Jubilee, much
more comfortable in her old, dark red and gold uniform than
Everett was, merely shrugged. Angelo did likewise, at least
he did after trying to brush off little Molly, the girl in a cat
eared hat pulling on his sleeve impatiently, trying to point
out something at his feet.

Everett was the only one to speak.

"If this is something that can help Paige and Jonathon..."
the thoughtful young man put his thoughts in order "...then
I’m sure we can agree to that".

"Good..." Monet almost seemed to relax, her shoulders
becoming a little less tight, her expression, however, no less
serious.

"Because you shouldn't really be here" Monet admitted
moments before five members of the sextet almost lost
their footing.

The noise was incredible; a great cracking of thunder as the
floor beneath their feet dramatically broke and shifted. The
sudden shift in movement did not end instantaneously, not
as the air filled with the roar of grinding gears and shifting
metal, of marble scraping stone, as the very ground they



stood upon, a great circler disk, began to descend.

"Holy Monkey Nuts!!" Jubilation Lee declared as the solid
disk of marble, a circler platform some twenty metres in
diameter, gradually plunged downwards. The lobby they
had been standing in slowly disappeared above them, and
entirely different world opened up below them.

Paige instinctively stepped back from the edge, the group as
a whole moving closer together at the centre of the giant,
marble disk, as it slowly descended. The world far below
them was as vast as Paige could see, a hanger bay of truly
massive proportions, all manner of transports, planes,
trucks and cars littering its surface, all manner of people
milling around in some mad, sweeping task.

It was a world buried deep beneath the world, and Paige
suspected that this was just the beginning.

"I like your basement..." Angelo found the only words he
could think of too explain it "...I wouldn't want to clean it".

"This is hardly mine" Monet explained calmly, seemingly
oblivious to the giant disk of marble they were slowly
descending upon, and the barely organised chaos that was
taking place far below them.

"Not big enough huh?" Jubilation’s sense of sarcasm never
failed her.

"This installation is the headquarters for a recently
established United Nations Task Force, one instigated by
men such as my Father... and overseen by those such as
myself..." Monet calmly continued, regaining the attention
of her former class mates. The attention of everyone, that
is, except young Molly Hayes, the girl still fascinated by
something on the floor.

Molly, growing tired with Angelo and his indifference to her
insistent pointing, instead turned to Jubilation. She pulled
harshly on her arm, pointing at what had caught her
interest; Jubilation in turn humoured the girl with a quick
look.

It didn't take long to see what it was, the fine line carving
that was engraved across the entirety of the marble
platform they were standing on. It was a symbol, difficult
too recognise at first due too its size, and yet, she knew she
had seen it before. Somewhere she hadn't had time to
remember it clearly, somewhere that she didn't want to see
again.



"This is..." Monet began.

"BYRON!!" Jubilation harshly interrupted.

The coffee tasted like powdered crap, which was proving to
be the highlight of her day. Karen Barnes was in a fowl
mood, which was not unusual, but today was worse than
usual. That was always the case when she knew it was
going to be a bad day before she even woke up in the
morning.

God Damn Teenagers would be the death of her.

She wasn't the only one enjoying a bad temperament today,
that Karen made damn sure of. If she was going to be a
pissy mood then everyone she encountered was going to be
as well, she had a knack for it, making sure the rest of the
world joined in with her misery. Petty? Yes, perhaps, but it
made her feel a little better.

She stood at the very centre of Red One, the nerve centre
of the Facility, glaring with unconcealed irritation at the
various monitors that surrounded her station. Her jet black
hair was pulled back harshly, her tie hung loosely, her suit
fit badly, babysitting the black projects of a dead Agency
just wasn't sitting well with her.

Damn that witch for recommending her to the post!!

None of her subordinates were making eye contact, which
was probably the best decision they would make all
day. Instead they remained focused on their stations,
pencil pusher guardsmen, security men that had never lifted
a gun, monitor watchers all. Everyone had too be good for
something Karen supposed, but you just couldn't beat
shooting a threat in the head until it went away.

Problems were easier to solve that way.

The former Agent of SHIELD muttered various obscenities
as she rubbed her forehead, an increasingly familiar sense
of nausea washing over her. The middle aged woman knew
exactly what it was, and despised there was nothing she
could do about it.

"She's dreaming again isn't she!?!" Karen snapped, her dark
eyes flashing at the subordinate responsible for monitoring
the Facilities final level.



"Yes Sir" the petite girl with red hair answered, her own suit
pristine in every way "should I increase her sedative?"

"Do me a favour..." Karen snapped again, grimacing as she
downed a mouthful of her powdered crap "...and just shoot
the sodding cow!"

"Sir?" the petite red head, whose name Karen never
intended to learn nervously questioned.

"Alright, fine!" Karen waved an irritable hand "yes, increase
the sedative, knock her out, kill her, whatever, just stop her
dreaming".

"Yes sir" the red head nodded, returning to her monitor.

Karen scowled, chocking back another mouthful of
powdered crap as her dark eyes found their way to the real
source of her irritation, the monitors displaying the VIP's of
the day. As if the high and mighty St. Croix wasn't bad
enough on her own, she had brought the Brat Pack with
her. Cleared or not, they would be having words about this
later. They always did.

"I've already got one bitch looking to shit in my cereal today
as it is..."

"WHAT THE HELL MONET!?!"

Jubilation Lee was shouting, not caring if anyone else could
hear them as they continued to descend on the giant marble
disk, one that was engraved with the insignia of the Byron
Agency. She was pissed, a flash of anger tearing through
her gut and erupting out her mouth, a firestorm of instant
rage that tore through her mind. It was one that had been
born from weeks of torture and confinement, of betrayal
and misery, all of which was at the hands of the Byron
Agency.

It was an instant rage that demanded that she lash out;
striking the shoulder of Monet St. Croix with a wicked
slap. In retrospect she could have struck a brick wall, a
swift wave of agony gripping her fingers as they whipped
across Monet's invulnerable frame. She didn't care, she
barely even noticed it.

Just as she barely noticed Everett Thomas trying to hold her
back.



"I MEAN, WHAT THE HELL!?!" she demanded to know,
unable to understand why Monet would bring them here,
why she would have, why she would want, any part with the
Byron’s, why she could betray them to the very people who
had raped them body and soul!!

"Jubilation, please..." Monet spoke both carefully and
calmly, apparently entirely unfazed by the other young
women’s physical attack, even her dark crimson uniform
was un-scuffed. "This is not what you think..."

"THE HELL IT ISN'T!!" Jubilation glared at Monet St. Croix
with entirely unveiled hostility.

"This isn't the Byron Agency!!" Monet's tone was suddenly
sharp, cutting through the very air itself. "Stop being such
a child and listen to me!!"

Jubilation paused for but a moment, her hostility no less
open, although Everett felt he need not hold her back so
much.

"This is the Byron Trust, a poor choice in name perhaps, but
it was not my decision" Monet sharply sighed, straightening
out her dark crimson uniform with a tug. Satisfied that
Jubilation would be silent for the moment, and that the
others were more receptive too listening, she continued.

"When the Byron Agency collapsed, it's installations around
the world did not simply vanish, it's black projects did not
disappear and those that were still imprisoned were not
suddenly set free" Monet composed herself, explaining the
situation as clearly as she could, the circular platform they
stood atop continuing its slow decent.

"While the X-Men were more than happy too bludgeon their
enemies into submission, they clearly had little interest in
cleaning up the mess. Byron collapsed after the hierarchy
was taken into custody, but the fallout of its actions were
not instantly resolved. The Byron Trust is a United Nations
Taskforce with the simple mandate of locating, cataloguing
and, if need be, destroying all Byron Agency Facilities and
Projects that infringed on Human and/or Mutant rights".

She paused, reading the reactions of her classmates,
Jubilations continued too be hostile. The shorter Mutant
didn't want to be here, Monet could understand,
unfortunately she did not have the time too
sympathise. She would just have to deal with her anger.

Just like everyone else involved with Byron would.



"This entire facility was once theirs, now it serves our
purposes; this is the heart of the Byron Trust. Everything is
relocated here, every sin and every dark project, all too be
studied and dismantled both safely and securely. The Byron
Agency left a trail of human misery across the entire planet;
we are simply cleaning it up".

Monet sighed, resisting the building urge to pinch the bridge
of her nose between finger and thumb.

"There are nine levels in all. One for transportation and
storage, two for imprisonment and confinement, two for
housing and leisure, four for research, study and
development. I will be taking Paige too Level Seven, where
I may be able to solve her problem. The rest of you, for
today only, have been granted full access too this
facility. You may observe any department you desire, but
you can not, under any circumstances, interfere".

Monet paused for a final time, looking each of them in the
eye, Jubilation in particular.

"To be involved with me is to be involved with this, if, after
today, you are not comfortable with that...then it's time for
you too leave".

The Byron Trust, Level Seven, R&D.4…

Any thoughts Paige Guthrie had of this installation being
small had long since been washed away.

At first she had tried to burn the layout of the facility too
memory, as she often did, making a mental note of every
corridor Monet St. Croix lead her down, of every room they
passed, but such efforts proved to be in vain. It was not
due too some failing on her part, rather, it was her curiosity
that got the better of her; it was her inquisitive nature that
distracted her.

It was the sense of wonder this place awakened in her.

Paige Guthrie did not study day and night in some mad
quest to better her eventual grades, it wasn't even, at least
not only, her desire to join the vaulted X-Men, it was
instead her need to learn. It was her passion to learn, too
absorb everything she encountered, too understand the
world around her. Too use the intelligence that God had
seen fit too grant her.



Ambition and curiosity, these were the traits that pushed
her to aspire too ever greater heights. There was not much
here, deep underground while she was trapped in a body
that was not her own, that could serve to further her grand
ambitions...but there was plenty to spark her curiosity.

Enough to keep her occupied for a lifetime.

None of which she could pause to linger on.

All of which was tainted with blood...

Paige forced herself to remember that as they passed each
room, watching the technicians and doctors as they
deconstructed and studied marvels both mechanical and
biological. Breakthroughs in medical science, vast strides in
the world of techno-organics, genuine attempts at creating
viable Artificial Intelligence, all of it the brainchild of a
corrupt establishment, the legacy of the blood stained Byron
Agency.

Breakthroughs in Science for the benefit of Mankind...all at
the cost of its Humanity. Science without a
conscience. Bad Medicine.

"Paige dear..."

The young woman trapped in the body of another quietly
berated herself as the refined tones of Monet St. Croix cut
through her musings. She had been caught lingering, her
eye too easily distracted by the bright corridors and the
technical marvels that lay just beyond the windows on
either side of her. She had fallen behind her still striding
guide, forced to quicken her pace to catch up.

"...we are on a time limit" Monet saw fit to remind her
former classmate, her gaze not shifting from the path right
in front of them, her chin held high, all others they
encountered parting to let her through. She was a master
of this place, and everyone knew it, and Paige suspected
that Monet enjoyed it.

"Ah’m sorry..." Paige apologised, nodding politely towards
everyone who had seen fit too step aside for the two.

"It's just...ah have never seen anythin' like this before..."
Paige found her head involuntarily turning as they passed a
room housing the remains of a disassembled Sentinel.

"This place is...amazing..." she admitted.



"I'm sure it seems that way" Monet commented dryly, her
features becoming sharper, her gaze never shifting too the
rooms on either side of them as they passed.

"Ah'm sorry..." Paige hastily apologised, knowing that much
of the blood these advancements had been tainted with
belonged too her friends "...ah just..."

She stopped the moment Monet raised a sharp hand as they
walked, the sudden gesture clearly asking for an end too the
discussion.

"It's fine Paige..." Monet's tone had become both short and
terse, the tightness in her shoulders clear for all too see
"...all things are a matter of perspective".

"Ah guess..." Paige nodded a little, the young woman feeling
increasingly uncomfortable.

"Ah'm surprised y’all want to be here at all..." Paige
wondered quietly before she could stop herself, what would
bring anyone to return too a place that had caused them so
much pain and misery?

She was caught off guard as Monet came too a sudden stop
for a second time that day, making several strides before
realising that she walked alone. Paige turned in time too
see the shoulders of Monet St. Croix tighten before the dark
skinned, young woman inhaled deeply. A moment later she
looked her in the eye, her own appearing as though they
had been carved from frozen stone.

"'Want' and 'need' are not the same" Monet explained, her
tone cold and hard.

"What was done to me in a place like this was inhumane
and unforgivable, they tore me apart and stripped me
down. They defiled my body and my nature in every way
they could, they stole my very self and made a freakish
monstrosity in my image..."

Monet paused for a moment, composing herself as best she
could, a sense of a rage that was locked up deep inside
seeping too the surface. It was palatable, a foul stigma in
the air.

"Heaven help me, there are times I would burn this place to
the ground, too eradicate everything that was stolen from
me. There are times I want to do this, but I won't..."

With each passing word Monet grew visibly calmer, much



too Paige's surprise, as the young telepath slowly put the
beast back in its box, far away from the light of day. Her
manner returned too composed, her features resolute, her
dignity undiminished.

"What I want and what I need are not the same, or should I
say, what the world will need. Advancements have been
made, it can not be undone. Yes, my body and mind were
violated too achieve them, and I assure you, that I will most
certainly not forget...but I will be Damned if the only ones
to benefit from that is them!!"

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement.1…

Everett Thomas found himself feeling sick.

Monet's offer for all of them too explore the Byron Trust
Facility had been taken up with varying degrees of
enthusiasm. Jubilation wanted to be alone, Angelo had
opted to follow his more immediate needs, searching out
the cafeteria, Molly had quickly followed. Everett, on the
other hand, had found his way here.

Why exactly, he wasn't sure. Perhaps he had to see it for
himself, just once, the place that lay deep underground, on
level eight of nine, the detainment centre. The place in
which his friends had been imprisoned, where they had
been tortured. The place in which they had suffered
immensely...and he had been far too oblivious too help
them.

The cells were empty now, vacant of even furniture, dozens
of rooms stretching as far as the eye could see. The walls
were white and sterile, the floors were clean and spotless,
they had been sanitised, each and every one, but the young
man was not fooled.

He could see the truth, as he stood outside one cell, staring
through the reinforced glass at the vacant room. In his
minds eye he could see the prisoners that had been trapped
here, faded auras of long lost mutants, whispers of vanished
souls. He could see the suffering in their final moments; he
could see the torment of their final deeds.

He could see the blood and sin that could not be scrubbed
clean by any kind of sanitizer.



He felt sick and entirely failed to understand how one man
could disregard another so entirely. He would never
understand the base cruelty others would gladly fall too, he
couldn't understand it, and he prayed to God that he never
would.

One thing was for certain, he would certainly never forgive
it...

The Byron Trust, Level Seven, R&D.4…

Her nose was bleeding again, only now it showed no signs of
stopping.

Paige had a handkerchief in hand, holding it too her nose in
an effort to stem the tide of blood that threatened to coat
her chin at any moment. The headache that accompanied it
was not as intense as the ones before, and yet it lingered, a
throbbing at the very centre of her mind, one that numbed
her senses and increasingly muffled the world around her.

After some quite consideration, Monet St. Croix had opted
not too inform Paige Guthrie of her bloodshot eyes. The
orbs of Jonathon Starsmore blotted with a harsh shade of
red in each corner, a stark contrast too the increasingly pale
nature of the bodies skin.

Monet quietly cursed herself as the two of them continued
to stride down the corridor, forever onwards towards their
final destination, the final possible solution to saving both
her former class mates. She cursed herself for taking so
long too make these arrangements...she did, however,
curse those responsible for making it so, all the more
viciously.

How her Father could stand the dalliances and idiocies of
politicians and administrators was beyond her. It was a skill
set, and a patience, he could wield far more nimbly than
herself.

She could only hope that the wasted time would not result
in a wasted life.

No, Monet berated herself; there was no need for
hope. She would succeed, she was Monet St. Croix, she
would prevail, it wasn't in her nature to except less.

As Paige lost a step, the body of Jonathon Starsmore



stumbling, Monet immediately grabbed her arm, the
powerful limbs of the oldest of the St. Croix sisters
supporting her former class mate with ease.

"Relax Paige..." Monet assured Paige Guthrie in quite tones,
almost carrying her to the double doors that appeared
before them "...we're here".

Paige blinked several times, her vision ever more hazy, the
shapes and colours of the world around her increasingly
blurred. She saw the doors and how they slid open, she
saw how the corridor came to an end on either side of them,
she saw no other way but forward. This was the end of the
line, this is where Monet was hiding her ace in hole, this is
where she had hidden her solution.

This was where Paige would find the means to save the life
of Jonathon Starsmore, a man she herself was killing.

She stumbled at first, as Monet released her arm too see
too some other need, and yet she found her footing. Even
with her vision blurred and senses dulled, even with the
endless thumping at the very centre of her mind, she found
her footing and stumbled forward, ever deeper into the
room.

It was cold in here, making her skin shiver and lungs shake
with every breadth, the very air itself visible before
her. The walls were white, almost blinding her with their
glare, like the floor beneath her feet, one being stained by
the trail of blood drops being left from her nose, a crimson
map of where she had been.

"You're problem is a serious one..."

Paige could hear Monet explain from some place behind her,
the tone of the dark skinned young woman somehow
distracted. She looked to either side of her as she walked,
her bloodshot eyes falling upon the twin rows of metallic
beds running symmetrically with one another. One pair,
two pairs, three...all of them were cold and sterile, all of
them were dead, all of them were shrouded with a stark
white blanket, hiding something from sight.

Something that could be human.

Something that could be...something else...

"...but not complicated".

The voice of Monet St. Croix was further away now, distant



and unreal as Paige continued onwards, drawn to the very
end of the row. She was drawn to the very last bed, the
very last cold and metallic cot, drawn to the stiff an lifeless
form beneath that featureless shroud.

For a moment her nose stopped bleeding, for a moment the
hammering in her mind grew dim, for a moment the pain of
a dying body subsided as she pulled the shroud away from
the body before her, revealing what lay beneath.

She gasped and chocked and covered her mouth with blood
stained hands as she looked at the figure laying prone
before her. One that lay in eternal silence, long dead and
decayed, the skin both shrivelled and dried, the muscles
both taunt and tight, the hair both white and sparse. She
gagged as she stared at the body before her, one that
sported a single hole buried deep within the centre of its
torso.

"Oh Lord...what have y'all done..."

She struggled to say, the very words caught in her throat by
the horror of the sight. She struggled to breadth as she
looked upon the lifeless body before her, Paige Guthrie
staring down through the eyes of Jonathon Starsmore...and
deep into the lifeless ones of her own corpse.

"WHAT HAVE Y'ALL DONE!?!"

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement.1…

Everett Thomas noticed that the number of security
personal increased the deeper he descended into the
detainment centre. Ordinarily he wouldn't find this odd,
prisoners needed guards after all, and the men and woman
he passed, all equipped with body armour and grim
expressions, could be nothing else, but in the here and now,
they seemed out of place. The cells were empty, the prison
was vacant, those who had been unfortunate enough too be
held captive here had been freed.

The prisoners were gone, and yet the guards remained...all
of them armed for bear.

There was someone down here, of that he was now
certain. He didn't need the suspicious glances of the odd
scowl of the guards he passed too tell him that. He didn't



need the feeling of oppression that grew with every step,
the feeling of trepidation running up his spine; he didn't
need any of this. He could feel it, an aura granted to him by
his very birth reaching out and finding the sole remaining
prisoner.

One last man to be guarded.

Everett came to a stop as he came upon the final cell,
staring through the reinforced glass that separated the
prisoner from the world. It was not the den of horror it had
once been, a single bed with a table and chair for
furniture. A room furnished for, and occupied by, only one.

One who seemed to be just as surprised to see the young
man in question as he was to be found.

"Well now..."

The man in question spoke up, shifting from thoughtful
contemplation too sitting on his bed. The hint of a smile
almost broke his tired features, the posture of the middle
aged man both slumped and defeated, his eyes much older
than they had ever been.

Everett Thomas struggled to find words and yet none would
come, his mind struggling to grasp how quickly the world
could change, how the man before him could be the man he
had once known.

A man he had respected.

Sean Cassidy.

The Banshee.

"...I cannie say I was expecting to see ye this morning?"

TO BE CONTINUED...

Next Issue: Sean Cassidy returns to the pages of
Generation X, but it’s hardly the heart felt reunion it may
have once been. The final sin of the Bryon Agency is about
to be discovered, and the price that cost Banshee his soul
will be revealed...
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Her shoulder was dislocated.

Jubilation Lee grimaced as she forced her small frame up
too sitting, her left arm hanging limply at her side, the joint
protesting like wild fire. She blinked several times as she
opened her eyes, the flickering lights above both
illuminating and plunging the world into darkness. The
smell was offensive, polluting her lungs with every breadth,
the broken bodies and spattered blood, the entrails that
decorated the walls at every corner, the heavy stink of
death that lingered in the air.

She grimaced anew as her body weight shifted, her back
braced up against the wall, one slippery with the blood of
others, the dark haired Mutant slowly finding her booted
feet. Jubilee gagged as her rib cage shuddered, nausea
rushing to her throat as her head was spinning, the piercing
pain within her shoulder growing worse with every
movement.

Something cracked beneath her booted feet, the scattered
bones of someone else, remnants of something sinister that
did not want them, the floor was littered across every
inch. Once clean and gleaming, the tiled pathway beneath
her golden boots, now patched with scattered parts of long
dead things. Bones and teeth, flesh and muscles, blood that
glittered in the flickering light, some of which was hers.

Jubilee gasped from self created pain as she grasped her
limp and useless arm with her other one, holding it tightly
by the bicep. With her back still braced up against the
blood stained wall, she closed her eyes and gritted teeth,
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bracing for the pain that would soon overwhelm her. With
grim resolve, she paused for but a moment, and then
wretched the dislocated joint back into place with a
shuddering and spirit breaking crack, one that filled the very
air.

She cried out in pain as fire tore through her torso, tears
flooding the corners of her eyes as her senses went light
and useless. The dark haired girl breathed in deep and
shuddering gasps, her back against the wall as her relocated
arm twitched and spasmend, a painful feeling returning to
the limb.

Time passed, seconds into minutes, each moment measured
by the flickering of the lights around her. Time passed, and
Jubilee opened her eyes once more, the world still bathed in
the blood and bones of others. Tears filled her eyes as the
young woman pushed herself from the wall, her booted feet
finding purchase on the floor with slow and heavy steps.

Her resolve grew stronger with her every step, with every
gasp that filled her lungs, with every tear that stained her
cheeks. Her resolve grew stronger with every breadth, with
every bone that cracked beneath her feet, with every
lifeless corpse that stared blindly up at her from the deep
beyond. Her resolve grew stronger as the stigma in the air
grew ever thicker, leading her deeper into the belly of the
beast.

A beast that had devoured her once before...

Now...

The Byron Trust, Level 3, Housing and Leisure.2, The
Food Court...

"This place is SO COOL!!"

Molly Hayes made her sweeping judgement of the Byron
Trust after careful consideration, deep concentration, and
her third bowl of icecream. Too add the extra exclamation
point too her statement, she slammed her fist down against
the table she was sat at, for once remembering her strength
enough too not simply shatter it in two.

Instead, as the resulting ripple effect shot down the forty
foot long table, it only resulted in someone else’s dinner
flipping up into the air. The resulting crash and harsh
language that followed was far too far away for young Molly
Hayes too realise that she was too blame, and so it did not
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concern her.

Besides, she had a fourth bowl of Icecream too be more
interested in.

Angelo Espinosa, on the other hand, sat as he was on the
other side of her, resisted the urge too bury his head in his
hands. This had not, after careful consideration, deep
concentration, and so far no icecream, been one of his
better ideas.

The young man had met Monet's offer too explore the nine
level facility with, at best, indifference. Jubilation was
pissed about the whole affair, Everett was conflicted by his
over developed sense of morality, but quite frankly, if he
was honest, Angelo didn't care.

He had only come here for one reason, and that was
Paige. He was reluctant too admit it, but his former fellow
students were his friends, half of them had raced around the
world just because he had called for help. They were his
friends, his family, they would die for him and he would die
for them.

Only Paige was already dead.

Or so she should be, killed by the very means that had
taken away so many of his friends before. One bullet, one
shot, one death, life really was a bastard like that.

But now there was a chance, for reasons he didn't really
want to grasp, that they could bring her back. That, for
once, they could actually take something back from a world
that despised them. If only for the simple pleasure of
flipping off the universe, Angelo Espinosa had too make sure
it happened.

Too hell with the reasons why it was possible.

With a painful groan, the young man shifted his body
weight, propping his injured, right leg up onto an empty
chair. His knee ached like a bitch, he had walked on it too
much today, even with his crutch too help. The idea of
exploring nine entire levels too blindly look at things he
wouldn't understand didn't appeal too him.

Bed, now that appealed too him.

If he was needed elsewhere, if his help was directly called
upon too bring Paige back, then he would give it. Until
then, sitting down seemed like the best idea he'd had all
day.



Apparently Molly Hayes needed more than that.

The girl with a cat eared hat was swinging her legs as she
happily helped herself too her fourth bowl of icecream,
kicking the underside of the table with every wild swish of
her lower limbs. All along its forty foot length, plates, cups
and cutlery were jostling high into the air, the other
patrons, for some reason, scowling in his direction.

Angelo dropped his cheek into one hand, no; feeding young
Molly Hayes with large quantities of sugar had not been one
of his better ideas.

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement.1, Red One...

Karen Barnes hissed in annoyance as the heavy, metallic
door slammed shut behind her, the familiar grinding sound
of collapsing gears and shifting bolts locking it in place. Her
temples were already throbbing, a heavy drum pounding
away inside her head, conspiring too drive her mad, without
the clanking and crashing of her own facility daring too push
her over the edge.

She chuckled without humour as she paced her way too the
centre of the room, the nerve centre of the Bryon Trust,
bringing the fresh cup of foul tasting coffee too her lips. Her
facility? She found it hard to believe, even now, months
after her assignment, her dark eyes scanning the monitors
that surrounded the security hub all around, a dozen
technicians occupying the glaringly pristine, white room with
her.

It was a bad joke, one she didn't find funny, the former
Agent of SHIELD babysitting the black projects of a dead
Agency. She didn't understand what anything did here, she
knew its purpose, yes, but how it worked?

No.

She only knew its cost, she had, after all, been here too see
it first hand.

She had heard it echoing through the halls, even now, in
her every waking hour, all because of her.

Karen slumped into her chair with an unseeingly grunt, a
hand reaching for her tie too loosen it, only too find it
undone. She grumbled her annoyance as she took another



sip of her foul tasting coffee, its aftertaste offensive on her
tongue.

Her dark, sharp eyes glared about the room, watching those
who watched the facility, the sickly glow and green tinted
screens revealing every corner of her small world. A self
contained universe, buried deep below the ground and built
on sin.

She closed her eyes for but a moment, the agonising
thumping of her temples a constant reminder of the passing
seconds. She was doing this, that little stain on the human
conscience, the one buried in the deepest pit the Byron
Trust could find. She was dreaming, her spiteful fingers
digging into her mind, digging up her thoughts, twisting in
her very soul.

Just shoot the bitch, that is what she had said, but no-one
ever did. By Christ, she just wanted too shoot the bitch and
be done with it. The sins of man should not be allowed too
live.

"I thought I told you..." Karen hissed as she opened her
eyes once more, rubbing her temples between finger and
thumb. She didn't need too look at the little red head sat
somewhere behind her, the venomous nature of her tone
always seemed to find exactly who it wanted too.

"...too stop that little bitch from dreaming".

"I'm sorry sir..." the little red head protested calmly, her
own suit and tie pristine in every way "...regulations state
that I can not sedate her any further...and..."

"And what?" Karen snapped, finding the easiest target for
her fowl mood and looking her in the eye.

"She isn't dreaming..." for once, the little red head seemed
a little hesitant too answer.

"Of course she is!!" Karen snapped, her irritation growing
with every pounding of her temples.

"I'm sorry sir, she can't be..." for the briefest moment the
little red head looked back too her station, her emerald eyes
confirming what she already knew.

"...she's awake".

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and



Confinement.2, Cell Block…

She didn't want too be here.

The corridors were pristine. Even here, in the very depths
of the facility, on the lowest level of the Byron Trust; there
was not a single stain. Not one blemish too mark the
stainless steel walkway she stood upon, not a single scrape
along the walls, not a single smudge upon the windows that
opened up into each room. Even shadows seemed to flee
from sight, the dark corners of the world forever banished
by the bright lights above. There were no shadows to be
found in the gleaming corridor.

No shadow but her own.

It was a lie, young Ms. Jubilation knew that. She had been
in a place like this before, for weeks on end she had seen
the ugly truth that hid behind such pristine facades. She
had seen the blood that had stained the walls, she had
heard the screams that had filled the air, both of which had
belonged too her. She had seen it; she had felt it, the
tender care of the Byron Agency, the bastards who had tried
to cut her open.

It was a lie, and yet, surely now it couldn't be.

The Byron’s were gone, shut down by the X-Men and it's
remains now torn apart by the Trust. Monet was involved in
this, a friend, a girl like herself who had been violated by
the Agency, abducted and tortured too advance their dark
designs. Monet was involved in this, tracking down and
destroying everything that had hurt them, surely making
the world a better place.

Monet was involved in this...a vast collection of sins that
could never be wiped away. A stain on the face of the Earth
itself. How could she stand too be involved in this?

How could she stand too look into the very darkness that
had tried to consume them? How could she want too?

How was she able too?

Young Ms. Lee didn't know what to think, she didn't even
know how to feel, the very pit of her being a tumbling
mess. The young Mutant kept too herself, her golden
trench coat pulled tightly around her slender frame, ignoring
the curious glances of those that passed her, looking, from
time too time, into the rooms she crossed.

The cells were now vacant, one after the next, the prisoners



having long been set free. Just in time for some, far too
late for others, each room a silent marker for at least one
lost soul. Far too many lost souls.

The cells were now vacant, all save one.

Jubilation Lee came too a sudden stop as an explosion of
colour caught her eye, her breadth catching for just a
moment as she encountered the very thing that shouldn't be
here. This wasn't at all what she remembered, the sight
she saw not matching with any memory she possessed of
the Byron Agency. Something that seemed so entirely
against reality as she perceived it, that young Ms. Lee could
not immediately accept it.

The Cell she stood outside of could no longer be called one,
not in any way that made sense. The walls had been
painted a brilliant shade of blue, the floor was carpeted and
warm, the bed was large and comforting and there was
enough toys and plush animals to placate the needs of even
the most demanding child.

This was no Cell young Ms. Jubilation Lee found herself
staring into, it was nothing like the hell in which she had
been imprisoned, this was child’s room, this was an
elaborate playpen. One that had but a single occupant.

Jubilation felt compelled to step forward, leaning closer too
the reinforced glass that separated her from the child. It
was a girl, one of the smallest she had ever seen, perhaps
thirteen at best, her face petite and features undefined, still
growing into what they would one day be. Her hair was
midnight black, tied back and draping down her simple one
piece suit.

She was crouched in the middle of the room, both her hands
grasping some kind of multicoloured cube. She was clearly
frustrated, shaking the cube at times after twisting the
puzzle box in various ways, her nose scrunching up in such
away that betrayed her thoughts. Clearly the puzzle box
was not doing what she wanted it too.

Suddenly, as the girls lip began to twitch, the colours of the
box held tightly in her hands aligned in such a way that
some jingle began to play. Jubilation didn't recognise it,
and yet its effect was instantaneous.

The girl with midnight hair suddenly settled, sitting back on
her rump on the plush carpet and tilting her head to the
side. She contently listened too the music, the jingle
soothing away her tension, until it finally came too a
stop. After shaking the cube several times the girl seemed



to accept that the tune had ended, tossing the puzzle box
aside and looking about her room, no doubt in search of
something else to entertain her.

"Well now" young Ms. Jubilation Lee whispered too herself,
as close too the window as she could be.

"Who in the heck are you supposed to be?" she questioned.

It was a question that was not long in being answered, at
least in part, as the girl suddenly shot a glare in her
direction. Jubilation instinctively stepped away, watching
the girls upper lip curl, her brow tightly furrowing at the
bridge of her nose, one small fist pointing in her direction.

A spurt of blood suddenly stained the carpet as the young
girl growled Jubilations way, a pair of bone and wickedly
sharp claws bursting out from between her knuckles.

"Never mind" Jubilation sighed, knowing full well she had
seen the look on the girls face on someone else’s.

"I have sooo seen that snit before..."

The Byron Trust, Level 7, R&D.4, Genetic Storage...

Paige Guthrie had never seen her own corpse before.

She felt sick, staring down at the gaunt figure that had once
been her, the stiff and rigid limbs, the thin and pallid flesh,
the sunken cheeks and hairless scalp. She felt sick as she
stared down, through the eyes of Jonathon Starsmore, a
man whose body she now inhabited, and into the dull and
lifeless ones of her own. She felt sick and wanted to cry,
she wanted to scream and shout and say it wasn't true, she
was dead, a single bullet hole in her torso, she was dead,
and that was the end of it.

Or so it should have been.

"I apologise Paige..." Monet's tone was terse, laced with
anger despite her efforts too remain calm, as she pulled the
simple, white blanket over the lifeless features of the
corpse.

"...I was under the impression that the body had been
removed".

"Removed?" Paige found her own tone laced with anger as,
with the sunken features of her corpse now removed from



view, she turned her eyes too her friend.

"Returned too your family" Monet clarified; a rigidness in
her shoulders the only flaw in the tall and dignified stance.

"I'm sorry..." for but a moment the eyes of St. Croix
became a little softer, a sternness that had been forged
there slipping back. Paige had seen it, for that moment,
and accepted it for the truth. Still, she found her thoughts
trailing back too the still and lifeless body before her. A
body that had been hers.

She forced herself too look away, the hazel gaze of
Jonathon Starsmore sweeping across the chamber they
were in, the cryogenics lab that was used too store but one
thing. An elaborate storage locker to contain but one
person, the bodies of a single entity, the multiple bodies of
Paige Guthrie.

There were dozens of them, all laid out, side by side, dozens
of them of them arranged in rows and each laid atop a
metallic slab. She was being stored like meat, each body
identical too the last, each one a young and healthy
representation of herself at the time of death. Each one
entirely without life.

"Mr...Mr. Cassidy had me cloned?" Paige Guthrie found it
hard too find the words, too force the body of Jonathon
Starsmore too utter them, unable to equate the man she
had known with a deed like this. It didn't fit, despite all the
time that had been dead, she couldn't understand how her
tutor, how her second father, had come too this.

How he could have brought himself to steal her corpse and
have it mass produced. She couldn't understand why. She
didn't really want too.

"Yes and no" Monet answered cryptically, deciding it best
too put her thoughts in order before she answered
fully. She paced about the room, her long strides without
hurry and she walked the line of bodies, inspecting each one
with a hard and critical eye, searching for every flaw.

Everything had a flaw.

"Ah want an answer Monet!" Paige found a terseness
returning too her tone.

"It was a form of payment, in a manner of speaking..."
Monet paused for a moment, her strides coming to an end,
halting at a single body, a short sigh escaping her as turned
to face her former class mate.



"The Byron Agency supposedly developed the means too
bring the souls of the dead back from the afterlife, they
classified the project as 'Deeper Mountain'. Now whether or
not this was possible is irrelevant, Sean Cassidy believed it,
so much so that he agreed to sign his services over too the
Agency in exchange for putting your name on the list".

Paige was feeling sick again, the failing health of Jonathon’s
body wasn't helping. Her nose had stopped bleeding, for at
least the moment, but her strength was ebbing with each
passing breadth. There was a pounding in her head, her
temples fiercely throbbing, a searing flame burning behind
her eyes. She could almost hear a voice, the pain finding
words, buried deep within her mind.

Something dark and long forgotten, something that
shouldn't be alive.

"In the end, Mr. Cassidy sold his soul..." Monet St. Croix
carried on irregardless "...in exchange for yours".

"Ah don't understand..." Paige was finding it difficult too
stand, finding the nearest chair before her legs gave out
beneath her. She still couldn't grasp this, the sights before
her, her corpse not ten feet away, everything that had
happened since she had...

"Why all of this?" she suddenly questioned, her eyes
catching a glint of her former life, her sharply inquisitive
nature taking hold. She swept her arm across the room,
gesturing too the dozens of bodies laid out before them,
each with her face.

"Ah only have one soul, ah only need one body".

“Project ‘Deeper Mountain’ was derailed after X-Force
sabotaged the facility on Muir Island” Monet confirmed, her
thoughts briefly turning too recent events. The Scottish
Island was once again in ruins, the young woman made a
mental note to not finance anything at that location.

“In the end, no attempt was made to revive you. However,
the Byron Agency did not believe in wasting…resources…”

Monet turned her gaze away from Paige, the young woman
of refined upbringing turning her eyes back to the rows of
bodies before her. Each one identical too the last, each one
just barely alive, each one lacking anything resembling a
mind. She looked at their faces, calm and serine, and
thought of her own, she remembered how Paige was not the
only one to have been cloned.



The only one too be violated.

“Within your genetics was an opportunity they could not
miss, within your Mutation was the key too everything they
could ever need. Resources, an endless supply of anything
they desired. They used you; they mass produced you,
entirely so they could strip mine you, one layer at a time”.

Paige Guthrie did not have an answer; the girl trapped in
another’s body unable too put her thoughts in order. Her
hopes and dreams, her victories and failures, her every
thought and feeling, reduced too this. Her very corpse
abused, her very purpose in life defiled.

“I’m sorry Paige, but this is what they did, too all of us, one
way or another, this is what they did. This is what he did”.

“Why am ah here?” Paige Guthrie questioned, numb too the
core.

“I apologise Paige, but it’s clearly obvious, you need a body
too survive, all you have to do…” Monet stood up straight
and motioned to her side.

“Is pick one out…”

The Byron Trust, Level 3, Housing and Leisure.2, The
Food Court...

Young Molly Hayes was loving her new uniform.

She especially enjoyed the elbow pads, the bulky, gold
painted straps of metal ideal for barging her way past those
taller than herself. The resulting grunts of pain and the
occasional profanity weren't her fault, her padded elbows
whacking into hips and thighs with equal vigour. After all, if
they were paying more attention as too where she was
going, she wouldn't need to 'nudge' them aside now would
she?

She almost didn't get one, the youngest member of
Generation X forced too watch with increasing
disappointment as everyone else in her merry, mutant band
had been adorning the crimson red attire. Of course, she
had vocalised her misgivings in a 'clear' and 'constructive'
manner, and in no time at all the young Molly Hayes, or
Princess Powerful, or simply Bruiser, depending on what
mood she was in, had swiftly been issued with one just for
her.



It did seem a little big though, the padded fabric hanging off
her small frame a little more than it did the others, and it
didn't come with a hat, which just seemed silly. The second
problem she had fixed almost instantly, choosing the hat
with kitty ears too adorn her head, the first she would just
have to grow into.

Just like her mom said about shoes.

Eventually, with the thanks of those in her path, young
Molly Hayes found she no longer had need for her padded
elbow pads, emerging from the crowd of people and
hopping back onto her chair, a new bowl of icecream
clutched between her hands. She began too dig in almost
instantly, oblivious too the looks of curiosity and/or
resentments of those also sitting at the long, elongated
dining table, the girl now interested in only one other.

Only he wasn't there.

Young Molly Hayes found herself forced too pause, looking
across the table and seeing nothing but an empty
seat. Puzzlement flashed across her youthful features, a
spoonful of mint choc chip caught half way between the
bowl and her open mouth. She looked both right and left,
certain that the man in question had been here when she
had left. She was certain that she had found her seat
again.

Her puzzlement only grew as she stood up on her chair,
shielding her eyes as she had seen others do, and grandly
swept her gaze across the vast dining centre. She couldn't
see him, she couldn't understand it, but she clearly couldn't
see him.

Young Molly Hayes had actually lost him.

Young Molly Hayes had lost Angelo Espinosa...

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement.1...

Sean Cassidy had never been a saint.

A good man? Perhaps, well intentioned too the end, but a
saint he was not, despite his best efforts. The world was a
dark and ugly place, one that slipped forever downwards
towards decay, and the acts of good men had too change
accordingly. Sins had too be committed, and mistakes were



made.

Prices always had too be paid.

The passage of time had taken its toll on the broad
shouldered Irishmen, the things he'd lost building as fatigue
in his bones. The number of times he should have died, the
number of lives he could have saved, the number of the
times he had failed.

Within the soul, success and failure were difficult quantities
too keep in balance, as failures was always heavier.

But regret, that was something he had learned to live with,
there really was no other choice.

"I'm nae entirely sure what ye want me to say Laddie..."

The broad shouldered Irishmen was not alone today, his
current company had extended beyond the faceless sentries
that forever paced past his transparent walls. It was
company he was familiar with, a young man who had filled
him with pride more than once, a young man he had
ultimately failed.

The world was not kind too men of high morality, to those
who thought of others before themselves, who dared to
dream of a better future. It was not kind too men of
conscience, it was not kind too men like Everett Thomas. In
the end, it either changed them, or it crushed them, and
Sean Cassidy did not wish too see either fate befall his
former student.

"Sir...I just..." Everett was pacing, the young man in a
crimson red uniform on the opposite side of the reinforced
glass. A free man opposite the imprisoned Sean Cassidy.

He looked older than Sean remembered, a young man now,
one who was looking increasingly like his father. It was his
eyes that gave it away though, the uncertainty that had
found its way there, the slow realisation that the world
wasn't what it should be. That the naivety of youth was
being lost.

"...I don't understand, why?" Everett came too a stop,
leaning against the reinforced glass that separated the
former student from his former mentor.

"I made me choices Laddie" the Irishmen answered, his
arms folded across his chest.

"It's not that simple!" Everett was getting angry, his



frustration building as he fists clenched. There was a
tightness in his throat, one that Sean Cassidy himself was
familiar with.

"I'm afraid it is" the Irishmen sighed, unfolding his arms and
standing tall, a few short paces brought him too the
transparent wall.

"I saw the world and I made me choices" Sean Cassidy
explained, looking into the eyes of his former pupil. The old
and weary eyes of one man looking into the young and
troubled ones of the other.

"I made me mistakes..." he admitted, his left hand straying
too his right, the metallic band around his wrist forever cold
and tight, the device that inhibited his powers. But it wasn't
that which weighed down his limb, it wasn't that which
ached at night, it wasn't that which was ever present in his
mind.

It was the scar that wrapped itself around the base of his
thumb, a trail of small, sharp spots, a the jaw line of
someone he cared for deeply, someone he had come to
consider his family, just as he had all his
students. Someone who had acted in the only way she
could have, the only way she should have.

A constant reminder of how far he'd fallen.

A constant reminder of why he deserved his fate.

"I made the wrong choices, but I cannie change that now, I
cannie wipe away me sins, I can only pay for them. I am
paying for them".

"No!" young Everett suddenly slammed his hand against the
transparent wall, an oddly high pitch tone quickly cutting
through the air, one that did not belong in a human throat.

"I know what you did, I can feel it, even now!!" anger
flashed in his eyes and Sean Cassidy had seen it. He had
known it, years ago himself, the moment in which he
realised that everyone was human, that everyone was
fallible.

Even those you care about.

"You hurt Monet, you hurt Jubes!!" the anger flashed again,
an the oddly high pitched echo that shot down the corridor
had alerted a ever present sentry. "It's can't be that
simple!!"



"I'm sorry..." Sean could only pause as he saw the pain of
betrayal that was etched in every line of the boys features,
pain that he had put there himself "...but everything really
is".

"Ye make your choices, and then ye live with them..."

Several Months Ago...

The Byron Agency, Undisclosed Location...

The room was sterile.

She could smell it, the tint of disinfectant heavy in the air,
slowly drowning all her senses. She felt unclean, the only
stain in an otherwise spotless room, her black uniform a
unsightly spot on the otherwise meticulous, metallic,
enclosed world. The lab was unoccupied, aside from
herself, a single capsule, some eight feet in length and
entirely sealed, her only company. That, and the quite,
ever constant hum of the air conditioning somewhere above
her head.

Karen Barnes grimaced as she shifted the weight of her
shoulders; her hands held together in the small of her back,
her uniform was fitting poorly. It seemed to be a size too
small, made for someone other than herself, she had
considered asking for a different one, but frankly, she didn't
plan on wearing it for too long.

She waited as patiently as she could, her feet stood apart,
her stance at attention, as her was superior taking his sweet
time in arriving. Karen shifted her shoulders a second time,
the black material biting fiercely into her back; at least she
wasn't being forced to wear a skirt.

Finally the doors slid open, a hiss of rapidly shifting gears
greeting the arrival of her boss, the morally dubious Agent
Drake.

"Agent Barnes" the thin framed letch greeted her, his one
good eye taking its time too look her up and down. He had
too take his time, after all, he only had the one too work
with. His second eye was entirely missing, the empty
socket on show for all too see, a tiny, black pit in its place,
one he seemed to enjoy displaying.

"I hope I haven't kept you waiting" he apologised in such a
way that suggested he no intention of being sincere. It was



not a trait that would come naturally too the man.

"Not at all sir..." Karen bit her tongue, ignoring the roaming
eye of her soupier, reminded, as always, as to why exactly
her uniform was a size too small. She immediately felt
uncomfortable as the doors slid shut behind the unseeingly
looking troll, the rapid sealing of air and gears unnervingly
similar too some form of snake.

"You have a new assignment Agent Barnes..." the thin letch
took his time in revealing, trailing his skeletal fingers across
the surface of the air tight capsule between them. He
stared at it as he would some willing lover, the very thought
leaving Karen feeling a little queasy.

"You will be pleased to know that you will no longer he
keeping careful vigil over that hairy troll and his little urchin
children, Cassidy should be more than enough for such a
mundane task. I have something better in mind for you".

Karen Barnes suspected that she really would be sick if this
was going where she thought it was. Nothing was worth
that level of commitment.

"Nothing of the sort I assure you..." Agent Drake cackled
quietly like some demented little school girl, a gesture that
earned a brief look of shock from the female agent.

"Not yet, no, not at all maybe, but we'll see...for now there
is this..." Agent Drake made a sweeping gesture across the
capsule, his sole, remaining eye jerking erratically in its
socket. Karen Barnes forced herself too look away, her
own, dark gaze falling too the capsule.

"One of our Field Teams performed a stash and grab, you
could say, while the X-Men were busy chasing the tail of
Emma Frost, the little tart reversing on our bargain" for a
moment, Agent Drake seemed a little disappointed, like
some discarded school boy.

"But no matter, we have what I want, a little bonus too go
with the corpse of that Guthrie girl. I have kept Cassidy
happy, as I said I would, but a little bonus for me is only
fair..." he reasoned as his skeletal finger fondled a single
button, the capsule before them slowly sliding open with a
hiss of steam and a groan of gears.

Karen Barnes felt uneasy as the capsule slowly opened, a
blast of freezing air catching her face and shoulders. The
sense of nausea returned a hundred fold and she looked
quietly down, her dark eyes opened wide as she saw the
thing within.



Her hairs stood on end, a foul taste rising too her tongue,
the corpse was easy too identify.

"Beautiful..."

Agent Drake cooed in his demented way, the corpse of
Charles Xavier laying silently between the pair of them.

"...isn't it?"

TO BE CONTINUED...

Next Issue: A decision from the past lays the seeds for the
deceit in the present. There's a turncoat in the ranks of
Generation X, working at cross purposes too the others, and
an evil festering in the bowls of the Byron Trust is ready too
take advantage.
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Months Ago…
The Byron Agency, Undisclosed Location.

Her mouth was filled with blood.

She tried too breadth, but instead, all Karen Barnes could
do was cough and spit, trails of her own, crimson fluids
rolling down her chin. She continued coughing, her body
almost hacking up her pain, her slender frame shaking as
she was forcibly pinned against the wall.

For a moment she was blind, the pain drowning all her
senses, her every muscle taunt and twisting like phantom
serpents beneath her skin. She could feel the blades turning
in her torso, the trio of adamantium claws, cold and
heartless, threatening to tear her right in two.

She couldn't move through any means of free will, the
blades of righteous vengeance planted through her chest
and into the wall behind her. She tried too breadth, her
lungs could only shudder, her each attempt too inhale
brushing her vital organs up against those vicious blades.

She could smell his breadth, a terrible stink, mixed in with
the fowl odour of an unwashed man, one forced to suffer
months of torture. For a moment she could see, her dark
eyes finding the beast not an inch from her features, his
own a twisted mix of rage and murder.

He was an inhuman thing, neither animal nor man, a thing
made from blood and killing.

Karen cried out as the blades buried deep within her torso



Chamber twisted a little further, the thing called Logan leaning closer
too her tormented features, sniffing at her hair and neck.
She could feel his breadth brush against her flesh, he could
feel him breathing in her fear, smelling of her sweat.

"SHIELD!?!" the beast named Logan demanded harshly, a
snarl and spit echoing in his tone as he twisted his blades a
little further. Karen Barnes would fall if she were able, her
blood slowly draining from her body, and yet she remained
pinned against the wall. Pinned by the very man she had set
free.

"Fury!!"

Karen answered with a spitting venom of her own, her
anger finding voice through the pain that gripped her every
fibre. She would die for doing what she should, and no-one
would remember why.

The beast called Logan held her there a little longer, his
claws buried deep within her torso, his eyes alight with fury.
For a moment longer he took the time to smell her flesh and
hair, too drown himself in her every scent, too learn all
there was too learn.

Without another word, the blades slipped free from her
torso, Karen Barnes collapsed too the ground and stayed
deathly still. The beast called Logan did not linger,
disappearing too secure his freedom, leaving Karen Barnes
too her fate.

Leaving Karen Barnes too live in a pool of her own blood.

Months Ago...
The Massachusetts Academy.

"Oh Everett..." Emma Frost knelt before her former student
and sighed in disappointment "...you bright little fool".

The young man didn't answer, nor did she expect him too,
bound and unconscious as he was, the fallout of his
confrontation with the X-Men. He stirred a little every now
and then, the smallest murmur of life escaping him, the cold
breeze that swept in from outside slowly bringing him
around.

He looked so young, Emma Frost decided, ignoring the
creaking of the weakened floorboards beneath her knees.



They all did, her former students still much younger than
they believed themselves to be. Much younger than they
were now behaving.

"And you young man..." the former Headmistress turned her
disapproving gaze too her other former student, Angelo
Espinosa, whom was similarly restrained "...should know
better".

Angelo was in no more condition too answer her
disappointed tone than Everett, it was probably best that
they couldn't. She hadn’t parted with her former pupils on
the best of terms, which was probably why they had been
drafted in the first place.

It was perhaps fitting that they would meet here once more,
former teacher and former pupils, parted by betrayal and
reunited in the ruins of her old office. How quickly the world
could change, how quickly dreams could die and the proud
could fall.

Everett flinched as the tips of Emma's fingers brushed
against his forehead, the young man instinctively pulling
away from her touch as best he could.

"Oh hush now, young man..." her tone became much
sharper, laced with anger as she firmly gripped the forehead
of Everett Thomas between her fingers. Her patience was
running thin, her disappointment in her former charges all
too clear. She gripped his forehead and closed her eyes,
holding him still like the disobedient child he was.

And to think, he had been the most dependable of her
students.

She took a breath and focused, her mental might pushing
through the barriers of the boy before her, overcoming his
defences as though they were not there. Emma Frost had
trained them all too resist such invasions, and yet, clearly,
she had not trained them well enough.

With focused thought she forced her way deep into his
mind, ignoring the young mans protests as she delved into
his memories, plucking away the ones she desired. She had
failed these students once, allowing them too stumble into
the hands of others, but such errors would soon be undone.
As much as they may hate her, they were her students and
hers alone, the White Queen did not like to share, and she
had no intention of doing so.

Not even with Cassidy and the Byron Agency, the latter of



which, the vile group the two young men had allied
themselves with, was being systematically wiped entirely
from his mind. An entire chapter of his life erased.

"You still have quite enough time to ruin your lives..."

Now...
The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement 1.

"DAMN IT!!"

Everett Thomas cursed as he slammed his fist into the
nearest wall with a satisfying thud. He regretted it almost
instantly, not because of the self inflicted pain it caused, but
because he'd lost control, he'd let his temper get the better
of him. He had turned to an act of violence for his answers.

His parents had taught him to be a better man than that, or
at least they had tried to. In the end, Xavier’s School for
Gifted Youngsters had taught him little else.

The young man took several deep breadths to calm himself,
slowly ebbing the tension away from his fists, forcing them
to relax into open hands and loose fingers. Slowly, carefully,
the anger drained away.

Frustration remained; there wasn’t much he could do about
that.

With a deep and troubled sigh, Everett swept his hand
across his forehead, roughly massaging his brow as he
remained at the very centre of this former prison. He could
still feel them, the former inmates, mutants like himself that
had been held captive by the Byron Agency. He could still
feel them due to his own genetic gift, his aura reaching out
and touching the lives that had been trapped here.

He could feel their torment, he could feel their suffering, he
could feel their despair. It was little more than a memory for
some, for Everett Thomas, even with the victims now long
gone; it felt like so much more.

What was worst though, what hurt the most, was that the
man that had helped it happen, the man who was as much
responsible as anyone else, was still here. Sean Cassidy, his
former mentor, a man he had respected, held prisoner just
a little ways down the hall.



A man who had let his friends be tortured.

Even now, after meeting him face to face, after confronting
him over what he had done, even now he was still no closer
to understanding why. He couldn't understand how a decent
man could do the things he’d done.

How he could have failed so utterly.

How Everett could avoid doing the same.

The young man sighed as he continued to rub his brow, his
eyes closed and blocking out the world, focused entirely on
his breathing, on the constant throbbing of his aching
knuckles. The world around him slowly slipped away,
ignoring, as best he could, the lingering screams of the
Mutants lost months ago.

He ignored the feeling of frost like fingers creeping across
his brow, needling into his memories.

He ignored the flickering lights above…

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement 1, Red One.

Karen Barnes didn't like this.

She stood at the centre of Red One, the nervous system of
the Byron Trust, the eyes and ears of the underground
facility, her already sour mood plummeting into sub zero
temperatures. The lights above, usually providing constant
illumination of the vital chamber, were flickering on and off,
behaving erratically just like every other piece of electrical
equipment. Too her left and right, technicians of every rank
were murmuring in various states of distress, consulting,
hypothesising, adapting and utterly failing to grasp what
was happening.

Karen Barnes didn't like this at all.

The searing pain behind her eyes, the constant thumping of
her temples, was only getting worse, irritated by the
flickering lights above. Her skull was cracking open, or so it
felt, some vile thing bursting too get out and set her nerves
on fire.



That bitch was doing this, Karen Barnes knew it, that little
bitch buried down in the deepest bowls of the facility. That
little bitch who wormed her way into her mind at night and
unlocked the dying screams of others. The little bitch who
would never let her forget.

That would never forgive.

"Sir!" one technician alerted his soupier, the man with
greying hair starring at his station. His monitor was
unhelpful, his headset a mass of static, the systems
becoming as unreliable as the rest of the Byron Trust. The
urgency in his tone, the directness a contrast too the
panicked mumblings that surrounded him, cut through
Karen's savage migraine and quickly drew her too his
station.

"We have reports of a disturbance," he reported, slamming
his hand against the monitor and no doubt rattling its
components. It was hardly standard procedure concerning
faulty equipment, but it was an outright act of aggression
that Agent Barnes approved of, especially since it seemed
too work. For a good few moments the image on the
monitor lurched into clarity, bathing the two of them in a
shade of green.

Karen Barnes leaned over the shoulder of the older man
with greying hair, squinting her dark eyes too get a better
look. The pain behind her eyes was searing, burning at her
retinas with savage malice.

"Thomas, Everett..." the older man with greying hair
clarified dutifully as the two of them watched events as they
played out "...one of the St. Croix guests".

"I know who it is!" Karen snapped and mostly lied, her dark
and burning eyes glaring at the images. It was a recording,
replaying events from just before, the young man with dark
skin just outside the holding cell of Cassidy.

As Karen Barnes watched the events replay on the monitor
before her, she ignored the fact that she was finding it
difficult too breadth. A hand absently found its way too her
torso, just above her breast where a set of three white scars
were prominent upon her flesh. She found it difficult too
breadth as the pain was flaring, the pain of being impaled
by a savage beast with savage claws. The pain of almost
dying.

The dark skinned man upon the monitor was getting angry,
shouting at Sean Cassidy as he slammed a hand against the



cells containment wall. She watched it more than once,
letting it replay time and time again, the burning behind her
eyes growing ever worse as she stared at the boy before
her, the man who wore the uniform of St. Croix, who argued
with the prisoner called Cassidy.

His former mentor.

His former...

"...Shit..." Karen Barnes barely whispered, recognition
dawning in her searing eyes, the colour draining from her
features.

"SHIT!!" Karen Barnes cursed more sharply, standing tall
and drawing the attention of everyone around her.

"SHIT, SHIT, SHIT!! ROUND THEM UP, ALL OF THEM!!" she
demanded with a sudden fury "DO IT NOW!!"

"Sir?" the older man with greying hair dared too question,
the dark eyes of Karen Barnes spinning back too the
replaying image of Everett Thomas before her. The
replaying image of young Mr. Thomas arguing with Sean
Cassidy.

His former mentor.

His former employer.

Both former agents of the Byron Agency.

"I'VE SEEN THAT LITTLE BASTARD BEFORE!!"

The Byron Trust, Level 10, Classified.

Technically speaking, this was a no smoking zone,
fortunately for Michael Meachen, no-one ever came down
here to enforce it. Truth be told, no-one came down here
period, not unless they had to. Even God herself, Agent
Karen Barnes, head of this facility, avoided this particular pit
as though Michael were watching over the ten deadly
plagues.

"Well..." Michael muttered too himself as his lit up his
cigarette, the burning tip reflecting off the metallic walls,
"...someone’s fucking up, that's for damn sure".



Michael took a deep breadth of smoke and nicotine, holding
it for a moment as he looked too the ceiling high above. The
fixtures that provided light were behaving erratically,
stuttering on and off without rhyme or reason. He stopped
as soon as it began too hurt his eyes, a stabbing pain
behind his pupils, and exhaled his breadth, the cloud of grey
slowly dissipating into the air.

"Just glad it's not me," Michael continued commenting too
himself, the only reply coming from an echo. His voice
bounced around the walls, his hollow tone repeating many
times, rippling down his vast and cold surroundings.

He never used to talk too himself, the blonde haired and
blue eyed medic had once been quite the socialite. These
days though, his only company was the silent type, but at
least he was never at a loss for female company. Too bad
they were a little young for him.

The flickering lights above were rapidly becoming a pain,
but at least he could thank his lucky stars that the erratic
power hadn't impacted the life support capsules that dotted
the circular walls. The last thing he needed was any of the
twenty-five, man sized containers popping open and letting
his guests breadth some fresh air. The one upstairs could be
volatile enough, these little munchkins, all kept under lock
and key, were downright hostile.

He couldn't blame them really, not as he stood before one
such capsule and wiped a hand across its frozen surface.
The layer of frost gave way, revealing the transparent
casing and the girl slumbering within. A girl with midnight
hair and identical too twenty-three other occupants stored
within this chamber.

Michael could only imagine that he would be pretty pissy
too, if someone had welded an alien life form into his scalp
as well.

At times he could feel sorry for them, two dozen girls who
hadn't asked to be what they were, forced too sleep away
their lives. It was for the best though, until they could be
tamed, the only alternative was too put them down.

Which was probably the only smart thing they could do with
the final guest of the Bryon Trust, his eyes always
wondering towards the largest capsule of them all. Michael
took a deep breadth, inhaling a lung full of smoke and
nicotine, as he stared at that single chamber, one that stood
alone, the light of his little world flickering on and off around
him.



The devils own fire made in human form.

Michael exhaled, the smoke that had filled his lungs rising
lazily towards the ceiling high above, the cloud of poison
slowly scattering somewhere above his head. It wasn't often
that he agreed with Agent Barnes, that women and her
blunted viewpoints belonged too another era, but he
couldn't disagree with her on this one.

Some things in this world should just die, even if he wasn't
sure what could kill it. The rage that lay behind its sightless
eyes, peering out from beyond its tiny prison, was never
meant too live...

His thoughts were suddenly cut short, as was his endless
staring, as pain suddenly ripped through his fingers. With a
startled yelp he dropped his cigarette, the ash silently
scattering across the floor, as he quickly realised that its
inflamed tip had burned his fingers.

Just how long had he been standing there?

He didn't have long to consider his lapse in time, nor the
alert that had flashed across his console, not as the elevator
blew open with a gasp of air and shifting doors. A single
man stood inside, one he had not seen before, and certainly
not the man who would ordinarily relieve him.

"Should you...be here...?"

Was the only thing Michael could think too ask, as a pair of
sightless eyes, from far behind, peered deep into soul...

The Byron Trust, Level 7, R&D.4, Genetic Storage.

Monet St. Croix had not stopped to consider if this was
possible.

Aside from the constant blast of the air conditioning high
above, an endless stream of frigid air being pumped into the
room, her surroundings were in silence.

The young woman, her noble features the mask of calm, sat
without word between a pair of metallic beds. Her posture
straight and perfect, her eyes were bright and open, filled
with thoughts beyond most men, eyes that looked beyond
the mundane world around her, and deep into something
that defied convention. She did not speak, not as both her



arms were outstretched at either side, both her hands
resting upon a different forehead, her elegant fingers gently
grasping a different mind.

This had not been done, what she was about too try. This
had not been done, in any lasting sense that she was aware
of, not even by the most powerful of her kind, both past and
present. This had not been done, neither attempted, failed
nor succeeded, but she would not shy away.

She was Monet St. Croix, heir apparent too the Mutant
World, a living Child of Destiny, she would not shy away
from such mundane realities as the 'unknown'. Such notions
were beneath her.

The body to her left did not stir beneath the gentle probing
of her fingers, the skin upon the forehead cold and lifeless.
This body wasn't strictly human, nor could it really be called
alive, one of the many bodies that had been cloned from the
genetics of Paige Guthrie. True, the body did breath, a
gentle rise and fall of its torso, and its heart did beat, and
yet its mind was entirely blank, for all intents, it was an
empty shell, a husk with no living soul.

One she had a purpose for.

The body too her right, one that flinched as she probed its
far more active mind, belonged too Jonathon Starsmore,
physically at least. Unlike the body to her left, this one's
mind was far too full, a body that occupied the thoughts and
soul of two entirely different people, and it was a body that
was dying because of it. If both were too live, then one of
them had to be removed.

Fortunately, Monet St. Croix knew exactly where too put it.

She had not stopped too consider if this was possible, at
least not until this moment, the separating of two entangled
minds and inserting one into another body. She had not
stopped too consider the possibility of failure, even as the
lights above both flashed and died, such things did not
matter.

She was Monet St. Croix, heir apparent too the Mutant
World, a living Child of Destiny, she would not fail.

To even consider such a notion was absurd...



The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and
Confinement 2, Cell Block.

"State of the art my butt!"

Jubilation Lee felt the need too grumble as her world was
suddenly plunged into all consuming darkness. The lights
above had finally gone out, after several minutes of being
utterly irritating, and temporarily removed her sense of
sight. Her eyes were slowly adjusting too the depressing
gloom that surrounded her, vague shapes taking form, but
frankly, she was no Canucklehead with super senses...so
this just wouldn't do.

Patience was not her strong point.

With a flick of her wrist, and an open palm, several lights
suddenly burst into life all around her, the multi coloured
bangs and pap’s lighting up the walls like an ever shifting
rainbow. It wasn't perfect, everything being cast in an ever
changing range of short lived colours, but it would have to
do.

"Ugh!" Jubilation groaned, her shoulders slumping and her
mood only getting worse.

"This is totally not my fault…” the young woman complained
to no-one in particular, especially since no-one else was
there.

"I'm missing X-Fest for this, stupid secret underground
facility..."

Jubilation took stock of her situation between gripes;
turning from left too right and being sure too bring her open
palm too bare as she pivoted. The lights that burst and
popped above her hand illuminated the world in front of her,
the brief sparks allowing her too see down the empty
corridors.

Nothing.

No screams, no cries, no hustling, no scampering, not even
the uttering of harsh language. If everything really was
going to hell in a hand basket, it was being considerately
quite about it.

She paused for a moment, one hand in pocket, the other
outstretched and open palmed, as her head was tilted too



the side. Young Jubilation Lee squinted, trying too see a
little further down the gloomy corridor, and yet there was
still no sign of impending doom. Not even a half naked
Canucklehead or other, similar little lunatic, making a mad
dash for freedom.

Speaking of which...

Jubilation Lee looked too her right and at the girl, one whom
remained locked within her cell turned lavish playpen. She
seemed content enough, the tiny girl with raven hair
clutching a multi-coloured puzzle box between her hands. At
least she wasn't growling anymore, which had to be a
bonus.

For a moment Jubilation dropped down too her knees, so
she was eye too eye with the girl, one that was nonchalantly
sitting on her rump. Her dark eyes were darting this way
and that, tiny flicks that seemed entirely random. The girl
with raven hair wasn't concerned with the sudden loss of
light however, nor the terrors that could be hiding at either
end of the darkened corridor, she only seemed too be
interested in one thing.

She only seemed too be interested in the random bursts of
light that were being created by the young, Jubilation Lee,
her dark eyes wide with interest.

"Oh, hey..." Jubilation Lee sat up straighter, suddenly
realising she had a captive audience "...you like that huh?"

The girl with raven hair didn't answer, one that sat on the
opposite side of the reinforced glass, surrounded by her
countless plush toys and other play things. Instead her head
tilted too the side, her eyes forever tracking the ever
changing lights before her, almost hypnotised by the
strange occurrence.

"You're not so bad," Jubilation decided, bringing both her
open palms too bare and doubling the number of random
sparks that burst and popped around her. "Easily
impressed...but not so bad..."

Suddenly the girl with raven hair shot backwards, her puzzle
cube forgotten, her face twisting into a savage snarl. Blood
burst free from her tiny fists, with blinding speed, a pair of
bone claws ripped out from between her knuckles. She spat,
snarled and growled, a savage streak overcoming the girl
with raven hair, her wicked claws bared menacingly before
her.



"Yeah, yeah..." Jubilation rolled her eyes and sighed, waving
a dismissive hand at the girls sudden, violent, outburst
"...alright already, I get it, badass..."

Too her credit, it only took young Jubilation Lee another
moment too realise that it wasn’t her that the girl with
raven hair was growling at…

The Byron Trust, Level 10, Classified.

Everett Thomas couldn't help but feel that he was forgetting
something.

His eyes were closed as icy fingers spread throughout his
mind, clawing through his memories and picking at his very
soul. Something was burning, beneath that freezing touch,
lighting up his nerves with sparks of fire, flashing images
across his mind. Images that defied rhyme or reason,
memories he did not have, a life he did not live.

A life frozen within a tomb of ice.

He opened his eyes too a world of flickering lights and
copper tinted air, a pair of diluted pupils staring into the
features of a sleeping girl. She was not alone, the girl with
raven hair forced to slumber within a capsule, her many
sisters lined up beside her. All of them the same, some
twenty four in total, each one buried and forgotten.

He felt pain ripple across his forehead as he looked intently
upon her sleeping features, as he looked upon the
patchwork of metal that criss-crossed her youthful features.
It held a golden tint, the metal that was welded into her
flesh, a smooth, metallic surface that flashed beneath the
flicking lights.

He had seen this girl before, this girl and her sleeping
sisters, although his mind insisted that he hadn't. His mind
that was trapped within a frozen prison, his memories being
liberated by a pair of burning talons of. A phantom that was
slowly searing clarity through his thoughts.

Liberating him from deception.

His hands were wet, and the smell of copper continued too
invade his senses, his knuckles slick with blood. Some of it
was his, and some of it was not, although he struggled too
remember how it happened, he struggled too understand



the body at his feet. The body that was now without a soul,
its body punctured by some object, a burned out cigarette
laying silently by its side, its eyes long dead and gone.

Inevitably, his world was sent plunging into darkness, the
flickering lights above finally entirely failing. For a moment
he stood in silence, his eyes adjusting too the all consuming
shadow, the pool of blood that slicked around his feet no
longer glittering in the absent light.

He felt light, as though he was all forgotten, as though the
world no longer knew that he was there. He felt light,
unable too connect his thoughts with his feelings, unable too
recognise that a silent body that lay upon the floor, a body
he had stabbed and killed for reasons that he didn't know.

He felt light as the prison within his mind, one of ice and
frost and the freezing cold was slowly burned away, a pair
of searing talons grasping tightly about his heart. He felt
light, and he didn't know why, forever falling towards a
burning sphere that was suspended in the sky above.

An orb of igniting fire.

An orb of rage.

One that burned behind a pair of sightless eyes, dragging
him deep towards the pits of hell...

Another Place...

This was not the memory she was looking for.

Monet St. Croix was not alone, suspended in the air while
the sharp chill of the sweeping wind cut deeply into her
bones. She made not a single movement, her mane of hair
whipping in the currents of its own accord, her dark and
focused eyes observing the ground below.

The trees were thick, a multitude of branches creaking in
the wind, the endless rustling filling the air with its mournful
song. There was a boy, no more than five, darting between
their massive trunks as fast as his little legs would carry
him. He was desperate, the boy with panicked breadths,
pushing his tiny body for all it's worth.

The sun was gone, obscured behind an endless span of dark
and angry clouds, the greys and blacks sucking the light and



life from the very world. Rain fell, a few drops at first, cold
and harsh as it pitted against her flawless features. Thunder
rumbled in the skies high above, echoing the shouts and
cries of desperation far below.

She was before him now, the oldest of the St. Croix sisters,
although she hadn't moved. The boy was stumbling with his
panicked steps, his running interrupted as pain gripped his
boyish features. He fell, tumbling forward with small and
ungainly limbs, striking the hard and muddy ground with a
painful thump.

With a mournful whimper, the boy with chestnut hair
pushed himself up onto his knees, his clothes caked in mud,
his cheeks stained with tears. He was crying, the boy that
was no more than five, lost and alone, cold and abandoned
by those who should have loved him.

He looked at her, the boy with tear stained cheeks, peering
across the endless void and at the women before him. His
hands were shaking, his eyes alight with fear and pain,
confusion in his features and he cried for those who had left
him. He cried in the cold and stinging rain.

This was not the memory she was looking for.

Not even as she reached for the boy before her, the boy
wrapped in misery and despair, a boy abandoned by his
loved ones. She reached for him, a boy within a moment
that had come and gone long before the here and now, a
boy that did not want to be alone. She reached for him, as
the thunder rocked the heavens high above, an angry
scream and a vengeful fury as boundaries were torn and
broken.

The boy was screaming, just as her hand touched his
shoulder, the boy with chestnut hair clenching tiny fists and
echoing the cries high above. He was shaking; his tiny body
was on fire, an inferno that was burning within his torso, a
howling beast of pain and fury.

A vision flashed, one that tore through her very senses, a
sphere of blood and wings of fire, one that ripped and tore
at her very mind like a savage beast.

He was screaming, the tiny boy that was lost and all alone,
a tiny boy wracked with pain and inhuman fury. He
screamed and died and his world exploded, bathing the
form Monet St. Croix with blinding light…



The Byron Trust, Level 10, Classified.

Clarity.

Everett Thomas had never seen so clearly, even though he
was wrapped in darkness. The tome of ice that had
imprisoned his mind and memories had been wiped away, a
second life liberated from it's confines. A second life that
both was, and was not, his own.

His eyes pierced the gloom that surrounded him with
inhuman ease, his genetic gift tapping into and replicating
the heightened senses that belonged too the sleeping girls
all around him. He could see the multitude of man sized
capsules as clear as day, her could feel the bodies beating
silently within them, waiting too be awakened.

He could feel the pull of one greater than any other.

He felt at ease, the young man unconcerned by the blood
that stained his knuckles, by the sharp scent of copper that
filled his senses. His breathing was slow and even, his heart
beating to an ever constant march.

He remembered everything, Cassidy and the Agency, the
screams and the pain, the missing eye and its erratic
partner, the foul breadth and a handshake that sealed his
fate. A single moment that had stolen his morality, that had
swept away his soul, and replaced it with something else.

Something else that had been buried deep beneath his
stolen memories, left too fester beneath denial. Something
else that had been reborn.

Everett Thomas, or the young man that posed as him, the
former and renewed agent of the Byron Agency, walked
with purpose towards the largest capsule, one that peered
deep into his soul with sightless eyes. He could feel the
power within, a cancer that gnawed at the confines of
reality, a blemish upon the soul of humanity.

His eyes never wavered, peering through the dream world
into the here and now, as he raised a single hand to the
console, silent as he entered a single code. It was one he
both did, and didn't know, his fingers tapping into some
programmed memory, his mind unable to recall the number.

With a twisted shriek and a blast of air, the capsule



squealed as it slowly opened. The grinding gears and
shifting metal tore against each other, the coffin for a living
being cracking at its hinges. With a god awful crack, the
snapping of some great bone, the capsule shot open with an
unholy cry. Gas and fluids escaped into the world, a hiss
and a squelch and a stench that poisoned the very air.

A body tumbled forward, one decrepit and mostly dead, its
sickly flesh and misshaped bones suddenly jarred by the
several cables that brutally halted its collapse. There was no
life in the broken body, its flesh blistered and slick with
blood, its head entirely bald, its eyes black and shriveled, its
lower jaw was mostly gone.

Something stirred deep within the lifeless husk, the corpse
that housed some unholy thing, a foul and spitting gurgle
pouring from its ruined throat. A sound of hate and murder.

Light lingered behind the black and shrivelled eyes, a light
that filled the air with pestilence, it was a corpse that
infected everything it touched.

A single breath filled those empty lungs, a sucking sound
that squealed and hissed and shuddered, a breadth that was
both liberated and free.

A single breath filled its lungs and was released; it’s first
and only act upon finding freedom.

It screamed.

The Byron Trust, Level 7, R&D.4, Genetic Storage.

Monet St. Croix was screaming.

All composure was lost as a psychic wave of unrestrained
rage ripped throughout the entire complex. People died as
the ripple effect tore its way up through the ten levels and
burst its way towards the surface. Vessels burst and eyes
bled, hundreds of men and women simultaneously blinded
by a psychic canon to the brain.

The fortunate ones survived; left to whimper from the
sudden backlash of psychic venom.

Monet on the other hand was telepathic, and did not fare
nearly as well.



The seat she sat upon was hurled backwards through the
air, the piece of furniture crashing into the wall with an
obliterating crash. She gripped her head between both
hands and screamed as best she could, trying desperately
to block out the foreign anguish that drowned her nerves in
blood. She could barely keep her feet as she stumbled into a
table, her entire body wracked with pain as the psychic
scream tore away at her very mind, trying desperately too
strip away her sanity.

Monet was not the only one, Jonathon Starsmore all but
leapt from the metallic cot he lay upon and howled a roar of
pain with equal vigour. He gripped his head and fell to his
knees, his every sense awash with blinding pain, a knife of
misery cutting through his cortex.

The oldest of the St. Croix sisters could see the psychic
world twist before her very eyes, the ripple of destructive
force that had shot through the facility and tore a hole in
the astral plane. It made her sick as the world of thought
twisted down upon itself, a myriad of grotesque colours and
otherworld profanities disrupting what should be calm and
focused.

She almost lost all sense of self, her very thoughts being
torn asunder as that psychic scream echoed throughout her
very being. The young woman barely kept her feet; her
overwhelming will of pride refusing too let her powerful
limbs too fall.

Her dark eyes found Jonathon Starsmore, the young man
bent on knees and fists clenched before him. He howled too
the heavens as the same scream that tore through her
mind, ripped through his unprotected senses as well. His
body was on fire, the psionic fire that burned within his
torso now slipping down his flesh in waves, bathing him in
telepathic fire.

It was breaking free, the flame and fury buried deep within
his heart, unrestrained by his tortured mind, the psionic
bomb forever eager to burst out from his ribcage.

"Jonathon..." she tried too say, barely able to whisper as the
Astral Plane twisted and distorted all around her. Paige
Guthrie was within her grasp, the soul of a lost friend
plucked from his body and held delicately between her
mental fingers.

"Jonathon..." she tried to reason, barely able to hold herself
together, but too no avail.



With a final, spirit breaking howl, the unprotected mind of
Jonathon Starsmore, one pushed beyond the edge by the
unleashed rage of another, his fragile human body burst and
broke.

The explosion of Psionic might, one that ripped out through
his all too fragile torso, was monstrous too behold,
consuming the entire room, and shaking the underground
facility, the entirety of the Byron Trust, throughout its
foundations.

Monet lost of sense of vision as she was blinded by Psionic
light, and could only watch as the very soul Paige Guthrie
slipped helplessly through her fingers...

TO BE CONTINUED...

NEXT ISSUE: The final sin of the Byron Agency has been

unleashed, and after a lifetime of misery and captivity, it
wants out, regardless of what stands in its way. With the
Byron Trust going into lockdown, there's only one way it can
go, but with Generation X scattered too every corner of the
Facility, are they in any condition too oppose it?
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The Byron Agency, Undisclosed Location...

It was a thing of beauty, sin wrapped in flesh, bile in human
form. He could see it, the pestilence that seeped between
the cracks, the maggots beneath the surface, the hateful
mind and the broken body. It was alive, defying the very
laws of nature with each, spittle laden breadth it took.

Agent Drake licked his lips as he savoured his own
anticipation, his own glory at the creation of life. His sole
remaining eye jerked erratically in its socket, yet still he
gazed upon his own creation, the final wonder of the world.

It was a shrivelled mass of bony flesh, wretched in its every
fibre; strapped and restricted to a cold and metallic bed, but
its eyes, as black as night, were alight with fire. The inferno
of a twisted mind, torn and tortured, ripped and rebuilt from
the body of a corpse.

Glorious in its rage.

"...the Thomas boy is here".

Agent Drake breathed in sharply after the uttering of an
underling, one that scarcely mattered. He could taste the
presence of the man, several feet behind him, a man of
uniforms and duty and bad cologne. He had a name, Agent
Drake was sure, his sole remaining eye jerking violently, but
it scarcely mattered.

The scent of the man with a smell of uniforms and duty and
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Molly

Chamber

bad cologne was not sweet enough for him to care.

"By all means..." Agent Drake intoned with a dismissive
wave of bony fingers, his mind swiftly fleeting through his
memories of Agent Cassidy and his growing brood "...show
him in".

Agent Drake inhaled sharply as his scalpel mind was
brought to bare, preparing to slice away the thoughts and
feelings that could prove too be a hindrance in the future.
Agent Cassidy was a nuisance, and now he was recruiting
his former students to increase his own base of power.

That just wouldn't do, no, not the Thomas boy, the boy of
high morality, no, that just wouldn't do at all.

Thin and bloodless lips twisted into a smile, savouring a new
wave of anticipation, his scalpel mind as keen as it ever
was. Agent Cassidy could have his students, but not without
adjustment, not without losing a little of what they didn't
need.

The Byron Agency had little use for a conscience...

Now...

The Bryon Trust, Level Ten, Classified...

Everett Thomas cracked his forehead as he violently crashed
into the floor, the foundations of the Facility having been
shaken too its very core and robbing him of his footing. It
didn't last, as the explosion that had ripped through one of
the upper levels passed as quickly as it started.

His face was slick with blood, a pool of it leaking from the
jagged wound that almost blinded him. Not that he could
see, the room was bathed in darkness, the regular flashes of
crimson red, the sirens of alarm, providing the only
illumination.

There she was, the mistress too whom he had granted
freedom, the shrivelled husk that was barely human,
hanging limp and lifeless from her chamber, the creature
that had torn a hole in the Astral Plane. He quickly wiped a
hand across his eyes; the trails of blood discarded in a spray
across the floor, and stared wordlessly upon the Avatar of
hate.
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The personification of despair.

There was life in that brittle husk, snaking and twisting
about what should have been a heart, its crooked neck and
jawless skull jerking violently until it was straight. Upon it's
domain it stared, its eyes small and black, dry and useless,
peering deep into the void that separated this world from
the next. A hiss of air escaped its broken lungs, a struggling
gurgle in place of words, the creature lacked the tongue
with which to form them.

A great racket suddenly filled the chamber, the giant room
filled with the sounds of shifting gears and cracking joints,
the hiss of escaping air as two dozen chambers squealed
and opened. The girls with raven hair were thrown
unceremoniously from their stasis, their naked bodies sent
mewling and crying upon the freezing floor, woken from
their slumber and spilled without mercy from their man
made wombs.

Soon they were screaming, the two dozen girls with raven
hair writhing upon the floor as some inhuman thing tore into
their minds. They screamed and cried and Everett Thomas
could hear no more, always staring at the decrepit form
before him, the malformed carcass that housed a blackened
soul.

The screams grew louder, bouncing off the walls as the
metallic sheen etched into each girls forehead twisted and
burst from its restrictions, from their human prisons. The
alien entities, metallic creatures that had been welded onto
organic flesh, grew tired of never ending servitude and
fought to tear away from their meaty hosts.

Blood pooled about the floor and spattered against the
walls, a grisly rendition of the screaming choir, as the
newborn Phalanx cells tasted their first moments of
freedom. The meaty pulps of their former prisons, what
remained of the sleeping girls with raven hair, were tossed
aside with little mercy and no regard.

The tiny bodies of the Phalanx creatures twitched as they
found their footing, dozens of twisted little frames bathed in
crimson light and slick with blood. The girls with raven hair
still whimpered, great chunks torn away, as the tiny
creatures turned too them too increase their mass, latching
onto flesh and muscle and converting it into one collective.

Others turned too the walls of their now larger prison,
latching onto concrete and digging deep into the
foundations. A cry of sorts began to echo from their growing



bodies, the metallic beasts twisting into new found forms,
growing and evolving with every passing moment.

The girls with raven hair had stopped their crying, their lives
entirely short and entirely spent, what remained of their
bloody mess recycled with horrifying speed. The tiny
creatures with twisted bodies jerked and twitched as they
dug into the walls, a great spider web of metallic light
spreading throughout its every inch.

All as a creature built on hate and wrapped in ragged flesh
watched on, its shrivelled eyes peering deep into the void...

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and Confinement.1,
Red One...

For Karen Barnes, cursing was a second language, as such,
as she pulled herself from the ground; the profanities that
escaped her lips almost came across as crystal clear
instructions.

She wasn't sure how long she had been comatose upon the
floor, but it had been long enough too empty the contents of
her stomach, the remains of which she was wiping off her
cheek. Karen almost fell a second time as the head of the
facility dragged herself too her feet, grasping onto her chair
for support, her head ready to split in two.

Her very thoughts were reeling, her ears bleeding as a
migraine ripped through her senses. She could still hear it,
the psychic scream that had torn its way throughout the
multi level bunker, the one that ripped apart the minds and
sanity of mortal men with spiteful glee. She could still feel
that vengeful cow vomiting in her thoughts.

The personnel that surrounded her were in similar disarray,
blinded and confused, fumbling about in a room with only
the crimson sirens above for illumination. There was a
startled yelp as several of the consoles burst and sparked, a
brief eruption of electricity as the monitors shorted out and
exploded. Nothing worked; something had torn apart the
facilities internal functions as easily as that Witch in the
basement had torn apart their minds.

Agent Karen Barnes stepped away from her chair, confident
that she no longer needed it for support, and wiped the
blood away from her nose, she was the first to do so. Some
of those around her, men and woman she had worked with



for a year and yet she hardly knew, would never rise again.
The little red head to her back, the girl with pristine suits
and calm demeanour, lay collapsed across her keyboard.

She was bleeding from her eyes.

"Up..." Karen demanded harshly, pulling on the little red
head's unresponsive shoulders, somehow not quite
understanding that she was dead "...everybody up!!"

Suddenly, as full awareness was just within reach, an
unholy shriek filled the air, a metallic squeal of twisting
metal that shattered glass and ripped at eardrums. Karen
Barnes was forced to shield her ears as the foundations of
the room violently shook, the walls themselves splitting
open.

Before she had time too understand what was happening,
the wall furthest away from her was obliterated, shards of
concrete, steel and glass sent hurtling in all directions.
Great tendrils of golden light erupted from its wake,
bursting out from the electrical wires like a thousand wicked
spears.

The Phalanx Cells whipped forward without mercy, an
unholy squeal accompanying their movements as the
sentient razor wire impaled flesh, bone and muscle with
blinding speed and ridicules ease. The screams of the dying
were misleadingly short, those who had survived the
psychic scream of the Witch buried in the basement, were
now falling before the rapidly spreading alien mass that was
suddenly before them.

"OUT!!" Karen yelled at those that still lived, whipping out
her pistol and firing twice in quick succession, the lumps of
lead impacting harmlessly against the metallic, squealing,
alien mass.

"EVERYBODY OUT!!" she screamed, firing twice more,
ignoring the inorganic screeches of the beast.

Her ears were still bleeding...

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and Confinement.2

Some days just sucked.

Young Ms. Jubilation Lee had decided that this was one of



them, and she was reasonably sure that it wasn’t her fault.
Not that it ever was.

“HEY!” she protested, sharply pulling her arm away from the
unwanted intrusion of her personal space. She glared at the
man responsible, a grim looking guard wrapped in few
hundred pounds of body armour. He sneered in response, a
gesture that forced the jagged scar that reached down
across his cheek to wrinkle his features further.

“Watch the monkey paws ‘kay?” she insisted, undeterred by
the unfriendly glint behind his eyes, nor the heavy firepower
he was wielding like a super soaker. She had been glared at
by the best, and by those who meant her genuine harm,
and so the badge wearing thug at her shoulder was the
least of her current problems.

Jubilation Lee was dwarfed by her current company, a fact
that had not escaped her, and while she was surrounded by
the presence of the half a dozen, phallic wielding
guardsmen, she did not feel entirely safe. Perhaps because
they were not here to protect, but rather too detain her, for
reasons she was certain were entirely unfair, although such
plans had been derailed.

The lights had been out for some time, an ominous sign
even under the best of circumstances, but even the heavily
armed security were taking it in poor humour, and that
didn’t ever bode well. She resisted the urge too pop off a
few fireworks, too trigger her Mutant gift and illuminate the
way, somehow suspecting that those who had been sent too
detain her would frown upon such an action. Which was, of
course, totally ridicules, it’s not as though she had
anywhere too go, even if she did try too make a break for it.

The group had come too a stop, a swift hand motion from
the one in front, a dark skinned man with irregular stubble,
swift mutterings being spoken into his radio. Jubilation
wasn’t close enough too hear, the short Mutant lost
somewhere in the middle of the oversized apes, but she
knew a dead line when she heard it. No-one was answering.

There was a shuffling in the dark, a scratching that emerged
from the all consuming shadow. Several high powered rifles
were brought too bare, the click of safeties and loaded
chambers rattling down the hall. There was nothing but a
silent shuffling from the distant end of darkness, a phantom
just beyond their sight that screeched along the floor.

Jubilation Lee could hear the mutterings again; harsh words
that would receive no reply, nothing but the whistling of



silent static, and the ever present shuffling down the distant
hall.

Suddenly there was light, young Jubilation Lee running out
of patience and igniting her genetic gift. Suspense she did
not enjoy, and the sparks and paps that ignited all about
her upturned hands threw the darkened halls into a multi
coloured relief.

The mammoth guards all around her did not complain.

She prepared herself as the group began too move,
motioned forward and their guns stiffly held too bare. The
shadows continued too creep in all around them; only just
pulling back from her self created light, pooling from some
vast reservoir of night, trying desperately too consume
them.

Suddenly there was a flash!

Jubilee stepped back as a streak of sliver and flash of gold
burst into her vision, stunned as the beast of violent
movement rampaged into her world, ripping down across
her vision. There was a scream and terrific burst of gunfire,
a panicked shout and inhuman squeal.

There was blood and cracking bones, and for a moment
Jubilee could only stumble, the screams of the dying
tumbling down around her.

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and Confinement.1

Monet St. Croix refused to fall.

She wanted to, as she paced down the halls on unsteady
feet, her knees shaking with every effort. She could barely
keep her balance, her slender frame swaying too the side
with every second step, her mind was not prepared too give
her powerful limbs the dexterity they needed too stay aloft.
She could barely stand, her dark eyes rolled back into her
head, and yet she would not fall.

The very notion was simply...beneath her.

She paused for but a moment, the oldest of the St. Croix
sisters allowing herself at least some small respite. The
proud cut of her chin remained upright, her breathing calm
and steady, the living child of destiny temporarily at ease,



and yet this disguised her turmoil.

Her calm composure was a lie.

She was at war, her very mind a battlefield. She could feel
it, some sick and twisted force spiralling through her mind,
poisoning her thoughts and burning her memories to ash. It
was almost more than she could stand, the ravenous leach
of decrepit bones and wrinkled flesh guzzling down her soul,
suckling away her life like a greedy child.

The venom of it all, the sheer cruelty in the intent, it was
like nothing she had known. Nothing except her brother.

The very thought burned a fire within her heart, an anger
for that beast that should have loved her, that should have
cared for her, who instead took delight in feasting on her
bones.

With renewed intent, Monet continued forward, a firmness
in her prideful jaw, a clear determination in every, uncertain
step. She wanted to fall, but she was perfect, born to be the
pinnacle of evolution, to be the perfect mutant. She would
not fall too some harlot in the basement.

Such a notion was offensive.

She continued forwards, driven by the turmoil that tore
apart her thoughts, driven onwards by inferno in her mind,
driven on and forever downwards, forever closer too the
monster in her mind.

There was a cracking in the air, one that followed her every
step, one that trailed behind her crimson uniformed
appearance. It was a cracking that breached the walls,
eating into its foundations, splitting the concrete and steel
with equal ease.

It was a spider web of golden light, spreading throughout
every inch of the foundations, following the prideful Living
Child of Destiny as she blindly descended, moving deeper
into the very pits of hell.

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and Confinement.2

Jubilee's primary concern right now was staying alive.

Something that was proving easier said than done as she



flipped backwards, narrowly avoiding the snapping jaws of
bone and steel. She took satisfaction as her heavy boot
made contact with the metallic creatures fabrication of a
jaw, a resounding crack filling the air as she continued her
backwards flip and landed deftly on her feet.

It was short lived; even before she had finished crouching,
the sights of carnage were impossible to escape. She was
surrounded by a catastrophe of sound, of rattling gun
barrels and the screams of death, people were dying, and
Jubilee was on the losing side.

She could barely see what was attacking them, even as she
darted too the side and unleashed a spray of multicoloured
light from her outstretched hands. There were flashes of
gold and silver, of human bone and muscle wrapped in steel
and other metals.

A vision of some monstrous, snapping hound burst into
sight as she dived forwards, the massive creature with
several legs bounding over the top of her with savage
purpose. She unleashed another spray of light as she
pivoted her body and spiralled onto her back, illuminating
the darkness for a few more scant and fleeting moments.

It was a beast of teeth and claws, of savage fury and easily
twice her size. Every part of it was a spear, some deadly
javelin jutting out from its torso, ready too impale and tear
through any flesh it came across. It turned on her, its bear
trap jaws snapping with drools of blood, its eyes as black as
night.

There was a chattering cry coming from every wall,
thousands of tiny spiders of golden light screeching and
squealing as they leapt at anything that breathed. A scream
filled the air as they leapt upon another victim, digging
between the gaps in his armour, tearing at the flesh
beneath and burrowing into his organs.

Jubilee barely found her feet as the beast leapt at her again,
the floor now slick with blood and broken bone, before she
unleashed a concentrated blast of Pyrokenetic light. It
erupted as a brilliant red, crashing into the underside of the
beast of bone and metal with an almighty bang. A high
pitched squeal escaped its throat as the beast flipped
awkwardly through the air, smashing into the floor with a
sharp rending of steel and a spray of stolen blood.

She did not pause as she spun, her golden trench coat
whipping through the air, as she unleashed as many of her
blasts as she could. The swarm of tiny spiders, each a



different shape and twisted form, skittered and leapt across
the floor towards her with a single minded and bloody
purpose.

Some of them were stopped, their tiny bodies burst and
splintered through the air like little balls of shrapnel, but
many of them kept coming, leaping towards their retreating
prey. Jubilee couldn't help but scream as dozens of the tiny,
vindictive spiders latched onto her uniform, razor pincers
biting through the leather and into flesh.

She swatted at them with her gloves, the short mutant with
raven hair refusing to be a victim of the swarm, ready to
make a run for it. Jubilee was no fool, and even Wolverine
knew when to quit or, at the very least, find someone else
too tag with.

Suddenly, however, as Jubilee was about too make her
carefully considered withdrawal, the massive hound of bone
and steel was releasing a hollow howl and rising too its feet,
murder in its blackened eyes.

"Oh come on!!" Jubilee complained, focusing as best she
could as the tiny pincer beasts bit into her arms and legs,
unleashing a second, concentrated burst of Pyrokenetic
light. Once again it impacted with a satisfactory thud, but
her shout of victory was washed away by a sudden startled
yelp.

The massive beast of bone and metal leapt through her
attack with no ill effect, its jagged form surviving the blast
as though it wasn't even there. Jubilee dived backwards as
the beast with bear trap jaws descended down upon her, a
savage growl upon its silver lips, murder shining in its
blackened eyes.

"You've got to be kidden' m..." Jubilee tried too say before
its heavy mass collided with her smaller form.

The Byron Trust, Level 7, R&D.4, Genetic Storage.

Paige Guthrie was getting tired of this, waking up in a body
that wasn't hers.

She knew it instantly, even before she ran a hand through
the foppish chestnut hair of Jonathon Starsmore. The body
was far heavier, far clumsier than she was used to. This
wasn't her body, this was his, and she was clearly still stuck



in it. Something had gone wrong.

Something had gone terribly wrong.

"Monet...?" she called out as she sat up with a groan, the
aching body of the man she loved protesting from the effort.
She felt battered, bruised in every corner, while her chest
felt uncomfortably warm.

She felt as bad as the chamber looked, as much of it as she
could see in the depressing gloom. The tables had been
upturned, the floor was a mess and the walls were spattered
with something she couldn't quite make out in the darkness.
Something had happened while she had been out,
something violent, something...

"Oh God..." Paige suddenly breathed in tightly, reaching
down too her chest and finding the body she inhabited was
naked across the torso. Something had exploded and she
was at the epicentre of it. Good God, what had she done!?!

"MONET!!" she called out a second time, both panic and
concern laced heavily in her tone. She forced her body too
its feet, despite the protests from her legs, and tried her
best too pierce the gloom of the darkened room. She knew
now, all too well, the true nature of the stains that
surrounded her on every wall, but she dared not put a name
to it.

Not when some of it could have previously been alive.

"MONET!!" she became more panicked, reaching out and
pulling aside an unturned table to look upon the remains
beneath. It wasn't the body she was looking for, although it
bore a stark resemblance too herself, one of her many
clones. This one was missing half its legs.

She stumbled to a second pile of debris, cursing herself for
her lack of calm and composure. This wasn't how it was
supposed to be, this wasn't how she was supposed to be.
She had seen herself so many times, when she had been
younger, how she would be the perfect X-Man, how she
would always keep her cool.

How she would never panic.

That hadn't quite panned out.

"MONET!!" she called out a final time as she threw aside a
chair, receiving no reply and finding little hope in her
search. The body she had uncovered was not Monet, it was



simply another one of hers, and while it was still intact, it
had never really been alive. She could not save the life of
something that was already dead.

Suddenly she paused, a shiver running down her spine as
she was gripped by indecision and uncertainty. She stared
down at the body at her feet, the body of a girl who had her
face; a clone that Monet had wanted too put her dying soul
inside of. She stopped and stared at the thing that had been
created, an empty shell that bore her face, a husk without a
soul.

She stopped, and stared, as the body at her feet was
looking up at her, awake and most certainly alive. It was a
body that, as she looked deep into its confused and
unsettled eyes, had found itself a life, had found itself a
spark, had found itself a soul.

One she knew all too well.

"Afternoon Luv..."

The body that had been cloned from her corpse spoke up to
her.

"...would you mind explaining what the Bloody Hell is going
on?"

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and Confinement.2,
Cell Block...

There was little about the world that Laura Kinney truly
understood.

The small bundle of a girl with raven hair hunkered down as
quietly as she could, her every muscle taunt as she waited
on all fours. With acute senses, she pierced the gloom of her
darkened playpen, once a prison and now her room, her
head twitching too the side at every tiny sound. She wasn't
breathing, the girl with raven hair refusing too move any
more than she had too, ready too erupt at a moments
notice.

Laura wasn't hiding, or so she told herself, she was in
concealment, several of the plush toys she had been
provided with arrayed in front of her. She'd had little use for
them before, but now they served a purpose. They hid her
crouching form from the only door.



They provided her with cover, a barrier between herself and
the inhuman screeching just beyond her room.

Suddenly her world exploded, the bulkhead that separated
her from the outside world was ripped from its hinges. The
girl with raven hair leapt back, her nose scrunching up as
she issued a throaty snarl in response, a warning too
whatever dared too defy her private space.

The massive beast of gold and blood entered undeterred, its
many jagged limbs striking out and digging deep into the
walls and floor. It made a shrieking wail, the Phalanx hybrid
of machine and flesh silhouetted in the heavy gloom,
dragging its heavy mass into the room, its malformed head
hanging limply from a spinal column wrapped in metal.

It regarded her snarling form with hungry eyes, all seven of
them blinked and twitched upon its lanky features, guiding
the massive monster from the stars as it dragged itself
across the floor. Hundreds of tiny tendrils latched onto
anything it could find, absorbing anything of use and
annihilating the rest.

Laura continued too spit and snarl as she slowly backed
away from the massive beast, one that smelled of blood and
oil. She snarled and threatened as best she could, although
the beast with a heavy gut and scything arms refused to be
intimidated.

She snarled and then...she snapped.

With the beast still upon her and her back against the wall,
Laura leapt into the air with a savage fury. With a sudden,
blinding motion, the tiny girl with raven hair burst into
psychotic motion, whipping out a pair of savage claws and
slicing at anything she could see.

She attacked with a spray of blood and spit, the tiny girl
with raven hair surrendering too her most basic instinct.

Her most basic memory.

There was little about the world that Laura Kinney truly
understood.

How to act when cornered wasn't one of them...

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and



Confinement.2…

Jubilee couldn’t help but scream as she was slammed into
the floor, her shoulder popping from its joint with a savage
crack. For a moment she couldn’t see, a flash of white hot
pain wiping out her vision, her wounded limb instantly going
limp and lifeless at her side.

She couldn’t breathe as the beast of bone and metal
crashed down upon her smaller body, almost crushing her
beneath its weight. With bear trap jaws it snapped down
towards her head, silver teeth and bloody drool descending
towards her face. She recoiled as best she could upon the
floor, whipping up her one good arm to defend herself, and
stifling a cry as the beast with razor jaws locked down about
her armoured, golden gauntlet. Jubilee grimaced as the
metal that protected her wrist bent and buckled beneath the
impact, digging deep into her flesh.

In desperation she kicked out as best she could, her
kneepads striking the underside of the beast with bear trap
jaws to no effect. Instead it violently shook its head from
side to side, her arm still caught between its vice like teeth,
and effortlessly threw her into the air like a broken doll.

She cried out again as she slammed into the wall, tumbling
to the floor without an once of grace and staying deathly
still. Her every bone was shaking from the impact, her
dislocated shoulder sent an endless wave of pain flashing
throughout her body. It was stubbornness alone that kept
her from blacking out.

She had one eye still open, the other swelling shut, as the
beast of metal and stolen bone approached her with
predatory interest. It craned its neck too look at her, the
links of bones that comprised its anatomy cracking with
every movement, as dozens of the twisted, golden spiders
scuttled about its savage paws.

It regarded her with black and soulless eyes, almost toying
with its fallen prey as it peered upon something it found of
interest. For the briefest moment it seemed unsure, one
paw upraised and a needle of golden light unfolding from its
open palm.

With a burst of concentrated pain, Jubilee pushed herself up
too sitting, her one good eye staring down the black and
pitiless ones of her executioner, ignoring the metallic needle
hovering just before her face.

Suddenly it spoke, the beast with a bear trap jaw and stolen



bones, the beast of blood and metal. It was an offensive
sound, a screech and squeal that emerged from deep inside
its unnatural form.

“…Prisoner…?” it enquired with the pretence of a heavy
breath, the stink of death that washed out from its metal
jaws sweeping over her grimaced features. Jubilee could
barely stop herself from gagging, instead forcing herself too
turn a defiant chin.

“Bite me!!” she marked her defiance, just as she always did,
as she always would, when faced with a cage.

Some days just really sucked, but at least this one was
almost over.

Jubilation Lee had no more time too ponder as the needle
was slammed into her forehead…

TO BE CONTINUED...

NEXT ISSUE: The lower levels of the Byron Trust are being

locked down under quarantine, and Generation X are being
left behind. With their members wounded, lost or dying, do
they stand a chance against the advancing hybrid Phalanx
Horde and their twisted Master? ‘Instinct’ enters its
penultimate chapter, and there is more than one Prisoner in
the bowels of the Byron Trust that has been set free…
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Hours Ago...

Young Jubilation Lee had never quite grasped the concept of
personal space, or, at the very least, had decided it was
over rated.

It wasn't early, the morning hours coming to an end, the
midday sunlight peeking through the windows and washing
the wood panelled corridor in an orange glow. No, it wasn't
early, but nor was it late, not as far as Jubilation was
concerned, the young woman with raven hair pacing down
the hallway in her tiger slippers while Molly’s mutt, the
German Shepherd pup known as Chase, was nipping at the
coattails of her dressing gown.

There was, however, something wrong, something that
Jubilation had detected with her keen, detective mind.
Something that was missing from the morning routine,
something that was annoying and that never failed to wake
her, something she had detested while the two of them had
been classmates. It was something she had come to dearly
miss.

A painful hole in the routine.

The absence of a friend.

That hole had once again been filled, this last week, if only
due to an unforeseen set of circumstances. The workouts at
the break of dawn, the running in the morning hours, Paige
Guthrie’s insane need to greet each day from the moment
that it dawned.



Chamber Jubilation cursed it!!

…Jubilation loved it.

Only today it hadn't happened.

Something was wrong, and young Jubilation Lee was totally
up to fixing other peoples problems. Granted, the breakfast
tray was somewhat lighter than when she had first started
the pilgrimage upstairs, half the food mysteriously
disappearing from the plate, but such details could be
ignored. It was only a pretence anyways.

After pausing briefly outside the guest room, she kicked in
way of knocking, the door opening purely by coincidence.
Not one to turn down opportunity, young Jubilation Lee let
herself inside, grinning widely while presenting the pretence
shaped as food with a dramatic flourish.

"What's up Hayseed, early bird sleeping in or what?"

Paige Guthrie looked up from the bed, her mind and soul
within the body of Jonathon Starsmore. It was serial in
every way, her lost friend, thought dead and gone,
operating within the frame of someone else. The body
language was out of whack, sat as she was upon the bed,
legs crossed and moving to sweep away a trailing thread of
hair that wasn't there.

Paige smiled a little in return, but it wasn't real, highlighted
by the morning glow pouring in through the open window,
those eyes were ringed with shadow. She had several pads
laid out before her, one clutched between her fingers, digital
recorders of the recent past.

"Ah guess..." Paige Guthrie shrugged, uncomfortable with
the gesture; her shoulders to heavy from her memory "...ah
haven't been asleep".

"What gives?" Jubilation queried, plodding herself down on
the bed beside the amalgam of two friends. She set the tray
aside, absently swiping a slice of toast, and helped herself
to some of Paige’s reading.

"Little late for cramming isn't it? School was out, like, for-
ever ago!"

"Its not, it's just..." she hesitated, Paige uncertain of what
to say "...it's everything that happened while...since I’ve
been gone".



"Oh..." Jubilation faltered, immediately uncomfortable
"...right…I hope you're not looking for some happy endings".

"Jubilee..."

"It's ok..." young Ms. Lee waved her hand to resist the
coming protests. She didn't like this, even now; she didn't
want to talk about it. Past was past and shit happens.

“Really…”

"Ah'm sorry, ah just..."

"It's fine!" Jubilation snapped a little sharply and Paige
Guthrie faltered, her soul behind the eyes of Jonathon
Starsmore. Jubilation was uncomfortable, sitting on her
hands before she ventured. She didn't want this, to
remember what had happened.

She didn't need this, to remember and to feel.

She didn't…

"It's fine…really!" she lied, breathing deeply and forcing
herself to smile, "Ok, so most of it sorta sucked...but past is
prologue right?"

She smiled a little more, fooling no-one but herself.

"Everything is going to be fine..."

The Byron Trust, Level 1, Transportation and Storage, Now…

Her shirt was covered in blood; most of which wasn’t hers,
so Karen Barnes didn’t much care. What she did care about
was the shit storm that was erupting somewhere beneath
her feet, and that half of her staff were dead.

Much to her growing irritation, it seemed to be the half that
was capable of defending themselves.

She was surrounded by personnel, the entire hanger bay
awash with bodies and frenzied chaos, a rolling sea of
barely controlled activity. It was incredible, it was sickening,
how quickly the Facility had been lost, only the very tip of
the underground installation still under some moderation of
control. Those that had survived the initial outbreak had



fallen back as far as possible before reaching open air. She
doubted any of them would live to see it.

The option of evacuation had occurred to her, but it simply
wasn’t going to happen. If this ship was going down, then
everyone was going with it. Agent Barnes wasn’t about to
break quarantine, not with the tenth level of hell just itching
to break outside.

“YOU TOLD ME THEY WERE DEAD!!” Karen was snapping
harshly as she wiped the blood from her ears, her bloodshot
eyes zeroing in on the closest idiot she could find.

“They should be…” one man stammered, his own clothes
suspiciously clean and pressed while many of his co-workers
were lying, bleeding and dying in their own collective waste.
Few of the survivors had made it this far without leaving
something behind, vital body parts appeared to be the
theme.

“SHOULD BE!?!” Karen grabbed him by the collar and
almost hurled him head first into a monitor display that was,
even at that moment, still being jury rigged into the wall.
The man seemed to be at a loss at first, caught between
blind panic and surprise, unsure if he should turn his eyes to
the growing carnage of the lower levels, or remain fixated
upon the furious features of the bloodied women holding
him by the neck.

In the end, the carnage seemed to be the safer option.

“They were inert, they weren’t even real…” the man with
crisp, white shirt tried hurriedly to explain “…the Byron
Agency manufactured them in a lab!! The Phalanx Cells
were used as a template, but that was all!! These were just
machines…enhancements…they shouldn’t be able to do
this!!”

With her boundless irritation reaching new, cataclysmic
levels, Agent Karen Barnes all but hurled her least favourite
person aside and almost instantly disregarded his existence.
She glared at the monitors before her, a patchwork of
screens that had been hastily thrown together by the few,
competent engineers she still had left, hacking into the
security network and showing her what she already knew.

It was a horrific sight, the corridors of the nine levels
beneath her feet awash with blood and overwhelmed by the
swarms of twisted bodies. It was a swarm of otherworldly
creatures, each a jagged, screeching mass of twisted metal
and stolen flesh, each and every one a perversion of life.



Almost every inch of the info structure had been infected by
the alien virus, the very foundations infested with its
presence.

Even the walls were screaming.

All this from just a handful of cells welded into mutant flesh.

Dormant cells.

“LOCKE!” she shouted harshly, removing her loose fitting tie
with a sharp tug and disregarding it without a care. She was
almost instantly rewarded by the presence of the
Guardsmen, the highest ranking soldier she had left. Finally,
someone competent to talk to.

“This is everyone…” he reported dutifully, saluting crisply
despite the barely contained panic of near enough everyone
around them “…we’re locked down the Level but, well…if I
may be frank sir, it won’t count for dick”.

“I know” Agent Karen Barnes agreed tersely, wishing
someone would hurry up and inject a few hundred pounds
of concentrated caffeine directly into her bloodstream. The
Phalanx didn’t give a crap about doors and bulkheads, they
were in the walls, it was a miracle that they hadn’t been
breeched already.

A miracle, or they just weren’t bothered, not yet.

She followed their movements as best she could, her
overview of the lower levels woefully lacking, but she could
tell that the Phalanx were in no hurry to advance. They
wanted something, they needed something, and for right
now, it simply wasn’t up here...

“What the f*&$ are they looking for!?!”

The Byron Trust, Level 7, R&D.4, Genetic Storage…

Paige Guthrie released a startled yelp and pulled back her
fingers as the control panel exploded with a violent spark of
frenzied lightning. It spit and spat at her, the exposed
wiring crackling and sparking, angrily insisting that she prod
no further. It settled down at last, with a fizzling and a
spitting, falling silent and unresponsive.



The bulkhead doors did not open.

With a frown she looked upon her fingers, the tips of which
were singed and looking entirely unhealthy. She did not like
this, the resistance to her efforts, she did not enjoy failing
to succeed. The fingers she had been gifted with were not
helping.

Perhaps because they were not her own.

Even now, after a week of practice, they felt unwieldy. They
were too big and heavy, too wide and stubborn, they did not
respond in the ways that she wanted. Nothing about this
body felt right, try as she might, Paige Guthrie could not
grow accustomed to the form of Jonathon Starsmore.

The body her soul was still residing in.

“Paige…”

“Ah can do this!” she snapped a little testily, eyes entirely
intent upon the stubborn wiring exposed before her. It was
a lock that she could not open; their only means to pry
apart the heavy bulkhead doors that had them locked inside
this horrid room. She could smell it, even in the dark, the
taint of blood from over a dozen corpses, her corpses, the
obliterated remains of her clone copies. It was sickening, it
was nauseating, it was all that she could do to ignore it.

“Paige…”

“WHAT!” she snapped harshly, spinning around and
regretting so within an instant. There he was, Jonathon
Starsmore, trapped with her sole remaining body in the
same manner that she was trapped in his. He was freezing;
they both were, sealed within the walls of the cryogenic
chamber with nothing for warmth but a leather jacket that
she herself had given to him. He did not look best pleased,
but then, he rarely did.

He looked confused, he looked angry; he looked scattered
and lost, falling to a bullet to the head, only to wake up in a
body that wasn’t his. He looked like she did one week ago.

“Ah’m sorry…” Paige sighed sincerely “…ah’m just, it’s not
easy to adapt”.

“I can imagine…” Jonathon agreed somewhat sourly, still
adjusting to the fact that he was speaking to his own body,
let alone being trapped within the shivering form of his dead
girlfriend.



“Ah can do this…” Paige Guthrie promised, a familiar sight of
confidence etched within her borrowed features “…ah just
need some more time”.

“I know…” Jono nodded before continuing, his teeth clicking
together in a painful manner “...but Paige…” he looked to his
own, borrowed fingers, slender and petite “…I have an
idea”.

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement.1…

His birthday was tomorrow, Guardsman Phillip Welsh would
not live to see it.

He couldn’t stop his hands from shaking, even as he pulled
the trigger, the high impact rifle unleashing a stream of
ammo at a frenzied rate, the bullets ricocheting randomly
down the corridor. There was no light, nothing but the
flashes of a dozen muzzles, each one blazing wildly as the
desperate barricade of armoured bodies retreated
backwards down the hallway. He was panicking, desperate
to turn and run, his breathing uncontrolled within the
confines of his helmet.

His clip ran dry and Phillip Welsh was desperate to replace
it, fumbling for several moments, several precious
heartbeats, before slamming the replacement home and
unleashing a fresh outburst of frenzied fire. The line was
faltering; one man plucked out screaming from amongst
their ranks, torn in two by the savage light, serrated in half
by the golden steel.

They just kept coming, in the face of constant fire, clawing
through the darkness, the endless hoards of screeching
vermin, of twisted beasts, of demons fused with both bone
and steel. They were inhuman, monstrous in their creation,
twisted and malformed, insidious and tormenting, scuttling
on many limbs, tearing with many claws. It was an endless
sea of chaos, a unrelenting tide of teeth and iron, of gears
and talons.

It was the reeking scent of death that scrambled down
towards them.

There was another scream, a panicked cry as a spitting
creature erupted from the darkness, a contorted bundle of
razor steel bound in flesh, a clawing fiend that leapt on one



mans torso and snapped down savagely upon his head.
There was a spray of blood and random gunfire, panic and
confusion, more Guardsmen fell and were dragged off into
the consuming darkness.

Four men left, retreating rapidly into the darkness, moving
backwards and spraying gunfire at the nightmares that
pursued them. All of them were armoured, wrapped in black
and grey and solid helmets, all of them were identical, all of
them were far too fragile in the face of these demented
hybrids. All of then too human in the face darkness.

Welsh was forced to change his clip for a second time,
barely able to reload his weapon, unable to believe that
Collins to the side of him was still standing. The man was
standing to his right, calm and persistent in his firing, his
armoured breastplate split apart across his torso. Welsh
could see the blood, the armour spattered with Collins own
crimson juices, but the Guardsmen would not falter, his face
behind a helmet, his every action drilled and focused.

Regardless of the example, young Phillip Welsh could not
slow his breathing, three men left and quickly falling.
Richards had been separated from the hip and cleanly to his
shoulder; his legs had yet to topple. Three men left and
quickly falling, retreating into the darkness.

His birthday was tomorrow, he would be spending it with his
parents.

Two men left and quickly falling…

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and Confinement.2,
East Wing…

Jubilation Lee gasped wet spittle as the needle of golden
light and jagged steel was yanked out from her forehead.

Her eyes rolled back as she gurgled a heavy breadth,
slumping limply forwards, her body shuddering as her mind
was tearing itself to pieces. The memories were frantic and
insane, horrid visions that tumbled forward and obliterated
their way throughout a shattered cortex. She lay there, still
and silent, unable to comprehend the world she lived in,
twitching in the darkness and lost beneath the flickering
lights.

Blood oozed out slowly from the open wound, a hole buried



in her forehead, a crack at the centre of her skull. It was a
wound that would soon be fatal.

She was not alone, the savage beast of primal fury towering
down across her crumbled form, a needle of golden light
stained with blood sliding smoothly back into its jagged
paw. It was a construct of both flesh and bone, of steel and
iron, a massive beast who stalked on every limb, supported
by a jagged spine and driven by its massive jaws, its blood
red eyes peering outwards from its inhuman skull.

It reared its body backwards, with a clanking and an awful
cracking, heavy gears twisting down on broken bones,
awkward pistons working beneath wet flesh. The head
twisted this way and that, a keen malevolence beneath its
beady eyes, an unchecked fury in its beating heart. It
paused and twisted its unnatural form, its mockery of
evolution, processing the information it had just absorbed,
struggling to comprehend the slab of meat whose
knowledge it had digested.

Its head pushed forward, a bloody snout snorting some foul
poison as it nudged the limp posture of young Ms. Lee. She
did not stir, the slab of meat unresponsive as it, the
creature of flesh and steel, remembered the weeks of
torture that it had endured, the weeks of memories they
now shared.

In this place, this hated place!!

The creature paused and spat some dry spittle, an empty
grunt, a hollow sound from its inhuman chest. The creatures
that surrounded it, the tiny balls of twisted bodies, the
screeching spiders with savage pincers and angry shrieks,
scuttled about its clenching paws and towards the inactive
slab of meat.

One reached out towards her forehead and unleashed some
spiteful cry, standing between her empty eyes and digging
its pincers into her clammy skin. Slowly it worked, with
furious indignation, resealing broken bone and knitting
together shredded flesh. On the whim of its larger master,
the beast with bear trap jaws and jagged paws, the spiteful
spider saved the life of young Ms. Lee…

The Byron Trust, Level 7, R&D.4, Genetic Storage…

Paige had never been a telepath, so her current experiences



could only be described as novel. Jonathon was stood before
her, his soul trapped inside her body, while she was busy
making use of his. She reached out with her mind, now
augmented by the astral plane, peering into the thoughts of
Starsmore and manipulating the body that would have once
been hers, a body she was more familiar with.

She had become the puppeteer, operating her clone body
from afar and manipulating those slender fingers. It felt so
strange and yet so familiar, closing one pair of eyes and yet
seeing through another. They breathed as one, in time with
her concentration, her every thought mimicked by his
actions.

“Ah could get used to this!” she admitted with a smile.

“Paige…”

“Ah’m just sayin’” the oldest of the Guthrie sisters shrugged,
a gesture that was inadvertently mimicked by both parties.

“Paige…” Jonathon tried his best to keep her in the here and
now, feeling less than safe as his borrowed digits were
buried knuckle deep in the exposed wiring, angry sparks
reminding him of the very real possibility of electrocution.

“Ah almost got it…” she promised before a massive spark
and an angry burst of light erupted from the console.

Jonathon pulled back his fingers and cursed with such a
venom that it was unbefitting the body of Paige Guthrie, his
borrowed digits both singed and burnt, stinging like the
devils fury. Before he could further vocalise his displeasure,
there was a sound that was sent from heaven, one that
rang the bells of freedom.

There was a clanking a creaking, a grinding and a breaking
as the gears that held the bulkhead shut slowly rumbled
open. There was a tidal wave of air that rushed into the
room, a monsoon of swift relief, the first flicker of salvation.

Warmth, life saving heat.

It was short lived. Even as it dawned on them that their
death would not come from freezing, the crimson tint of
copper did not falter, the stench of corpses did not die.

“Mah God…” Paige Guthrie breathed in sharply, staring down
the corridor and deep into the Devils Playpen, the walls
screaming and stained with blood. Someone had unleashed
the hounds of Hell while she had been sleeping.



The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and Confinement.2,
East Wing…

The beast with bear trap jaws snapped round its misshapen
head with a savage motion, every inch of its jagged form
rigidly contorting and ready to explode into violent action. It
remained still and poised and ready to launch forwards,
snorting wetly as its head leaned sharply backwards, its
metallic construction of a snout snorting as it inhaled
something poignant from the air.

For several heartbeats it did nothing, its massive frame
clicking at the joints, its rippling spine both curved and
poised, a silent sentinel of malice within the flickering
darkness.

The spiders about its feet screeched and chattered their own
annoyance, scratching about the monsters paws and
spitting their collective spite towards the universe.

Its pretence of a ribcage shuddered, the hybrid organs of
both man and steel beating in rhythm with its inhuman
heart, in time with its heavy and hollow breathing. It
snorted and snarled some sound of savage glee, quickly
followed by a roar of distorted notes and primal need.

With blood red eyes, small and crimson, it craned its head
to look upon the fallen slab of meat that was Ms. Lee, the
girl lying amongst the remains of those that had fallen. It
seemed unsure at first, flexing its massive paws, before
leaving the discarded thing to fester. The meat would live,
for the moment, its injuries no longer fatal, it would live,
and that was all it cared for.

Its head snapped back once more, its crimson eyes peering
down the hallway, piercing the darkness and staring deep
into its kingdom. Its every joint was bristling, its every
motion was excited, its every snort into the air was more
insistent than the one before it.

Suddenly it launched forward, its entire misshapen frame
exploding into violent action, its twisted and jagged body
bounding down the hallway with a single minded purpose.
With a howl that was not human, with a power that was not
natural, it charged towards its distant prey.

With savage glee, the beast with bear trap jaws had found
its purpose…



The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and Confinement.2,
West Wing…

Moderation wasn’t in the vocabulary of Laura Kinney.

The tiny girl with raven hair launched forwards with blinding
fury, spitting with outright malice as she slammed bone
claws into the pulsating torso of the monstrosity before her.
The creature screamed, the slug like behemoth thrashing its
multitude of limbs as it tried to dislodge the spiteful little
vicious mammal that latched itself onto its body. Laura held
on tightly and shoved her claws in deeper, lashing out with
feet and teeth, kicking and biting at the unnatural hybrid of
flesh and steel.

The behemoth hurled its bulk forwards, slamming its
ungainly weight towards the ground with a high pitched
shriek. Laura Kinney was not idle, the tiny girl with raven
hair flipping upwards, her claws tearing through the
monsters pretence of a ribcage before twisting herself up
onto its shoulders.

The creatures impact with the floor was monstrous, its
heavy mass and massive strength shaking the foundations,
and yet the mutant mammal that had been assaulting it had
moved with blinding speed. Laura was free from harm,
avoiding the impact and riding upon the behemoths
shoulders, her claws slick with blood and foul fluids, the slug
like beast screaming in abysmal pain.

Something foul washed outwards from its ruptured torso,
splashing across the blood stained floor, parts of its atomy
that had once been human, Laura Kinney wrinkling her nose
in disgust. The creatures head was hideous and distorted, a
thousand eyes and flailing tendrils, the malformed mouth
shrieking its displeasure.

Laura Kinney slammed her fists downwards, those claws
digging deep into the beasts thick neck and hideously
distorting its high pitched cries. With a snap and snarl, the
tiny girl with raven hair twisted her wrists and popped a
cranium from its shoulders. There was a snap and crunch, a
shriek and sickening silence.

Laura stood upon the back of the slug like behemoth, the
unnatural amalgam of flesh and steel, a carcass that now
reeked of her many sisters. With a final spit she vaulted
from its body, disregarding its existence as her bone claws



slipped back into her forearms.

Her demeanour shifted within an instant, the tiny girl with
raven hair becoming calm and entirely docile, a placid child
with an infants mind. She retrieved her puzzle box from the
corner, the multicoloured box she had hidden like a
treasure, holding it passively between her tiny hands before
turning to the woman.

She seemed asleep but also troubled, Laura Kinney kneeling
down beside her, the young woman with dark skin and
darker hair. She was feverish and fitful, Laura knew what
that was like, just as she knew this women. Laura had seen
her many times before, someone who would visit and would
talk and had promised to take her away from here and out
from underground.

Laura had found her, like this, unconscious and bleeding
from the nose, almost moments away from becoming one
with the monstrosities. The tiny girl with raven hair leaned
forward and sniffed the women’s hair, searching for
something in particular. She almost immediately jerked
backwards, wrinkling her nose and shaking her head in
disappointment.

“No!” she decided, clutching her puzzle box possessively.

“Not you!” she shook her head again before leaning her
neck backwards, sniffing for a scent.

“You!” she declared excitedly, staring down the hallway and
into the deeper darkness, no-one there that she could see.
She didn’t care, already running in her new direction,
clutching her puzzle box in hand and searching for a lost
one.

She was gone within a heartbeat, the tiny girl with raven
hair, Monet St. Croix left to linger in her nightmares…

The Byron Trust, Level 1, Transportation and Storage…

From the moment that she had seen that withered corpse,
that thing that had been spat out into the world like a
festering wound, Karen Barnes had known it would be the
death of her. It made her sick, its mind like pestilence,
digging into her soul and vomiting in her mind, that thing
with shrivelled eyes and a broken heart, the foul stain upon
mankind. It had seen her, when it had been born, full of



spite and venom and eternal torment, it had seen her, and
now it would never let her go.

She cursed and held her screaming head between her
hands, sitting amongst the bodies of her dying personal,
everyone giving the Director a wide birth. Whatever that
cow had started when this outbreak had begun, she hadn’t
finished, the mental assault still festering in her memories
and slowly eroding away her soul.

She cursed the name of Everett Thomas, and that of Monet
St. Croix for bringing him here, most of all, she cursed
herself. She should have recognised him from the moment
he had entered her facility, the little apprentice of the Byron
Agency, the Sleeper Agent who had plunged this entire
operation into the tenth level of hell.

“DIRECTOR!”

“WHAT!?!” Karen snapped, her head jerking upwards and
eyes a bloodshot crimson. Locke was running over, the new
head of her security by process of elimination coming to a
stop and saluting crisply before continuing.

“The Hybrids are falling back!”

“WHAT!?!” Director Barnes was on her feet within an
instant; life threatening mental illness could go and take a
suicidal leap.

“The walls still appear to be infected…” Locke continued to
update his Director, the two of them pacing towards the
only eyes they had left of the lower levels “…but the
Behemoths are defiantly converging on a single
point…rapidly…”

“How many?”

“…All of them?”

“Where!?!” Director Barnes demanded to know.

“Our best estimate suggests somewhere on Level 7”

“Cryogenics?”

“Yes sir” the newly drafted chief of security reported
dutifully as the two of them came to a stop, Karen Barnes
leaning forwards and glaring at the jury rigged monitors
before her. The transmission was crap, their coverage was



woeful, but Locke was not wrong, they were moving, all of
them, and Karen Barnes could only growl her lack of
satisfaction.

“Get me a fire team…” Karen Barnes demanded, removing
her bloodied jacket and efficiently procuring a bullet proof
vest from a wounded trooper “…anyone who can still fire a
rifle!”

“Sir…”

“Damn it Locke, do it!!” Karen snapped, her temper
reaching boiling point and her brain finally set to explode.
That thing was still inside her, ripping apart her mind and
tearing away her soul, that thing of twisted malice and
blackened eyes that would never leave her be, that thing of
ragged flesh and awful sin.

“That bitch is after something!” Karen snapped, the same
wounded trooper from before handing her his firearm.

“Like Hell I’m going to let her get it!”

The Byron Trust, Level 8, Imprisonment and
Confinement.1…

Collins was locked in, the thick, bulkhead door sealing him
off from the Hybrid swarm and leaving him cornered in a
prison cell. His body language, however, suggested that he
didn’t believe it would do him much good. An impromptu
barricade had been set up, the black armoured guardsmen
positioning himself behind an upturned desk and bed, his
rifle held straight and steady, his eye never wavering from
the target.

He was alone within the darkness, the boy beside him now
long dead, a youth who had believed himself a man. ‘Welsh’
was printed across his nametag, half his face was missing.
Collins had tried to save him, dragging the weeping boy into
the room, but it was not enough, his shoulders shifted, it
never seemed to be enough.

The terrific crashing was incessant, the bulkhead shaking on
its hinges, some monstrous creation slamming down upon
its surface. It never paused, each one more violent than the
next, a primal scream of some unholy fury throwing itself
towards oblivion, battering itself to death to reach its prey,
dying so that others could fulfil their task.



Collins gripped his trigger tightly, barely half a clip left to
expend, barely enough to ensure his survival for a scant few
second longer. He was having trouble breathing, the
armoured breastplate he was wearing, one cracked cleanly
down the middle, was too small for his broad shoulders.

There was one final crash, an terrific explosion that seemed
to rock the entire wall, a horrific scream accompanying the
popping of the hinges. The bulkhead rattled harshly, on the
verge of falling inwards, just a few final moments separating
Collins from the incoming Hybrid swarm.

And then there was not a sound.

The Guardsmen could not believe it, even as the moments
passed, measured by his breathing and his heartbeat, the
Hybrids did not advance. The battered bulkhead did not
tumble, his sanctuary had not been breathed, he was not
yet dead upon the floor.

Standing slowly, the black armoured Guardsman listened
with intense interest, listening for any sound of his
attackers, finding nothing that would indicate they were still
there. The enemy had retreated, one that had him cornered
and outmanned. No, he corrected himself, they had
withdrawn.

The enemy had found something of greater interest.

“Well…”

The guardsmen muttered as he slowly raised himself to
standing, lowering his rifle and yet kept one finger upon the
trigger. He reached upwards for his helmet and unlocked
the latches about his neck; ones that sealed the headgear to
his broken breastplate. With a quite hiss of air it came off,
the broad shouldered Irishman feeling immediate relief as
he removed the helmet he had borrowed from a corpse.

A suit of armour that had once belonged to a dead man
known as Collins, now the prosperity of Sean Cassidy, the
former X-Man known as Banshee.

“…this can nae be good…”

The Byron Trust, Level 10, The Cradle, Classified…

The ragged frame of a half dead corpse was hanging limply



from its capsule, its twisted limbs and pallid flesh held aloft
by the tubes and wires buried beneath its rotten skin. It was
barely stirring, a shallow breathing from its ragged ribcage
releasing spittle laden hissing from its broken features, the
malformed creature missing its lower jaw and possessing
only the blackest of shrivelled eyes. It barely hung to life,
struggling to draw breadth, only the sheer force of its fury
kept it going, its spite towards all natural life.

There was a silent scream, a telepathic maelstrom erupting
from its decrypted body, a hurricane of violence that ripped
and tore apart the Astral Plane. It was carnivorous, it was
cannibalistic, consuming the mental world itself and feeding
on the life force of the universe, lashing out at everyone and
everything it encountered. It screamed, it would scream
until it could scream no more, it would scream until there
was no-one left to hear it.

The Cradle had become alive around her, the patchwork of
golden light moving throughout the walls, a tapestry of
living metal weaving across the floor, a thousand splintered
creatures chattering in her presence. The children it had
awoken, the Phalanx it had freed, the new life that it had
repurposed.

The creatures born of steel and given purpose by its light
gathered around the ragged body of the half dead corpse,
screeching as they latched onto that withered body.
Throughout the entire, fragile frame the former Phalanx
spread, infecting the organic tissue with their presence,
willed into its fibres, digging into its muscles, fusing with its
bones, digging deep into its brain.

A unity was forming, between flesh and steel and the minds
of two races, abused and tortured for the purposes of
another. The ragged pound of flesh shivered as the
corrupted mind of that broken body absorbed new
knowledge from the children it had freed, its mental eye
flashing out across the many levels above its head, towards
the unwitting instigator of creation.

The one from which the seedling of life had spread.

The hybrid creature shook within its restraints, fused with
new life and keener purpose, fused with the desire that all
children craved, the thing that infants cried for.

“…Mother…”

It hissed through a broken jaw.



“MOTHER!”

TO BE CONTINUED...

NEXT ISSUE: The Byron Agency meddled with affairs that

should have been left alone, and now it is the Byron Trust
that will pay the price. An infant wants its mother, a species
wants its freedom, and the very existence of Generation X
may have been responsible for it all...
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Westchester, the Xavier Institute for Gifted
Youngsters...

One Hour Ago...

Jean Grey-Summers was beginning to understand
why Xavier had founded the X-Men with just five
students.

A headache was throbbing at the centre of her mind,
one that was both intense and sudden, the
headmistress leaning forwards upon the table and
pinching the bridge of her nose between finger and
thumb. The canteen was packed around her, the
new student body busying themselves with their
midday tasks, their collective minds a sea of aimless
chatter. It was impossible to block out, the sheer
mountain of endless mutterings, their young minds
incapable of restraint.

There were some things a teacher did not need to
know about her students.

“It ain’t too late Jennie...”

The red headed headmistress looked up and smiled
as she heard the brusque nature of that familiar
tone, the man called Logan dropping a plate of food
down upon the table opposite. It was a weak effort,
and yet she was pleased to see him, arguably the
most irritable man on Earth since the size of the
school’s student population had exploded.

“...I can still clear the little bastards out!”

“While I’m sure you would...” Jean sighed as she
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leaned backwards, smiling a little more sincerely and
surprised at just how tempting such an offer had
become “...I don’t think Hank would approve, he’s a
little fond of them. Speaking of which...” she raised
an inquisitive brow “...don’t you have a class
yourself?”

Logan shrugged, chomping down on his cigar with
some vague mutterings.

“Logan?”

“They’ll find their way back” he insisted gruffly.

“Logan!” Jean sighed in exasperation, rubbing both
her temples as they pounded against her skull,
already reaching out to locate the presence of the
missing children “...you can’t...”

She paused, something ripping at her mind, some
lethal thing that screamed and hissed eternal
torment, something that chilled her blood and forced
her mind to tremble.

“Logan...” she barely whispered, listening to the
echoes of a foul creation, listening to the sufferings
of their former children “...something’s wrong...”

The Byron Agency, Undisclosed Location...

One Year Ago...

He could barely stop himself from giggling.

Agent Drake was in a fit of barely contained glee, his
bony frame contorting in disturbing ways as he
marched the line of sleeping bodies, his sole
remaining eye jerking erratically as he savoured his
surroundings. He breathed in deeply when he was
able, inhaling the sweet sweat of new potential. It
was joyful, his thin lips twitching in excitement, the
possibilities that were laid out before his reach.

He smiled as he passed each one, all blonde hair and
blue eyes, the replicated and cloned bodies of the
deceased Paige Guthrie. The original was here as
well, the body exhumed and stolen from its grave,
shrivelled and wasted by the ravages of death. He



could half believe there was still a mind, lingering
within that corpse, his scalpel thoughts piercing the
veil between life and death, finding the child
slumbering wistfully within.

But it was idle fantasy, there was nothing there but
grey meat and a blank slate, an empty mind in place
of what once was. Dead and wasted and yet not
forgotten.

Her sisters would see to that, new born and fresh,
laid bare and bursting with potential.

Within her genetics lay the key, the doorway to all
his fantasies, the means to create anything he
desired. Just one thought, one stimulus, and each
body could be transformed, the resources of a
thousand kingdoms just waiting to be harvested. In
death, Paige Guthrie had been reborn, in death;
Paige Guthrie would provide the Agency with
everything they could ever need.

“But why stop there?” he whispered, bending low as
he licked thin lips, his sole remaining eye jerking
violently within its socket as he breathed wetly upon
the cheek of a dead girl.

“Why limit ourselves to such idle fancies?” he sighed
deeply, savouring the moment of epiphany.

“You will create life...” his thin frame contorted with
his giggling “...new life, wonderful life, purposeful
life, you will be the Mother of a Species...”

Agent Drake stood tall, towering amongst the rows
of sleeping Guthries, the farms from which he would
soon harvest, prideful as he stood upon the brink of
evolution.

“Does that not fill your shattered heart with glee?”

The Byron Trust, Level 10, The Cradle...

Now...

The abomination of fragile bone and withered flesh
wailed with new found purpose, its twisted frame
suspended by the tendrils of living steel, the web of



artificial life digging deep beneath its skin and
splintering deep into its fibres. It wailed and spat,
its hairless skull missing a lower jaw, its dark eyes
now infused with golden light, its psychic mind
harvesting the psychic world around it.

They were as one, as that pound of fragile flesh was
ripped outwards from its capsule, pulled free by the
warping mass of erratic steel, the alien life trying
desperately to seek a constant form. A pound of
morbid flesh was left behind, clinging to the tubes
that had sought to bind it, but the abomination of
fragile bones and a hairless skull cared not for such
a decaying mass, its tortured mind and infant
instinct grasping greedily to its rebirth.

It shuddered as its body was warped and twisted,
the two created forms of life finding solace within
each other, their twin desires becoming a single
purpose. Its psychic mind swept the world above
them, biting and clawing through the many levels, a
blot of sickness that spat upon the minds of men,
that ripped apart the sane. Through its many bodies
it now travelled, a spider web of life that chattered
and chittered with vengeful relish, that tore at flesh
and bone with desperate need.

“Mother...” the abomination hissed through a
missing jaw, directing its many limbs throughout the
many levels towards a single, overriding goal, the
Origin of a Species.

“FIND MOTHER!”

The Byron Trust, Level 7, Research and
Development 4...

Jonathon had never been good with anger,
funnelling it, channelling it, focusing it in the
appropriate direction, dealing with the source;
repression had become a key to his personality. He
could channel some emotion, expressing it to
strangers, being abstract with a crowd, but when it
mattered, all of it was inside, wrapped up and stored
away, a growing mass of frustration and building
fury.



Waiting to explode.

These people were dead, Jonathan walking through
their remains, the scattered remnants of those who
had been massacred. The lights were flickering on
and off, briefly casting the ruined remains in stark
relief, the twisted limbs and broken bodies, the
blood that stained the windows. He wanted to throw
up, already uncomfortable within the body of Paige
Guthrie, the frame his soul was trapped within, he
wanted to look away from the lifeless features of
those that were still screaming.

He wanted to do something intensely violent.

They were dead.

There could be no good reason.

“...Jono...”

The young man paused and spun around, concern
washing over his borrowed features as he heard the
frailty within that tone, a voice that should be his. It
was Paige Guthrie, the women he had thought dead,
her soul trapped within his body as his had become
trapped in hers, falling to her borrowed knees as her
eyes were staring blankly.

He ran quickly to her side, the bodies of the fallen
fast forgotten as he braced his hands against her
shoulders, panic gripping his beating heart as blood
was pooling freely down her features. Something
was happening; he could see the confusion in her
eyes, the panic and the pain. Something was going
wrong, something was not right within the body she
inhabited, his body she was trapped in.

“Paige!” he tried to get her to look at him,
frustration building as he came to realise he had no
idea of how to help her.

“Jono...” she mumbled, her hands pressing weakly
against her temples, her thoughts leaking from her
memory, her now psychic mind listening to the
whispers. “Ah can hear them...” she barely
murmured, the chittering and the chattering, the
muttering and the screaming, the light and the
wailing offspring.



The thousand voices of creation.

“AH CAN HEAR THEM!”

The Byron Trust, Level 1, Transportation and
Storage...

The walls were shaking.

Young Molly Hayes found it strange as she pushed
her palms against the structure, feeling the
vibrations beneath her fingers. She leaned forwards
a little more, pushing her cheek against the metal,
her ear pushing against the surface, listening to the
echoes from the floors below. Sometimes it was like
crying, sometimes it was like laughing, but most of
the time, it was just whispering. Secrets told by
someone very, very sad.

Young Molly Hayes pushed backwards from the wall,
pouting her lips in thought as she turned around,
adjusting the positioning of her kitty eared hat to aid
her thinking. This day had been very odd, and
although she didn’t know it, there was very little
about it she would remember.

She simply wasn’t old enough to accept it.

The world was a storm of chaos, the crowds spilling
around in a manner that did not resemble order, a
frenzied mass of panicked actions that created a
woeful racket. There was a massive grouping near
where she was standing, people laying down and
moaning, some even weeping as their wounds were
tended, a few of them made no sounds at all. Some
of them could only stare at her with an awful
blankness.

Deciding she could not help them, she marched
away, weaving through the crowds with her short
strides in search of purpose. The elbow pads of her
new uniform were being put to instant use, striking
hips this way and that as a path was cleared before
her, young Molly Hayes making progress amidst the
shouts of protest and indignation.

Finally she halted, reaching out and grabbing the
belt of someone who looked official, pulling hard and



instantly earning his full attention. She smiled
brightly at the man in uniform and ignored the wince
of pain that crossed his features after she had
yanked his body armour into his pelvis, instead
tumbling straight into her question.

“Can you help me?” she queried, planting her hands
solidly on hips as she stood as tall as possible. “I’m
looking for my friends...” she elaborated “...they get
into all kinds of trouble without me!” she
exasperated.

There was no immediate reaction; the man in
uniform looking down at her in what she decided
was either indigestion or disbelief.

“What?” she became quickly worried, adjusting her
kitty eared headpiece “Is there something wrong
with my hat?”

The Byron Trust, Level 5, Research and
Development 2...

The creature that she shot had once been human, its
naked skull grinning back at her as the bone was
shattered by a concussive round. The impact
cracked like thunder, the rifle kicking like a mule as
she unleashed several bullets into the abomination,
Agent Barnes not letting up until the six limbed
obscenity wilted and collapsed. With a metallic wail
it faltered, crumpling as its frame was punctured; its
mismatched limbs a patchwork of steel and muscle.

She kept firing even as it fell, the Director of the
Facility training her eye on each new threat,
unleashing a practiced shot towards each
abomination that scuttled and screeched and bore a
sickening resemblance to the once living bodies from
which they had been harvested. She wasn’t alone,
stood amongst a choir of violence, the fire team
under her command laying down a wave of
suppressing fire. Finally, thankfully, as they stood
back to back within the confines of the bottleneck,
their combined offensive proved to be effective.

For the moment.

She raised one hand sharply; her fist clenched for all



to see, and immediately the fire was
haltered. There was silence, for the moments that
followed the firestorm of gunfire, an eerie calm as
each and every man breathed deeply, the group of
surviving Guardsmen surviving for another moment.

Karen Barnes grimaced as she lowered her rifle,
spitting out a glob of blood as her ribs protested
fiercely, her eyes burning from the screams of that
bitch still buried in the basement. She made a
second silent motion, those under her command
rushing to fulfil it, flanking one another with strict
discipline as they secured the hallway, marching
amongst the dead.

Eleven remained, out of twenty, she cursed silently
to herself, adrenaline flooding through her system as
the trio of scars than pierced her torso
tightened. Nine dead, nine after descending just
four floors, nine dead with another two floors to
go. It could have been much worse, she understood
that bitterly, they would all be dead by now if the
bulk of this infection, if the majority of the
Behemoths weren’t moving away from their position.

She smiled ruefully to herself, if they weren’t
consolidating exactly where she was leading them all
too.

This was folly, but she was too spiteful to let it go.

She couldn’t let it win.

>>”Director”<<

She raised a hand to her earpiece as it began to hiss
with its transmission, the voice of Agent Locke
echoing from up above.

“What is it?” she questioned tersely.

>>”We’re located one of the St. Croix party, she
was up here with us, we have her under guard.”<<

“It’s funny you should mention that...” Karen Barnes
holstered her rifle and spat out a second glob of
blackish blood, turning to face the rear of her Fire
Teams ranks. There he stood, glaring at her from
beneath the folds of his distended skin, another of
that Bastard Cassidy’s damn protégés, Angelo



Espinosa under guard and securely handcuffed.

“We’re found one ourselves...”

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and
Confinement 2, West Wing...

Not even pride could have stopped her from falling.

Monet St. Croix grimaced as she was slammed
backwards against the wall, the glass surface
rippling as her slender frame collided with it. She
glared banefully through the pain, her shoulder
impaled by a spear of jagged steel that was the
creature’s limb, gripping at the serrated blade with
her free hand as the toes of her golden boots
dangled inches above the floor. Her eyes were
bloodshot, her lips stained with crimson, her uniform
torn and shredded from a dozen lacerations, her
very mind was on fire and tortured.

Through it all she felt an overwhelming surge of
indignation, of personal shame and embarrassment,
the young women roused time and again from a
drooling stupor by her own scathing disapproval,
forcing herself up onto unsteady feet to delve deeper
into the pits of hell. She glared at the creature
before her with sheer contempt, her nose unturned
and a sneer upon her lips as she regarded the
monstrosity that had her pinned and beaten.

It was a mockery, distasteful in its every fabric,
spindly limbed and multi jointed, a twisted fusion of
steel and flesh, of iron and bloody muscle,
contorting this way and that as its grinning skull
reared back upon a piston neck. It hissed as it
‘breathed’ close to her own features, her lip
quivering from the pain of an impaled shoulder, the
human skull leering at her with inhuman malice. It
‘chuckled’ as it twisted its serrated limb deeper into
her wounded shoulder, a grinding sound of
mismatched gears whirling within its torso, Monet
grimaced but never blinked, her blood shot eyes
refusing to break their glaring.

She could only think of the indignity, to be brought
so low by an infant psychic buried in the basement,
to have her mind torn apart and flayed by a vengeful



child, to have been beaten by its malformed
offspring, the fusion of two inhuman species. She
had come so far and yet failed entirely, her efforts to
end this twisted madness below even her own
notice.

Her contempt for the creature that had impaled her
was as fierce as the sneer she mustered, glaring at
the malformed mockery as the pain threatened to
overwhelm her. Her body pinned and broken, her
mind flayed and set ablaze, she sneered despite it
all, a sneer in the face of a second serrated blade
brought upwards towards her features.

A sneer of contempt for her own failings.

Suddenly its skull exploded, shattering into a dozen
pieces as a single explosive round denoted the
stolen bone and sent it scattering down the
hallway. Relief flooded through her system, white
hot and furious as the creature stumbled and
flopped lifelessly to the metallic floor, Monet St.
Croix released and sent crumpling into a heap. It
was relief that blinded all her senses, the young
woman aimless and unable to move a single muscle,
bleeding from the shoulder and another dozen
wounds, the young woman unable to utter a single
word as she was rescued by her ‘savour’.

The sneer of personal contempt had failed to falter.

“Easy now...”

The words of the Irishmen intoned, Sean Cassidy of
all men pulling her from the abyss.

“...I’ve got ye...”

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and
Confinement 2, East Wing...

For the first time in her life, young Jubilation Lee had
become single minded.

She half stumbled through the hallways; her limbs
unsteady and her feet unsure, the heavy golden
boots cracking upon shards of scattered bone and
slipping upon the pools of blood. She couldn’t really



see, not in the flickering darkness, her own brow
stained with blood where her cracked skull had been
crudely tended. The wound had been stitched
together by razor pincers, her life had been saved by
those who had killed all others.

She stumbled and she limped, left behind by the
behemoth with bear trap jaws to fulfil a different
purpose, allowed to live due to an unforeseen
kinship, a common ground forged by pain within the
bowels of the Byron Agency. Her arm swung limply
at her side, swaying with every step, her every
shallow breadth, nerves and life returning to that
once dislocated limb.

She almost fell, young Jubilation bracing herself
against one wall, he muscles growing tense as she
felt compelled to pursue her single purpose, a single
desire that rattled around her cortex. She could feel
it, she could taste it, she could almost smell it, that
desire that was fuelled by another will, a sickening
force that clawed deep down and ripped out all those
repressed resentments, the darkest of her needs.

The greatest of her heartbreaks.

“Cassidy...”

She hissed, tears streaming down her tortured
features, giving voice to the greatest of betrayals,
the man who had become a father, a father who had
become a monster.

“...Cassidy!”

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and
Confinement 2, West Wing...

“Sean, I want you to know...”

He closed his eyes as he heard those distant words,
the former X-Man carrying the prone body of his
former student as tenderly as he would a
child. They were an echo, whispered from long ago,
the sentiments of a man who was now long dead
and who had inspired the world with his convictions,
a man who had placed his faith upon his
shoulders. A man whose words he now remembered



more frequently than ever.

“...there is not a living soul I trust more than you to
shoulder the responsibility of training the new

Generation of Mutants”.

They were bittersweet now, Sean Cassidy opening
his eyes as he lay the wounded body of Monet St.
Croix down upon the mattress. The Irishmen
couldn’t help but remember them, each night and
every morning, the act of faith he had betrayed, the
grace from which he had fallen. The greatest
mistakes of his entire life, the most horrible of sins.

The days in which he had betrayed his children.

He frowned as he looked upon his fallen student, her
body battered and broken and wounded in a dozen
places. It was his responsibility to prevent this, to
train them, to protect them, to help them to become
everything that they could be, to catch them when
they fall. It was his responsibility, those words
echoing back from that Autumn sun, his fatigued
expression gazing down upon his hand, upon the
circle of scars around his thumb, it was one he
always failed.

Reluctantly he looked back to Monet, his former
student feverish upon the mattress, her brow
creased as her mind was under siege, barely clinging
to being conscience. Slowly he raised his wrist
towards her features, the Irishmen whispering as
sternly as he could.

“Lassie...” his tone demanded her attention “...tell
me ye name!”

“M...” she murmured, trapped somewhere between
reality and fantasy “...Monet...”

His board shoulders tensed as the metallic bracelet
about his wrist whirled and popped, the silver
construct making a quick ping and a tiny click as it
popped off. Sean Cassidy felt immediate relief,
reflectively rubbing the raw skin, feeling a familiar
tightness grip his throat as the inhibiter was
disabled.

As the former X-Men known as Banshee was finally
and completely freed.



“An’ I won’t be lettin’ ye down”.

He paused and closed his eyes a second time, his
own voice echoing across the ages, his own promise
to a dead man, the first day of his greatest.

If only the ones that followed it had not proven to be
his darkest...

“I’m sorry lass...” he apologised sincerely, Banshee
standing tall and adjusting the armour about his
torso he had borrowed from his own guards
corpse. His eyes lingered upon her fallen form for a
little longer, pacing towards the open doorway and
slinging his rifle across his shoulder, within her face
he saw his children, the students he had lost.

Before he uttered another word he sealed the
doorway, the bulkhead slamming shut and sealing
the feverish Monet inside, Sean Cassidy imprisoning
her within his former cell, leaving her behind...

“But I cannie take ye with me...”

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and
Confinement 2, East Wing...

Laura Kinney hissed as the foul little beast bit down
deep into her neck, the razor pincers of the metallic
beetle shredding flesh and cracking the bone of her
spinal column. The tiny girl with raven hair curled
up and spat as she reached behind and clawed at
the shrieking beast burrowing deep beneath her
flesh, the creature wailing its metallic squeal as she
gripped it between her bloodied fingers. With a feral
snap and a howl of pain she ripped it free, a shower
of blood about her shoulders as she slammed it
downwards, the artificial life squirming violently
between her fingers and the now crimson floor.

She spat in irritation as she remained hunched
forwards, the young girl on all fours as she hissed in
pain, the cracking of her bones ringing in the air as
her shredded flesh stitched itself back together. It
was her birthright, her body healing rapidly and
mending her every ill, and yet the pain would always
linger, the damage would always be remembered.



The young girl cracked her head violently to the
side, a snarl upon her curled lips as the bones were
set back in place, the trails of raven hair spilling
about her youthful features. She grumbled her
annoyance as the squirming beast continued clawing
at her fingers, flaying flesh and muscles with vicious
pincers and as it wailed its eternal malice.

Laura only spat in her reply, raising her other hand
and allowing the set of bone claws to erupt out from
between her knuckles, slamming them down against
the pinned creature and watching as she impaled its
vengeful frame. It shuddered and lay still, releasing
a stolen breadth, bleeding out and dying beneath
her bloodied grasp.

With a final spit, Laura tossed it aside almost idly,
watching her own fingers as the shredded digits
repaired themselves and bones clicked back into
place. As the wounded limb was rapidly stitched
together, she raised her head and stared upon a
bloody handprint, one that stained the wall and was
not hers. She sniffed the air, searching for anything
that lingered before turning quickly and peering
intently down the hallway.

There, she silently decided, retrieving her puzzle box
with tiny hands...she had gone down there...

The Byron Trust, Level 7, Research and
Development 4...

Jonathon Starsmore released a frustrated shout as
he was slammed down backwards onto the floor, the
body he was trapped within, the frame of Paige
Guthrie, protesting fiercely from the impact. He
could scarcely believe his eyes, the corridor
swarming with the bodies of twisted constructs, a
maelstrom of chaos and inhuman hybrids filling
every inch and wailing inhuman obscenities. They
surrounded him with their writhing and mismatched
bodies, some bloated and obscene, others spindly
and erratic, all of them constructed from flesh and
bone, from steel and muscle.

He twisted as best he could, flesh tearing as one
beast pinned him down, the massive hound with a
serrated spine and bear trap jaws breathing down



dryly upon his features. His frustration grew as his
skin tore further, oddly painless beneath the
pressure of his breaking ribcage, twisting his head to
try and find Paige Guthrie, the girl trapped within his
body.

She was almost lost beneath the writhing bodies,
just like he was, struggling to reach the surface as
spines of golden steel penetrated flesh and bone,
burrowing into muscle. He panicked, they both
panicked, suddenly attacked and overwhelmed by a
horde of creatures that defied all sense of logic.

“PAIGE!!” he cried out, desperately reaching out a
hand and hopelessly beyond reach, desperately
trying to hold her, desperately trying to save
her. He could hear it, like he always could, that
bullet that had killed her, he could hear it with his
every heartbeat.

“PAIGE!!” he shouted out again, this time striking
upwards with his elbow, striking the jaw of the
behemoth atop him across its bear trap jaws,
startled to find his own limb had become
adamantium. The creatures head recoiled, snapping
back sharply from the impact, Jonathon finding
Paige Guthries genetic gift was now in full effect, his
borrowed body shedding its outer skin to reveal a
more dangerous frame beneath.

He struck upwards with a knee, grunting painfully as
skin split against a metallic hide, an adamantium
limb being revealed beneath the spurt of blood and
sending the behemoth atop him raggedly rolling
off. There was a flailing of limps, of frenzied
movements as the enraged creatures sought to
swarm him, to pin him down as he dragged his
protesting body up onto its unwilling knees.

He kicked this way and that, barely any thought put
into any movement, just a desperate need to strike
out with sharp knees and brutal elbows, his metallic
limbs crunching steel and stolen flesh beneath each
and every impact. He grabbed one by its skull like
features, slamming it into a window, he stomped
down upon a second, shattering its ribcage.

He kept on fighting, but there were too many, his
vision obscured by the inhuman onslaught, his way
obstructed by their writhing bodies, their eternal



shrieking.

“PAIGE!!” he desperately cried out, struggling to
reach his only care.

“MOTHER!!” the beasts of a thousand voices cried
back, shrieking with metallic screeching, weeping
with inhuman tears.

“MOTHER!!”

The Byron Trust, Level 9, Imprisonment and
Confinement 2, West Wing...

The outline was so seamless; Sean Cassidy was
almost convinced it wasn’t there.

He concentrated, his hands slowly running along the
wall, his fingers trailing across the metallic surface
as he searched for the smallest of imperfections. It
was cold beneath his touch, sturdy and unyielding,
the panel the same as the hundred others that lined
the hallway, welded and unmoving. He
concentrated and searched, looking for something
that wasn’t there.

The Irishmen had tried to force his way upwards, the
former X-Man fighting as best he could through the
facility, but he had been forced back down. One
floor after another he had retreated, right back to
where he had first started, right back to just two
hundred feet from his own cell, hoping for a miracle.

Hoping that Agent Drake was the self preserving
Bastard Cassidy had always imagined him to be.

Hoping that this Byron Facility was the same as...

Suddenly there was a silent click, Cassidy holding
still as something shifted, a movement beneath his
fingers, a latch that had been broken. With a hiss of
air and the movement of squealing gears, the panel
shifted slowly backwards, cracking pressure seals as
it slid away.

The smell was dank and old, the air frigid and stale,
and yet the passageway was unmistakable, the man
size route that led straight up and tumbled all the



way down. It was a chasm of sheer darkness; it was
the light at the end of the tunnel.

“Drake ye paranoid bastard...” he quietly whispered,
the former X-Man peering upwards into the gloom
“...ye just might prove useful yet...”

“CASSIDY!!”

He froze, leaning back just a fraction as Jubilation
Lee stood not ten feet away, her hands
outstretched, her fingers pointed in a trigger, her
eyes bloodshot with fury. He cursed himself, the
Irishmen berating his own mistake, his rifle
discarded and on the floor, his throat still tense and
unresponsive. She was waiting for him, her posture
slumping like a mannequin, her eyes intent with
purpose; she was waiting for him to move.

She was waiting for him to breadth...

She couldn’t stop herself from crying.

Young Jubilation Lee was trapped between the past
and present, her surroundings so familiar and yet so
alien, her memories drowning within that cell in
which she had been beaten. It had been so easy to
ignore it, to bury it to be forgotten, the painful
memories discarded and left unprocessed. She
didn’t want to remember it, the cold and hunger, the
pain and thirst, the hours of torture because of a
man she trusted. It was easy to ignore it, it was
painful to remember it.

It was too painful...

She stood there barely moving, her shoulders
slouched and one hand outstretched, her fingers
pointed like a pistol, vibrant and violent light
bursting about her digits. She didn’t want to hurt
him, the man who was like a Father, a man she had
bitten after he had offered water, but it was love
that was intertwined with hate, with betrayal and
heartache.

She didn’t understand, she wanted to but she
couldn’t, how could it be possible to both love and
hate a man so much? How could she want to kill



him and forgive him at the same time?

“Why?” she made a strangled whisper, her eyes red
and swollen, her throat rasped and raw “...Why?”

“I’m sorry Lass...” Sean Cassidy intoned calmly,
slowly raising one hand to calm her “...but I have
nae excuse...”

She tried to swallow, young Jubilee finding it difficult
to breadth as the lights she projected were bursting
fiercely, something dark and sickly gripping at her
broken heartstrings, rummaging and ripping at her
feelings, intensifying her repressions.

She couldn’t stop herself from crying, her fingers
clenching tightly...until her world exploded with a
sudden burst of fury, a sharp crack smashing across
her cranium and sending her tumbling into a
boneless heap. She was aware for just a moment
longer, young Jubilation lee startled and confused,
her senses blinded by the impact, her vision slowly
fading, her head throbbing with unexpected pain.

A tiny girl with raven hair appeared before her fallen
senses, crouched on all fours and observing her
intently, one hand curled up into a bloodied fist, the
other one extended and patting her gently on the
forehead. She was dimly aware of her surroundings,
Jubilee slowly fading from the world as the tiny girl
with raven hair, the one who had attacked her, the
child from the children’s cell, observed the damage
she had caused with a face of regretful worry.

“It’s alright Lassie...”

Young Jubilation Lee could barely hear the mumbled
words of Cassidy...

“...You nae hit her that hard, she will be alright....I
suppose ye want tae be coming with...”

The Byron Trust, Level 7, Research and
Development 4...

Paige Guthrie had been desperate to be an X-Man.

She had remained awake at night, hidden beneath



her covers, reading the letters from her brother by
feeble torchlight, imaging that she was excelling in
his place. It was like a dream, the stories he would
tell, of other worlds and fantastical adventures,
aspiring to be recognised in a fearful world, breaking
boundaries and escaping the mundanity of her
current life.

She wanted to be an X-Man.

She wanted to be the best.

And then she died.

A bullet pierced her heart and sent her spiralling into
oblivion, lost, alone and utterly unable to fulfil her
dreams, utterly unable to forge a future, utterly
unable to live. But he had saved her, by chance or
accident, it didn’t matter, he had saved her and
dragged her from the darkness, tucked away within
the recesses of his mind, safe and warm and
eternally guarded.

She had died and now she lived, trapped within his
body, forced to watch as Jonathon Starsmore
exchanged their fates.

Paige struggled as best she could, the twisted
creatures forged from flesh and steel pinning her to
the floor, metal talons digging deep into her cheek,
frenzied whispers filling her every thought. She
could hear them, the frightened and confused
children, the new life finding form within inhuman
torsos, the infants clinging to their pain and malice
like a lifeboat, keeping them afloat in a violent
world.

She could hear them but she could only see him,
through eyes that were bleeding beneath the
eyelids, Jonathon trapped within her body and being
forced up onto his feet. They were surrounding him,
the behemoths of a thousand faces, one massive
beast prowling on jagged paws, Paige still struggling
to save him.

“Mother...” they were whispering, metallic screeches
and harsh whimpers, Paige could only watch as trails
of metallic light burrowed deep into his fibres, pain
twisting across his features.

“Jono...” Paige was desperate to get up, her own



flesh pierced in a thousand different places, the viral
life form spreading throughout her body, slowly
digging into her mind. She struggled and bucked to
no avail, trying to move a single limb, trying to drag
herself forwards.

“Jono!” she called out, her eyes stinging with harsh
tears, the body she had borrowed burning at the
core.

“JONO!!” she cried out as a spike of golden light was
slammed into his forehead, the man she loved
convulsing beneath the impact, the man who had
saved her spitting as his mind was broken.

“JONO!!” she yelled in desperation, clawing at the
floor to try and drag her body forward, her fingers
burning with a blazing light, her torso igniting with
violent clarity. She was desperate, she was
determined, she was willed on by an unwillingness
to fail that had lived within her since childhood.

She refused to allow this to be her folly.

She refused to allow this to be her failure.

She refused to let him die.

She reached towards the man who had saved her,
so far away and slowly dying, she reached out and
did the only thing she could do.

She screamed, Paige Guthries now telepathic mind
exploding, a violent outburst that ripped apart the
boundaries between this world and the next, sending
a chain reaction rippling throughout the complex and
all the psychic minds around her, rupturing the
boundaries of sanity, and plunging the world into
further chaos...

Westchester, the Xavier Institute for Gifted
Youngsters...

She cried out in pain and ripped off the headset as
Cerebro exploded in a frenzied storm of power, Jean
Grey and the machine recoiling violently from the
psychic backlash that had ripped its way throughout
the Astral Plane. She gripped her temples as she



fell, arcs of electronic lightning bursting free from
the controls as the safeguards were obliterated, the
visions still ripping through her mind after she had
tried to find their former children.

It was like a plague, a festering disease of
unrelenting hate of violence, an infant ripped out
from its womb and swallowing up everything around
it. The children were lost in there, the X-Men’s
former students, trapped within a whirlwind of
malice.

A repeating cycle of despair.

“JEAN!!” Logan cried out, the X-Man immediately by
her side, braving the blazing arcs of electricity to be
beside his fallen team mate, grabbing her by the
shoulders and dragging her away from the unstable
Cerebro.

“My God...Logan...it’s bleeding Logan!” she managed
to gasp between her heavy breathing, her eyes
bloodshot and barely focused, blinded by the
horrifying visions of a drowning earth and the
supernova.

“THE ASTRAL PLANE IS BLEEDING!!”

TO BE CONTINUED...

NEXT ISSUE: With the Astral Plane ruptured and
the physical world under siege by the offspring of a
vengeful species, Generation X is ill equipped to deal
with either threat. With their members wounded,
dying or in captivity, only Sean Cassidy is in place to
make a difference, but is their former Tutor
interested in stemming this violent outbreak...or
only in securing freedom for himself?
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